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Senior DARPA Scientist Warns of Widespread LETHAL
ATTACKS Upon the Public Coming From
Microwave Towers

Dave Hodges

 

Former DARPA Senior Scientist, Dr. Paul Batcho, asserts that cell phone towers pose an

intentional and immediate lethal threat against the general public of the United States.

It is an old issue, but with a new revelation by the most credible insider source to date.

Recently, I was contacted by Dr. Paul Batcho. Batcho is a former DARPA senior scientist

who worked at Los Alamos and held a top secret security clearance. In short, Batcho

asserts that clandestine forces are purposely engaging in “acts of terrorism” against the

general public through emission of dangerous frequencies from cell phone and microwave

towers in the St. Petersburg/Orlando/ Tampa, Florida area.

Before launching into a revelation of the stunning claims presented to me by Dr. Batcho,

let’s establish his crediblity as a reliable witness.

Dr. Paul Batcho’s Relevant Vitae

Below is the publicly available professional background of Dr. Paul Batcho:

Educational Background

Princeton University

Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.), Computational and Applied Mathematics     1987 – 1994

Computational Physics and low dimensional modeling of dynamical systems; turbulence

theory

Revlevant Work Experience

Sta몭 Member Los Alamos National Laboratory

October 2001 – August 2004 (2 years 11 months)Los Alamos, NM

Computational Physics

– C++ OOD design and software engineering development (agile, scrum)

– advanced concurrent computing on thousands of processors, Linux/MS development

– software quality assurance, CVS, unit testing and project management

Research Associate

Howard Hughes Medical Institute

1999 – 2001 (2 years)

Visiting member of Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences, NYU; research position with

Howard Hughes Medical Institute

– Computational Physics for molecular biology, quantum chemistry, 몭uid dynamics
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Relevant Email Communications on the Terrorist Threat

Please note the following email communications which were sent by Dr. Batcho to relevant

American federal agencies with applicable oversight capabilities.  apparently frustrated by

the lack of response from thee oversight agencies, in whom the pubic safety is entrusted, I

was copied on the last email and the previous emails were attached to provide contextual

background. Here are the emails:

Paul Batcho > April 8, 2016 8:08 PM  

A TTN: Telecommunication threat security o몭ce, Homeland SecurityI would like to bring to

your attention an ongoing threat with regards to harmful communications transmitting

from the cellular towers in central Florida, and Tampa St Petersburg. It is not clear to me

whether it is due to the USCENTCOM in Tampa or it is targeting US civilians.I am a

former scientist from Los Alamos National Lab in NM where I held a Q-Clearance

for the DOE (top-secret DoD) for several years. I have also worked on DARPA research

projects. I have a Ph.D. from Princeton and now live in St Petersburg and work…

(Personal information deleted)…I seem to have stumbled across an advanced technology

that I would classify as synthetic telepathy. It clearly uses the cellular towers to transmit

illegal signals. It sounds unbelievable but it is actual technology being used on civilians of

the US.My basic research does indicate that such technology can exist and dates back

to the V2K (P300) mind wave technology of the 1970s. This does appear to be a much

more advanced version that allows open communication of human mind to mind

bridges.Please forward my email to the appropriate DoD security o몭ce and I would like the

issue investigated. Human brains appear to transmit and receive at the RF bands around

450MHz and microwave transmissions can be highly damaging in turns of induced bio-

e몭ects. Please also forward my email to any CIA  or US technology  team that may be

researching similar technologies. It is very clear to me that such technologies exist.Please

feel free to contact me, and I will be able to o몭er some background and technical

information.Thank youPaul F Batcho, Ph.D.

St Petersburg, FL 33701

______________________________________

On Thu, Mar 24, 2016 at 10:18 AM, Paul Batcho wrote:

A TTN: Telecommunication security o몭ce, Homeland Security

             The Constitution Is Clear:Please 몭nd the follow-up to my communication on the

transmission of illegal radio frequency signals from the cellular and micro towers in

Tampa/St Petersburg, and its surrounding areas. My observations are based on clear

scienti몭c and engineering principles and data.

I am a Ph.D. from Princeton University and a former scientist from Los Alamos National

Laboratory in New Mexico where I worked within nuclear weapon research teams. I held

a Q clearance (top secret equivalent of DoD).  I have also worked on DARPA research

projects as a senior scientist.

There is a technology  transmitting RF signals and communications at the human brain

resonant frequency bands, and it is targeting individuals and groups.

These transmissions will cause harmful health a몭ects in the form of enhanced

microwave radiation illness. It is imperative that these frequency bands be measured

and veri몭ed by an o몭cial source. These frequency bands do not exist naturally, and

there is a technology targeting individuals.

Cellular transmission’s broadcast at 853 MHz, human brain resonance is centered around

 Follow



Cellular transmission’s broadcast at 853 MHz, human brain resonance is centered around

450Mhz,  and Ham radio operators are not allowed to broadcast at the 400Mhz to 700Mhz

band. I would suggest a 몭ltering at the 400Mhz to 700Mhz band on all microwave and cellular

transmissions, digital 몭lters should su몭ce in the near term. Civilians are being harmed by the

deliberate transmissions of an established technology.

The veri몭ed measurement and existence of these RF band transmissions constitutes a

terrorist act. Please advise the appropriate security o몭ce on Homeland security. This is a

serious matter that needs immediate attention and  it must be addressed. Please feel free to

contact me.

I would be happy the discuss it.Thank youPaul F.  Batcho, Ph.D.

St Petersburg, FL

________________________

ATTN: DARPA Security & Intelligence

Dears Sirs

I would like to bring to your attention that a technology

derived from the patents listed below is being used in

an illegal manner over the cellular and microwave towers

in St Petersburg/Tampa/Orlando FL.

Please bring this matter to the attention of the security

o몭ce and appropriate contract monitor for the technology

mention within. The technology is clearly being used

by a non US government group with lethal intentions

on civilians.

I forwarded previous emails on my understanding

of the technology. I believe this matter needs serious

and immediate attention.

Paul F. Batcho, Ph.D.

St Petersburg, FL 33701

1992 and 1994 patents funded by DARPA,

US Patent # 5,123,844. June 23rd, 1992

US Patent # 5,289,438. February 22nd, 199

_________________________________

On Thu, Mar 31, 2016 at 9:57 PM, Paul Batcho >wrote:

Please be advised:  threat in the St Petersburg/Tampa/Orlando AreaThis is  follow-up to my

previous emails on the illegal transmissions of signals from cellular and

microwave transmission towersThe technology being used is clearly based on the

methodsoutlined in the following patents based on microwavetransmission directed at human

brain frequencies.The active technology has been in use for approximately3 1/2 years, roughly

corresponding to the expiry of the

1992 and 1994 patents funded by DARPA,
US Patent # 5,123,844. June 23rd, 1992
US Patent # 5,289,438. February 22nd, 199 

These systems stimulate the brain with RF frequencies and wave forms.This is not CDMA

450MHz:450MHz-470MHz transmissions.

http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PALL&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/srchnum.htm&r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=5,123,899.PN.&OS=PN/5,123,899&RS=PN/5,123,899
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PALL&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/srchnum.htm&r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=5,289,438.PN.&OS=PN/5,289,438&RS=PN/5,289,438
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PALL&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/srchnum.htm&r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=5,123,899.PN.&OS=PN/5,123,899&RS=PN/5,123,899
http://patft.uspto.gov/netacgi/nph-Parser?Sect1=PTO1&Sect2=HITOFF&d=PALL&p=1&u=/netahtml/PTO/srchnum.htm&r=1&f=G&l=50&s1=5,289,438.PN.&OS=PN/5,289,438&RS=PN/5,289,438


450MHz:450MHz-470MHz transmissions.

There is unlawful use of the various lethal aspects

of the technology.  The technology is active and civilians

are being targeted with harmful health e몭ects.Please investigate the transmission of the

various frequencysignals in the 450 MHz range. The band from 437MHz to 478Mhzwith peaks

at roughly 6 MHz intervals appear to havesizable spectral energy components.Please feel free to

contact me.

I would be happy the discuss it.Thank youPaul F.  Batcho, Ph.D.

St Petersburg, FL

__________________________________________Is It Too Late?

Dr. Batcho’s warnings are too late for many. Consider this excerpt from Global research.

Cell Towers Radiating Our Children

“The rollout of smart meters proceeds alongside increased installation of wireless
technology and cell phone towers in and around schools in the US. In 2010 Professor
Magda Havas conducted a study of schools in 50 US state capitols and Washington DC to
determine students’ potential exposure to nearby cell towers. A total 6,140 schools serving
2.3 million students were surveyed using the antennasearch.com database. Of these, 13%
of the schools serving 299,000 students have a cell tower within a quarter mile of school
grounds, and another 50% of the schools where 1,145,000 attend have a tower within a
0.6 mile radius. The installation of wireless networks and now smart meters on and around
school properties further increases children’s RF exposure.

 Many school districts that are strapped for cash in the face of state budget cuts are willing

to ignore the abundance of scienti몭c research on RF dangers and sign on with telecom

companies to situate cell towers directly on school premises. Again, the FCC’s thermal e몭ect

rule is invoked to justify tower placement together with a disregard of the available

studies. The School District of Palm Beach County, the eleventh largest school district in the

US, provides one such example. Ten of its campuses already have cell towers on their

grounds while the district ponders lifting a ban established in 1997 that would allow for

the positioning of even more towers. When concerned parents contacted the school district

for an explanation of its wireless policies, the administration assembled a document,

“Health Organization Information and Academic Research Studies Regarding the Health

E몭ects of Cell Tower Signals.” The report carefully selected pronouncements from telecom

industry funded organizations such as the American Cancer Society and out-of-date

scienti몭c studies supporting the FCC’s stance on wireless while excluding the long list of

studies and literature reviews pointing to the dangers of RF and EMF radiation emitted by

wireless networks and cell towers.”

Can any person actually believe that the installation of Crow as the ASU president was a

coincidence? He was brought to ASU in order to establish the 몭rst degree program in

sustainability.

American Universities Are Becoming RF Hell Holes

Rich Farver was a 29-year-old San Diego State University (SDSU) political science teaching

assistant where he had already earned his masters degree, died

of glioblastomamultiforme(GBM) brain cancer on October 11, 2008. Rich’s mother, Virginia,

began a quest to 몭nd out why. Virginia discovered that several students and sta몭 were

dying on the campus of San Diego State University of various cancers. Virginia was

subsequently told that Rich’s cell phone was the culprit. Shortly after that, she found an

article entitled  “Brain Cancer Cluster on the San Diego State University Campus.” The light

came on and Virginia met o몭-campus with some professors mentioned in the article. The

professors told her that they had asked for a toxicology study, as there is a huge cell tower

right next to the building where Farver lived and ultimately died.

Conclusion

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=001-8PXRBGrR3KZCKiuHH4jLEZAd0I0lg-h3vOTo2elJnlNHpTCUMHNG4WYxsFrqH8jEKwb6kGcHzXwInyQQeuf2Z1Gl_1v5b-bLjgi2Acpz5B3pM6bm40iX0YynIwXf8-6
http://http//emractionday.org/story/virginia-farver-fort-collins-co-us
http://emractionday.org/story/virginia-farver-fort-collins-co-us#


Virginia’s research and that of others like Deoborah Tavares, have revealed that millions of

people have been placed at risk because of the cell and microwave towers placed on

University and school grounds. Further this system is part of a larger National system of

connected communications  which is expanding on international basis. To date, The Los

Angeles School District and the European Union have moved to forbid these practices.

When Dr. Batcho speaks of the array of cell phone towers in the Tampa/Orlando that are

emitting toxic and even lethal doses of RF, he is unknowingly understating the problem.

Almost every major university, not just

In nearly every major university in America, wireless carrier corporations and the various

governmental alphabet soup agencies have combined to place dangerous arrays of

electromagnetic towers on campuses frequently near dorms and college o몭ces. Some of

these towers are merely cell phone towers. Some towers have implications for “national

security.” Regardless, universities all across this country are displaying profound sense of

depraved indi몭erence towards the well-being of students, sta몭 and faculty who live and

work on these campuses. These institutions of higher learning are paid big bucks in order

to accept these towers. And if these towers are not dangerous, then why do the

corporations spend millions trying to disguise the towers by making them look like trees?

Let me be clear, Virginia Farver has proven beyond a shadow of a doubt that when your

child goes o몭 to college, they are playing Russian Roulette with their health. When you

step out of your house, drive down the street, go to bed at night, you are at risk. There will

be a Part two that discusses the speci몭c dangers. Until then here is an interview I did with

Virginia Farver on this topic.

Watch on

This video is unavailable
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WIRELESS GENOCIDE 

MICROWAVE RADIATION

Part Of The Depopulation Agenda

____________

Microwave Electromagnetic Radiation is one of the most destructive, insidious, invasive

and aggressive technologies ever devised by man.

Invented by the same people who brought us Atomic and Nuclear weapons, and with the

same destructive a몭ect on our DNA as nuclear radiation fall out; as an integral part of the

depopulation agenda, Microwave Radiation threatens the continued existence of the

human race.

–

The age of wireless technology, ubiquitous microwave transmissions, chemtrail covered

skies,

and countless cellphone towers have transformed the planet in profound and

fundamental ways.

–

Where it concerns human health and environmental integrity, the e몭ects of these various

frequency assaults have been catastrophic.

–

It has been proven by the best science that microwave electromagnetic radiation can have

highly damaging e몭ects on the human body, animals and plants.

–

Much of that injury occurs under the radar.  Because the micro-damage is in몭icted at the

cellular level, particularly to the mitochondrial DNA, it goes undetected for many years.

Then, all of a sudden, a serious illness or fatal disease emerges out of nowhere. Hence, the

correlation is rarely made between the exposure to the pernicious frequencies and the

disease process.

–

Microwave radiation from Cell phones, Cell Towers, Wi몭 and Smart Meters is irreversibly

damaging the fabric of life.

–



Cell towers are not just for communication.   They are also used as a weapon to cause

impairment, illness and death.

Cell Towers are also used to manipulate the metals in chemtrails to control weather and

poison distribution in our skies.

In addition, cell phone towers are wired with the capability to release millions of watts

of microwave radiation which makes them veritable of “towers of death”,

Cell towers require 30 watts for our communication needs,  not the millions of watts

that they are capable of.

–

Weaponized cell phone towers that surround us now are the perfect weapons to carry out

the mega-slaughter of the domestic population.

Virtually all towns, all over the world have the amount of towers necessary to fry the

populations in their vicinity.

They are currently on the “Slow Kill” setting

–

Raytheon has been a part of microwave technology, since the beginning.

Raytheon was commissioned to build the “death ray” which they are aptly named after.

Raytheons name means “light from the gods.”

Raytheon Owns the patents for The “multifunctional microwave radio frequency

directed energy weapon”

Raytheon also owns the patents for HAARP and Cell Tower Technology both of which are

multifunctional microwave radio frequency directed energy weapons.

–

We have let ourselves become surrounded by Raytheon Death Rays.

They are currently turned on to slow kill to further the depopulation agenda.

They can turn them up to fast kiill us all at any point.

–

A 1971 recently declassi몭ed U.S. Navy document summarized more than 2,300 studies

describing adverse health e몭ects from microwave radiation.

Today, 8,000 studies connect microwave wireless and other Electromagnetic Radiation

with  122 biological e몭ects.

–

Microwave radiation is being used to silently torture, impair, control, injure and slow-kill

humans.

–

Wireless Radiation = Wireless Genocide



Part of the depopulation reality

___________

1.

HISTORY

___________

Since its invention, microwave radiation has been used for communication, mind control,

weather control and population reduction.

–

1.1

The New Manhattan Project

–

A global weather modi몭cation project came out of the World War 2-era

Manhattan Project. (Atomic and Thermo Nuclear Bombs)

Many  scientists who worked as part of the original Manhattan Project went on to do work

in

microwaves, weather modi몭cation and the atmospheric sciences; The New Manhattan

Project.

Many Manhattan Project scientists also worked at The Massachusetts Institute of

Technology’s Radiation Laboratory (MIT Rad Lab/Rad Lab)

The MIT Institute of Technology has been this global weather modi몭cation project’s main

research and development vehicle.

–

The military/industrial/academic complex created during WWII, enabled the development

of technologies which have gone on to become integral parts of this global weather

modi몭cation project.

–

The New Manhattan Project employs electromagnetic energy to manipulate dispersed

particles.

–

Microwave Directed Energy Weapons and Chemtrails seen in today’s skies are part of this

massive global weather modi몭cation project

–

1.2

NIKOLA TESLA

–

Nikola Tesla (1856-1943)몭rst conceived of the plans to manipulate the weather with

electromagnetic energy which eventually grew into today’s New Manhattan Project.

In the late 1800s, Tesla popularized the use of electromagnetic energy.

In his 1905 United States patent number: 787,412 “Art of Transmitting Electrical Energy



In his 1905 United States patent number: 787,412 “Art of Transmitting Electrical Energy

Through the Natural Mediums”

Tesla describes how electromagnetic energy may be sent and received through the

atmosphere.

The Supreme Court found that U.S. patent #645,576 “System of Transmission of Electrical

Energy” proves he invented radio; not Marconi.

He pioneered radar.

He invented wireless signal and power transmission.

–

Tesla’s scienti몭c discoveries pioneered what are today’s ionospheric heaters which use

electromagnetic energy to cause atmospheric perturbations from great distances and play

a de몭ning role in the New Manhattan Project.

–

Speci몭cally, he pioneered the use of a certain type of electromagnetic energy called

extremely-low frequency (ELF). This is a speci몭c type of energy known to be used in the

New Manhattan Project; the other being very-low frequency (VLF) electromagnetic energy.

–

Tesla did a great deal of theorizing about weather control and he speci몭cally theorized

about

using directed energy to manipulate the atmosphere.

–

Bernard Eastlund (1938-2007), the inventor of today’s most signi몭cant, powerful, and

versatile

electromagnetic energy generator (the High-frequency Active Auroral Research Project or

HAARP), attributed its fundamental technologies to Tesla.

–

There are many of these so-called ‘ionospheric heaters’ all around the world today being

used to manipulate the weather as part of the New Manhattan Project.

–

When Tesla died, his scienti몭c papers and instruments were con몭scated by the United

States government.

–

Tesla died in 1943, then just three years later, Bernard Vonnegut (who later went on to

conduct

early NMP 몭eld experiments) and two other General Electric (GE) scientists were

simultaneously kicking-o몭 the scienti몭c era of weather control and the New Manhattan

Project.

–

The MIT Rad Lab was already well at work on related technologies.

–



The scienti몭c expert charged with reviewing Nikola Tesla’s posthumously con몭scated

papers

was a Radiation Lab Steering Committee member and Assistant Director John G. Trump

(1907-1985).  Trump was the uncle of the new United States President Donald J. Trump.

For the US military, John G. Trump translated the Tesla papers from Scientist to English.

They decided which of Tesla’s ideas were of military value and thus worthy of further

exploration.

John G. Trump went on to serve as the head of the British Branch of the MIT Radiation

Laboratory.

–

1.3

M.I.T. RAD LAB

–

MIT Rad Lab scientists developed early examples of technologies which have since gone on

to

become large parts of today’s New Manhattan Project.

Speci몭cally, the Rad Lab made important early advancements in the areas of ionospheric

heaters and air tra몭c control.

–

These technologies involve the creative use of electromagnetic energy.

The creative use of electromagnetic energy applied to the WWII e몭ort was what the Rad

Lab

was all about.

The MIT Rad Lab operated between 1940 and 1945, employing 4,000 people.

The MIT Rad Lab was underwritten by a half-million dollars of John D. Rockefeller Jr.

money. And reached a budget of about $125,000 per day, or close to $4 million per month

in 1945.

The MIT Rad Lab had sixty-nine di몭erent academic institutions represented on its sta몭.

Many scientists who worked on the original Manhattan Project also worked out of the Rad

Lab.

–

The MIT Rad Lab grew out of something called the National Defence Research Committee

(NDRC) Microwave Committee.

When the National Defence Research Committee was established, the 몭rst suggestions

from the armed services of 몭elds for NDRC investigation included basic research at ultra-

high frequencies and studies of pulse transmission.

In late 1940, the Microwave Committee established development and production facilities

at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Research began at what was soon called the Radiation Laboratory on November 10, 1940,



Research began at what was soon called the Radiation Laboratory on November 10, 1940,

under an NDRC contract with M.I.T..

–

The Rad Lab developed and produced radar and radar-like systems and contracted for

radar set (transmitter and receiver) production with 몭ve industrial concerns: Raytheon,

General Electric, Radio Corporation of America (RCA), Westinghouse, and Philco & Sperry.

–

Raytheon today manages the electromagnetic portions of the New Manhattan Project.

General Electric has lots of connections to the NMP.

–

The Rad Lab developed and produced other technologies including some extremely

e몭ective

submarine radar.  As it has been written and said many times: the atomic bomb only

ended the war, radar won it.

–

As the war ended, the Rad Lab was closed down. The people who worked there found

employment elsewhere in the vast, newly created military/industrial/academic complex.

–

Depopulated, the MIT Rad Lab was o몭cially terminated on the last day of 1945, only to be

bureaucratically reborn the next day as something called the Basic Research Division.

Six months later, the Basic Research Division re-joined MIT as a subdivision of the newly

established Research Laboratory of Electronics (RLE).

–

Today, electromagnetic energy generated from ground-based antennas called ‘ionospheric

heaters’ is used to manipulate the atmosphere and modify the weather.

The use of electromagnetic energy is what distinguishes the New Manhattan Project from

the conventional cloud-seeding industry.

The biggest early developments of technologies which have since resulted in today’s

ionospheric heaters took place at the MIT Rad Lab.

–

Ionospheric heaters have evolved from something developed at the Rad Lab called the

Long Range Navigation (LORAN) system.

During the Rad Lab years was when Big Science got serious about bouncing radio waves

o몭 of the ionosphere.

The development of SS Loran led to the later development of over-the-horizon (OTH)

radar.

Today’s ionospheric heaters are the direct descendants of OTH radar and of SS Loran.

–

OTH radar transmitters bounce a signal o몭 the ionosphere, then that signal hits a target

which sends an echo back o몭 the ionosphere again and back to the transmitter.



In this way, they are able to remotely sense objects thousands of miles away.

OTH radar technologies were 몭rst developed in the 1950s

–

The MIT Lincoln Laboratory was founded by key 몭gures in the MIT Rad Lab and the

subsequent Research Laboratory of Electronics.

Later, in 1958 about 500 Lincoln Laboratory Employees left and formed the Mitre

Corporation.

The Mitre Corporation is the day-to-day manager of today’s New Manhattan Project

–

1.4

VANNEVAR BUSH

–

Vannevar Bush (1890-1974): Architect of the military/industrial/academic complex and

founder of the New Manhattan Project.

Bob Dylan’s song “Masters of War” is about him.

Eisenhower’s famous coining of the term ‘military/industrial complex.’  was referring to the

combined power of giant organizations enabled by the bureaucratic framework

established by Vannevar Bush and his cronies.

–

Bush brought our military, corporations, and universities together to work on enormous

projects such as the original Manhattan Project and the MIT Rad Lab.

–

Without congressional approval, Bush and his cronies created the 몭rst American ‘black’

military budgets.

–

Vannevar Bush co-founded Raytheon in 1924.

General Electric, Raytheon, and MIT all have extensive ties to the New Manhattan Project.

–

After the war, Bush became Chairman of the MIT Corporation. 1939, Bush became

president of

the powerful Carnegie Institution in Washington D.C.; another organization associated with

the New Manhattan Project

–

By May of 1940, Bush had enlisted the help of a man named John Victory to draft

legislative

language calling for the creation of what he called the National Defense Research

Committee (NDRC).

The NDRC was to bring together America’s militaries, corporations, and universities in an



The NDRC was to bring together America’s militaries, corporations, and universities in an

e몭ort to more e몭ciently produce new weaponry.

On June 12, Bush met Roosevelt and he endorsed the NDRC.

With this endorsement, Roosevelt had promised Bush direct access to the White House,

virtual immunity from congressional oversight, and his own line of funds.

Without an act of congress, with the stroke of a pen, the military/industrial/academic

complex was born.

–

1941, Roosevelt approved the creation of the O몭ce of Scienti몭c Research and

Development (OSRD) to run the NDRC.

The NDRC became the chief operating unit of the OSRD.

The NDRC did extensive work for the O몭ce of Strategic Services (OSS).

The NDRC produced unorthodox weaponry and spying gear.

This is signi몭cant because the OSS was the forerunner to today’s Central Intelligence

Agency (CIA) and the CIA is deeply involved in today’s New Manhattan Project.

–

1.5

EDWARD TELLER

–

Edward Teller (1908-2003) was one of the most famous scientists of the 20th century.

He worked as a senior scientist on the original Manhattan Project and went on to develop

and promote the next generation of nuclear bombs known as thermonuclear bombs

(hydrogen bombs).

He is also widely known for developing and promoting the Strategic Defense Initiative;

a.k.a. Star Wars.

–

Teller in the 1990s famously co-authored a series of papers published by Lawrence

Livermore

National Labs which proposed that the Earth and its biota be sprayed with stratospheric

aluminum.

–

Teller was a longtime consultant to the Mitre Corporation. (the New Manhattan Project’s

project manager).

–

Teller was an early, strong, and steadfast adopter of the theory of man-made global

warming.

–

Teller also led the development nuclear warheads For the Polaris Submarine Launched

Ballistic Missile (SLBM) project.



The head of the Polaris program was a Navy vice admiral William Francis Raborn.

Raborn was instrumental to the development and production of the New Manhattan

Project.

In 1963 Raborn prominently wrote of electromagnetic energy being used to control the

weather.

Raborn was on the board of directors of a company that went on to build HAARP.

Today the Navy co-manages the giant HAARP ionospheric heater.

–

1.6

GLOBAL WARMING

AND

GEOENGINEERING

–

Von Neumann was an early progenitor of the modern theory of man-made global warming

and a geoengineering advocate.

–

In the early 1950s, he speculated that the carbon dioxide released into the atmosphere

from the

burning of hydrocarbon fuels such as oil and gas could cause the Earth’s average

temperature to rise dramatically.

He neglected to consider the fact that only a statistically insigni몭cant 3% of the Earth’s

atmospheric carbon dioxide is man-made.

–

He laid the foundation of today’s Solar Radiation Management (SRM) Geoengineering

thesis,

–

by theorizing that a layerof stratospheric aerosols,  could lower the Earth’s temperature

by re몭ecting sunlight back into space.

–

These are the earliest examples of both the modern theory of man-made global warming

and the basis of the SRM Geoengineering thesis

–

1.7

ELECTRICAL

MANIPULATION

OF

ATMOSPHERIC PARTICLES



ATMOSPHERIC PARTICLES

AND

PLASMAS

–

Bernard Vonnegut captained the 몭rst modern experiments involving the electrical

manipulation of atmospheric particles for the purpose of weather modi몭cation.

–

Today’s New Manhattan Project has evolved into a project involving

the electromagnetic manipulation of atmospheric particles for several purposes, including,

weather modi몭cation.

–

In 1946 Vonnegut, Langmuir, Schaefer, and General Electric would go on to rollout the

scienti몭c era of weather modi몭cation.

–

Langmuir was one of the 몭rst scientists to conduct experiments on ionized gasses which

he called ‘plasmas.’  He invented the 몭eld of plasma physics.

This is relevant to today’s New Manhattan Project because, as part of the Project,

electromagnetic energy is currently being used to turn vast portions of our atmosphere

into plasmas.

–

1.8

PSYCHOTRONIC

WEAPONRY

–

Alfred Lee Loomis: the father of psychotronic weaponry and major aspects of the New

Manhattan Project

He ran the Microwave Committee, was a Rad Lab co-founder, and a Life Member of the

MIT Corporation.

He 몭rst proposed the LORAN concept which evolved into today’s ionospheric heaters.

–

In 1930 Loomis became interested in brain waves.

He was inspired by a German psychiatrist named Hans Berger (1873-1941).

Loomis published his 몭rst paper on the subject in June of 1935.

–

Using the electroencephalographic techniques he helped develop, Mr. Loomis noted

di몭erent brain wave patterns and attributed these patterns to di몭erent states of sleep

consciousness.

–

Between 1937 and 1939, Loomis worked at Loomis Labs with Dr Hallowell Davis (1896-



Between 1937 and 1939, Loomis worked at Loomis Labs with Dr Hallowell Davis (1896-

1992)

and his wife Pauline Davis.

The trio solidi몭ed early brain wave research and continued development of the

electroencephalogram.

–

Today we have a precise knowledge of exactly how di몭erent electromagnetic frequencies

a몭ect us.

–

This information about brain waves is signi몭cant because the ionospheric heaters used

today as part of the New Manhattan Project, can produce such frequencies that a몭ect our

moods, thoughts, and bodily functions.

–

Antennas which can produce these types of electromagnetic signals are known as 

‘psychotronic weaponry.’

–

Loomis is responsible for research helping to establish a basis for the second New

Manhattan Procect agenda (mind control) and the technology to deliver it.

–

Loomis was also a founding trustee of the Rand Corporation.

This is signi몭cant because the Rand Corporation has many New Manhattan Project

connections.

–

1.9

THE BIRTH OF

THE GLOBAL WARMING LIE

–

“Roosevelt called me into his o몭ce and said, ‘What’s going to happen to science after the

war?’  I said, ‘It’s going to fall 몭at on its face.’  He said, ‘What are we going to do about it?’ 

And I told him, ‘We better do something damn quick.’” – Vannevar Bush

–

After the Axis powers were defeated, our military/industrial/academic complex wanted

new enemies.  New enemies justi몭ed its existence.  Without a new enemy they were to be

defunded.

One of the new enemies they claimed was the weather; speci몭cally the threat of

catastrophic

man-made global warming.

They did not step aside gracefully.  They jealously and dishonourably clung to power by

declaring war on Mother Nature.

–



–

After WWII, Vannevar Bush and his cronies spent their recently accumulated political

capital,

building (among other things): a global weather modi몭cation project, a shadow United

States government, and an authoritarian world government.

–

Global warming was just the convenient lie they needed.

–

1.10

WEATHER MODIFICATION

USING ARTIFICIAL

ELECTRIC CHARGES

AND ATMOSPHERIC AEROSOLS

–

Bernard Vonnegut (1914-1997) went on to pioneer weather modi몭cation research

involving the use of arti몭cial electric charges and atmospheric aerosols.

–

The 1958 “Final Report of the Advisory Committee on Weather Control” contained an

article by

Bernard Vonnegut, Vincent Schaefer, J. S. Barrows and Paul MacCready titled “The Future.”

In it they outline an atmosphere saturated with “chemicals” and “altering” atmospheric

electrical variables.

–

In 1958 the chief White House advisor on weather modi몭cation, Captain Howard T. Orville,

said the U.S. defence department was studying “ways to manipulate the charges of the

earth

and sky and so a몭ect the weather” by using an electronic beam to ionize or de-ionize the

atmosphere over a given area.

–

The Department of Commerce Weather Bureau reported in 1960 that they were

conducting

a weather modi몭cation study in which,  “Chemicals are introduced into the cloud which

noticeably changes the surface tension of the droplets.

Electri몭cation e몭ects are being observed by arti몭cially electrifying the droplets and

subjecting

them to impressed electric 몭elds.”

–

In the January 1963 edition of the U.S. Naval Institute Proceedings, Admiral Raborn

outlined a program using electromagnetic energy to modify the weather.



outlined a program using electromagnetic energy to modify the weather.

His article was entitled “New Horizons of Naval Research and Development”.

United States Navy, of which Mr. Raborn was an admiral, is today one of the managers

of the HAARP facility in Alaska.

The HAARP facility contains the world’s most powerful ionospheric heater

which is well documented to be able to modify the weather and induce earthquakes.

–

In the 1967 National Science Foundation’s ninth annual weather modi몭cation report, it

reads;

“ESSA [Environmental Science Services Administration] was also investigating the e몭ect of

cirrus clouds on the radiation budget of the atmosphere by studying aircraft-produced

contrails

which often spread into cirrus layers covering considerable fractions of the sky.

One technique proposed for modifying lower cloud development was the generation of a

high level cirrus deck with jet aircraft.

By intercepting solar radiation at high altitude it may be possible to in몭uence larger scale

cloud development elsewhere by reducing solar input and reducing convective

cloud generation in areas where they are not needed.”

–

This is essentially today’s geoengineering thesis.

–

In the 1969 ICAS report, under the heading of “Cloud Electricity Modi몭cation,”

it is written that the National Science Foundation is developing, “Means for injecting

signi몭cant

quantities of charge arti몭cially into clouds…”

On page 37 of this report it describes the Army’s intentions in the area of weather

modi몭cation.

It reads:

“Studies will continue on upper atmospheric structure and dynamics, lasers and other

electromagnetic propagation, and acoustic propagation. New approaches to atmospheric

modi몭cation will be studied.”

–

On page 42 of the 1971 ICAS special report “A National Program for Accelerating Progress

in Weather Modi몭cation,” the authors write of fog being cleared by airplanes releasing

chemicals and ‘electrical methods’ of fog dissipation.

–

United States patent #5,003,186 “Stratospheric Welsbach Seeding for Reduction of Global



Warming” was 몭led by the Hughes Aircraft Corporation in 1991.

The patent describes a method for dispersing particulates into the upper atmosphere in

order to save us from global warming.

The author David B. Chang suggests that aluminum oxide be used for this purpose.

Lab tests from around the world have shown aluminum to be the number one chemtrail

ingredient.

The Hughes Aircraft Corporation was acquired by and is now integrated into

Raytheon.

–

1.11

MICRWOAVE RADIATION

–

By 1971, the US Naval Medical Research Institute (NMRI) referenced 2300 research articles

listing in excess of 120 impairments and illnesses attributed to radiofrequency and

microwave radiation.

–

In the Biography of Reported Biological Phenomena (E몭ect) and Clinical Manifestations

Attributed to Microwave and Radio-Frequency Radiation, Research Report. National Naval

Medical Centre (1971).

–

In order to protect industrial pro몭t and military function, and to avoid litigation from

military employees. It was suggested that governments in the West chose a safety level

compatible to industrial output and military function.

The governments that adopted the thermal level only denied and still to this day deny any

adverse e몭ect from subthermal levels.

–

In 1975, after an extensive study, the United States DIA warned all of its personnel of the

risk

from low-level microwaves. Including illnesses ranging from microwave sickness (몭u like

symptoms, depression, suicidal tendencies) to cancers and leukaemia.

–

During the Cold War, the Russian Embassy microwaved the United States Embassy

in Moscow with low-level microwaves for many years from across the road;

After changes of sta몭 for serious neurologic impairments, miscarriages, multiple cancers /

leukaemias and other illnesses to both male and female employees and their children,

John R. Goldsmith, M.D., was invited to investigate this matter.

His investigative report on this incident showed that continuous, long-term low-level

microwaves were responsible for those illnesses.



–

Barry Trower worked with and studied a diversity of stealth microwave warfare and

communication systems.

In so doing, learned a list of approximately 30 pulse frequencies that could induce 50

physical

and mental ailments by entrainment.

Barrie Trower Cited a 1950s report stating: “If this paper becomes known around the

world, it will threaten military and commercial interests.

–

1971 – U.S. Naval Medical Research Institute Researched 2300 studies listing all illnesses

resulting from thermal and non thermal e몭ects of Radio / Microwave Frequency EMR.

Paid particular attention to the e몭ects on man of non-ionizing radiation.

–

1971 – Warning to U.S. White House The U.S. President’s own Management Advisory

Council

warned: “power levels in and around American cities, airports.and homes may already be

biologically signi몭cant.” The population at risk “may well be the entire population.” The

consequences of undervaluing or misjudging the biological e몭ects of long-term, low-level

exposure could become a critical problem for the public health, especially if genetic

e몭ects are involved.

–

1973 – Microwave Radiation – A Potential Threat to HealthResearch by NRC Canada

and Queen’s University produced concerns for the long term, low-intensity non-thermal

microwave radiation that will result from uncontrolled proliferation of MW devices.

–

Barry Tower also said: “A 1976 Document summarizing U.S. Defense Intelligence

research is the saddest and most despicable document ever published in history.”

The document lists all of the health hazards caused by wireless devices and concludes:

“This should be kept secret to preserve industrial pro몭t.”

–

1976 – Sworn to Silence About non-thermal EMR U.S. Government advised its western

allies not to talk about non-thermal e몭ects of microwave radiation. If it did not heat the

body,

they were not to talk about it.

–

1977 – Microwaves: Their Deadly Risk and the Cover-up: Microwave radiation can blind

you,

alter your behaviour, cause genetic damage, even kill you. The risks have been hidden

from

you by the Pentagon, the State Department, and the electronics industry.  “The Zapping of



America” Paul Brodeur (1977)

–

Project Pandora Eldon Byrd, a scientist for the Naval Surface Weapons Centre, USN, said

about M/W radiation in 1986: ‘We can alter the behaviour of tissues, cells, organs and

whole organisms…. you can cause up to six times higher foetus mortality and birth defects

in laboratory animals, and these 몭elds are so weak you can hardly detect them…It is

known how to induce malignant diseases in human cells … and how to cure them…”

–

1990 – U.S. EPA Environmental Protection Agency EPA’S “Draft” report recommended

Electromagnetic Radiation be classi몭ed 2B “Possible” carcinogen. 33 of 35 international

research studies conclusively linked ElectromagneticRadiation to brain tumours,

leukaemia & other forms of cancer, etc.,

…but Pres. H.W. Bush’s White House quashed recommendation due to pressure from US

Military, Telecom/wireless Industries.

EPA was forbidden to research EMR further.

–

1992 – ICNIRP was born The International Commission on Non- Ionizing Radiation

Protection

claims to be an independent scienti몭c organization responsible for providing guidance and

advice on the health hazards of non-ionizing radiation exposure, yet considers only the

THERMAL e몭ects of EMR as harmful. “If the radiation does not heat the skin, it can’t be

harmful!“

–

1993 – U.S. FDA Food & Drug Administration Data “Strongly Suggest” microwaves

can promote cancer. FDA biologists concluded that the available data “strongly suggest”

that M/W can “accelerate the development of cancer.”

–

1994 – Microwave Weapons Microwave Research Department of the Walter Reed Army

Institute of Research states, “Microwave energy in the range 1 to 5 GHz, a militarily

important range, penetrates all organ systems of the body and thus puts all organ systems

at risk.” E몭ects on the central nervous system are considered very important. Orvotron,

The Bimonthly Newsletter, March/April 1994

–

Frequencies from about 700 MHz to 1,000 MHz interact most e몭ciently with human tissue

to

yield the greatest energy Absorption.

Today’s Cell Phones and Smart Meters operate within this very range.

–

1995 – CORRUPTION EPA’s own research caused them concern about EMR/F – wanted to

establish guidelines to protect the public, but the U.S. Senate Committee on

Appropriations stated: “… EPA should not engage in [electromagnetic 몭eld] activities”



–

1996 – EMR was re-assigned from the EPA to the FCC

1996 – US Telecommunications Act made it illegal for any community to consider health or

environment in regulating cell towers.

–

W.H.O. 1996 – International EMF Project Ten-year, USD $250-million International EMF

Project,

lead by Prof. Michael Repacholi, to assess the possible health e몭ects of EMF (electro-

magnetic 몭elds) in the 0 to 300 GHz. range.

–

2002 FCC Set public Exposure Limits for Microwave Radiation at levels at least 10,000 times

higher than levels which, according to the EPA, were causing illnesses all over the world.

–

1.12

MICROWAVE RADIATION

AND

WEATHER MANIPULATION

–

In 1996 the Air Force produced a document called “Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning

the Weather in 2025.”

“Owning the Weather” was one in a series of 39 documents speaking to a great overhaul

of Air Force operations to be achieved by the year 2025.

The larger set of documents is called “Air Force 2025.” “Owning the Weather” describes

a system of weather modi몭cation combining atmospheric aerosols

with electromagnetic energy.

–

“In the United States, weather-modi몭cation will likely become a part of national security

policy

with both domestic and international applications.”

–

1.13

THE MID-NINETIES

–

In the mid-nineties, Lawrence Livermore Laboratories scientists Edward Teller, Lowell

Wood

and Roderick Hyde wrote a series of papers calling for the spraying of megatons of

aluminum to save us from global warming.



–

The mid-nineties was when reports of chemtrail spraying in American skies began pouring

in.

–

Aluminum has been found to be the number one chemtrail ingredient.

Barium has been found to be the number two chemtrail ingredient.

–

As soon as Cell tower Microwave transmitters became commonplace, residents started to

complain of neurologic impairments, illnesses and later of cancer clusters.

–

Microwave sickness was well documented by 1997, when over 100 further research

documents pertaining to it were referenced.

–

1.14

HISTORY SUMMARY

–

Raytheon, the MITRE Corporation, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories, the Defense

Advanced Research Projects Agency, the Department of Energy, the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, and countless others consisting of just about every famous

scienti몭c institution in the Western world are hereby implicated in the development and

execution of the largest scienti몭c e몭ort in Human history.

–

Possibly over a trillion dollars has been spent. Hundreds of applicable patents have been

몭led. Thousands of papers have been published.

–

It’s called the New Manhattan Project and just like the original Manhattan Project, you’re

not supposed to know about it.

–

We all paid for it, but we also paid for a gigantic disinformation campaign designed to keep

us in the dark.

–

___________

2.

TODAY

___________

Today the New Manhattan Project involves the electromagnetic manipulation of

atmospheric particles for the purpose of weather modi몭cation, mind control and

depopulation.

–



Today, electromagnetic energy generated from ground-based antennas cell towers and

‘ionospheric heaters’ is used to manipulate the atmosphere and modify the weather.   And

produce such frequencies that a몭ect our moods, thoughts, health and bodily functions.

–

Today Raytheon manages the electromagnetic portions of the New Manhattan Project.

The Mitre Corporation is the New Manhattan Project’s project manager.

General Electric has a plethora of connections to the New Manhattan Project.

United States Navy, is one of the managers of the HAARP facility in Alaska.

The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) is deeply involved in today’s New Manhattan Project.

–

The New Manhattan Project creates microwave radiation using cell towers and other

ionospheric heaters, in conjunction with chemtrails that blanket our skies.

–

Cell Towers and rooftop antennas are heavily bombarding apartment buildings, college

campuses, schools and playgrounds with modulating microwaves, the same microwaves

previously developed and used as a weapon.

–

Today we have WiFi and mobile networks, connecting us with everyone, everywhere, every

second of every day… The New Manhattan Project has completely saturated out lives.

–

All sources are creating a pervasive, virtually inescapable, unprecedented, unchecked,

uncontrolled and rapidly escalating proliferation of harmful radiation in our environment.

–

Wireless systems emit not only microwaves, but also a smorgasbord of extremely low

frequencies (ELFs), shown in numerous studies to cause massive health issues, for

example, it raises the risk of childhood leukemia and tumors later in life.

–

Classrooms and libraries are degraded with mind-numbing WiFi frequencies documented

to short-circuit the nervous system, disrupt learning ability.

–

Educators teach kids the platitudes of the day, but never discuss how years of captivity in

radiation-toxic classrooms may make them sterile, or encumber their future with

genetically

damaged progeny.

–

Today millions of men and women of childbearing age roam dazed through life with

transmitting cell phones pressed 몭rmly to their heads.

–

Teens getting stoned on microwaves. The opiod-like “high” they glean from skull-piercing



phone radiation is documented in animal studies to habituate like nicotine.

–

No one has told them that an extended cell phone “몭x” enshrouds their bodies in high-

frequency electromagnetic energy with potential to unleash devastating e몭ects on both

their living and future o몭spring.

–

Young, uninsured, low-paid retail and service employees are required to wear powerful

“push-to-talk” radios equipped with large, cackling antennas, capable of propagating high

frequency energy for miles at the speed of light, these devices are worn just millimeters

away from delicate reproductive cells.

–

Mega and gigahertz microwaves are documented to damage both sperm and ova. Yet,

employers are not required by law to warn these exploited youngsters of possible

reproductive damage.

–

A myriad of o몭ce workers are encumbered with wireless blue tooth regalia, including

headsets and remotes worn in pockets or on belt clips.

–

Cell phones,  blue tooth systems wi몭 networks, for hours each day, workers swim in an

invisible

soup of microwave frequencies.

–

No law requires that workers be provided with up-to-date information on the possibility

that this continuous exposure puts their health at risk.

–

DNA is the crux of the matterMicrowave radiation is extremely injurious to human DNA.

–

It is therefore also destructive to both the human genome and the epigenetic chemical

switches which control expression of the genes.

–

Swisscom, the Swiss telecommunications company, says non-thermal wireless radiation

“has a genotoxic e몭ect”, causing “clear damage to hereditary material [DNA]” and an

“increased cancer risk”.

–

Today there is now 10 billion times more radiation in our environment than there was in

the 1960s.

–

Electro Magnetic Radiation adversely a몭ects the blood cells of ALL individuals, whether

they feel the e몭ects or not.

–



EMR damages cell membranes, causing them to leak calcium and create many health

issues,

such as altered brain function, autism, infertility, EHS, hypocalcaemia, DNA damage,

thyroid problems, osteoporosis, endocrine imbalances, early dementia, asthma,

neurological disorders

and multiple chemical sensitivities.

–

Autism in children is doubling every 몭ve years, paralleling the rise of EMR, and there is now

a 1-in-50 chance of a child developing or being born with autism in North America.

It used to be 1 in 50,000.

–

Almost every grade in every elementary school in North America has at least one child with

autism—a disorder that was nearly unheard of a generation ago.

–

Electromagnetic radiation breaks down the all-important blood–brain barrier, causing the

death of neurons, and allowing toxins to enter the brain causing migraines also can result

in early

dementia and Alzheimer’s disease.

–

Just 2 minutes of Wi-Fi exposure can cause cell mutation, oxidation and rouleaux— all of

which are associated with illness and disease.

–

The average cumulative whole-body exposure from a Smart meter at 3 feet is about 100

times more than that from a cell phone.

–

Today we are completely surrounded by and addicted to this highly destructive

technology.

–

For the sake of human survival, mankind must quickly master this critical fact:

Modern wireless technology is causing the genetic destruction of humans as a species.

–

This must be stopped. This trend must be broken. Become an early rejector of this

technology and spread the word.

____________

3.

THE TECHNOLOGY

___________

Lets take a closer look at the technologies themselves:



–

3.1

Silent Weapons:

C.I.A. Training Manual

–

“Silent weapons (such as microwave radiation)cause unmistakable physical and mental

damage, and interfere with the daily social life, Unmistakable to a trained observer,

One who knows what to look for.”

“The public cannot comprehend this weapon, and therefore cannot believe that they are

being attacked and subdued by a weapon.”

“The public might instinctively feel that something is wrong, but that is because of the

nature of the silent weapon, they cannot express their feeling in a rational way, or handle

the problem

with intelligence. “

“Therefore, they do not know how to cry for help, and do not know how to associate with

others to defend themselves against it.”

“When a silent weapon is applied gradually, the public adjusts/adapts to its presence and

learns to tolerate its encroachment on their lives until the pressure (psychological via

economic) becomes too great and they crack up. The silent weapon is a type of biological

warfare.”

“It attacks the vitality, options, and mobility of the individuals of a society by knowing,

understanding, manipulating, and attacking their sources of natural and social energy,

and their physical, mental, and emotional strengths and weaknesses.”

“Experience has prevent that the simplest method of securing a silent weapon and gaining

control of the public is to keep the public undisciplined and ignorant of the basic system

principles on the one hand,”

“while keeping them confused, disorganized, and distracted with matters of no real

importance

on the other hand.”

“This is achieved by: disengaging their minds; sabotaging their mental activities; providing

a low-quality program of public education in mathematics, logic, systems design and

economics;

and discouraging technical creativity. “

“engaging their emotions, increasing their self-indulgence and their indulgence in

emotional and

physical activities, “

“by; unrelenting emotional a몭rontations and attacks (mental and emotional rape) by way

of constant barrage of sex, violence, and wars in the media – especially the T.V. and the

newspapers.”

“By giving them what they desire- in excess “junk food for thought” and depriving them of

what they really need.”



“Also by rewriting history and law and subjecting the public to the deviant creation, thus

being able to shift their thinking from personal needs to highly fabricated outside

priorities.”

“These preclude their interest in and discovery of the silent weapons of social automation

technology”

–

3.1

CELL PHONES,

WIFI + SMART METERS

–

Cell Phones

–

Human beings are bioelectrical systems. Our hearts and brains are regulated by internal

bioelectrical signals. Environmental exposures to arti몭cial EMFs can interact with

fundamental biological processes in the human body,

–

“Cell phones” and “cellular networks” are aptly named. Every transmission disrupts your

cells directly.

–

Scienti몭c papers published by leading universities and research institutes all point to the

same conclusion:

Cell phone use causes loss of bone density, cardiac arrhythmia, brain cancer, and stroke,

to name a few of the  e몭ects, though there are many others.

–

It took more than 20 years to connect the 몭rst billion cell phone subscribers. 40 months to

connect the second billion, and 24 months after that the third.

Never before in human history have so many embraced such risky technology so fast.

–

1993 – Industry’s own studies prove cell phones are dangerous. The telecom industry’s

own six-year, $25 million study to prove cell phones are safe – proved just the opposite:

1) Federal microwave exposure standards are dangerously high

2) Cell damage and tumors can be easily induced in the lab at about one-third of the FCC’s

exposure guidelines

–

2010 – Cell Phone Industry Owns W.H.O.

“ ….there is no doubt: the Microwave Syndrome is not only the biggest experiment in the

history of Mankind, but also, it is one of the biggest epidemics recorded in Medicine (after

the Black Death, in몭uenza, malaria, AIDS, etc) …As long as the cell phone industry owns the

World Health Organization, the crime will proceed.”



–

If you place a mobile phone on stand-by mode in the cavity of a fresh raw chicken and

leave it there for about three days, the microwave radiation from the phone will cook the

chicken.

–

WIFI

–

Wi-Fi Technology is an Uncontrolled Global Experiment on the Health of Mankind.

–

1999 – The Wi-Fi Alliance Is a “global non-pro몭t organization with the goal of driving

adoption

of high-speed wireless local area networking.” It consists of 500 companies and is

sponsored by T-mobile, Texas Instruments, Sony, Samsung, Qualcomm, Nokia, Motorola,

Microsoft, LG, Intel, Huawei, Dell, Comcast, Cisco, Broadcom, and Apple.

–

Prof. Repacholi, on leaving the W.H.O. became roving ambassador for industry, promoting

wireless devices to children and schools.

He’s also Chairman Emeritus of ICNIRP

–

2008 – E.U. Countries Dismantling Wi-Fi in SchoolsSwitzerland, France, Germany,

Belgium and England have begun removing Wi-Fi from schools and public libraries .

Yet in Canada and the US, it is being pushed into schools and public places.

–

Doctors/Scientists Call for Moratorium or Stricter Guidelines on All Wi-Fi Devices

Seletun Consensus Statement 2010

Copenhagen Resolution 2010

Int’l Appeal of Würzburg 2010

Dutch Appeal 2009

EMF Resolution 2009

Porto Alegre Resolution 2009

European Parliament Paris Appeal 2009

London Resolution 2009

Venice Resolution 2008

Berlin Appeal 2008

Brussels Appeal 2007

–



2011 – Council of Europe (47 countries – 800 million people)Committee called for ban of

cell

phones and Wi-Fi in all schools …immediate action is required to protect children … it’s

crucial to avoid repeating mistakes concerning the dangers of asbestos, tobacco and lead.

Yet Canada and the US refuses to heed these 47 countries

–

2012 – Wi-Fi in Schools “UNICEF’s,” a children’s charity, own research found an 85%

increase in central nervous system disorders, a 36 % increase in epilepsy, 11 % in

psychiatric

problems, 82 % in blood / immune disorders in children and risk to the fetus,“

–

Oct. 2012 – American Academy of Pediatricians on Wi-Fi in SchoolsThe AAEM (60,000 

pediatricians) issued a public warning: Evidence clearly exists that EMR is harmful; don’t

use Wi-Fi in schools.

–

Power densities and frequencies similar to those used as weapons during the Cold War

are being used as WI-FI today.

–

SMART METERS

–

Dr. Daniel Hirsch, PhD. U. of C. says: whole body radiation from a Smart Meter equates to

from

45 to 450 times more than a cell phone – depending on one’s distance from the Smart

Meter.

–

Paci몭c Gas & Electric admitted in a California Court of Law that meters pulse on average

14,000 times/day to a max of 190,000/day

–

Smart Meters have caused countless 몭res and can invalidate your home insurance.

–

AMI Smart Meters pulses and non-thermal exposures coming over inside-house-wall-wires

from sinusoidal harmonics thousands times faster than the 60Hz wiring is built to

withstand and deliver.

–

From 3 feet smart meters emit the equivalent radiation of 90 cell phones

–

Some people are so disturbed by AMI Smart Meter microwave radiation,  they have

become homeless because they could not live in their homes with a smart meter or live

near neighbours smart meters.



–

Consumer appliances with the address 3MAC2 contain a transmitter to connect with AMI

Smart Meters.

–

HERTZ

–

A hertz is a unit de몭ning the frequency of an electromagnetic wave.

–

One Hertz (Hz) equals one cycle per second.

One kilohertz (KHz) is equivalent to one thousand cycles per second.

One megahertz (MHz) equals one million cycles per second.

One Gigahertz (GHz) is a frequency equal to one billion hertz or cycles per second.

–

With a basic understanding of human physiology you will comprehend the dangers we

face:

–

The human body is a self-contained electrical “machine”. We create this electricity through

the action of eating food which our system converts into electrical power.

–

The human body functions best while operating at around 10 hertz.

Key to remaining healthy is maintaining the delicate balance of these EMFs.

A disturbance to the electromagnetic 몭eld a deviation from our balance of 10 hertz, at a

cellular level leads to a disruption in the normal operation of the cell, in turn leading to

improper function, resulting in mutation, which can morph into cancer.

–

Before radio; before there was any ElectroMagnetic Frequencies(EMF) not part of the

natural cycle of life on earth, human beings were in harmony with the planetary EMF.

With the introduction of the radio, our bodies became recipients of arti몭cially introduced

electromagnetic frequencies.

Radio waves are not so damaging, as they operate fairly close to our natural, harmonious

balance with nature.

–

But, the key here is, the higher the frequency, the farther away from 10 hertz.

The farther away, the more damage is wreaked on our cells.

To understand how damaging cell phone electromagnetic radiation is to us, recall that we

operate at 10 hertz.

The average EMF emitted by cell phones and towers  is 1900 megahertz – 2500 megahertz.



Thats 2.5 billion hertz (cycles per second)

With 5 G in the near future. at 20-60 times stronger.

–

Essentially, we are being saturated 24/7 with many, many times stronger radiation 몭elds

than our body is equipped to deal with.

Our failure to deal with this onslaught is manifesting in the form of stress and sleep

disorders, birth defects, cancer and Alzheimer’s.

–

We are being silently culled, and footing the bill to make it happen.

By paying a cell bill, we ensure the continuity of a product that is killing, and will kill,

millions and millions of people.

–

There is a coming wave of brain tumors that will decimate a percentage of our population.

–

Sixty years ago, autism was 1:50,000. Today it’s 1:50.

Vaccines are the primary cause of autism, but cell towers and a constant bathing in

radioactive electromagnetic frequencies are playing their part as well.

–

Cell towers, chemtrails, cell phones, bluetooth devices, smart meters and wi몭 are playing a

large part in the depopulation agenda.

–

3.2

WEAPONIZED

CELL TOWERS

–

Currently this covert U.S. government microwave radio frequency directed energy weapon

system, deployed on masts nationwide, is being used to silently torture, impair, subjugate,

injure and slow-kill citizens.

–

U.S. Patent No. 7629918, held by the Raytheon Corp., the “multifunctional microwave radio

frequency directed energy weapon,”

“Weapons not directly considered lethal can cause cumulative damage to the human body

including death through “slow-kill.”

_

A microwave oven’s internal magnetron, which is virtually the same as that of a radar- or

cell phone tower, transforms that electrical energy into microwaves.

The magnetron inside a microwave oven can be easily adapted into a very lethal ray gun

–



A typical cell phone tower,  “A giant microwave oven on a stick,” capable of releasing

3,000,000 watts (3 megawatts) of output power to the tower’s magnetron – or even more

megawatts, if there is an ampli몭er at the top.

This amount of power is not required for cell phone and data transfer purposes.

One (1) watt from your cell phone can go 25 miles to the nearest cell phone tower, to relay

your call’s signal to the person on the other end of the line.

Towers can easily handle data tra몭c with a 30 watt output.

The average cell tower in the USA constantly pumps out between 100,000 to 500,000

watts.

–

Money talks in business unless you have an alternate motive. If cell transmission were

the only purpose, solar panels makes a great deal of economic sense Including inverters,

panels, and backup batteries, you can equip a 10 node cell tower with a thousand watt

solar setup for approximately $3,000 and never need to worry about installing a

transformer at all or paying any monthly electricity bill.

A 150′ tower ranges in cost from $100,000 up to $300,000 per unit with additional costs to

lease ground for the tower itself, plus power used.

Corporations exist for pro몭t, except when willing to take a hit to help realize an

unpublished, secretive objective.

–

A logical question to pose is: If a mere 30 watts is required to e몭ectively transmit signal,

and photovoltaic panels can generate and store su몭cient solar power to meet the

demands, why do we have these huge transformers at huge cost?

–

If 30 watts will do the job, then why have nodes pulsing at up to half a million watts all the

time?

And why can they go up to 3,000,000 watts?

–

These megawatts of extra power are not for data transfer;

Some of this power is used for weather manipulation.

Some is used to slow kill us, and the balance can be switched into full power weaponized

mode at any time.

–

The fact that cell phone towers are wired with the capability to release millions of watts of

microwave radiation makes them veritable of “towers of death”, the perfect weapons for

the

mega-slaughter of the domestic population.

–

Virtually all towns, all over the world have the amount of towers necessary to fry the

populations in their vicinity.



–

Cell Towers are increasing in numbers:

The wireless industry says that it must continue to increase its nationwide network of

microwave

antennas in our neighborhoods, commercial centers, parks and school zones.

–

Service providers have andcontinue to attach thousands of new antennas to buildings and

structures of all kinds.

–

WiMAX promoters are setting up powerful new WiFi networks across the nation.

–

The FCC admits it has expertise in neither health matters nor radio engineering.

–

It’s current exposure standards were developed by the Institute of Electrical and

Electronics Engineers (IEEE), which bills itself as the world’s leading professional

association for the advancement of technology.

“Essentially, the users of RF and microwave technology; the military, its contractors and the

communications industry, wrote the IEEE RF standard.

For example: The two co-chairs of the committee that developed the most recent safety

standard, one works for Motorola and the other for the U.S. Navy and the Air Force.

The safety standard serves their interests, not ours.

–

Raytheon means “light from the gods.”

We are surrounded by Raytheon death ray towers.

That are currently set to slow kill.

–

3.3

CHEMTRAILS

+

MICROWAVE RADIAITON

–

Atomic Energy Commission airplane spraying The First Chemtrail (image)

–

The primary components of chemtrails are aluminum, barium, and strontium.

These are heavy metals that are very harmful to human health.

–



These particulates are small enough to breach the blood-brain barrier.

–

They are linked to respiratory and neurological diseases like autism, and Alzheimer’s

disease.

They compromise the immune system. cause Asthma, headaches, lethargy, and allergies.

–

We have discussed chemtrails in detail in one of our previous 몭lms:

Truth11 Films | Goodby Blue Sky: Chemtrails, Ignored Genocide From Above

–

In this 몭lm we are looking at Chemtrails Involvement With Microwave Directed Energy

Weapon Cell Towers

Chemtrails and electromagnetic 몭elds are synergistically linked.

Chemtrails depend on microwave energies in order to persist in the sky.

Cell tower arrays and positively ionizing wireless technologies create the unhealthy

atmosphere

that is conducive to having chemtrail pollution linger.

–

U.S. patent #4,686,605 “Method and Apparatus for Altering a Region in the Earth’s

Atmosphere,

Ionosphere and/or Magnetosphere” shows how stratospheric and tropospheric aerosols

can be

manipulated using electromagnetic energy in order to modify the weather.

–

A 1996 Air Force document called “Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning the Weather in

2025.”

and a larger set of documents called “Air Force 2025.” “Owning the Weather” describes the

system of weather modi몭cation combining atmospheric aerosols with electromagnetic

energy.

–

Currently the stratosphere is being sprayed with chemicals and metals as a means to slow

climate change, manipulate the weather and create inductive 몭elds.

–

Based on a complex conductivity equation known as the VTRPE, the USAF continues to

spread barium into the upper atmosphere to “duct” electromagnetic energy over-the-

horizon.

–

The amount of Barium in our atmosphere exceeds by eight-times the level deemed safe

for humans to breathe.



–

With highly conductive barium chemtrails being spread to propagate HAARP and other

military radio and radar transmissions over the horizon, chemical “antennas” spread over

urban centres are also ducting, amplifying and altering already dangerously high levels of

Radio Frequency

and microwave pollution from ubiquitous cell phone towers, radio and TV transmitters,

and so-called “smart grids”.

–

“Electro Magnetic Radiation is a synergen.

Exposures such as pesticides, chemtrails, are additive and synergistic [or amplifying].

They are insults to the system that requires strong biological compensation to overcome.

Electromagnetic Radiation depletes that ability to compensate, and thus the person or

species succumbs to the e몭ects of the environmental insult more severely and more

rapidly.”

–

The people responsible for today’s New Manhattan Project are mass murdering and

wrecking

the environment, and are doing it in plain sight.

Look up, look around you.  You can see for yourself visual proof of chemtrails and cell

towers.

–

Over the years, in order to maintain their façades, they have produced and maintained an

incredibly huge and well oiled disinformation apparatus.

The group most responsible for this apparatus is the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA).

–

3.4

A HISTORY OF

CHEMTRAIL

DECEPTION

–

The New Manhattan Project is built upon a foundation of lies, chief among them is the

theory of man-made global warming.

–

To this day, the theory of man-made global warming is being used as the rationalization

for SRM geoengineering programs.

–

In 1987, the World Meteorological Organization and the British Royal Air Force cast this

self-explanatory abomination out upon the Earth: (Newspaper article Image)

Chemtrails presented as contrails by the WMO and the Royal Air Force



Chemtrails presented as contrails by the WMO and the Royal Air Force

–

A 1999 report by the United Nations’ World Meteorological Organization and

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change titled “Aviation and the Global Atmosphere”

bolstered lies about contrails by stating that they can form cirrus clouds.

–

In 2000, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) along with the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration (NASA), NOAA, and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)

compromised themselves by releasing a report titled “EPA Aircraft Contrails Factsheet.”

In this report, they tell lies about how contrails, “…last for hours while growing to several

kilometers in width and 200 to 400 meters in height.”

This report included the image below, of course, informing us that the emissions pictured

consist

only of harmless water vapor.

(Image)

Chemtrails presented as contrails in the EPA factsheet

–

The British government has released a couple of o몭cial statements telling us that

chemtrails do not exist.

This is from the same government that in 2009 proposed SRM geoengineering and in 2010

produced a joint report with the U.S. House of Representatives advocating geoengineering

regulation.

–

NASA has a web page dedicated to brainwashing children. At the top of the page it reads,

“Contrail Watching for Kids.” Alongside a picture of a chemtrail-laden sky, the text reads:

Contrails are long clouds made by high-몭ying aircraft. Because kids are so good at

watching clouds, they can easily be taught to identify contrails.

–

They must think that we are too ignorant and stupid to realize that these lines in the sky

are not following routine 몭ight paths.

–

Chemtrails In The CIA Controlled Media

Since the 1946 media explosion celebrating the pioneering weather modi몭cation e몭orts of

three General Electric scientists, airplanes spraying stu몭 have made regular mainstream

media appearances.

Today, the persistent lines in the sky left behind by airplanes are woven into the

mainstream media’s fabric. Chemtrails are consistently appearing in movies,

advertisements and video games.

(Image) Grand Theft Auto chemtrails

–



Our federal government’s o몭cial position is that chemtrails do not exist and that the New

Manhattan Project is a conspiracy theory.

–

3.5

THE CIA AND THE NEW

MANHATTAN PROJECT

–

The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) runs the New Manhattan Project’s cover. They have

been there since the beginning.

The CIA’s involvement in the world’s media is well documented. They have a history of

climate

change research and related fear mongering. And The CIA has owned, operated, and

provided

cover for large, clandestine aircraft operations involving weather modi몭cation.

Some of the CIA’s proprietary airlines; chief among them Air America, Civil Air Transport,

conducting weather modi몭cation operations. Air America also describes how the CIA

provided cover for their proprietary airlines by producing untraceable aircraft.

These skills come in handy when providing cover for the hundreds of aircraft necessarily

involved in today’s New Manhattan Project.

–

The CIA has been commanding the mainstream media for a long time. Operation

Mockingbird is a CIA program that began in the late 1940s as a way to in몭uence foreign

populations. It has since been turned upon the domestic American population. And it

continues to this day.

In the early 1950s, it was reported that the CIA, through Operation Mockingbird “owned”

400-600 journalists at The New York Times, Newsweek, CBS, and other organizations. and

foreign operations as well.

The CIA exerts extraordinary in몭uence over the press.

The cost of disinforming the world cost American taxpayers an estimated $265 million a

year

by 1978, a budget larger than the combined expenditures of Reuters, UPI and the AP news

syndicates.

–

In 1977, the New York Times ran a front-page story detailing a worldwide propaganda

e몭ort,

with direct CIA ownership of some 50 newspapers in the U.S. and elsewhere.

–

David Rockefeller was talking about the CIA’s media operations when, at a 1991 Bilderberg

meeting, he said:



“We are grateful to the Washington Post, the New York Times, Time Magazine and other

great publications whose directors have attended our meetings and respected their

promises of discretion for almost 40 years. It would have been impossible for us to

develop our plan for

the world if we had been subjected to the lights of publicity during those years. .But, the

world is more sophisticated and prepared to march towards a world government. The

supranational sovereignty of an intellectual elite and world bankers is surely preferable to

the national

auto-determination practiced in past centuries.”

–

The CIA’s activities in this area continue to this day.

Respected German journalist Udo Ulfkotte PhD was interviewed in 2014 saying that he got

tired of publishing articles under his name, written by CIA agents. He wrote a book about it

titled Gekaufte Journalisten (Bought Journalists).

–

Not only have they been running the media, but the CIA has been promoting paranoia

about the Earth’s temperature for a long time.

The 1974, CIA produced report titled “A Study of Climatological Research as it Pertains to

Intelligence Problems” fear mongers incessantly about climate 몭uctuations and weather.

They report on recent examples of extreme weather and the resultant death and

destruction as evidence for a long-term shift in Earth’s climate which they call “the climate

change.”

–

In 2015, CNS News and Mother Jones reported that CIA director John Brennan was

regurgitating nonsense about all the impending doom sure to come from Earth’s

temperature 몭uctuations and how he is so concerned.

–

Lastly, the CIA, funded a study resulting in the 2015 National Academy of Sciences report

titled “Climate Intervention: Re몭ecting Sunlight to Cool Earth.”

–

The theory of man-made global warming was invented and has been perpetuated as a

cover story for the New Manhattan Project.

This lie about global warming served and serves as the justi몭cation for microwaving and

spraying megatons of toxic garbage over Humanity and the Earth’s biota.

This lie was needed as justi몭cation for the visible aspects of the New Manhattan Project.

–

Since 1955, various materials have been injected into the high atmosphere or the

magnetosphere above Among the materials injected are: sodium, trimethyl aluminate,

aluminum oxide, nitric oxide, sulphur hexa몭uoride, strontium, cesium, lithium, barium and

beams of energetic electrons.

–

Continually blanketing our home planet with overlapping, pulsed wireless transmissions



emissions never before encountered on Earth will result in mass brain-wiping, a worldwide

inability to reproduce, and the extinction of the human race.

Unless stopped, the convergence of electrically-conductive chemtrails with wireless

frequencies will only ensure this outcome at an accelerated rate.

–

3.6

HAARP + GWEN TOWERS

–

Earth is wrapped in a donut shaped magnetic 몭eld. Circular lines of 몭ux continuously

descend into the North Pole and emerge from the South Pole.

–

The ionosphere, an electromagnetic-wave conductor, 100 kms above the earth, consists of

a layer of electrically charged particles acting as a shield from solar winds.

–

Natural waves are related to the electrical activity in the atmosphere and are caused by

multiple lightning storms.

Collectively, these waves are called “The Schumann Resonance,” the current strongest at

7.8 Hz.

–

These are quasi-standing extremely low frequency (ELF) waves that naturally exist in the

earth’s “electromagnetic” cavity, the space between the ground and the ionosphere.

These “earth brainwaves” are identical to the spectrum of our brainwaves.

–

1 hertz = 1 cycle per second,

1 Khz = 1000,

1 Mhz =1 million.

A 1 Hertz wave is 186,000 miles long; 10 Hz is 18,600 miles.

Radio waves move at the speed of light.

–

Living beings resonate to this natural frequency pulsation in order to evolve harmoniously.

–

The ionosphere is being manipulated by US government scientists using an Alaskan

transmitter called HAARP, High-Frequency Active Auroral Research Program) which sends

focused radiated power to heat up sections of the ionosphere, which bounces power

down again.

–

ELF waves from HAARP, when targeted on certain areas, can engineer weather and create

mood changes e몭ecting millions of people.

–



–

The intended wattage is 1,700 billion watts of power. A former govt. insider deduced they

want to 몭ip the world upside down.

Sixty-four (64) elements in the ground modulate, with variation, the geomagnetic waves

naturally coming from the ground.

The “earth’s natural brain rhythm” above is balanced with these.

These are the same minerals as the red blood corpuscles. There is a relation between the

blood and geomagnetic waves. An imbalance between Schumann and geomagnetic waves

disrupts biorhythms.

–

These natural geomagnetic waves are being replaced by arti몭cially created very low

frequency (VLF) ground waves coming from GWEN Towers.

GWEN (Ground Wave Emergency Network) transmitters, placed 200 miles apart across the

USA, allow speci몭c frequencies to be tailored to the geomagnetic-몭eld strength in each

area, allowing the magnetic 몭eld to be altered.

–

They operate in the VLF range, with transmissions between VLF 150 and 175 KHz.

They also emit UHF waves of 225 – 400 MHz.

The VLF signals travel by waves that hug the ground rather than radiate into the

atmosphere.

–

A GWEN station transmits up to a 300-mile radius, the signal dropping o몭 sharply over

distance.

The entire GWEN system consists of, from 58 to an intended 300 transmitters, spread

across the USA, each with a tower 299-500 ft high.

Three hundred (300) ft. of copper wire fans out in a spoke like fashion from the base of the

underground system, interacting with the earth like a thin shelled conductor, radiating

radiowave energy for very long distances through the ground.

The USA bathes in this magnetic 몭eld which rises to 500 ft, even going down to basements,

so everyone is subject to mind control.

The whole arti몭cial ground wave spreads out over USA like a web. It is easier to mind-

control

and hypnotize people who are bathed in an arti몭cial electromagnetic wave.

–

GWEN transmitters have many di몭erent functions, including controlling the weather,

mind, behavior and mood control of the populace.

–

The GWEN Towers shoot enormous bursts of energy into the atmosphere in conjunction

with HAARP. Invisible, enormous rivers of water, consisting of vapors that 몭ow, move

towards the poles in the lower atmosphere.



They rival the 몭ow of the Amazon River and are 420 to 480 miles wide and up to 4,800

miles long. They are 1.9 miles above the earth and move 340 lbs of water per second.

There are 5 atmospheric rivers in each Hemisphere.

A massive 몭ood can be created by damming up one of these massive vapor rivers, causing

huge amounts of rainfall to be dumped.

–

The GWEN Towers positioned along the areas north of the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers

were turned on for 40 days and 40 nights, probably mocking the Flood of Genesis. (This

was in conjunction with HAARP).

–

The damming of the vapor rivers creates a river of electricity 몭owing thousands of miles

through the sky and down to the polar ice-cap, manipulating the jet-stream.

–

HAARP also produces earthquakes by focusing on the fault lines.

GWEN Towers are positioned on the fault lines and volcanic areas of the Paci몭c Northwest.

–

The High-Frequency Active Auroral Research Program, or HAARP, in Alaska stated function

as published by the US Government is a method of controlling the weather.

This high-tech facility, operated by the US Navy, Air Force and several universities, is an

extremely powerful transmitter that directs intense energy beams into the ionosphere

with the goal of in몭uencing:  jet streams, creating rain or drought, tsunamis, earthquakes,

hurricanes and other uses as well.

–

In conjunction with HAARP and GWEN Towers; Cell towers can be “harnessed” in their

power, allowing for focused energy bursts within a tightly held geographical area. The

signal can be bounced tower to tower until reaching its destination.

–

3.7

5G +

Wi몭 From Space

=

Nowhere to Escape

–

As if wi몭, cell phones, blue tooth watches,smart meters, wi몭,  smart appliances, cell towers,

Gwen Towers,  HAARP and all another forms of microwave weaponry was not enough:…

–

Now they plan is by 2020 to add millions of 5G Transmitters on every lamp post that are

20-60 times stronger than current microwave devices, plus beam highly penetrative 5G

milliwave radiation at us from space.

–



–

5G operates using millimeter wave bands  between 20 – 60 GHz.

[ONE GHz is equal to one billion Hz electromagnetic frequencies per second.]

5G multiplies that by 20 through 60,

= 20,000,000,000 to 60,000,000,000

Twenty to sixty billion millimeter wave band cycles per second.

–

Our Federal government and Big Telecom are planning for massive increases in Wi몭.

–

Google is implementing ‘Project Loon’ to install balloons around the globe to wirelessly

connect all 7 billion people.

–

Planned global WiFi from space will further blanket the Earth with harmful radiation.

Eliminating any radiation free sanctuaries.

–

Many people are living in remote rural locations speci몭cally to avoid wireless radiation.

Wireless refugees will have no where to go.

–

Currently the world averages 12 rocket launches per year. Maintaining a 몭eet of

(ultimately) 4,000 satellites, each with an expected lifespan of 몭ve years.

Five companies are gearing up to provide high-speed global WiFi coverage from space

within the next three years.

SpaceX:    4000 satellites, 750 miles high

OneWeb:    648 satellites, 500-590 miles high

Facebook:    Satellites, drones, and lasers.

Google:    200,000 high altitude balloons  62,500 feet

Outernet:     Low-orbit microsatellites

–

There will be nowhere safe to live.

___________

4.

ADVERSE HEALTH

EFFECTS FROM

MICROWAVE

RADIATION

___________



___________

We have looked at the history of this technology and the speci몭c technologies used against

us.

Next we look speci몭cally how this technology can a몭ect our health.

–

4.1

MICROWAVE

RADIATION

AND DNA

–

Microwave radiation; de몭ned as electromagnetic waves ranging from 300 million hertz to

300 billion hertz brutalizes human cells by vibrating tissues at incredible speeds.

The fragile molecules and chemical bonds of DNA cannot withstand being whipped back

and forth at millions or billions of times per second.

–

“REFLEX” studies, published in 2004 by the European Commission show this damage.

–

1. Image one (top left) shows a normal healthy cell under magni몭cation.

This cell is a bright energetic little orb with its DNA and other genetic materials safely

inside the cell membrane.

It represents the cells of healthy, non-irradiated children of generations past.

–

2. Image two (top right) shows a living cell exposed to 1600 chest X-rays.

This cell is shrunken and has lost its energetic brightness. Trailing behind it are its genetic

guts, spilling through the cell membrane as little particles.

These DNA fragments are called micronuclei, typical mutations from excessive X-rays, or

from

gamma waves of nuclear detonation.

–

3. Image three (bottom) shows a cell exposed to 24 hours of cell phone radiation.

This cell’s comet tail of micronuclei splat is identical to that of ionizing X-ray damage.

–

The microwave frequency used by REFLEX scientists to micronucleate this cell was 1.8

gigahertz (1800 megahertz),

–

Besides the REFLEX work, there are an additional 17 published scienti몭c papers

documenting abnormal changes in DNA exposed to cell phone radiation.



–

When communications microwaves splinter cellular DNA into a random trail of

micronucleated carnage, chromosomes and the genes they carry are reduced to chaos.

Chromosomes are the macromolecules containing the genetic information that controls

human cellular and reproductive activity.

In each double strand helix of human DNA there are 23 pairs of chromosomes, 22 pairs of

autosomes and three billion pairs of nucleotide material.

Miniscule damage to any of these intricate mechanisms can trigger signi몭cant genetic

e몭ects.

–

Three recent studies document the development of chromosomal aberrations following

cell phone irradiation of living cells.

This puts cell phone radiation on par with atomic bomb radiation, which is documented to

cause chromosomal abnormalities in nuclear blast survivors.

–

Radiation damage can range from complete DNA strand breaks to tiny point mutations,

which are induced by changes in the chemical structure of the nucleotides.

–

Any virus, chemical or radiation that causes DNA/chromosome damage is a mutagen,

de몭ned as an agent which causes abnormal changes in the inheritable characteristics of

animals or plants.

–

A NATO military document states: “After irradiation, chromosomes appear to be ‘sticky’

with formation of temporary or permanent interchromosomal bridges, preventing normal

chromosome separation during mitosis and transcription of genetic information.”

Abnormal chromosome division results in abnormal nuclei in daughter cells.

–

The systematic microwave destruction of Generation X-ray’s DNA, including radical

damage to chromosomes, is guaranteed to yield sterility, spontaneous abortion

(miscarriage),

altered o몭spring sex ratios, embryo growth retardation, increased perinatal morbidity,

fetal malformation, premature birth, low birth weight and cognitive dysfunction in infants.

–

REFLEX studies con몭rm that a transmitting cell phone broadcasting microwaves into living

tissue is essentially an X-ray machine in the context of DNA damage.

–

Scientists say it requires only one DNA mutation to generate a cancer condition.

–

Thanks to powerful vested interests who use political power and a concerted information

blackout to obscure the realities of science, millions of uninformed women expose their

fetuses to unlimited amounts of near-몭eld wireless radiation.



None have been o몭cially warned that microwaves are demonstrated to cause cellular and

genetic damage.

–

With the rapid and basically unregulated deployment of wireless technology over the last

two decades, our childhood cancer rates are o몭 the scale. More school children will die of

cancer than any other disease.

–

Perhaps no tissue in the human body is more radiation sensitive than the “granulosa” cells

of the developing and mature ovarian follicles in human female ovaries. Human females

are born

with their eggs.

The chemical or radiation damage sustained by these cells before women conceive

absolutely determines the success of future pregnancies, as well as the health of babies.

But how many school girls today understand that sitting with wireless computers on their

laps exposes their ova to the equivalent of continuous X-radiation?

–

“Cell phones give o몭 radiation any time they are turned on so that they can communicate

with

base stations,”

This means that even on stand-by, a cell phone emits imperceptible radio signals into the

body.

Frequency tests show that cell phone radiation is the most powerful during the signaling

phase.

When the phone rings, it begins abruptly transmitting microwaves at a power density that

may spike up to over 100 microwatts per centimeter squared (100uW/cm2).

This near-몭eld dose is at least 1,000 times higher than microwave power densities shown

in laboratory tests to have numerous biological repercussions in animals and human

beings.

This dose is also 1,000 times higher than the maximum exposure limit currently

recommended for humans by the 2007 BioInitiative Report.

Leading scientists who contributed to this master work compiled hundreds of medical

studies in

order to arrive at a consensus recommendation that human exposure to pulsed

microwaves

be limited to no more than 0.1uW/cm

–

At greatest risk for microwave radiation damage is the mitochondrion organelle within

each female egg cell.

The mitochondrion is a tiny, membrane-enclosed “power plant” which generates the cell’s

supply of chemical energy (ATP).

Mitochondria are involved in a range of processes such as signaling, cellular di몭erentiation



and cell death, as well as controlling cell growth.

Within each mitochondrion are up to one million molecules of mitochondrial DNA

(mtDNA).

Once damaged, the mtDNA are incapable of repairing themselves due to their low histone

protein content.

Wireless microwaves can radically alter human genetics through mitochondrial damage:

“Permanent low level microwave exposure induces chronic nitrosative and oxidative stress

to human cells.

–

The mitochondrial DNA is even more susceptible to this stress than the DNA in the cell

nucleus and it can become irreversibly damaged.

Damaged mtDNA causes mitochondropathy, which is transmitted by the maternal egg

from mother to daughter through each succeeding generation forever.

Mitochondropathy is at the root of many inheritable illnesses including MS, Parkinson’s,

diabetes, arteriosclerosis, Alzheimer’s and cancer.”

Each time a wireless device begins transmitting data near a woman’s ovaries, that

radiation

endangers the integrity of the mtDNA in egg cells slated to become embryos.

Yet millions of girls and young women wear and utilize these wireless X-rayers near their

reproductive organs with no informed concern whatsoever.

–

Studies con몭rm that cell phone radiation can drastically a몭ect male fertility.

The decrease in sperm quality was directly proportionate to the duration of wireless

exposure.

The longer the cell phone use each day, the worse the sperm.

Sperm is incapable of repairing itself.Like damaged ova cells, damaged sperm produced by

millions of Generation X-rayers has the potential to make damaged babies.

–

In 2005, a report by the Environmental Working Group revealed that unborn babies in the

uterus are “soaking in a stew of chemicals.”

Researchers had found 287 chemical contaminants in umbilical cord blood.

Over 90 percent of the hundreds of medical drugs approved by the FDA between 1980 and

2000 have never been properly tested or labeled for their teratogenic potential.

Such radical chemical contamination of the human species is especially dangerous in the

wireless age because RF/microwaves increase the e몭ects of some chemical mutagens.

–

Microwave radiation also causes widespread circulatory and cardiac damage.

Cell phone radiation quickly causes red blood cellsto clump together and also to leak

hemoglobin. These abnormal blood conditions can precipitate heart disease,

kidney stones and strokes.



kidney stones and strokes.

–

A recent medical study found that both fetuses and newborns exposed to cell phone

radiation while their mothers conversed for 10 minutes experienced signi몭cant increases

in heart rate and worrisome decreases in cardiac output.

–

Microwave headaches stem from microwave-induced leakage of harmful molecules

through

the blood-brain barrier.

At one-ten-thousands of a watt, the blood-brain barrier opens, allowing blood proteins

inside to

disrupt brain signals and start killing brain cells.

Just two minutes on a cell phone, or sitting near a wireless computer router or portable

phone cradle, shorts-circuits the electrical ion activity powering the blood-brain barrier.

This allows proteins and other blood toxins to enter the brain and resume damaging

neurons

in thinking and memory centers.

–

Wireless-altered brains lead to lack of concentration, memory loss, aggressive behavior,

accelerated aging, impaired learning ability and dementia.

–

Fibrils of proteins clumping in electromagnetically-altered brains are an identifying

characteristic of Alzheimer’s, Early Onset Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, Fibromyalgia, Multiple

Sclerosis and cancer patients.

–

Microwaves are associated with accelerated aging (enhanced cell death and cancer) and

moods, depression, suicide, anger, rage and violence, primarily through alteration of

cellular calcium ions and the melatonin/serotonin balance,”

–

Hundreds of millions of wireless addicts insist that nothing negative is happening, the

e몭ects of this invisible plague are worsening.

–

Low frequencies are directly linked with epidemic rates of dementia that threaten to

bankrupt Canada, the USA and much of the world within a few decades.  The scope of the

looming medical-care disaster is beyond comparison with anything that has been faced

during the entire history of humanity,

–

Brain cell membranes made leaky by electromagnetic radiation exposure create enough

energy to excite neurons into hair-trigger mode, overloading hyperactive brains.

More and more children in the US are being diagnosed with Attention De몭cit/Hyperactivity

Disorder.



–

A 6,000% increase in autism diagnosis in recent years has kept pace with the proliferation

of wireless grids and gadgets.

–

Anyone who starts using wireless devices at any age can expect a 500% risk of developing

brain cancer within 10 years – even sooner for children.

–

(2013) Up to 16% of North American couples are already experiencing infertility – a near

doubling since 1992.

Surviving sperm are increasingly found to be too damaged to achieve fertilization.

At current rates, plummeting global sperm counts will hit 0 by 2048.

Wireless Radiation threatens the human races existence.

–

4.2

EHS

Electro Hyper Sensitivity

–

EHS – Electro Hyper Sensitivity is characterized by an awareness of/adverse response to

even extremely weak electromagnetic 몭elds (far below current safety levels) of varying

frequencies, intensities and waveforms.

–

It has been demonstrated to be an “environmentally inducible neurological syndrome”. It

is a primary physical issue, not a psychological one.

–

Electro-Hypersensitivity (EHS) is a condition that has been known about since 1932 and

has been called various names in di몭erent countries around the world. The labels include

Microwave Sickness, Radio Wave Syndrome, EMF Intolerance Syndrome and Rapid Aging

Syndrome.

–

Even if you do not feel the e몭ects of EMF pollution, your biology is still being damaged by

this invisible pollution.

–

All humans are electro-sensitive to a degree. People with EHS are in some ways lucky

because their bodies are telling them to get away from a potent source of man-made

environmental pollution.

–

Millions of people throughout the world are a몭ected, yet most do not realize that

microwave radiation and electrical pollution are the cause of their symptoms.



–

EHS is comparable to an allergy and once the body becomes sensitized to sources of EMF

pollution, the only known treatment is to signi몭cantly reduce exposure.

This can have a dramatic impact on one’s life, with some electro-sensitive people giving up

their career, their home, social networks and sometimes even their family because it is

di몭cult to live in our modern environment that is now 몭lled with electrical pollution and

microwave radiation.

–

The condition can have devastating e몭ects on individuals and families.

–

There have been multiple suicides around the world related to severe cases of EHS.

–

Four Stages of

Electrohypersensitivity

–

1. Mild

Combinations of some of the common symptoms typically headaches, concentration

& memory problems – while working with electronic equipment or near sources of

microwave radiation.

–

2. Longer lasting symptoms

After working with electronic equipment. or near sources of microwave radiation. Similar

reactions in the vicinity of transmission towers and relay antennae. Symptoms often

require medical care.

–

3. Inability to work full-time;

Frequent sick leaves taken to cope with symptoms.

–

4. Acute adverse reactions from electromagnetic pollution, both in outdoor and indoor

environments.

Results in unemployment and severe curtailment of freedom. Requires expensive

reengineering of home environment or relocation to spartan, EMF/EMR-free rural or

wilderness areas.

–

These individuals are forced to live in extreme isolation, poverty and poor health, with

some living in cars and tents, which can also prove threatening to health and life,

especially inextreme

temperatures.



–

They cannot access basic, life-sustaining public amenities, such as grocery stores and

healthcare facilities, which constitutes a clear breach of their human rights.

–

The World Health Organization (WHO) recognizes electro-hyper-sensitivity.

–

Countries such as Sweden, and Canada Recognize EHS as A Disability.

In Sweden, EHS accessible hospitals, government buildings and public services are

available

–

The Canadian Human Rights Commission approved a Policy on Environmental Sensitivities

on June 15th, 2007.  Stating; EHS is classi몭ed as an environmental sensitivity and therefore

a disability.

–

Ontario Disability Support Program also has approved people for permanent disability

based upon EHS.

–

Other Countries and many corporations are currently paying disability bene몭ts for those

a몭ected by Electro Hypersensitivity (EHS)

–

Exposure-induced: EHS is a cumulative, exposure-triggered condition.

Exposures are rising rapidly.

–

If EHS is unmanaged and there is general deterioration, there will be reaction to an

increasingly broad range of frequencies at increasingly low intensities.

The number of devices triggering symptoms will increase, symptomatic distances will

decrease and irreversibility will become more likely.

–

Many adults and children are a몭ected but undiagnosed.

Children are faster to develop EHS since their exposure is higher and their systems are

developing.

–

When an individual’s body biology and biochemistry have been assaulted and saturated

for too long by EMFs/RFs and they no longer can tolerate living in the sea of electrosmog

from EMFs/RFs, they become electromagnetically hypersensitive (EHS) or idiopathic

environment intolerant (IEI), as some medical doctors diagnose the syndrome.

–

26% of USA citizens are EHS; 19% of Swedish; 27% of Danish and 32% of German citizens



The numbers are rising, some estimate currently 50%, of the population are EHS and if left

unchecked entire populations will become Electro Hypersensitive.

–

Microwave radiation is heard as a high pitched scream by audio detection equipment and

by some people especially with EHS.

–

EHS SYMPTOMS

Neurological

headaches, depression, di몭culty concentrating, anxiety, muscle and joint pain, confusion

and spatial disorientation, memory loss, fatigue, dizziness, weakness, nausea, tremors,

irritability, muscle spasms, numbness,, leg/foot pain, tingling, “Flu-like” symptoms,

hyperactivity, fever, altered re몭exes, insomnia



Cardiac

palpitations, pain or pressure in the chest, low or high blood pressure, shortness of

breath, arrhythmias, slow or fast heart rate.

Respiratory

sinusitis, asthma, bronchitis, pneumonia



Dermatological

skin rash, facial 몭ushing, itching, burning, swelling of face and neck

Ophthalmologic

deteriorating vision, pain or burning in the eyes, pain/pressure in/behind the eyes,

몭oaters, cataracts



Other:

digestive problems, abdominal pain, testicular/ovarian pain/swelling, enlarged thyroid,

great thirst, dehydration, nosebleeds, internal bleeding, hair loss, pain in the teeth,

deteriorating 몭llings, Light sensitivity, swollen lymph nodes, loss of appetite, hypoxia,

allergies, frequent urination and incontinence, night sweats, immune abnormalities,

redistribution of metals within the body, ringing in the ears (tinnitus or similar chronic ear-

noise), impaired sense of smell, altered sugar metabolism, dryness of lips, tongue, mouth,

eyes

Severe reactions

Can include seizures, paralysis, psychosis, suicidal tendencies, and stroke

–

The Cumulative Dose

An accumulated cellular level damage mechanism is not necessarily related to the intensity

but can relate to total dose.’



but can relate to total dose.’

A property of electromagnetic radiation exposure is that the e몭ects are cumulative.

–

Many of those with the symptoms of EHS do not realize that they have become electro-

sensitive or even that such a condition exists, due to the lack of public-awareness

campaigns.

They may attribute their condition to aging or some other cause, and many will end up

taking drugs to mask their symptoms when uninformed doctors fail to identify the

underlying reason.

–

Doctors specializing in EHS report rapidly growing numbers of patients exhibiting the

symptoms of electro-sensitivity, yet their clinical 몭ndings are being ignored by

governments—largely due to WHO’s denial of the facts and dangers.

–

It’s a vicious circle: Most uninformed or wilfully blind health authorities deny that electro-

sensitivity exists or that microwave radiation causes harm, so no measures are

implemented to evaluate the extent or severity of the condition.

–

The consistent circulation of disinformation by industries with a vested interest in burying

the science con몭rming the dangers of their product + service has led to doubt, endless

debate, public confusion and inaction among governments and healthcare agencies.“

–

The wireless industry has for decades engaged the services of members of the scienti몭c

community who are willing to represent their interests.

These scientists are then upgraded to ‘expert’ status and placed in national and

international committees, which are mostly responsible for advising government agencies

and educating the public.

With unlimited funds at its disposal, the telecoms industry has no trouble manufacturing

doubt or manipulating the public’s perception of what is safe.

–

EHS Refugees In our digital world, those with electro-sensitivity have become

environmental refugees.

A disabled population deprived of home, work and basic rights.

–

EHS has driven many people to suicide.

–

EHS Kids cannot go to school because of WiFi

–

People with no history of heart issues,  having multiple heart attacks in a few months, after

being exposed neighbour’s WiFi.



–

Many are having strokes, young and old, caused by EHS. and are unaware the proximity to

a

microwave pollutant is the cause.

–

Elderly people with EHS, some who cannot be in a nursing home, due to WiFi/cell phones

or cell towers on the nursing home roof are denied access to this type of care. or worse

those that have EHS and have no choice but to be there and su몭er horribly.

–

Strokes caused by Microwave radiation in environments such as a nursing home would be

commonly misdiagnosed as a result of  old age.

Many nursing homes and hospitals have cell towers on the roof, attacking the old, sick and

those trying to recover.

–

Individuals and couples with EHS have been forced to leave their jobs, friends, families and

homes and head into the wilderness in order to survive.

–

Couples who have split up because the partner of the electro-sensitive person either

couldn’t handle the stress and pressure, or did not believe that the microwave radiation

(which they themselves did not feel) could cause such sickness and pain.

–

Many people with EHS have applied for disability bene몭ts,with doctors documentation

they are being denied and are forced to spend years in appeal.

–

One couple recently have been granted disability status on Ontario Disability in Canada. It

took 4 years, several appeals, lawyers and 4 years of poverty but they are 몭nally on the

program.

–

EHS Refugees are in the thousands, avoiding microwave radiation at all costs, in rural

areas and the wilderness.

We don’t hear much from them as they are not on social media avoiding computers and

cell phones. But they are out there growing in numbers.

–

EHS Refugees cannot access public transit, public spaces and public events. They cannot

go to the movies, eat out at dinner, or go to the mall.

–

There is no were for an EHS refugee to go except forests, conservation areas and remote

cottages and farms.

–

Holiday travel is greatly curtailed, if not eliminated, as most holiday resorts today boast full



Holiday travel is greatly curtailed, if not eliminated, as most holiday resorts today boast full

wi몭

access in all rooms, pool areas, restaurants and bars.

Flight travel is also not possible with those with EHS. Due to cell phones phones and Wi몭

on the plane.

–

Microwave Radiation on planes is a몭ecting many travellers,  airline sta몭 and pilots, with

and without EHS.

Airlines deny the dangers

–

They experienced dizziness, headaches and nausea, with some exhibiting aggression,

forgetfulness, confusion and the inability to think straight or converse in a normal manner.

–

For example:

A leaked report about an emergency landing in Vancouver of a San Francisco–London 몭ght

on 24 October 2016 tells how all 25 crew members had to be taken to hospital.

Other crew members were curling up in corners on the 몭oor, with blankets over their

heads.

Other passengers also reported feeling unwell.

All of these symptoms are consistent with exposure to microwave radiation.

–

Airplane fumes working in synergy with microwave radiation could cause these symptoms

even in those who do not have EHS.

EMFs damage the blood–brain barrier, allowing more toxins to enter the brain and can

cause severe reactions and conditions.

The combination of high levels of EMFs and toxic fumes from burning oil, hydraulic 몭uid or

other sources can compound the adverse e몭ects of both factors.

–

These incidents have increased in recent years, due to most passengers using wi몭 devices

and

people’s blood–brain barriers have been chronically compromised by the wireless

radiation in their environment and are further compromised by the wireless radiation plus

chemical toxins in the cabin.

–

Cardiac arrest in the past was unheard of in children.

Since wi몭 has been introduced in schools, de-fribulators have to be on site.

On 24 December 2016, a 10-year-old girl su몭ered cardiac arrest on an Air Canada 몭ght and

died.

Actress Carrie Fisher had a massive cardiac episode on a London–LA 몭ght.

There are other incidences that remain unacknowledged by the airlines and unreported in



mainstream media.

–

Air Transat and Air Canada have stated that the levels of microwave radiation onboard

their aircraft are never checked and that they have no plans to check or monitor them.

–

Supported by WHO’s denial of the dangers, coroners are unlikely to attribute such

incidents to the microwave radiation on an airplane, even though scientists have warned

that exposure can cause heart problems and many other serious conditions.

–

An airplane is a partial Faraday cage in which the microwaves from WiFi bounce around

like light o몭 a mirror, greatly increasing the harmful exposure of wireless radiation to

those inside.

The EMFs in the cabin pass through passengers’ bodies, greatly increasing their body

voltage

and a몭ecting their cells, blood 몭ow, nervous systems etc.

With hundreds of wireless devices in use onboard at any one time, airplanes are potential

death traps for those who cannot tolerate such exposure and those that may experience

these symptoms for the 몭rst time.

Those with EHS can therefore no longer travel by air or on public transport.

–

Warning from the cockpit: a pilot’s experience with microwave radiation on Flights:

“After becoming electro-sensitive, I had to give up my career as an airline pilot because I

could no longer tolerate the use of cell phones and WiFi on aircraft. I have personally seen

a passenger cell phone unintentionally interfere with navigation equipment while in 몭ight.

“

There is an airworthiness directive (AD) currently in e몭ect that requires cockpit display unit

changes on B737 and 777 aircraft because WiFi is causing the screens to go blank in-몭ght.

Boeing is patenting aircraft window-shielding to protect aircraft systems from outside

microwave

interference.

“On top of this, no one is measuring the overlapping radiation from so many devices on

몭ghts, all working at full power to connect with infrastructures outside the metal fuselage

of the aircraft.

Nobody even knows what the cumulative radiation levels are in the cabin or whether

people have put their devices in airplane mode, which most people don’t bother doing.”

–

The device signals then bounce around, amplifying the exposures. All types of radiation

can open up the blood–brain barrier, allowing chemicals to enter the brain that otherwise

wouldn’t.

This, combined with pesticide use and incidents of toxic air exposures that happen on

aircraft all over the world, is bound to a몭ect all who 몭y.



–

“using this technology for passenger communication and entertainment is unsafe for the

aircraft, the passengers and the crew.”

–

4.3

Children and

Microwave Radiation

–

Children are both neurologically and physiologically di몭erent from adults.

A child’s brain tissue / bone marrow has di몭erent electrical conductivity properties than

adults due to the higher water content

This renders the Speci몭c Absorption Rate obsolete.

Children’s absorption of microwave radiation can be ten times higher than adults.

–

Permanent low-level microwave exposure can induce chronic nitrosative and oxidative

‘stress’ thence, damage the cellular mitochondria (mitochondropathy).

–

Embryos, fetuses, infants and children are especially vulnerable to pulsed wireless signals,

which penetrate directly through their rapidly developing bodies and brains.

–

“Children who were exposed to cell phones before and/or after birth tended to have

higher prevalence of emotional symptoms, behavioural problems, inattention,

hyperactivity and problems with peers,”

–

Children and teenagers are 몭ve-times more likely to develop brain cancer if they use cell

phones.

–

Children are not merely small adults. They are physiologically and neurologically

immature;

their systems have not yet formed.

–

Microwave radiation alters the blood-brain barrier so that toxins leak into the brain.

This can cause neurologic and psychologic problems more easily in children.

–

A child’s immune system, which 몭ghts o몭 infection, takes 18 years to develop.

Additionally, 122 layers of protein – myelin – insulate the electrically generated signals

used by the nervous system to control muscles and organs.



These layers of protein take 22 years to develop. Microwave radiation has been

shown to a몭ect protein synthesis. This could lead to muscular dystrophy-like symptoms in

later life.

–

Schools around the world with WI-FI,are reporting the same symptoms in students:

fatigue, headaches, nausea, chest pain, vision problems.

–

In public schools across Canada, some children are reporting racing heart rates while in

school.

A symptom of Wi몭 Exposure.

–

Their children are undergoing extensive medical testing but getting no answers from

doctors.

–

In Simcoe County, one young student was scheduled for exploratory heart surgery at Sick

Children’s hospital in Toronto to 몭nd out why she was having heart problems. Once the girl

was out of school for the summer, the symptoms disappeared and the surgery was

cancelled

–

Microwave radiation causes more psychologic problems, with increase in aggression and

other bad behaviour, depression, anxiety, and suicidal tendencies.

Also reduced immune systems, leading to more and longer colds and coughs,

–

The e몭ects of microwaves will continue long after the children are exposed at school. One

study found that after just two minutes use of a cell phone, the children had their natural

brain waves disrupted for two hours thereafter.This is called long-term potentiation, and it

can last up to six weeks.

–

Microwave irradiation has been shown to damage the genetic structure in young girls

ovaries.

Girls are born with all of the eggs they need in their ovaries at birth. They are immature

eggs, hence susceptible to damage during growth.

Microwaves are genotoxic (experiments can be linked to children showing low-level

mobile telephony radiation disrupts the biochemistry of follicle cells in a mammalian

egg chamber), hence microwave irradiation can a몭ect the genetic structure within the

eggs.

–

The mitochondrial DNA is ten times more susceptible to nitrosative / oxidative stress than

is the DNA in the cell nucleus.

Whilst regular cell DNA has built-in repair mechanisms,Mitochondrial DNA, the genes

inside the ovaries, is irreparable.



inside the ovaries, is irreparable.

–

If you have a little girl in whom there is damage through this mechanism to the genetic

structure in one of her eggs, and she has a daughter, that daughter will carry that genetic

problem.

It is irreparable.

And her daughter in turn will carry that genetic problem, because it is irreparable.

And every female forever, in that line, will carry that problem in perpetuity, because it is

irreparable.

–

The mitochondropathy is therefore irreversibly transmitted to the children by the

maternal egg cell, causing cumulative irreparable damage to future generations.

–

Schoolgirls exposed to low-level microwave radiation (Wi-몭) are at risk of su몭ering

stillbirth, foetal abnormalities or genetically damaged children, when they give birth. Any

genetic damage may pass to successive generations.

–

The Main Risks to Children

These biological processes described as being ‘in몭uenced’ by low-level microwave

irradiation may not just damage foetal growth; relying on the same biological processes

are:

Blood Brain Barrier –

Requires 18 months to form and protects the brain from toxins. It is e몭ected.

Myelin Sheath –

Requires 22 years to build its 122 layers. It is responsible for all thinking, organ and muscle

processes.

Brain  requires 20 years to develop

Immune System  requires 18 years to develop.

Bone marrow and Bone Density are known to be a몭ected by low-level microwaves as are

the immune systems’ white blood cells.

Bones requires 28 years to develop as mentioned the moisture content of children makes

both the ‘soft bones’ and marrow particularly attractive to microwave irradiation. Bone

marrow produces blood cells.

–

Clearly, our decision makers are overlooking a child illness pandemic hitherto unknown in

our 40,000 generations of civilization; which can involve over a half of the World’s exposed

mothers / children.

–

The Russian National Committee on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection: in their research

document ‘Health E몭ect on Children and Teenagers’ found;



85% increase in Central Nervous System Disorders

36% increase in epilepsy

11% increase in mental retardation

82% increase in blood immune disorders and Risk to Foetus.

–

All electromagnetic waves are accumulative. If they are below the body’s threshold to

cause activation of the necessary proteins required to defend and repair tissues, the

damage accumulates very slowly and is undetectable like a cancer.

–

A pregnant woman using a cell phone, is exposing her baby to dangerous

levels of microwave radiation.

Both the pelvic structure and amniotic 몭uids promote the deep penetration of

microwaves, which can be easily absorbed by the fetus.

In addition to incessant wireless radiation exposure, most fetuses are now routinely

scanned several times during gestation by medical ultrasound imaging equipment. Weeks

after a human embryo is implanted in-utero, at a time when the newly united cells are the

most vulnerable.

A vaginal probe is often used to position a high frequency sound transducer as close as

possible to the tiny new life form.

Ultrasound technology vibrates a fetus with mechanical pressure waves at millions of

cycles

per second.

A scan can last up to one hour.

The power density used is around 720 milliwatts/cm2—eight times the power density

allowed prior to 1993.

Secondary vibrations inherent in ultrasound waves are said to produce intrauterine noise

as loud as 100 decibels, Noise levels over 85 decibels are designated as harmful to human

hearing. The fetus hears an ultrasound scan at a high pitch which is, comparatively as loud

as a train pulling into a station.

The ultra powerful Dopplerultrasound equipment is especially brutal. One minute of

Doppler is equal to 35 minutes of non-Doppler imaging.

Doppler equipment has potential to produce biologically signi몭cant temperature hikes in

both bone and tissue interfaces.

One report notes that brain structures lying close to the fetal skull, such as the pituitary

gland and the hypothalamus, are at special risk of over-heating, while on-screen

temperature safety indexes can give false temperature readings.

Powerful 3-D and 4-D ultrasound equipment, which can produce cuddly 3-dimensional

images, is used to create fetal portraits and videos

Merciless, in몭ammation-producing scanning sessions can last up to 90 minutes.

The FDA warns that such frivolous use of ultrasound is dangerous, but critics complain

that the agency has yet to enforce a ban on this commercial exploitation of the fetus.



–

In 1999, Irish researchers found that a 15-minute, 8 megahertz ultrasound scan of mice

produced abnormal rate of cell division and abnormal cell death.

–

The scans may be damaging human fetal DNA, resulting in a delay of cell division and

repair, or in the switching on of a tumor suppressor gene that controls cell death.

–

A number of other studies have established a possible correlation between prenatal

ultrasound exposure and dyslexia, delayed speech development, reduced birth weight and

non-right handedness.

–

Medical researchers from Italy’s University of Siena Department of Pediatrics, Obstetrics

and Reproductive Medicine reported that extremely low frequency (ELF) electrical currents

given o몭 by modern hospital incubators can interfere with newborns’ heart rates.

The magnetic 몭elds from these ELF waves were found to cut the “variability” of infant heart

rates in half. Heart rate variability is healthy and shows that the nervous system is working

correctly.

Variability reduction, on the other hand, is known to be an indicator of heart disease,

arrhythmia

and stroke.

The Italian study warns that interfering with heart rate variability can hinder nervous

system development and recommends that incubator manufacturers take steps to shield

babies from electrical 몭elds caused by motors and fans.

–

An impossible situation on in schools

“Parents have been robbed of their right to protect their children from the mandatory

exposure to microwave radiation from wireless technologies in our schools.

“O몭cials have willfully dismissed credible evidence presented tothem by quali몭ed experts,

nationally and internationally, that emphasizes children’s heightened vulnerabilities and

the need for immediate action to reduce exposure causing proven health e몭ects.”

—Janis Ho man,

Parents for Safe Schools

–

“Heart problems have occurred in children in schools after WiFi was installed.

One school in Simcoe, Ontario had several children experience serious heart problems

that seemed to be directly related to WiFi.

When the children were removed from the school and were free from RF exposure, their

problems ended.

Due to this school in Simcoe, there are now de몭brillators in schools.

But the wi몭 remains.

–



–

Because WiFi-induced harm is not insurable and even though many teachers cannot turn

WiFi o몭 for fear of losing their jobs, school teachers, principals and school boards may be

held liable for submitting children to known safety risks.

“Many of my fellow teachers took sleeping pills for chronic insomnia. Several were aware

that they were being a몭ected by the WiFi in the school but could do nothing about it.”

“..Three of us unplugged the routers and were reprimanded, and formal letters of

discipline were issued to us for ‘tampering with the infrastructure’.”

“…We were forbidden to talk to parents about WiFi or its health e몭ects and were e몭ectively

gagged. I was forced to leave because the WiFi made me very ill and resulted in extreme

electro-sensitivity.”

—Maria Plant, a teacher for

30 years in BC, Canada

–

The microwave crime wave: Precious children and their teachers are forced,every moment

they are at school, to sit in classrooms with powerful industrial-grade Wi-Fi routers above

their heads that emit dangerous Microwave radiation on frequencies that the US Military

knows are lethal to all human organs and organ systems.

–

“WiFi routers emit their pulsed non-thermal radiation in all directions constantly,

blanketing entire areas.

–

“It is not a question of whether a student or teacher will be harmed, but how much

accumulated

radiation over how many months and/or years their individual bodies can endure before

they succumb to serious illness.”

–

4.4

GENERATION X’d OUT:

AN END TO THE HUMAN RACE

–

Babies born to GENERATION X-RAY may be on the fast track to humanity’s genetic dead

end.

–

The term “Generation X-ray” refers to youth addicted to communicating and recreating

with wireless devices—cell phones, PDAs, WiFi computers and music/gaming equipment.

–

The average American child under 18 now spends several hours a day irradiating

themselves with a cell phone “toy.”

–



Our young people have received no o몭cial warning from U.S health agencies, they

unknowingly

micro-cook their sperm, ova and fetuses with a radiation known to be just as mutagenic

and teratogenic as gamma wave radiation from nuclear fallout.

–

Generation X-ray: Child Victims of Technological Abuse.

–

The science is clear. Babies born to the hard-core wireless generation will su몭er a high

probability of genetic corruption from their very seed.

–

Generation x- Radiated From Birth

When an infant escapes their hospital wi몭 tracking transmitter, they are taken to a home

where wireless reigns.

These days a baby’s 몭rst habitat may be a den of electromagnetic wave pollution gushing

from cell phones, wi몭 routers, wireless computer systems, microwave ovens, gigahertz

baby monitors, home security systems and the always-broadcasting Digital Enhanced

Cordless

Telephone (DECT) bases.

A baby’s home may also be near cell towers which spew into its neighborhood–into their

bassinet–

–

While still toddlers, the children of Generation X-ray will likely be encouraged to use cell

and cordless household phones, devices which will deeply in몭ltrate tiny skulls with

additional mega-doses of electro-dissonance.

–

People exposed to as little as one hour of cell phone radiation per day have an average of

40 to 60 percent of their cells manifesting damaged DNA.

–

Young People on the Verge of Madness Due to Smartphones

–

Cell Phones are keeping families from truly engaging in family time, as we once knew it.

Dinner used to be the time when a family sat down together and shared their experiences

of the day, but this now is something of the past, go to any restaurant and you will see

entire families sitting at tables, their eyes glued to their phones, no one talking or even

making eye contact with each other.

–

Smartphone usage is having a radical impact on both the behaviour and mental health of

teenagers.

Rates of teen depression and suicide have skyrocketed since 2011.



–

Surveys show that teens today spend far less time hanging out with their friends, fewer of

them have a driving license, they date less, have less sex, get less sleep and are more likely

to feel lonely.

It appears that Smartphone are adversely impacting the normal stages of child

development and socialization.

–

Child development is regressing:

Across a range of behaviors—drinking, dating, spending time unsupervised— 18-year-olds

now act more like 15-year-olds used to, and 15-year-olds more like 13-year-olds.

Childhood now stretches well into high school.

–

There’s also now a common portrait of social media usage making people feel unhappier

as they compare their own lives with the self-curated online version of the lives of their

peers.

–

Today’s teens may go to fewer parties and spend less time together in person, but when

they do congregate, they document their hangouts relentlessly—on Snapchat, Instagram,

Facebook.

Those not invited to come along are keenly aware of it.

–

Accordingly, the number of teens who feel left out has reached all-time highs across age

groups. Like the increase in loneliness, the upswing in feeling left out has been swift and

signi몭cant.

–

What tragedies lurk in the future for Generation X-ray’s children  who bear subtle DNA

aberrations from before conception, then sustain additional DNA damage during their

formative years in a full-throttle wireless world?

–

How many generations can sustain 40-60 percent DNA damage before humanity becomes

so genetically compromised that it is literally threatened with extinction?

–

4.5

PSYCHOTRONIC WEAPONRY

–

The New Manhattan Project is the biggest scienti몭c endeavour in Human history.

–

In addition to the New Manhattan Project’s objectives for weather control and health

destruction , there are a few other massive projects have been piggybacked upon this

global weather modi몭cation and depopulation scheme.



–

One of the other purposes of the  New Manhattan Project is mind control.

–

It is well documented that certain types of electromagnetic energy waves can remotely

manipulate people’s thoughts and feelings. The relevant 몭eld here is known as

“psychotronics” and “psychotronic weaponry.”

–

The Human body’s functions is correlated to electromagnetic 몭elds. This correlation is due

to the fact that the Human body is a complex bioelectric organism highly susceptible to

electromagnetic energies and 몭elds.

–

The ionospheric heaters used as part of today’s New Manhattan Project can produce the

extremely low frequency (ELF) signals that a몭ect our moods, thoughts and bodily

functions.

–

The enhanced low-frequency electrical oscillations in the earth-ionosphere cavity relate to

possible weapons systems through a little-understood aspect of brain physiology

–

Electrical activity in the brain is concentrated at certain frequencies, some of it extremely

slow, a little around 몭ve cycles per second, and (the so-called alpha rhythm) around ten

cycles per second.

–

In the United States, sixty (60) Hz electric-power ELF waves vibrate at the same frequency

as the human brain.

In the United Kingdom, 몭fty (50) Hz electricity emissions depress the thyroid.

–

In the 1950s Dr. Andrija Puharich, found that a clairvoyant’s brainwaves turned to 8 Hz

when their psychic powers were operative.

–

A psychic healer generated 8 Hz waves through a hands-on healing process, alleviating

that patient’s heart trouble; the healer’s brain emitting 8 Hz.

–

One person, emitting a certain frequency, can make another also resonate to the same

frequency, by entrainment.

–

Our brains are extremely vulnerable to any technology that sends out ELF waves, because

they immediately start resonating to the outside signal by a kind of tuning-fork e몭ect.

–

· 7.83 Hz (earth’s pulse rate) made a person “feel good,” producing an altered-state

· 10.80 Hz causes riotous behavior



· 6.6 Hz causes depression.

–

The 1986 book Low-Intensity Con몭ict and Modern Technology features a paper by Navy

Captain Paul E. Tyler titled “The Electromagnetic Spectrum in Low-Intensity Con몭ict.”

–

This paper is all about using electromagnetic energy against an enemy’s mind.

the ability of radiofrequency  radiation to, “…completely interrupt mental functioning…”

and, “…sensitize large military groups to extremely dispersed amounts of biological or

chemical agents to which the unirradiated population would be immune.,”

–

Captain Tyler writes: Some of these potential uses  include dealing with terrorist groups,

crowd control, controlling breeches of security at military installations, and antipersonnel

techniques in tactical warfare.

–

In all of these cases the EM systems would be  used to produce mild to severe

physiological disruption or perceptual distortion or disorientation. In addition the  ability of

individuals to function could be degraded to such a point that they would be combat

ine몭ective.

–

Another advantage of electromagnetic  systems is that they can provide coverage over

large areas with a single system. They are silent and countermeasures to them may be

di몭cult to develop.

–

The 1995 paper “On the Possibility of Directly Accessing Every Human Brain by

Electromagnetic Induction of Fundamental Algorithms” by Prof. Michael A. Persinger, PhD

says that relatively weak atmospheric signals (such as those used for cell phone

communications) can have a great in몭uence upon the way people think and feel.

–

Mind Wars 2013 by Michael Aquino, PhD he writes:EMR [electromagnetic radiation] in the

brain occurs in waves measured according to cycles per second (Hz).

1-3 Hz = delta waves, characteristic of deep sleep.

4-7 Hz = theta waves, characteristic of high emotion, violence, and frustration.

8-12 Hz = alpha waves, characteristic of meditation, relaxation, and ‘searching for

patterns.’

13-22 Hz = beta waves, characteristic of frontal brain activity, deliberate e몭ort, and logical

thought.

22-80 Hz = Gamma waves which are produced by the brains of experienced meditators

and are associated with enhanced neuro-plasticity (brain changes).

–

Brain waves are subject to the principle of resonance. Energy-waves reaching the brain

through any medium – eyes, ears, or 몭esh – will tend to induce the brain-waves



to cycle at the same wavelength.

–

A Human brain resonating  with externally produced energy waves is known as brain

“entrainment.”

–

Brainwave resonance (‘BWR’) is signi몭cant to SLIPC [subliminal involuntary psycontrol]

in both passive and active contexts.

–

Passively a human-interactive environment may be permeated with Electromagnetic

spectrum

waves at one or more of the Brainwave resonance  ranges, inclining those within it to their

induced characteristics without their conscious awareness.

–

Attempting a relaxed, pleasant, cooperative discussion of a mutual problem is more

possible in an alpha Brainwave resonance than in a non-Brainwave resonance one, and

much more possible than in a beta one. Trying to accomplish anything complex or create

immersed in delta is exhausting and fruitless.

–

These energies can be applied remotely:

Active employment of Brainwave resonance utilizes frequency generators to project

desired Brainwave resonance into a Mind War operational environment, to adjust the

emotions and awareness of all individuals therein.

–

Such generators may be strategic satellite-based platforms which transmit Brainwave

resonance both directly and through intrusion into existing, localized electronic

media systems.

–

Brainwave resonance can, for instance, be inserted into the Internet to be passively and

indetectably (absent such sensors) received and radiated by any accessing device,

from television station to desktop computer or cellular telephone.

–

Disease Transmission

The physics and engineering behind electromagnetic disease transmission are also

frightening.

Diseases can be reproduced as “disease signatures” in that the vibration of a disease can

be manufactured and sent on to be arti몭cially induced.

–

The brainwave pattern of hallucinogenic drugs can also be copied and sent by ELF waves

to induce “visions”.



–

Once diseases are sprayed in the air, electromagnetic waves attune to the disease by using

harmonics and sub-harmonics, which in turn make them even more lethal, infectious; and

deadly.

–

Chemtrails are daily being  sprayed in our skies.  Some of the  insidious chemicals a몭ect

the state of consciousness, producing apathy.

–

This is only one “program” that has been initiated to keep the populace in a continual

apathetic

state. Add to this, the 몭uoridation of the drinking water, aspartame nutri-sweet, etc., and

other

highly-questionable drugs.

–

Fluoride disables the willpower section of the brain, impairing

the left occipital lobe.

–

Both 몭uoride and selenium (in additional amounts) can produce strange e몭ects; one

common symptom is that of “hearing voices’.

–

ELF waves create disturbances in the biological processes of the body, activated on a large

scale once the body has been exposed to the aforementioned disease-causing chemtrails.

–

Some chemtrails have been analyzed under laboratory conditions, the elements shown to

cause

cleavages in spatial perceptions, blocking the interaction of various amino acids that relate

to

higher-consciousness.

Some were also shown to increase dopamine in the brain thereby producing a listless,

euphoric state of lower reactive mind.

–

Intelligence agencies are in league with each other, behind this disablement of the masses

to such a degree where they can’t even몭ght back. In order to implement their plans, that

of total control of the populace, they need the overall “frequency” of each victim to

function at a speci몭c rate, below the threshold of awareness.

–

A brain functioning at beta-level (above 13 Hz) is agitated and cannot change the

perceptions if it is arti몭cially stabilized to that frequency by technological methods.

–



Using Tesla Technology, Prisoners in the Utah State Prison were bombarded with voices

from a “purported” ET, each prisoner receiving the same identical message.

Today, it is relatively simple to produce these “voices in the head.” Implants/microchips are

no longer necessary.

–

Hundreds of inmates at the Gunnison Facility of the Utah State Prison and the State

Hospital were subjected to this brand of mind-control, used as test subjects like rats in a

lab.

In the early 1970s, this was revealed in the Utah U.S. District Court.While incarcerated,

these inmate test subjects, having been subjected to this Tesla-wave mind-control, tried to

seek restitution in the courtroom. Unfortunately, they were unsuccessful.

–

The University of Utah researched how Tesla-waves could be used to manipulate the mind

into hearing voices, overriding and implanting thoughts into the mind, in addition to

reading thoughts.

They also went about developing eye-implants.

–

Cray ultra sophisticated) computers, using arti몭cial intelligence, monitor the victims of

government produced implants, sending pre-recorded sound bytes or occasional live

messages.

They are picked up by satellite and relayed to whatever large TV broadcasting antenna,

GWEN tower or other antenna that is nearest the victim. It is believed that some types of

implants pick up the signal and broadcast the correct Tesla-wave pattern to create voices

within the victim.

The tracking implant keeps the sta몭 and the satellite system informed every few minutes

as to

exactly where to send the voice signals. The master computer and central HQ for this is

reported to be Boulder, CO. It is thought that transponders are being made there.

The central cellular computer is in the Boulder, CO National Bureau of Standards building.

AT&T is also cooperating; several agencies work together on this.

–

Tim Rifat of UK wrote that “this inter-cerebral hearing” is used to drive the victim mad, as

no one else can hear the voices transmitted into the brain of the target.

–

Transmission of auditory data directly into the target’s brains using microwave carrier

beams is now common practice.

Instead of using excitation potentials, one uses a transducer to modify the spoken word

into ELF

audiograms that are then superimposed on the pulse modulated microwave beam.

–

On March 21, 1983, The Sydney Morning Herald published this by Dr. Nassim Abd El-Aziz

Neweigy, Assistant Professor of Agriculture, Moshtohor Tukh-Kalubia, Egypt.



This article stated: “Russian satellites, controlled by advanced computers, can send voices

in one’s own language, interwoven into natural thoughts.

They can target the population of choice with this di몭used arti몭cial thought process. The

chemistry and electricity of the human brain can be manipulated by satellite and even

suicide can be induced.

–

The Russians broke the genetic code of the human brain.

They worked out 23 EEG band-wave lengths, 11 of which were totally independent.

So if you can manipulate those 11 you can do anything.

–

U.S. National Security Agency NSA Cray computers can remotely track people just by

knowing

the speci몭c EMF waves (evoked potentials from EEGs in the 30-50 Hz, 5 milliwatt range) of

a person’s bioelectric-몭eld.

–

Each person’s emissions are unique and they can remotely track someone in public.

–

Subliminal words (in the correct electromagnetic-몭eld and attuned to the human brain)

that express human consciousness can enter our minds at a subconscious level.

–

Our brain activity patterns can be measured and stored on super-computers. If a victim

needs

to have subliminal thoughts implanted, all that is necessary is to capture that brain activity

pattern, (saved on the mega computer) and target or match up that person’s pattern.

–

The targeted or speci몭ed person is then sent low frequency subliminal messages that they

actually think are their own thoughts.

They could be told to shoot up a school for example.

–

Our brains are so sensitive, that they are like liquid crystal in response to the magnetic

component of the earth.

We are sensitive to earth’s magnetic changes, changes in the ionospheric cavity and

resonate those frequencies ourselves.

We are incredibly complex entities, beyond the layperson’s comprehension.

Our brains are indeed a type of bio-cosmic transducer.

–

Physicists in Russia have conducted in-depth studies on the e몭ects of the mean annual

magnetic-activity, electro-magnetic and electro-static 몭elds on human behavior and the

physical body.



–

These electromagnetic and electro-static 몭elds can be likened to what is popularly known

as biorhythms.

These magnetic frequencies can be manipulated from a very simple piece of equipment

operated at extremely low power levels; our brain waves can mimic magnetic frequencies.

From half a second to 4 seconds later, the neurons and brain waves are driven exclusively

by this device; power levels almost nonexistent.

All one needs is a circularly polarized antenna, aimed up at the ionospheric cavity and they

can then manipulate the moods of everyone within a 75 sq. mile area.

The body picks up these “new” manipulated waves and begins to correspond immediately.

–

What is known as the “sleep” frequency will make everyone become tired and sleep.

Experiments on the 410-420 MHz cycle have been done which could a몭ect the “window

frequency to the human consciousness” as a whole.

Dr. Nicholas Begich, an expert of HAARP, has picked up 435 MHz signals connected to

HAARP and that a mind control function is currently being employed. He states that 400-

450 MHz is the window to human consciousness because it is our present day reality’s

background frequency.

–

Tim Rifat wrote in his  Microwave Mind Control in the UK article that cellular phones use

435 MHz.

The United Kingdom police use 450 MHz exclusively. Dr. Ross Adey used this frequency for

CIA behavioral modi몭cation experiments. Police have a vast array of antennae to

broadcast this frequency all over UK.

Adey used 0.75mW/cm2 intensity of pulse modulate microwave at a frequency of 450

MHz, with an ELF modulation to control all aspects of human behavior. 450 MHZ radar

modulated at 60 Hz greatly reduced T-lymphocyte activity to kill cultured cancer cells.

–

A study in the USA of their 60 Hz power lines repeated this.

–

We must not allow them to succeed because of the global masses’ ignorance of this very

advanced technology.

–

We must not believe the ridiculous claims of the government that wireless radiation is

safe.

They know its not, they know its killing you.

–

Do you want to be a zombie, a robotic, controlled entity walking around in an apathetic

state, or do you want to live life as a vital, vibrant human being?

___________



5.

Research,

Reports and Studies

___________

Collectively there are approximately 100,000 of the World’s most knowledgeable

professionals stating this same warning:

It is impossible to Microwave-irradiate the body without an e몭ect.

Low-level MW radiation is as dangerous or even more dangerous than high-level radiation.

–

There are thousands of reports and studies that prove without any doubt the

destructiveness of microwave radiation on our bodies.

–

Dr. Carlo was commissioned by the mobile industry to conduct research on its products.

His study (www.health/concerns.org) involved 200 research doctors and 15

epidemiological studies (1993-1999), at a cost of 28.5 million US dollars.

‘Our data showed increased risk to children, concerning tumours, genetic damage and

other problems,’ explained Dr Carlo. He continued, ‘my results were suppressed by the

telecommunications industry.’

–

Industry’s attempts to in몭uence research, even their own studies continued to 몭nd

adverse health e몭ects.

One example is a worldwide epidemiological study (commissioned by T-Mobile, on its own

product) that concluded, ‘On the cellular level, a multitude of studies found the type of

damage from high frequency electromagnetic 몭elds which is important for cancer

initiation and cancer promotion.’ Mobile Telecommunications and Health, ECOLOG

Institute, Sec 7, April (2000)

This document also describes DNA damage on the same page.

–

2011 – Council of Europe Notes “Con몭ict of Interest

”33% of studies funded by industry 몭nd cell phones harmful to humans.

Over 80% of studies NOT funded by industry 몭nd cell phones harmful to humans.

This is a “manifestly unacceptable situation pointing to con몭icts of interestwhich

undermine the integrity, the genuine independence and the objectivity of scienti몭c

research.”

–

Dr. Henry Lai, a University of Washington scientist in cellular and molecular engineering,

who reviewed 85 papers on the DNA-damaging e몭ects of the type of EMR from cell phones

found:

75% of studies funded by the wireless industry or the military showed no genotoxic

e몭ects,

80% of studies done by independent scientists showed harmful e몭ects.



80% of studies done by independent scientists showed harmful e몭ects.

–

2012 – Dr Annie Sasco, PhD. who worked 22 years in W.H.O.’s International Agency for

Research in Cancer (IARC), including nine as Group Leader, then was Unit Chief of

Epidemiology for Cancer Prevention said:

“Despite the voices of industry-funded scientists saying otherwise there is concrete

evidence that cellphones and wi-몭 cause cancer in humans.”

–

The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) recommended that electromagnetic

radiation (which includes WI-FI radiation) be classi몭ed as a ‘probable human carcinogen.’

United States Environmental Protection Agency, Evaluation of the Potential Carcinogenicity

of Electromagnetic Fields, External Review Draft, No. EPAl600/6-901005B, October 1990.

–

With many new studies since 1990, there is certainty that microwave radiation in particular

is carcinogenic.

–

Following a spate of illnesses in their practices, on October 9, 2002, a group of doctors

produced the Freiburger Appeal.  Initially signed by 270 medical consultants, scientists,

GPs, MPs and physicians, it now has many thousands of signatories worldwide.

–

It is a warning to decision-makers concerning illnesses from low-level microwaves.

–

This appeal lists 13 severe, chronic illnesses and various disorders involving: behaviour,

blood, heart, cancers, migraines, tinnitus, susceptibility to infections and sleeplessness, all

of them ascribed to ‘pulsed microwaves from mobile communications technology.’

–

In 2007, an international group of scientists studied 2000 peer-reviewed and published

research papers.

They recommended an acceptable level of radiation of not more than 0.6 V/m = ~1μW/cm2

outdoors, and 0.2 V/m = ~0.1 μW/cm2 indoors, based on the interaction between low-level

microwaves and the cellular processes.

–

This became known as the Bioinitiative Level, which has since been lowered by a factor of

10, to 0.01 μW/cm2 .

–

A project called EU-Re몭ex or European Union Risk Evaluation of Potential Environmental

Hazards from Low Frequency Electromagnetic Field Exposure using sensitive in Vitro

Methods shows that cells exposed to cell phone radiation exhibit chromosomal damage

well below the exposure guidelines of the WHO.

–

The International Association of Fire Fighters opposes the use of 몭re stations as

transmitter sites, because of the health problems of its members.



–

by 2006, it was reported that 80 percent of the extant epidemiological studies on the WHO

database list symptoms from microwave sickness, including up to fourfold increase in

cancers from low-level microwaves.

The remaining 20 percent that showed no symptoms had been looked at by Swiss

scientists who said ‘the interpretation of results should take sponsorship into account.’

–

By that time, Michael Meacher, Minister for the Environment 1997- 2003 (UnitedKingdom),

had published a report blaming some universities for accepting lucrative contracts in

reporting favourable results from scienti몭c research.

–

In the same month, United States Congressman Henry Waxman published a similar report

in Scienti몭c American stating that science was being corrupted by industry.

–

In April 2011, the Russian National Committee on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection

(RNCNIRP) found:

Preventing childhood and juvenile diseases from exposure to EMF sources is of paramount

social and economic importance.

–

On May 6, 2011, the European Parliament was presented with a report recommending

that wireless networks and mobile phones be totally banned from schools on health

grounds.

–

Council of Europe, The potential dangers of electromagnetic 몭elds and their e몭ect on the

environment, Parliamentary Assembly, Committee on the Environment, Agriculture and

Local and Regional A몭airs, This document notes that young people are most susceptible.

–

The Assembly recommends that we take all reasonable measures to reduce exposure to

electromagnetic 몭elds on ‘as low as reasonably achievable’

–

The Parliamentary Assembly asked education and health authorities to develop

information campaigns’ aimed at teachers, parents and children to alert them to the

speci몭c risks of early, ill-considered and prolonged use of mobiles and other devices

emitting microwaves.

–

The Assembly also asked that Governments ‘ban all mobile phones, DECT phones,  WI-FI or

WLAN systems from classrooms and schools, as advocated by someregional authorities,

medical associations and civil society organizations.’

–

Since the Cold War, the U.S. government has known that microwaves are genetically

hazardous.

Beginning in 1953 and continuing intermittently for about three decades, the Russian



Beginning in 1953 and continuing intermittently for about three decades, the Russian

Soviets used microwaves to covertly attack the U.S. embassy sta몭 in Moscow, Russia.

The ongoing irradiation campaign a몭ected about 1,800 employees and 3,000 dependents

housed at the embassy during this period.

The Russians targeted the U.S. embassy with 2.4 to 4.1 gigahertz

A range within the same realm of frequencies blasting from our wireless devices,

cell phones, cordless phones,wireless computers, WiFi systems and cell towers.

–

Microwave Radiation is a weapon plain and simple.

The masses are lining up to buy something that is being used to kill them.

–

In the mid 1970s, a Johns Hopkins medical team under direction of Dr. Abraham Lilien몭eld

was commissioned by the U.S. State Department to study the health e몭ects of the Moscow

irradiation on the US embassy sta몭ers.

The draft report documented numerous symptoms of radiation poisoning, including

immune system disorders, high white blood cell counts, chronic fatigue, blurred vision,

cataracts and muscle aches. Information on cancer was deliberately withheld from the

Lilien몭eld team, but it was later reported that cancer incidence among embassy sta몭 was

four times normal.

Reproductive problems among the irradiated Moscow personnel included abnormal red

and white blood cells, above average chromosomal aberrations, higher than normal rates

of miscarriage plus pregnancy complications.

Embassy sta몭 with blood abnormalities were advised not to conceive children until six

months after their somatic levels had returned to normal in a non-irradiated environment.

–

It should also be noted that then U.S. State Department chief medical o몭cer Herbert

Pollack sanitized the conclusions of the Lilien몭eld report.

The 몭nal report falsely concluded that no important health e몭ects were associated with

the embassy microwave exposure.

–

Compare the adverse e몭ects on U.S. Russian embassy personnel and their families

exposed at mainly 0.19 microwatts/cm2 to current federal exposure guidelines.

The federal government allows the  telecom industry to deliver a maximum of 600 to 1000

microwatts/cm2 of communications radiation into populated areas across the nation.

–

Adding insult to injury, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)–the single agency

with

authority to regulate the communications industry–has neither money, manpower nor

motive to verify compliance with its dangerous exposure guidelines.

–

We can see the damage



We can see the damage

An estimated one in 20 babies born in the U.S. each year has an obvious birth defect.

Many additional childhood defects and impairments can be subtle, requiring years to

become apparent.

–

Millions of parents now cope with often inexplicable child health problems, including

severe allergies, diabetes, body weight abnormalities, plus serious eye, ear and skin

conditions.

–

Perhaps the most alarming epidemic among our younger generations involves the

increasing incidence of neurological and developmental delay disorders.

–

The 2003 National Survey of Children’s Health found that one in 몭ve American children has

a learning disability or attention de몭cit disorder. Studies through decades link these

conditions to toxic environmental conditions, including microwave radiation exposure.

–

A recent study of over 13,000 Danish women con몭rms that women who had used cell

phones during pregnancy produced children who were 54 percent more likely to manifest

hyperactivity and di몭culties with conduct and emotion by the time they entered school.

–

Coordinated by American and Danish scientists, this survey found that if children exposed

to cell phone radiation in the womb later used cell phones themselves, they were 80

percent more likely to su몭er behavior and emotional problems than children who were

not exposed.

–

In 2000, Dr. Ross Adey working at the University of California, Riverside, showed that

pregnant rats exposed to Iridium cell phone radiation produced fetuses with signi몭cantly

decreased brain activity, compared to non-exposed fetuses.

–

The incidence of human autism, a complex a몭iction manifesting a broad spectrum of

brain abnormalities, has increased dramatically since the wireless age began.

Scientists say clues are accumulating that RF/microwave exposure could be an important

but overlooked factor in the autism epidemic.

–

There is also indication that the synergy between RF/microwave radiation and

chemicals/metals

in vaccines, food and chemtrails may be involved in autistic disorders.

–

A 2007 report on autistic children and electromagnetic exposure concluded that the

impact of this radiation “could be direct by facilitating early clinical onset of symptoms or

indirect, including trapping heavy metals in cells and both accelerating the onset of



symptoms caused by heavy metal toxicity as well as impeding therapeutic clearing of these

metals.”

–

In 2008, researchers announced that missing DNA snippets on chromosome 16 is a

mutation that raises the risk of autism by 100 times.

Some suspect that this aberration is the tip of the iceberg concerning genetic errors

involved in the syndrome.

–

It is generally agreed that such chromosome aberrations can

occur before fertilization, which brings us back to chemical and/or radiation-damaged

sperm and ova.

–

The powers-that-be don’t want this information made public. An impressive number of

researchers through the decades have published studies linking RF/microwave radiation to

adverse e몭ects on genetics and reproduction, even at very low, non-thermal exposure

rates.

–

In 1997, Dr. John R. Goldsmith of Israel’s Ben-Gurion University published a historical

compendium of such studies. Dr. Goldsmith noted that scientists had known for decades

that the three major human e몭ects of microwaves are spontaneous abortion, blood cell

mutations and increased childhood cancers.

–

When the results of RF/microwave-damning studies were published, “o몭ending” scientists

throughout the years have consistently found their research programs prematurely

terminated, their careers derailed and their reputations defamed.

–

This is the case of the brilliant and accomplished Dr. Henry Lai. Working at the University

of Washington, Dr. Lai and his colleagues raised the anger of the wireless communications

industry after reporting that microwaves at low exposure levels badly damage DNA.

Lai was subsequently subjected to dirty politics and attempts to sabotage his career.

–

When Dr. Jerry Phillips, under contract to Motorola in the ‘90s, published his 몭ndings that

cell phone frequencies have an important biological impact on DNA, he too was

threatened and ostracized by the wireless industry.

–

Phillips had earlier discovered that radio frequency 몭elds can in몭uence the growth of

tumours.

–

Today, almost all wireless health studies in the U.S. are funded by a tangled web of special

interest groups which directly or indirectly pro몭t from the wireless industry.

These tainted, con몭icted-interest studies routinely give wireless radiation a clean bill of

health.



health.

–

“A lot of studies done right now are done purely as PR tools for the

industry,” con몭rms Dr. Phillips.

–

2012 – Prof. Repacholi (a man with no conscience)“. certainly, from the health viewpoint

there is no concern that we’ve seen thus far that parents need to be worried about

children’s use of

mobile phones.”

___________

6.

Current Safety Standards

and Guidelines

___________

The regulation of our health and safety as to the transmission of wireless energy waves

has been given to the globally acceptable standards of the International Commission on

Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) with full approval by our Federal

Communications Commission (FCC).

–

Federal and Global regulations only deal with thermal heat exposure caused by microwave

radiation from wireless networks, cell phones, wi몭 laptops etc.

They completely ignore the real dangers of low frequency radiation.

–

As stated by government regulations, if someone feels warmth from their laptop for over

one

hour they should stop.

–

Microwave pulsed alternating current energy does not even heat:Its not hot when you

stick your hand in a microwave but is when put in an oven, so in e몭ect there is no

standard at all set for the safe use of wi몭 low magnetic frequency use

–

You can microwave your food yet the inside of the box stays cool because radiation only

cooks the food at the cellular level as opposed to a regular oven that heats the whole box

with conventional heating.

–

This is one of the major Big Lie’s being perpetrated on us with WiFi radiation. They are

omitting critical measurements in order to assure us WiFi is safe.

–

Some Governments adopted the ICNIRP guideline, whereby, the only safety limit is just six-

minutes of warming. Which means: if you do not feel too warm in six minutes, wi-몭 is



minutes of warming. Which means: if you do not feel too warm in six minutes, wi-몭 is

deemed to be safe.

–

No consideration at all has been given to the published ‘below thermal’ cellular interaction

as listed by several countries including the United States; which were (and are) known to

cause: cancer, severe neuropathological symptoms, foetal defects and literally hundreds of

illnesses related to cellular disorders.

–

Countries following ICNIRP continue to argue that their six minute warming e몭ect is all

that is required regarding microwave irradiation.

–

Current Regulations and Thermal Heating

The guidelines set by ICNIRP and the National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB), and 

which are followed by the United States’ FCC, are amongst the least protective in the

world.

–

Being thermally based – no account whatsoever is given to the e몭ect of the electric and

magnetic of the wave interacting with the physiology of the body

–

It is very unlikely, if not impossible, for any person to receive warming of the body with

exposure exceeding the guidelines, if this person is not sitting right under a transmitter.

–

I.E.E.E. have in몭uenced world standards since the 1960s, through its internal Committee –

ICES: International Committee on Electromagnetic Safety, whose members are:

U.S. Army, Motorola, Siemens, Bell, US Air Force, Nokia and Alcatel-Lucent

2006 – Recommended raising Exposure Limits

–

2013 – IEEE’s goal: Get world to adopt it’s “Radiation Exposure” standardsDr. B Jon

Klauenberg (US Air Force Research Lab. and long-time member of ICES) was awarded the

IEEE SA International Standards Award Dec. 2011 for helping to convince world bodies and

international agencies of the rigor, bene몭ts, and provenance of IEEE Standards.

–

ICNIRP(International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection)

Most of its funding comes from industry \and most of the members of ICNIRP are

engineers for whom only thermal e몭ects may cause biological e몭ects.

–

Con몭icts of Interest in ICNIRPIn addition its inaugural Chairman, Dr. Michael Repacholi,

whose corruption is legendary, a disproportionate number of ICNIRP’s members have

been discredited due to their historical ties to industry, eg., Dr. John Moulder, Prof. Anders

Ahlbom,

Dr. Alexander Lerchi.



Dr. Alexander Lerchi.

–

Dr. Art Thansandote, Health Canada’s Senior Radiation Protection Scientists is and has

for many years been Co-Chairman of ICES’s Sub-Committee 4, which is responsible for

establishing IEEE’s (i.e., the USA’s) radiation Exposure Limits

–

FCC (Federal Communication Commission) Determines radio frequency (RF) radiation

Safety levels for USA; is Directed by 몭ve Commissioners appointed by the U.S. President:

None are scientists;

–

WHO (1993) and ICNIRP (1998) share the belief that it is only the thermal e몭ects of Radio

Frequency/Microwave Electromagnetic Radiation RF/MW EMR that is harmful to humans.

The review teams throughout the ‘90s were chaired by the same Dr Michael Repacholi.

–

The WHO, IEEE, ICNIRP, FCC and Health Canada protect only against THERMAL radiation.

The U.S.S.R./Russian Federation considers the non-thermal e몭ects

–

Public Exposure Guidelines 1800 MHz μW/m2

Health Dept. Salzburg (indoor) (‘02) = 1

Health Dept. Salzburg (outdoors) (‘02) = 10

EU Wkg Grp recommendation (2001) = 100

Salzburg 1998 (sum GSM) = 1000

Italy (single frequency) = 1000

Russia, PRChina = 100,000

Italy (sum of frequencies) = 100,000

Belgium (ex Wallonia) = 1,115,000

ICNIRP (‘98), WHO, Canada = 10,000,000

FCC/IEEE, USA (‘09) = 10,000,000

–

Canadian Wireless Telecommunications Association’s former President Roger Poirier still

manages McLaughlin Research Centre’s projects.

The wireless industry, CWTA, funds both the research and salary of Dr. Krewski who

promotes that WiFi is “safe”.

–

On July 5, 2005, it was published thatDr. Michael Repacholi – Coordinator of the WHO’s

Radiation & Environmental Health Unit- receives $150,000 a year (via Royal Adelaide

Hospital, S.A.) from the cellular phone industry with additional money for meetings and

travels.



–

Russian scientists conducted more than 1500 epidemiological and human laboratory

studies during the Soviet Union era which are not even in the WHO data- base (IEEE Study

Database or EMF Studies Database).

Today, special industries dismiss Russian results in RF (radiofrequencies) research as

nonsense science.

–

Guidelines in units of microwatts per cm2, the maximum level for 1,800 MHz transmitters,

1,000 of these units in Canada and The US.

By contrast, Russia and China have a total maximum of 10 of these units, μW/cm2,

–

Toronto has a maximum of 6 μW/cm2 and in Salzburg, the limit is 0.1 μW/cm2. The June

2000 International Conference at Salzburg, consisting of 19 of the world’s top scientists in

this 몭eld, set the level at 0.1 units.

–

The EU Parliament on September 4, 2008, by 522 votes to 16, stated that the ‘ICNIRP

guidelines were obsolete and out of date.’ Mast Action UK – Legal Services (2010).

–

Russia has recommended the banning of children under 16 from using cell phones when

possible.

–

The Salzburg Resolution, adopted in 2000 at the International Conference on Cell Tower

Siting,

would prohibit any cell site from emanating more than 0.1 mW/cm2 –

10,000 times more strict than the current U.S. standard.

This limit takes into account the growing evidence for non-thermal RF bio-e몭ects.

–

As a result of research that documents the harmful e몭ects of Microwave radiation on

fetuses,

the British government warned in the cell phone handbook under ‘safety,’ that pregnant

women

should not have a cell phone near the abdomen, children under 16 should avoid carrying

phones near their abdomen.

The government advice for childrenis ‘essential calls only’ on speaker phone, to avoid

exposure to Microwave radiation.

These international bodies’, NRPB’s and ICNIRP’s, guidelines are based purely on thermal

e몭ects.

Looking at scienti몭c papers, most of the rest of the world disagrees with this assessment.

–

Dr. Cletus Kanavy, Chief of the  Biological E몭ects Group of the Phillips Laboratory’s



Dr. Cletus Kanavy, Chief of the  Biological E몭ects Group of the Phillips Laboratory’s

Electromagnetic E몭ects Division at Kirk몭eld Air Force Base in New Mexico, says there is a

‘Large amount of data, both animal, experimental and human clinical to support the

existence of

chronic, non-thermal e몭ects

These include behavioural, neural, fetal, blood, metabolic, endocrine and immune

problems.’

–

Professor Adey, a Fellow of the  US American Academy of Scientists said of his own

research, in parallel with similar studies in Russia in theearly 1980s, that they showed that

radio frequency and microwave radiation a몭ected enzyme systems that regulate growth

and the division of white blood cells.

–

Clearly there are experts worldwide, both in military-intelligence and from Universities,

from the long before Cold War to the present, who have shown that microwave radiation

below thermal e몭ects can impinge on human and other living organisms’ physiologic

functions.

–

6.1

PULSED VS

MODUALATED

FREQUENCIS

and SAR

–

Carrier waves may be used to carry  information (video or audio data) that can be

superimposed on them by modulation.

Sometimes academic arguments arise where the word ‘pulsing’ is not used and 

‘modulated’ is substituted. Theoretically, there can be very little di몭erence between a

modulated wave and a pulsed wave.

–

Scientists argue over what constitutes a modulation or pulse. A modulation is a

superimposition of data upon a carrier wave; modulations are usually connected with an

in몭nitesimally thin thread of ‘energy.’

–

A pulse has no such attachment  to the following pulse. This distinction is relevant

beacause

scientists specializing in this 몭eld blame pulsed microwaves for various biological reactions

within our cellular structures, which may then cause illness and impairment.

–

Further arguments suggest that  there is no biological di몭erence between a frequency

modulated transmission or pulse when it comes to resonance with our cyclotronic and



circadian rhythms.

–

Transmissions may be directional or isotropic (equal in all directions), may be analogue

(with continuously variable quantity e.g. spatial position) or digital (sometimes called

‘frequency- modulated’).

–

However, all transmissions are  electromagnetically propagated. In the world of nuclear

and atomic physics, electronic switches can make tens of millions of decisions a second;

and all transmissions travel at the speed of light.

–

Transmissions can be increased by up to 40 percent, with side lobe technology.

–

Vector mathematics can demonstrate  whether any of these transmissions are incident

upon another transmitted wave, such as a low-frequency radio wave, as there can be a

piggy-back e몭ect (constructive interference).

–

The Health Council of the Netherlands Radio Frequency Radiation Committee says in

its200 page 1997 report, concerning frequencies of 300 Hz to 300 GHz:

–

‘The experimental data indicate  that the e몭ects of EM 몭elds occur at lower power

densities when the object is exposed to pulsed electromagnetic 몭elds.’

–

In other words, you will get impairments and illnesses quicker if the microwaves are

pulsed.

–

Health Council of the Netherlands: Radiofrequency Radiation Committee, Radiofrequente

elektromagnetische velden (300 Hz – 300 GHz), at 134 (1997).

–

Professor Salford at Lund University in Sweden has shown in his work in the year 2000 that

pulsing can alter the permeability of the blood/brain barrier in rats. This would occur in

human brains as well, and could have profound e몭ects on brain function.

–

The Freiburger Appeal (2002), as previous mentioned, says, ‘One can no longer evade

these pulsed microwaves. They heighten the risk of already present chemical/physical

in몭uences, stress the body’s immune system and can bring the body’s still functioning

regulatory mechanisms to a halt.

–

Professors’ / Doctors’ Panagopoulos, Johnasson and Carlo describe in their (June 2013

Published) Paper  how man-made electromagnetic waves (as used in the communications

industry) can cause interference, hence induced oscillations, from these polarized waves.

–



–

This in turn, can induce biological  alterations and render the SAR (Speci몭c Absorption

Rate) obsolete.

–

Man-made electromagnetic  waves are polarized and can produce interference e몭ect…This

induced oscillation will be most intense on the free particles which carry a net electric

charge…a part of its energy…is transferred to the charged / polar molecules of the

medium…

within biological tissue there will be additional energy absorption by the water dipoles…

proteins,

lipids or nucleic acids, which will also be forced to oscillate by the applied 몭eld.

…man-made EMF’s can produce  severe biological alterations such as DNA damage without

heating the biological tissue…may lead to cancer, neurodegenerative deceases,

reproductive declines or even heritable mutations…

conductivity varies for di몭erent  tissues and di몭erent 몭eld frequencies..The relative

permittivity of an adult brain is calculated to be around 40 while the corresponding value

for a young child’s brain is between 60 and 80 resulting in almost double the radiation

absorption and SAR…

…SAR o몭ers no information at all with respect to frequency, waveform or modulation…

___________

7.

Insurance Companies

___________

Insurance companies look to the future, and try to anticipate events that could be

catastrophic to their survival.

They avoid insuring areas of concern before the lawsuits come rushing inand therefore

avoid large losses.

–

“The Electromagnetic Fields Exclusion (Exclusion 32)is a General Insurance Exclusion and is

applied across the market as standard.

–

The purpose of the exclusion is to exclude cover for illnesses caused by continuous long-

term non-ionizing radiation exposure, i.e. through cell phone usage”

–

One of the largest insurance companies in the world, Lloyds of London often leads the way

by taking on insurance risks that no one else will.

Lloyd’s refused to cover mobile phone manufacturers against risks to users’ health almost

two decades ago in 1999.

___________

8.

WHO



WHO

(The World Health Organization)

__________

Who is allowing this to legally happen  and providing plausible deniability for governments,

schools and industry?

= WHO

Thats right… WHO

The World Health Organization.

–

World Health Organization

Setting The Standard For A Wireless World Of Harm

–

The stated objective of the World Health Organization (WHO) is the attainment by all

peoples

of the highest possible level of health

–

The purpose of its pandemic and epidemic department is to address priority emerging

epidemics;

–

The mandate of its EMF Project is to assess health and environmental e몭ects of exposure

to RF radiation;

–

And the stated purpose of the United Nations is to foster cooperation between nations in

order to solve economic, social, cultural or humanitarian international problems.

–

Not only has WHO failed on all counts, with regard to EMFs, but it has actively worked in

the opposite direction- inviting industry in몭ltration, denying EHS is caused by EMFs,

rejecting the proven science, failing to alert the public to the proven dangers, and violating

our human rights.

–

WHO has given the green light to governments, regulatory bodies, service-providers and

healthcare agencies around the world to dismiss and ignore the proven dangers.

–

WHO’s irresponsible position justi몭es the unlimited, unmonitored roll-out and scale-up of

wireless technology everywhere, while providing the industry with plausible deniability of

harmful e몭ects, despite the growing numbers of global citizens being a몭ected.

–

Government authorities and service-providers quote WHO as saying that this radiation is

not harmful, and the direct e몭ect of WHO’s industry-driven denial can be seen and felt at

every level of society.



–

The World Health Organization  International EMF Project, which is tasked with assessing

the safety and biological e몭ects of non-ionizing radiofrequency/microwave radiation, has

been co-opted by the very industry responsible for the unchecked proliferation of this

same radiation worldwide.

–

The Project is led by an electrical engineer, with zero health credentials, who has carried

out research for the wireless telecommunications industry and therefore has a clear

con몭ict of interest.

–

Despite the requirement that its experts declare any con몭ict of interest, and despite the

fact that it is against WHO rules for any individual or committee to take money from

industry, WHO is known to have been indirectly receiving substantial funding from the

wireless telecoms industry for many years

–

WHO is failing to protect its global citizens from this pervasive pollutant in four key ways:

1. industry in몭ltration

2. intentional ignorance

3. denial of the science

4. disregard for humanity

–

Since the UN is answerable to no one, however, there is little or no recourse for those who

may be adversely a몭ected by its operations.

–

Internal crises can therefore be made to mysteriously disappear as if they never

happened, and any suspect procedures can be all too easily covered up and publicly

denied.

–

This reveals one of the unique strengths of the UN—its ability to negate the reality,

downplay the facts and make things UN-happen.

–

It can even make things UN-scienti몭c—as it has done with the data presented  by

countless independent scientists con몭rming the adverse e몭ects of

radiofrequency/microwave radiation.

–

The failure of WHO’s EMF Project  to protect us from rapidly escalating non-ionizing

radiation is resulting in a worldwide epidemic of microwave sickness/electro-hyper

sensitivity that is proving to be more devastating, more costly and spreading more rapidly

than any other epidemic in our history.

–



Given how WHO’s industry-in몭uenced EMF Project is set up, funded and currently

operating, it is clear that the organization is no longer ful몭lling its mandate of protecting

global health.

–

Instead, there are all the hallmarks of a cover-up—just like we had with the decades-long

smoking saga.

This time, it’s about the proven harm caused by microwave radiation, and the millions of

global citizens  being seriously a몭ected as a result of WHO’s denial of the science.

–

This denial is not due to ignorance.  WHO is well aware of the facts and has full access to

the vast body of irrefutable, compelling data on the adverse bio-e몭ects of this radiation—

not to mention the millions of individuals being a몭ected worldwide, which is evidence

enough that

something is seriously wrong.

–

For WHO to knowingly promote  serious, incremental harm to an entire global population

makes

no sense whatsoever, since it is detrimental to society and unsustainable in the long term.

So why are they doing it then?

What is their real agenda?

= Mass Depopulation

–

WHO: IGNORING THE SCIENTIFIC FACTS

On EMFs and their bio-e몭ects

–

When 190 renowned scientists from 39 countries around the world submitted an appeal

to

WHO in 2015, calling for immediate action to address the scienti몭cally proven dangers of

electromagnetic 몭elds (EMFs),

–

WHO did nothing. They did not reply.  They did not even acknowledge receipt.

They completely and deliberately ignored the irrefutable science submitted to them by

some of the best scienti몭c minds in the world.

–

As if it didn’t happen.  As if millions of people around the world were not being harmed by

the radiofrequency/microwave radiation that has been known since the early 1920s to

cause adverse biological e몭ects— the same radiation that has been used since the 1950s

as a military weapon.

–

Millions of people around the world are being irradiated and becoming sick. Many are

seriously ill.  Many others are getting brain tumours.



seriously ill.  Many others are getting brain tumours.

–

Many more with microwave sickness/electro-sensitivity/ electromagnetic hypersensitivity

(EHS)

are living in despair and near-destitution, pushed to the margins of society and abandoned

by their governments.

–

Some of  those a몭ected are taking their own lives to escape the hell of being irradiated

beyond their physical tolerance.

–

Because WHO claims there is no scienti몭c evidence that non-ionizing radiation causes

microwave sickness and electro-sensitivity.

Although they have seen the proof that it does.

–

By denying the science and by condoning the use of microwave radiation around  the

world by corrupt industry and government, the WHO is responsible for untold hardship,

illness, functional impairment,  human rights violations, incapacitation, and depopulation.

And a global epidemic of microwave sickness /electro-sensitivity that has yet to be fully

acknowledged because its multiple symptoms and conditions are not being attributed to

the true underlying cause.

–

Those who love their wireless devices will su몭er degradation of:  eyesight, hearing, brain

function and immunity and lifespan.

They will also forfeit the genetic integrity of their o몭spring.

–

“…This is not a review of the science.  The [RF EHC] appears to be another whitewash to

allow yet an-other ‘pass’ for an industry reaping trillions  of dollars each year, while an

unsuspecting public bears the massive costs…

–

…increasing RF exposure that diminishes the quality of life, slows productivity due to lost

work time and diminished performance, and overwhelms healthcare systems worldwide.

This is blind short-term gain for immediate pro몭t. It is a crime against humanity.”

–

The WHO website, regarding electromagnetic hypersensitivity (EHS),states: “For some time,

a number of individuals have reported a variety of health problems that they relate to

exposure to EMFs.” This is an example of UN-speak-that special language of vagueness 

that fails to actually report the facts, while insinuating that those claiming harm are

somehow not to be trusted.

–

WHO need to update their  website information—which is from 2005 and is more than a

decade out of date.



–

For at least the past 30 years,  and as early as the 1950s, cases of microwave sickness/EHS

have been on the rise, increasing alarmingly in recent years. There are now an  estimated

300 million people with EHS worldwide, Most of the worlds population however are being

a몭ected,

not just those with EHS.

–

WHO also says that their condition is “characterized by a range of non-speci몭c symptoms

that lack apparent toxicological or physiological basis or independent veri몭cation”—

Thereby exposing WHOs ignorance/denial  of the medically recognized bio-markers used

to

con몭rm the very real syndrome of electromagnetic intolerance, and the thousands of

peer-reviewed scienti몭c studies on the e몭ects of EMFs, published in reputable scienti몭c

and medical journals,

–

not to mention the simple blood test that can be done by anyone with a high-powered

microscope to see the damage done to red blood cells (oxidation and clumping of red

blood cells) after only brief exposure to microwave radiation.

–

Just a few minutes of exposure to WiFi radiation results in cellular damage associated with

pathological processes.

–

WHO claims that electromagnetic hypersensitivity (EHS) could be a psychiatric issue. It’s

true that exposure to microwave radiation has been shown to a몭ect cognitive function, to

cause dementia and to a몭ect moral judgement (among many other things).

–

“We know with certainty that electromagnetic hypersensitivity is not psychosomatic.EMFs

provoke major e몭ects in the brain. The most important of these is the opening of the

blood- brain barrier.

This allows mercury, organochlorines and other pollutants to enter the brain, where they

cause various neurodegenerative diseases.”

–

WHO: THE EPIDEMIC

An epidemic is a disease that creates a threat to the general public and kills many people.

No other epidemic in the history of mankind has had such a worldwide impact.

–

No other epidemic resulted in such a vast array of symptoms and conditions, a몭ecting the

nervous system, the immune system, hormones, digestion, metabolism and brain

function, while damaging the all-important blood–brain barrier and causing an explosion

in the incidence of neurological dysfunction and disorders.

–



Thanks to WHO:

We have  worldwide plausible deniability, undermining our global viability.

–

Federal health agencies see no need to advise the public of the adverse e몭ects of

microwave radiation, due their own agendas, hiding behind plausible deniability provided

by WHO(World Health Organization)

–

Laws are being passed to prevent citizens from refusing cell tower installations on health

grounds.

–

State/provincial agencies provide little or no accommodation/recognition for those

harmed by this radiation.

–

Cancer agencies disseminate  misleading/inaccurate information, with respect to

microwave radiation and its link to cancer, based on WHO guidance.

–

Smart meters are being put on homes, beyond residents’ control and without their

informed consent. Power companies simply stating safety code 6, and other non thermal

government safety standards, and WHOs guidelines, saying there is no issue with smart

meter microwave radiation.

–

School boards and healthcare clinics refuse to remove WiFi routers based on WHOs

recommendations.

–

Agencies such as Health Canada tell parents that WiFi is safe and school boards gag their

teachers from talking to parents about the potentially harmful e몭ects on their children.

When parents express concerns,  they’re told that cell phones and WiFi are safe.

–

When children fall ill or have di몭culty learning due to EMR, schools point to government

‘safety’ standards and deny responsibility.

–

Microcell transmitters are being placed mere feet from homes and schools in the US,

Canada and elsewhere.

–

Hospitals/health clinics have cell antennas on rooftops and WiFi in rooms.

There are many con몭rmed cancer clusters within 500m of cell transmitters, yet WHO says

there’s no danger.

–

When young adults su몭er/die from brain tumours, industry denies responsibility because

the



authorities say that the international guidelines, shaped by WHO, were followed.

–

WHO: CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY

–

There’s no doubt that technology plays an increasingly pivotal role in our society.

It can save lives and greatly advance civilization when used in harmony with mankind.

–

But when it develops at the expense of our humanity, causing us progressive harm

instead of serving us in positive ways, it undermines the very pillars of our existence.

–

We cannot win this human race if we make technology more important than people.

–

In its current rampant form, the wireless telecoms industry is dehumanizing.

If the World Health Organization continues to disregard our humanity in favour of this

ongoing dehumanization, it will accelerate the loss of human life on all levels.

–

Citizens in supposedly democratic countries are being knowingly, openly and progressively

harmed by service-providers, industry and all levels of government.

–

Our humanity is being dismissed in favour of harmful technology.

People of all ages, cultures and nationalities, from all walks of life, are being undeniably

harmed

by microwave radiation constantly invading their homes, workplaces, environment and

every cell of their bodies.

–

We cannot trust this organization that is working with corrupt governments, for planned

depopulation, that rejects the science, dismisses the epidemic of microwave sickness,

supports the industry that’s causing such widespread harm and violation of human rights.

–

All over the globe, people have  lost their health, homes and hope for the future because

WHO

has failed to do its stated job.

It has, instead, worked toward global depopulation. Wether it is WHOs unstated goal or

not, the fact remains that the direct action of WHO is resulting in furthering global

depopulation.

___________

9. HOW



How can any society remain healthy and prosperous when Microwave Radiation:-

___________

– interferes with communication systems in our brains, hearts, cells and bodies through

neurotransmitters and neuro-hormones?

– scrambles brains, disrupts hormones  and cognitive function, and damages DNA?

– exposes pregnant women and their unborn children to serious harm?

– promotes deeply entrenched addictions, social fragmentation and systemic disorders?

– undermines all body systems and exacerbates existing conditions?

– causes people to take their own lives to escape the hell of living with non-stop exposure?

– increases absenteeism and reduces productivity and performance?

– saturates hospitals and healthcare centres where people seek relief from many of the

illnesses, conditions and tumours caused by that very same radiation?

– causes functional impairment resulting in deadly errors in  professions such as nursing,

emergency medicine and airline navigation or piloting?

– exacerbates road rage, crime, violence and aggression?

– leads to social isolation and loss of access to social and medical  services for electro-

sensitive people?

– a몭ects employment, accommodation, geographic location, as well as the emotional and

psychological dimensions of life for people with Electro Hyper-sensitivities?

– causes people to lose their homes, livelihoods, savings and functionality, incur debt and

become unable to pay mortgages,  taxes or living expenses?

– prevents a growing number of citizens from engaging in and contributing to society?

=

Society cannot remain healthy and prosperous living with microwave radiation.

It is destroying society, depopulating the planet and causing the extinction of the human

race.

___________

10.

DANGERS PURPOSEFULLY

HIDDEN FROM THE PUBLIC

___________

The dangerous biological e몭ects were concealed (as they are to this day) from the general

public, in part to protect the industries pro몭t.  In part to hide the multiple agenda’s of the

new manhattan project.

–

The World Health Organization’s ‘International Symposium’ Research Agreement No. 05-

609-04 ‘Biological E몭ects and Health Hazards of Microwave Radiation’ emphasizes in its

350 pages:



–

Biological e몭ects, health and excess mortality from arti몭cial irradiation of Radio Frequency

Microwaves.

–

This document was classed as ‘Top Secret’ and its contents withheld by WHO and ICNIRP

(International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection).

–

The Mobile Telecommunications Industry carried out a very thorough and exhaustive

scienti몭c

study on its own product. This industries conclusion was:

–

Sec. 7 “…..it can be concluded that electro-magnetic 몭elds with frequencies in the mobile

telecommunications range do play a role in the development of cancer.”

–

“…..Direct damage on the DNA as well as in몭uences on the DNA synthesis and DNA repair

mechanisms…..”

–

With 8000 research articles showing this phenomena; in order to protect this industries’

pro몭t, and other unstated objectives, the United States Defence Intelligence Agency sent a

‘document’

to ‘advanced nations’ describing the problem and suggesting ‘how to deceive the public’.

–

It read: “…..if the more advanced nations of the West are strict in the enforcement of

stringent exposure standards, there could be unfavourable e몭ects on industrial output…..”

–

This document continues to list many physiological and neurological dangers from low-

level: below thermal, microwave irradiation inc: blood disorders, heart problems,

psychiatric symptoms and ‘menstrual disorders’.

–

Con몭rming this with more than 2000 references is the Naval Medical Research Institute

in their document: ‘Bibliography of Reported Biological Phenomena (E몭ects) and Clinical

Manifestations Attributed to Microwave and Radio-Frequency Radiation…Altered

Menstrual Activity / Altered Foetal Development…

–

Governments and industry have gotten away with imposing unwelcome and unnecessary

wireless radiation on all of us, knowing the deep health risks,

–

…yet due to the legality escape clause of ‘plausible deniability,’ they have continued to

enjoy

blanket immunity.



blanket immunity.

–

Additionally, in Big Business where no one goes to jail and the regulators are in bed with

the

corporations, they can hide inconvenient truths from the public, free from fear of

prosecution

___________

11.

MILITARY LEGAL JUSTIFICATION

FOR MURDERING ITS OWN

CITIZENS

___________

There are 8,300 military papers proving microwaves cause severe neurological and

physiological damage.

–

Today’s super-secret New Manhattan Project microwaves us and saturates our

atmosphere with aluminum, barium, and strontium plus many more.

–

The military’s position is that they get to microwave us and spray us with whatever they

want, whenever they want as long as they classify their activities as “research.”

–

Title 50, chapter 32, subsections 1520a & b of United States Code (law) state:

(a) PROHIBITED ACTIVITIES:

The Secretary of Defense may not conduct (directly or by contact) –

(1) any test or experiment involving the use of a chemical agent or biological agent on a

civilian

population; or

(2) any other testing of a chemical agent or biological agent on human subjects.

–

(b) EXCEPTIONS:

Subject to subsections (c), (d), and (e) of this section, the prohibition in subsection (a) of

this section does not apply to a test or experiment carried out for any of the following

purposes:

Any peaceful purpose that is related to a medical, therapeutic, pharmaceutical,

agricultural,

industrial, or research activity.

–

As long as they classify their  mass murder as a, “…peaceful purpose that is related to



research activity,” They legally can do what every they want.

–

The military classi몭es pre-emptive attack, war, and population control agendas as

“peaceful activities”.

and HAARP For Example:

High Frequency Active Auroral “Research” Program

___________

12.

WHY

___________

In this 몭lm we have looked at Who invented this technology and when, we have looked at

the technologies themselves and how they are causing destruction of our cells, DNA and

ability to procreate  as a species. We have looked at WHO is responsible, who is letting

it happen and how it is legally happening.

Now we look at WHY.

–

Many would ask:

How they are letting this happen?

How can our governments and health organizations allow this to go on?

it must not be true. How can this be?

But the real question is not How,

its Why?.

–

Why?

=

Because they are wanting to kill the majority of people(depopulation agenda).  Their stated

goal is a 95% reduction in population.

War is declared upon us.

–

Microwave radiation working in synergy with chemical bombardment in our skies

(chemtrails) is a large part of the Depopulation Agenda

___________

13.

GLOBAL

DEPOPULATION

AGENDA



___________

Governments and the wireless communications industry stampeding humanity into

compulsory

and continuous wireless exposure are undoubtedly apprised of the hundreds of medical

studies

demonstrating that low level communications microwaves not only initiate, but also

nourish and promote human cancers.

–

The global torrent of ever-increasing wireless radiation is an important link in the master

plan to drastically reduce the world’s population.

–

Microwaves are used as an e몭ective slow kill weapon, administered covertly to the world’s

masses through seductive technological means.

Mass murder is taking place.

–

The mindset among ruling elites that humans who make it through the gauntlet of pre-

conception radiation and radiation-induced spontaneous abortion should have their lives

drastically shortened.

–

The world’s most prominent geoengineering advocates are also population reduction

advocates.

–

There are also abundant public calls for depopulation from many high pro몭le people and

high-ranking establishment types.

–

To illustrate how our government sees us and justi몭es economic slavery and mass

genocide, here is an excerpt from a leaked C.I.A. Manual in 1986 called:

Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars

An Introduction Programming Manual

Operations Research

Technical Manual

TW-SW7905.1

–

C.I.A. TRAINING MANUAL:

It starts:

“Welcome Aboard. This publication marks the 25th anniversary of the Third World War,

called the “Quiet War”, being conducted using subjective biological warfare, fought with

“silent weapons.” This book contains an introductory description of this war, its strategies,

and its weaponry. May 1979 #74-1120”



It Continues:

…”Security

It is patently impossible to discuss social engineering or the automation of a society, i.e.,

the engineering of social automation systems (silent weapons) on a national or worldwide

scale without implying extensive objectives of social control and destruction of human life,

i.e., slavery and genocide.”…

…”This manual is in itself an analog declaration of intent. Such a writing must be secured

from public scrutiny. Otherwise, it might be recognized as a technically formal declaration

of domestic war.”…

…”Furthermore, whenever any person or group of persons in a position of great power

and without full knowledge and consent of the public, uses such knowledge and

methodologies for economic conquest – it must be understood that a state of domestic

warfare exists between said person or group of persons and the public.”…

…”The solution of today’s problems requires an approach which is ruthlessly candid, with

no agonizing over religious, moral or cultural values.”…

…”You have quali몭ed for this project because of your ability to look at human society with

cold objectivity, and yet analyze and discuss your observations and conclusions with

others of similar intellectual capacity without the loss of discretion or humility. Such

virtues are exercised in your own best interest. Do not deviate from them.”….

…”Since most of the general public will not exercise restraint, there are only two

alternatives to reduce the economic inductance of the system.”…

…”1 Let the populace bludgeon each other to death in war, which will only result in a total

destruction of the living earth.”…

…”2 Take control of the world by the use of economic “silent weapons” in a form of “quiet

warfare” and reduce the economic inductance of the world to a safe level by a process of

benevolent slavery and genocide.”…

…”The latter option has been taken as the obviously better option. At this point it should

be crystal clear to the reader why absolute secrecy about the silent weapons is necessary.

The general public refuses to improve its own mentality and its faith in its fellow man. “…

…”It has become a herd of proliferating barbarians, and, so to speak, a blight upon the face

of the earth.They do not care enough about economic science to learn why they have not

been able to avoid war despite religious morality, …

…and their religious or self-gratifying refusal to deal with earthly problems renders the

solution

of the earthly problem unreachable to them.”

..”It is left to those few who are truly willing to think and survive as the 몭ttest to survive,

to solve the problem for themselves as the few who really care. Otherwise, exposure of

the

silent weapon would destroy our only hope of preserving the seed of the future true

humanity.”

The CIA Training

document goes on to say:

…“The Political Structure of a Nation



– Dependency

The primary reason why the individual citizens of a country create a political structure is a

subconscious wish or desire to perpetuate their own dependency relationship of

childhood. “…

…”Simply put, they want a human god to eliminate all risk from their life, pat them on the

head, kiss their bruises, put a chicken on every dinner table, clothe their bodies, tuck them

into bed at night, and tell them that everything will be alright when they wake up in the

morning.

…”This public demand is incredible, so the human god, the politician, meets incredibility

with incredibility by promising the world and delivering nothing. So who is the bigger liar?

the public? or the “godfather”?

…”This public behaviour is surrender born of fear, laziness, and expediency. It is the basis

of the

welfare state as a strategic weapon, useful against a disgusting public.”

…The people hire the politicians so that the people can:

◦ obtain security without managing it.

◦ obtain action without thinking about it.

◦ in몭ict theft, injury, and death upon others without having to contemplate either life or

death.

◦ avoid responsibility for their own intentions.

◦ obtain the bene몭ts of reality and science without exerting themselves in the discipline of

facing or learning either of these things.

…”They give the politicians the power to create and manage a war machine to:

◦ provide for the survival of the nation/womb.

◦ prevent encroachment of anything upon the nation/womb.

◦ destroy the enemy who threatens the nation/womb.”

◦ destroy those citizens of their own country who do not conform for the sake of stability

of the nation/womb.”

…”Politicians hold many quasi-military jobs, the lowest being the police which are soldiers,

the attorneys and C.P.A.s next who are spies and saboteurs (licensed), and the judges who

shout orders and run the closed union military shop for whatever the market will bear. …”

…”The generals are industrialists. The “presidential” level of commander-in-chief is shared

by the international bankers. The people know that they have created this farce and

몭nanced it

with their own taxes (consent), but they would rather knuckle under than be the

hypocrite.”…

…”Cattle

Those who will not use their brains are no better o몭 than those who have no brains, and

so this mindless school of jelly-몭sh, father, mother, son, and daughter, become useful

beasts of burden or trainers of the same.”…

-END OF CIA TRAINING MANUAL-



–

This CIA document was written in 1979In this document it illustrates using mathematics,

formulas and economics, how they ruling elite calculate and asses the masses as to their

acceptance levels of taxation (consent), control, war, poverty and mass genocide, when a

population reaches awareness or becomes uncontrollable.

–

Reading this from their manual, we can understand that “War” has been declared against

us.

We are able to properly identify the true enemy to Humanity.

We can see in their own words and in their actions they are actively performing genocide.

–

Seeing how they dominate the planet in their own words, we can see clearly what we have

to do to 몭ght it.

We cannot be docile and cannot give consent, we must become aware and revolt.  No

more business as usual.

–

A populous void of critical thinking can be harvested in plain sight.

Since 1979 when this CIA Training document was written the population has accepted

massive

slaughter, war after war, poverty and multiple tools they are using to murder the masses

daily.

–

Microwave radiation and chemtrails (the new manhattan project) are a very large part of

the

depopulation agenda due to their synergistic destructive capabilities and complete

oblivious acceptance by the masses.

–

Our population is being culled with great force as the masses are blindly accepting more

than has been forced upon previous generations.

–

Considering all the facts in total, you can see that the many deaths caused by

geoengineering

and microwave radiation are happening, regardless if they are simply an unfortunate side-

e몭ect,

or part of a very real, well documented global depopulation agenda.

___________

14.

SUMMARY

___________

TILT: Toxicant Induced Loss ot Tolerance



TILT: Toxicant Induced Loss ot Tolerance

Everyone has their tipping point.

As a rapidly growing number of people succumb to the harmful bio-e몭ects of microwave

and other man-made forms of radiation, fewer and fewer citizens will be paying their bills

or taxes,

while more and more become dependent on social services, disability/pension funds and

healthcare systems to support them as they become increasingly ill and unable to

function.

–

Already, healthcare systems in most urban centres are unable to cope with the exploding

incidence of disability and ill-health.

–

“We are now living under a microwave dictatorship that puts all other dictatorships in the

shade.

The whole planet is at risk.

–

The massive global addiction to being wirelessly connected everywhere, all the time, has

led not only to a very real physical illness that’s a몭ecting millions of people, overburdening

healthcare systems, harming plant and animal life, causing personality disorders, short-

term memory loss,

inability to concentrate, amnesic aphasia (di몭culty 몭nding words) and parapraxia (carrying

out inappropriate actions), as well as irritability, mood swings, physical weakness, sleep

disturbances, chronic exhaustion, agitation and lack of motivation, damaging DNA,

infertility and

birth defects, and threatening the human race as a whole, but also to a social sickness

that’s destroying relationships, fracturing families, creating aggression and a loss of ethical

values, undermining our humanity and preventing the kind of healthy, respectful human

connection essential to our well-being.

–

This Must Stop

___________

15.

SOLUTIONS

___________

So what can we do about it?

What can we do about the largest scienti몭c assault on the human race ever endured?

A Lot!

–

The congressional-military-industrial complex has groomed the youngsters of Generation

X-ray to become hard-core patriots of wireless technology.



–

The Cellular Telecommunications Industry Association (CTIA) boasts on its website that

teenagers, de몭ned as a “huge consumer market segment,” are currently pumping $100

billion

a year into the industry.

–

Deceived and used as pawns, our youngsters are left utterly ignorant concerning the 

devastating wireless radiation hazards to themselves and their posterity.

–

Generation X-ray and its obsession with wireless conveniences; is tricked into be content

to live in a self-absorbed universe devoid of logic, critical thinking and accountability.

–

A microwaved youth are becoming incapable of caring about future generations.

We are no longer a nation of healthy free-thinkers, but a nation of the mentally numbed

and physically damaged.

–

They are mostly unaware of the science, but such ignorance  and apathy ensures that

millions of new and innocent lives are destined for cruel su몭ering and impairment.

–

Thanks to a silent but violent  electromagnetic enemy that is destroying our fragile DNA,

–

Hopefully, people young and old are still morally and intellectually able to comprehend

and act upon the latest scienti몭c information available and the information presented in

this 몭lm.

–

We can also hope that older parents and grandparents apprised

of these facts will exert their in몭uence to protect the genetics of their progeny.

–

When young people are told about the hazards of anything, they traditionally discard the

facts

and pursue their chosen avenues of self grati몭cation as acts of rebellion.

–

This 몭lm is a call to that rebellion.  This 몭lm is dedicated to generation x with the wish that

the passionate acts of rebellion that is fuelled by youth is directed as rebellion against this

몭awed and harmful technology.

–

The youth of today must realize this bullshit that is forced upon them,

for what it is, a death toy.



They must reject it.

Rebel against it,

Rise up together and make it not cool to irradiate.

–

A movement of anti-harmful-technology must take over.

A new form of technology must be invented that can provide the fun without the evil

behind the scenes.

–

This is a call to all to reject this 몭awed technology, bankrupt the companies trying to pro몭t

from our demise, 몭ght corrupt governments, make the World Health Organization, do

their job and stop the depopulation agenda.

–

We must reject, and all mentally move on from this addiction.

We must eliminate all sources of microwave radiation in our environment.

We must invent past the problem.

We must invent a new way of thinking and interacting with each other.

We must invent and support safe technology.

–

For all the billions of dollars and resources these technology companies have, and for all

the

advancement they have made; they are still producing a몭awed product, that tracks you,

kills you and threatens the existence of the human race.

We can do better than this.

–

I think we can come up with a better society than everyone constantly staring at their

phones at the cost of everyone’s health and the future of mankind.

–

Its time to act.

–

The Anti-Radiation Movement

Step 1. Avoidance of all Microwave Radiation

Step 2. Educate everyone of the dangers and have them avoid them.

Step 3. Demand the elimination of Microwave Radiation

–

Our future will depend on whether we can return to more human, social and ethical values

in the

shaping of our lives and our relationship with nature. Pro몭t and morality must be in

harmony if we wish to remain successful in the long term.



–

But what we need above all is critical citizens, who can spot the di몭erence between

technical

progress and consumer foolishness: citizens who, remember that democracy once meant

rule of the people, not ruling the people.”

Today we live in a dictatorship with a false sense of democracy.

–

The scienti몭c evidence is massive and irrefutable. We and our little ones face a

lifetime of disability, pain and deprivation from ever-increasing torrents of man-made,

commercial radiation capable of destroying human genetic integrity.

–

If you believe that humanity should NOT be reduced to a species of genetic freaks on the

way to extinction, assist the radiation awareness movement by sharing with others this

몭lm and the documented information on wireless hazards to human DNA. Also do your

own research.

–

There is no time to waste while confronted with the life-and-death issues associated with

the brazen wireless radiation assault upon us all.

–

In addition to the sea of radiation we currently su몭er in, the 5G roll out will multiply the

billions of microwave occupations by 20 to 60 times. Plus put an additional tower on 3 of

every 10 homes.

Plus all the commercial additions they will make, and the massive assault from space.

WE MUST ACT NOW!

–

Microwave technology is woven into our society and will require a massive e몭ort to

completely rid our planet of this destructive technology.

–

“Be the change you want to see in the world”.

Ghandi

Eliminate your own personal need for microwave radiation in your own life and those

around you.

–

Then build a radiation free zone around yourself and keep expanding it.

–

Start by turning o몭 your wi몭 and bluetooth on all devices and routers and don’t turnthem

back on again.

Use ethernet cables, fast safe technology using 몭beroptic cables and light.

–



Turn your cell phone onto airplane mode and keep it there, use a land line.

When you are out, let people leave you a message and call them back later.

–

For texting, use a computer and an ethernet connection.

If texting by phone is the only way to communicate, until you get past this, ride the

airplane mode, do your texting, then turn your airplane mode o몭, send the text and then

turn it onto airplane mode again.

Check back later.

Let people wait to hear from you.

–

Next shield your home from the soup of microwave radiation pouring in from outside.

Or move to a rural location away from towers and neighbours devices.

–

For a couple hundred bucks you can have an expert in EMF (Electromagnetic Frequencies)

come and do a reading at your home and o몭ce and check your environment for

pollutants and explain how to shield against them.

–

Shield your smart meter, or have it moved or demand it to be removed.

–

Prudent avoidance of routine pregnancy ultrasound scans as much as possible. These

scans should be used only in the event of medical necessity.

Do not do 3D Imaging for pictures.

–

Newborns are now radio-tagged by some birthing hospitals. Since a tracking system

requires

a fog of ambient RF/microwave radiation which could a몭ect even non-tagged infants, it is

prudent to choose a hospital which does not employ wireless systems inthe maternity

ward, or have your baby at home.

–

Refuse to allow your children to go to school where there is wi몭, cell phones, etc.

Schools should also not have cell towers on top, nor near them.If they do, demand they

remove them from the area completely.

If not home school your children.

–

All high powered cell towers be brought down.

–

Until we have a new technology low powered 1000 watt solar powered towers will provide

the same cell coverage.



The millions of watts of excess power is not for communication

–

All wi몭 and cell communication should be banned.

This may take a strategy of reduction until new technology replaces demand.

But this should be the goal. No microwave radiation.

–

Innovation should focus on the elimination of the need for microwave wireless

communication.

–

The World Health Organization must be forced to report the truth and proven science.

This will bring down the whole system of plausible deniability and governments and

industry

will no longer be able to deny our right to live free of these pollutants.

–

To do this we must replace the head of the World Health Organization EMF Project

with an unbiased, independent, medically quali몭ed professional with experience and

knowledge of microwave sickness/ EHS, and an understanding of the biological and

cellular processes involved in EMR exposure, as well as their e몭ects on all forms of human,

plant and animal life.

–

Your government is actively performing mass genocide.

Don’t trust any government if there still death ray cell towers surrounding you, and skies

full of chemtrails.

–

We must globally ban on all microwave radiation, and weather modi몭cation.

We must shut down the new manhattan project.

–

The law must be changed to remove the right of the military to murder us if they call it

“A peaceful purpose that is related to a medical, therapeutic, pharmaceutical, agricultural,

industrial, or research activity.”

Murder is not a peaceful purpose even though they call it so, war does not equal peace.

–

Call on all countries to immediately implement the Precautionary Principle, to halt any

further

roll-out of wireless devices in their communities, and to scale back on their existing

installations.

–

Create public awareness campaigns for policymakers, private sector partners, medical



Create public awareness campaigns for policymakers, private sector partners, medical

professionals and the public at large.

–

Recommend that all countries ensure the immediate removal of wireless devices from all

public places, especially all healthcare centres, hospitals and schools.

–

Call an immediate halt to the installation of microcells close to our homes and to the roll-

out of the extremely harmful 5G technology to be beamed at us from space. and every 3

out of 10 front yards.

–

Require that warnings in the safety manuals and disclaimers for all wireless technology be

made public, especially in schools. these warnings con몭rm that this technology is harmful

and they must be publicly, visibly displayed, together with details of the known bio-e몭ects.

–

Develop strategies that will make technology safer and healthier for all.

–

Thank you for

watching this 몭lm.
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The Vaccine Is Killing Millions of People

The number of people dying from the

Covid vaccines is being covered up. The

o몭cial numbers are in the tens of

thousands, which is more than enough to

halt all covid vaccines on the planet. The

actual number of people injured or dead

after receiving the vaccine is already in

the millions. And all the vaccinated are

expected to die from the vaccine within a

few years.

The statistics are being distorted to hide

the genocide. Now if someone dies within

14 days of receiving the vaccine they are

considered to be unvaccinated. And if

they have only received one shot, they

are also considered to be unvaccinated.

The hospitals are full of the vaccinated

with vaccine side e몭ects. There still is no

virus. There is no delta, just vaccine

injuries.
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Whistleblowers testify that there were no

excess deaths in 2020 at all, and as soon

as they started the vaccine campaign,

deaths increased and all were vaccinated.

Millions of people have been injured for

life or murdered within days of receiving

the death shot so called vaccine.

Thousands of medical professionals that

are upholding their oath to do no harm,

have spoken out against the vaccines due

to the injuries and deaths they have

witnessed in the vaccinated.

And on the other side, thousands of

medical professionals are complicit in

genocide and have violated the

Nuremberg Code. Not providing

information on the side e몭ects and risk

factors, or the full ingredient list to

people makes it impossible for them to

give informed consent. If found guilty

they could be sentenced to death.

The Vaccine Death Report

This report covers all of the current

information around the world of the

destruction and death that these vaccines

are causing: Read Report Here

___________

THE COVID-19 SCAMDEMIC

We have hundreds of articles on

Truth11.com exposing the truth about

COVID-19 and all measures taken in

response to it. Here is an 11 point

summary of the big picture and some key

focus articles.

1) COVID-19 CRIMES AGAINST

HUMANITY

Since 몭u was renamed Covid-19, and

other diseases and deaths have been re

branded covid last year, unprecedented

fruition, globalists and collectivists are
arti몭cially doing everything they can to
stop what cannot be stopped.

COVID: If there is no virus, why are
people dying?

Death by ‘Covid Injection’ Is Premeditated
and Co-ordinated, Experts Conclude

Uprising Update: worldwide demos and
UK legal action update from Mark Sexton

“Huge Numbers” of Children Refusing to
Wear Face Masks in School

Multiple Testimonies About
Reptilian Entities

Justin Trudeau, Son of Former Canadian
Prime Minister, Paedophile, And Mind-
Control Abuser Pierre Trudeau, ‘Signed
Multi-Million Dollar Do Not Disclose
Agreement To Cover Up Sexual Relations
With Minor ’

Vaxxed AND unvaxxed are ALL TARGETS!

Austria Demotes Some 3.8 Million
Double-jabbed to ‘Unvaccinated’

US Pilot Says His Colleagues Are
“Dropping Like Flies With Crushing Chest
Pain” Post-Covid-1 9 Vaccination

The Corona Crisis: Is the Tide Turning? “A
Rapid General Awakening”? VIDEOS

Poll Shows Most Canadians (Even Those
Who Got the Shot) Don’t Support
Vaccine Passports

Covid Jabs To Be Made Mandatory For
Over-50s In Italy

All New Cars Sold in EU to Be Fitted With
Data Recording ‘Black Box’

GREG REESE – HUMANITY IS UNDER A
MASSIVE PSYCHOLOGICAL ATTACK

The number of vax-related deaths is
soaring to genocidal proportions and not
even a whole year has passed since the
massive shot campaign started. And yet,
there is no talk about halting these FDA
unapproved shots.

International Tribunal to issue Cease and
Desist Order against Quebec and
convicted Trudeau’s Canada corporation
after Leaked Army document reveals
plans for army to separate Quebec
children from parents refu sing vax
Bioweapons, and “institutionalizing”
children and parents in separate
concentrati on camps

State Of Emergency Declared In
Kazakhstan’s Largest City After Fuel Price
Riots, Internet Cut

Aging Nuclear Reactors (4)

Agorism | Barter System | Peer-to-Peer
Trade (1)

Agriculture (9)

AI Arti몭cial Intelligence (5)

AIDS | HIV | AZT | AIDS Pandemic
Industrial Complex (1)

AIIB Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank
(1)

Al-CIAda (5)

Aliens In Government (3)

All Wars Are Banker Wars (3)

Alternative Media (2)

Alternative Medicine (6)

Anarchy (6)

Antarctica (2)

Anti-Economy (1)

Anti-Gravity Craft (2)

Anti-War Movement (11)

Antifa is not Anarchy (1)

Antifa=Al Qaeda=ISIS (4)

Antimatter Weapons (1)

Archeology (1)

Architects and Engineers for 9/11 Truth
(14)

Armistice Day (1)

Army Investigations (1)

Arresting Political Dissidents (1)

Arrests And Excecutions Of Satanic
Pedophiles (2)

Arrests Of The Cabalists (29)

Arrests Of The Pedophiles (16)

Asparatame (4)

Assassination WIthout Trial (9)

Austerity Hoax (4)

Autism | Vaccinations (4)

Autonomous Robots (1)
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branded covid last year, unprecedented

harm was in몭icted on countless millions

of people. Western mass media, health

professionals, organizations and

governments world wide are complicit in

the greatest ever public health crime

against humanity. They should all be

prosecuted and held accountable for

their endless mass deception campaign.

Read Article Here

2) COVID-19 BIGGEST SCAM IN HISTORY

The Covid Outbreak: “Biggest Health

Scam of the 21st Century.” Report by

1500 Health Professionals. Read article

here

3) FREEDOM OF INFORMATION

REQUEST 1 = NO VIRUS PROVEN TO

EXIST

There have been several requests of

information that have been replied to

and they clearly state there has been no

isolation of “Covid-19” The virus does not

exist. You can read one of the Freedom

Of Information Requests from Canada

here

4) FREEDOM OF INFORMATION

REQUEST 2 = NO DEATHS FROM COVID-

19

Another freedom of information request

from the UK asked how many people

have died from covid-19 alone, not

counting those who had other reasons

for their death. The answer was NONE.

View the request here

5) MASKS GIVE NO PROTECTION AND

CAUSE HARM

Mask Test Showing Carbon Dioxide
Levels + Mask Test Showing Oxygen
Levels = DO NOT WEAR MASKS Read
Article Here
Hazardous Mask Wearing, read article
Here

Mandatory Masks and Vaccines Break
the 10 Points of the Nuremburg Code,
Read article here
STUDY: Long term mask use breeds
microbes that in몭ltrate the lungs and
contribute to advanced stage lung
cancer Read Article Here

6) LOCKDOWNS CAUSE HARM AND

PROVIDE NO BENEFIT

Not Safe, Not E몭ective — 376 Ways That
Face Masks Are Known To Harm
The Wearer

What are skills, rules and principles that
will help you survive the
wilderness alone?

Revolution: Armed Kazakhstan Citizens
Storm Gov. Buildings, Cabinet Members
Resign As Cities Burn

Technological parasitism: Covid vaccines
appear to contain self-assembling “nano-
octopus” microparticles

Austria now a giant PRISON CAMP for the
unvaccinated as “lockdown” extended
another 10 days

A million new COVID cases in one day;
news for yokels, rubes, and
educated morons

What Does the Statement of the Five
Nuclear-Weapon States on Preventing
Nuclear War Tell Us?

“Decarbonization Terraforming” of Planet
Earth Is Now Under Way… Giant
Machines to b e Installed in Iowa to Suck
“Life Molecules” Out of the Atmosphere
and Cause Global Crops to Fail

Be Informed or Die

World Renowned Scientist/Former U.S.
Ass’t Secretary for Health in Dept of HHS
Interviewed on Cell P hone Radiation
and 5G

Kill Shots Working As Planned

‘Epidemic of madness’: Dr. Mercola
scorches ‘relentless fearmongering’

Video Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi: “These
Vaccines are Killing the Young and the
Old, They are Killing our C hildren”

Germany: Double Vaccinated No Longer
Allowed into Restaurants Without Taking
Tests – Only Triple Vax xed Allowed Inside

REVOLUTION IN KAZAKHSTAN: PEOPLE
DETAIN MILITARY & SEIZE VEHICLES/
EQUIPMENT. SHOT HEARD
ROUND WORLD

Stigmatizing the Unvaxxed and
Unboosted. “Mass Formation Psychosis”.
“You’re a Criminal Because
You’re Unvaccinated”

Stigmatizing the Unvaxxed and
Unboosted. “Mass Formation Psychosis”.
“You’re a Criminal Because
You’re Unvaccinated”

All life insurance companies are
experiencing a 40% rise in the death rate.
People Are Dying from the Vaccin e. “All
Vaccinations Must be Stopped”
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Lockdowns Are Based On Fraud, read
article here
Lockdowns Motivated By Occult
Doctrine. Read article here
Doctors Questions Lockdowns, read
article here
A study of 10 million found that
asymptomatic spread of COVID-19 did
not occur at all, thus undermining the
need for lockdowns, read article here

7) DEADLY COVID-19 VACCINES ARE

NOT EVEN VACCINES THEY ARE GENE

THERAPY AND MUST BE AVOIDED

100,000 doctors & medical
professionals oppose COVID-19
vaccine Read Article Here
Why People Will Start Dying a Few
Months After the First Covid-19 MRNA
Vaccination. Professor Delores Cahill:
Watch Here
Large Scale COVID-19 Vaccination
Injuries and Deaths, read article here

8) NO STATE OF EMERGENCY EXISTS

Each country has its own declaration of

emergency guidelines. Here is the

Canada-Wide Declarations of Emergency

For Covid-19| Understanding how the

Declarations of Emergency have never

existed, read article here

9) INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS

RELATING COVID-19

Each country has its own constitution and

charter of rights and freedoms. Here is

the Canadian Charter Rights for

Individuals | Empower Yourself – Know

Your Rights! | Understanding how COVID-

19 measures violate your Charter Rights,

read article here

10) BUSINESS RIGHTS, FREEDOMS,

VIOLATIONS AND LIABILITY RELATING

TO COVID-19

Each country has its own constitution and

charter of rights and freedoms for

businesses. Here is the Canadian Charter

Rights for Businesses | Understanding

how COVID-19 measures violate YOUR

Charter Rights AND Understanding how

COVID-19 measures YOU ENFORCE

violate Your Employee’s and Patron’s

Charter Rights, read article here

11) THE NUREMBERG CODE RELATING

TO COVID-19

The Nuremberg Code as it applies to

While the attention of a terri몭ed world
has been riveted on a the 몭u renamed
Covid, and while concern about radiation
has been focused on 5G on the ground,
the assault on the heavens has reached
astronomical proportions. During the
past two years, the number of satellites
circling the earth has increased from
2,000 to 4,800, and a 몭ood of new
projects has brought the number of
operating, approved, and proposed
satellites to at least 441,449. And that
number only includes low-earth-orbit
(LEO) satellites that will reside in
the ionosphere.

Quebec reinstates ridiculous,
unscienti몭c curfew

36-Year-Old Brazilian Reporter Collapses
and Su몭ers Cardiac Arrest During Live TV
Broadcast (VIDEO)

List of every elected politician in Canada

Manhattan’s New Soros-Backed DA
Orders Armed Robberies to Be Charged
as Mere Misdemeanors

At LEAST 150,000 Americans have been
killed by covid shots… and counting

GLOBAL ALERT: An estimated 10 million
people PER DAY are set on irreversible
countdown to vaccine death that could
exterminate BILLIONS if not stopped in
the next year

GLOBAL ALERT: An estimated 10 million
people PER DAY are set on irreversible
countdown to vaccine death that could
exterminate BILLIONS if not stopped in
the next year

Important update to this article. We may
have an explanation about the videos
with smoke coming out of peoples eyes
and heads

Quebec to Ban Unvaccinated From
Buying Marijuana and Hard Liquor

Wearing Face Masks in School
Classrooms is Not a Requirement,
Government Guidance Shows

Betty White ‘died of natural causes’ – Yes
so have many others who had their jab th
ree days earlier

Fully Fake Vaccinated 24-Year-Old
Missionary Dies ‘Unexpectedly’
During Sleep

25-Year-Old Soccer Star Suddenly
Collapses, Dies During Training

The Vaxx raped are transhuman and
legally patented corporate property – A
MUST VIDEO

UK POLITICAL CUNT WANTS TO VAX RAPE
ALL CHILDREN – HANG HIM!
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masks, the Covid vaccines and covid

tests. read article here

___________

There Is No Covid-19 Virus

No record of “COVID-19 virus” (SARS-

COV-2) isolation by anyone, anywhere

on the planet

Freedom Of Information response from

Canada’s National Research Council: No

record of “COVID-19 virus” (SARS-COV-2)

isolation by anyone, anywhere on the

planet. Read Article here

___________

DR Andrew Kaufman: There is no

pandemic, the governments are faking

the death counts (simply placing all

deaths in the fabricated COVID category),

all the governments are using a

fraudulent RT-PCR machine to mark

healthy people as infected (therefore

driving a fear based case-demic of people

who aren’t ill) plus the vaccine is designed

to kill, cripple and/or cause infertility.

Read Article Here

__________

Top Canadian Pathologist Dr. Roger

Hodkinson, Tells Alberta Government

COVID Is “The Greatest Hoax Ever

Perpetrated on an Unsuspecting Public” |

Masks don’t protect, social distancing

does nothing, tests are also uselessRead

Article Here

___________

NEW WORLD ORDER IN ACTION

Biden facing major vaccine lawsuit

Human Tra몭cking Has Many Faces – By
Cathy O’Brien

Nazi fascist SS returns to Germany –
the evidence

COVID Passport Microchip Developer:
Chipping of Humans Happening ‘Whether
We Like it or Not’

CENSORED: $4.5 TRILLION Bank Bailout
4th Quarter 2019 Months Before COVID
Exceeded 2008 Bailouts

Soviet Canada: Doctor Locked in Psych
Ward Who Exposed Stillbirth Explosion in
‘Vaccinated’ Moms (Interview)

President Macron Says He Plans To ‘Piss
O몭’ The Unjabbed Into Submission

Keep on sharing the News – The cult are
in a panic – Keep pushing the actual
information and facts

Midazolam Murders – Update

A Cruel, Sickening and Never-ending
Witch Hunt

Is Microtechnology Being Deployed in the
P몭zer Vaccine? (Video)

Canadian Restaurant Takes A Stand
Against Covid Lies And Government
Tyranny. Anyone wearing a mask will be
charged with trespassing and they have
banned 몭rearms to keep out police | We
need more business like this

The Great Depopulation Begins–40%
Jump in the Death Rate of the Vaccinated

Dr. Robert Malone warns that Big Tech
censorship and Big Pharma malfeasance
has unleashed a “mass casualty event”
qualifying as a CRIME
AGAINST HUMANITY

Judge Grants Relief to Navy Seals Suing
Biden Over Vaccine Mandate: “There is
No COVID-19 Exception to the
First Amendment”

Big Pharma pushing approval of COVID-
19 vaccines for children in order to
escape legal liabilities

Big Pharma pushing approval of COVID-
19 vaccines for children in order to
escape legal liabilities

Flu/Covid Fake News: The Biggest Big Lies
of Our Time

Healthy 57-Year-Old Nashville Doctor
Dies Shortly After Receiving P몭zer Vaccine
– Media Blames Deat h on Covid-19

Images of the Operating System inside
the P몭zer serum withclear circuitry
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Brave TV Reporter Goes O몭 Script And

Reveals Truth About Covid-19

___________

Doctors Around The World Issue Dire

Warning:

DO NOT GET THE COVID VACCINE

In an e몭ort to combat Big Pharma

Corporate Media and Big Tech

censorship, doctors around the world

are frantically trying to warn the masses

of the devastating e몭ects of the

experimental COVID vaccines about to be

mass injected into the unsuspecting

public assisted by military forces around

the world.

What could possibly motivate these

doctors, nurses, scientists, and other

health professionals to make such an

impassioned plea? What do they have to

gain by taking the time to educate the

public on the hidden dangers of a new

class of vaccine about to be in몭icted upon

the citizens of countries around the

world?

They have NOTHING TO GAIN, and much

to lose, including their careers, and

possibly even their lives. Read article here

___________

100,000 doctors & medical

professionals oppose COVID-19 vaccine

the P몭zer serum withclear circuitry
visible.~ Via Dr Ricardo Delgado with La
Quinta Columna

COVID: Everybody will be infected; no
exceptions; stop pretending otherwise

FORMER VODAFONE BOSS BLOWS
WHISTLE ON 5G CORONA VIRUS AGENDA
| Transcript | (Repost from 2020)

UK plans to test EVERY school child TWICE
this week

Despotism Is The New Normal: Looming
Threats to Freedom in 2022

Has The Mystery Been Solved? We Just
Got Some New Numbers That Nobody
Can Deny | When asking “where did all
the people in the workforce go?, the
answer is many of them died due to
the vaccine

Dr. Robert Malone says he’s been “multi-
dimensionally red-pilled” on covid, Great
Reset, Big Tech censorship and more

Unprecedented: Deaths in Indiana for
Ages 18-64 Are up 40%

China’s ‘Arti몭cial Sun’ Shatters Records,
Burning Five Times Hotter Than The Real
T hing

Crimes Against Our Country

Taking Back Our Liberty in 2022

CDC is hiding the true number of
Myocarditis Cases in Covid-19
Vaccinated Teens

Australia Admits Widespread Severe
Adverse Reactions From ‘Covid’ Fake
Vaccine And O몭ers Co mpensation
Payments To Victims

Cult-owned UK Regulatory Agency turns a
Blind Eye to Ethylene Oxide on
Test Swabs

Further and further adrift from reality,
the government’s fraud rolls relentlessly
on like the onset of
institutional dementia.

VAXX RAPE DEATHS ARE UP 40% AMONG
PEOPLE AGES 18-64

Truth In Music

The Political Spectrum Is A Function
Of Consciousness

Just a theory, right?? Study: Evidence for a
connection between coronavirus disease-
19 symptoms and exposure to
radiofrequency radiation from wireless
communications including 5G

Warning! The Hammer is About To Fall |
666 That number again

CBC Journalist Quits; Admits Network Is
‘Deep State’ Propaganda

Covid-19 = Covert Operational Vaccine
Induced Diseases (3)

COVID-19 = DIVOC A.I. aka Demonic
Possession By Arti몭cial Intelligence (1)

COVID-19 = Occult Corona-Initiation
Ritual (31)

COVID-19 = THE FLU (2)

COVID-19 And 5G (49)

COVID-19 Army Force Vaccinating Citizens
Or Shooting Them If They Try To Escape
(1)

COVID-19 ARREST ALL THAT PROMOTE
THIS GENOCIDAL PLOT (3)

COVID-19 Calling the Vaccinated,
Unvaccinated To Hide The Genocide (1)

COVID-19 Camps (1)

COVID-19 Caused By Chemical +
Radiation Poisioning (6)

COVID-19 Celebrities Getting Fake
Vaccinations On Camera (1)

COVID-19 Certi몭cate Of Vaccination ID-19
(36)

COVID-19 Crimes Against Humanity Law
Suits (2)

COVID-19 Deadly Vaccine = Do Not Get
The Vaccine (334)

COVID-19 Destruction Of Economy (110)

COVID-19 Docots and Nurses Walking out
due to Covid Lies (1)

COVID-19 Forced Vaccination (6)

COVID-19 Lock Down (132)

Covid-19 Lockdown Protests (64)

COVID-19 Makss Comtain Graphene
Oxide (1)

Covid-19 Mandates and International Law
(2)

COVID-19 Mandatory Testing and
Vaccinations (99)

COVID-19 Mask Enforcement (59)

COVID-19 Masks Are Not E몭ective (110)

COVID-19 Measures Violation Of
Constitutional Rights (1)

Covid-19 Media Complicity In Genocode
(1)

COVID-19 Medical Professionals: The
Hospitals Are Full Of The Vaccine Injured
(1)

COVID-19 Operating System Inside
Vaccine (1)
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The vaccine is now set to kill and cripple

the seniors and the uninformed in the

몭rst wave of genocide, their vaccine

induced deaths and disease states will be

used as the excuse to force the vaccine

on everyone else, as the evil media and

corrupt government will simply re-label

the medical genocide as COVID-19 or

something more deadly than COVID. This

has been the plan the entire time. Read

Article Here

___________

Why People Will Start Dying a Few

Months After the First Covid-19 MRNA

Vaccination.

Professor Delores Cahill: Watch Here

___________

Robert F. Kennedy Jr: ‘New COVID

Vaccine Should Be Avoided At All Cost’

Read Article here

___________

The Covid-19 Pandemic Fraud Is

Deeper Than You Think

Dr Andrew Kaufman presentation to the

red pill expo. An excellent explanation of

the big picture of this global scam. Watch

above or here

___________

Planned Chaos Video and Article Series

This past year has o몭ered a great

opportunity for most of humanity to

14 of 15 post-COVID shot deaths studied
by researchers found to be
vaccine related

The Fed Preparing to CRASH Global
Financial Systems to Implement The
Great Reset

Canadian Pastor Artur Pawlowski
Arrested After Protesting Outside Health
Minister’s Home

Majority of Canadians – including the
vaccinated – oppose vaccine mandates

What Graphene Oxide is Doing to “Them”

Further and further adrift from reality,
the government’s fraud rolls
relentlessly on

Merck and P몭zer’s “anti-covid” pills are
just another pro몭teering scam to exploit
covid hysteria

Shocked pharmacist who discovered that
covid vaccine inserts are blank says “I
shouldn’t be giving these out”

Vaccinated people are dying from
autoimmune attacks against their
own organs

Life insurance companies sound DEATH
ALERT warnings over nearly 100,000
excess deaths per month happening right
now in the USA

How To Help The Sheep Break Free of
Their Fear Addiction

Dispatches from the New Normal Front:
The Ministry of Truth’s War on
‘Misinformation ’ (When 2 + 2 = 4
Is Verboten)

The Extreme Tyranny Today Has Been
Caused by Mass Voluntary Compliance

Graphene Oxide In Vitamin D Capsules

The Government of Holland Banned
Fireworks Due To The Fake Virus| This
Was The Peoples Response | LOVE IT!

Every police o몭cer in the world watch
this 1 minute video | And the do your
jobs and stand with the people

Moment dozens of fascist police storm
Glasgow pub suspected of breaking strict
Scottish ‘Covid ’ rules on NYE – note how
concerned the morons are about ‘Covid’
as they att ack people and drag them out

Alien lizards are ruling the planet,
according to thousands of millennials

5G , C band, with satellites, is to be
CRANKED UP January 5 2022 GLOBALLY

‘Covid’ fake vaccines: Why they cannot
work and irrefutable evidence of their
role in death s

COVID-19 PCR Test (Invalid) (66)

COVID-19 Plan/ScamDemic (225)

COVID-19 Police Firing Rubber Bullets At
Protesters (2)

COVID-19 Police Join With The People (4)

COVID-19 Police Refusing To Carry Out
Unlawful Orders (5)

Covid-19 Protests | The People Unite (15)

COVID-19 Scam = Fight Back Legally (4)

COVID-19 Standing Up For Your Rights (7)

Covid-19 Swabs Exposed (1)

Covid-19 Tests (13)

COVID-19 THERE WAS NO PANDEMIC (3)

COVID-19 Vaccinated Athletes Adverse
Reactions (2)

COVID-19 Vaccinated Athletes Dropping
In The Game (2)

COVID-19 Vaccinated Blood (2)

COVID-19 Vaccinated Can Be Scanned For
Bar Code or QR Code (3)

COVID-19 Vaccinated People Dropping
Dead (1)

COVID-19 VACCINE = IRREVERSIBLE
GENETIC MODIFICATION (2)

COVID-19 Vaccine Adverse Reacrions Not
reported to VARES (1)

COVID-19 VACCINE DETOX AND
TREATMENTS FOR BLOOD CLOTTING (1)

COVID-19 Vaccine EMF Radiation and
Magnatism (6)

COVID-19 Vaccine Excemptions (1)

Covid-19 Vaccine Exemptions | DO NOT
GET THE DEADLY VACCINE (3)

COVID-19 Vaccine Injuries Blamed On
New Fake Varient (1)

COVID-19 Vaccine is Genocide (4)

COVID-19 Vaccine Law and Our Rights (5)

COVID-19 Vaccine MAC Address (2)

Covid-19 Vaccine Mandate Does Not Exist
In US (1)

COVID-19 Vaccine Mark Of The Beast (3)

COVID-19 Vaccine Polititians And Elite Get
Fake Vaccine (1)

COVID-19 Vaccines Code #s 1,2, and 3 (1)

COVID-19 VACCINES NOTICES OF
LIABILITY (1)
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opportunity for most of humanity to

consider their world and what might be

important to them.  Prepare For Change

have put together an excellent

documentary and article series called

Planned Chaos which questions the

madness we are experiencing and its

purpose in our lives as a result of this

mess.

4 Video Documentary: 

Video 1 | Media: Tell A Vision + Predictive

Programming

Video 2 | CV19: Plan, Scam & Resulting

Order

Video 3 | Racial Divide = Civil War

Video 4 | No Ordinary Election

9 Part Article Version

Part 1 | Media

Part 2 | COVID-19: Plan, Scam + Resulting

Order

Part 3 | Racial Divide = Civil War

Part 4 | No Ordinary Election

Part 5 | Swamp Draining Is Real and

Global 

Part 6 | Arson and Eco Terrorism

Part 7 | Financial War: Power, Corruption

Part 8 | The Spiritual Connection Of Q

Part 9 | Darkness Drives The Madness

___________

Canadian Prime Minister Justin Castro

(Trudeau) Complicit In American

Election Fraud

Communist China also gave the Canadian

Dominion voting machine company a

$400 million 몭nancial boost through a

Swiss bank account, belonging to the

Chinese government. As for Prime

Minister Justin Trudeau, his role in the

massive US election fraud, was to harbor

the George Soros linked criminal election

rigging Dominion voting machine

Tyranny in sheep’s clothing: covert
coercion and experimental pseudo-
vaccines – a GP speaks out

Cult-owned fascist Twitter deplatforms
lawmaker over Covid ‘misinformation’ –
tellin g the truth about deaths from the
fake vaccine using o몭cial statistics.
Everyone involved with such censor ship
from the top down at Twitter, YouTube,
Facebook and Google must go to jail for
the rest of their lives when we take
society back from these psychopaths –
and that IS coming

Anti-Lockdown Protesters Attacked By
Police Dogs & Batons In Amsterdam

Cancelled Flights and Tall Tales | The real
reason = cancelled 몭ights are due to a
nationwide walkout by pilots. They are
suing the FAA after being forced to 몭y
after taking non-FDA approved vaccines
against FAA Regulation.

Rule massively 몭nancially incentivizing
hospitals to poison and kill Covid patients
found. Save and share aggressively.

Beijing New Years Blue Beam Display

Indiana Life Insurance CEO Says Deaths
Are Up 40% Among People Ages 18-64

Yet another independent study con몭rms
over 150K Americans killed by the
COVID vaccines

Thousands of prisoners released because
of 몭u/COVID – another way the Biden
regime is 몭ooding soc iety with
violent criminals

Texas joins six other states in declining
covid vaccine mandate enforcement for
National Guard

National Guard increasingly being
deployed to sta몭 hospitals to help sell the
“COVID surge” narrative ahead of
future lockdowns

Autopsy analysis: 93% of post-vaccination
deaths are caused by the jabs… “killer
lymphocytes” attack organs like the heart
and lungs

Remember The 2009 H1N1 Swine Flu
Pandemic: Was it a Dress Rehearsal?

New Zealand now paying euthanasia
doctors $1,000 a pop to murder
covid patients

Question– Does the Covid-19 vaccine
cause heart attacks? Answer– It does and
Destroys Your Immune  System

This YEAR in the New Normal

COVID-19 Virus = No Record of isolation
by anyone (85)

COVID-19 Whistleblower Testimony The
Vaccine is the killer (2)

COVID-19: THERE IS NO VIRUS (3)

Covid19=Covert Virus Infection
Destruction 2019 (44)

COVOD-19 DETOX FROM THE VACCINE (1)

COVOD-19 Forced Vaccine Genocide (2)

Crimes Against Humanity (113)

Crimes Against Humanity and War Crimes
Act | Rome Statute (2)

Crop Circles (1)

Cryptocurrency (3)

Culling Of The Masses (31)

Culling The Human Race (54)

Cure For Cancer | High Potency Hemp Oil
(1)

Cures (4)

Cures For Disease (7)

Currency (32)

Cydonia Mars (1)

D.U.M.B.S Underground Network + Bases
(1)

Dark Winter (1)

DARPA (4)

De-Classi몭ed Government Documents (1)

DEA (1)

Debt = Slavery (49)

Debt Ceiling (1)

Decentralize Big Retail (1)

Deep State (2)

DeepFake Video Creation (1)

Deliberate Dumbing Down Of America (3)

Democide (1)

Democracy (17)

Demoralization Of The Population (1)

Depopulation (32)

Depopulation Agenda (192)

Depression (2)
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company and let them commit criminal

activity, across the US border, which

could pretty much be considered as

Canada committing an act of war on

American independence and democracy,

along with China. Read Article Here

INVESTIGATIVE REPORT ON THE COVID-

19 PANDEMIC AND ITS RELATIONSHIP

TO SARS-COV-2 AND OTHER FACTORS

INCLUDING 5G | MAY 13 2020

The Association des O몭ciers De Réserve

(Association of Army Reserve O몭cers)

spent 50 days investigating issues related

to the 2020 “pandemic”. The report has

been prohibited from disclosure for the

time being. However, in view of the

urgency and seriousness of the situation,

we have chosen nevertheless to

communicate it to civil society.

In order to propose a prevention protocol

and to provide information on

therapeutic approaches, it is necessary to

establish the parameters of the

pathogenic agent, which has revealed

serious inconsistencies in the o몭cial

version.

These inconsistencies have led to the
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Chest Pains’
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foster home to 몭nd her dad ‘because the
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identi몭cation of obvious corruption and

an agenda contrary to public welfare,

culminating in criminal and genocidal

intent, and the implementation of a

totalitarian state, which are reported in

our conclusions.

Read article and download full report

here

Freedom Parade Berlin: 1,300,000

People Protest Covid Pandemic

The video of this peaceful protest was

Banned on you tube.  The video was

removed because it showed a peaceful

protest with over 1,300,000 people not

social distancing, not wearing masks and

saying they don’t believe the lie of Covid-

19.

This is a real protest.  The protest that we

should have done as a global population,

but was robbed of us by BLM Antifa fake

Soros backed violent attacks and

pointless destruction by design.

This is a true protest that calls out the lies

of the COVID-19 scam and makes the

statement that TODAY MARKS THE END

OF THE PANDEMIC!.

They are not social distancing, not

wearing masks, see the video for

yourself, this is not thousands, this is

over a million people.  Protesters chant

“We are the people. We are fed up. Stop

with the lies. Today marks the end of the

pandemic”

“Our demand is to go back to democracy.

Away with these laws that have been

imposed on us, away with the masks that

make us slave!”   Read article here

For Reiner Fuellmich — How About a
Whole Old Judicial System?

How the Mainstream Media distort the
truth about Covid-19

Dr. Robert Malone Exposes the
Great Reset

It’s Beginning To Look a Lot Like Genocide

New Zealand Pastor Says Police Broke
Into His House, Con몭scated Firearms
& Ammo

Canadian PM Justin Trudeau:
Unvaccinated People Are ‘Racists’

Flu/Covid News Un몭t to Print or Read

377,000 Yemenis Dead As Biden Goes
Back On Promise To End The War

Canadian PM Justin Trudeau told a
Quebec television network that he
believes unvaxxed people should not be
tolerated any longer | NO Trudeau, these
threats of yours will not be tolerated.
Direct violation of the Canadian charter
and the Nuremberg code.
Arrest Trudeau.

The Wounded Knee Massacre: The
Forgotten History of the Native American
Gun Con몭scation

Zinc Inhibits In몭uenza Virus, Covid and
Helps Our Body Detox from Graphene

The Vaccinated Are Dropping
Dead Everywhere

NYT Cover-up Of Two Genocides: Stalin’s
Famine In The Ukraine and The COVID
Vaccine Holocaust | Toda y the New York
Times is covering up another genocide
that’s set to dwarf Stalin’s man-made f
amine in size, scope and evil—the
vaccine-induced killing and permanent
maiming of millions of peopl e around
the world with an experimental, untested,
unnecessary genetic-modi몭cation
treatment, falsely label ed a “vaccine”,
proven to kill or severely damage
those injected.

World Council for Health Calls for an
Immediate Stop to the COVID-19
Experimental “Vaccines”

YOU MIGHT BE FORCED TO TAKE THE
MORALITY PILL – REMEMBER THIS NAME:
PARKER CRUTCHFIELD – Dr. Fauci’s wife’s
secret plan to put psych drugs in
drinking water

Desantis Plans to Revive Florida’s
State Militia

No jab, no play! Fascist Italy joins Fascist
France in making vaccination
COMPULSORY for sports stars when they
have been dying and others having their
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THE PLAN TO SAVE THE WORLD

The QAnon global patriot movement has

a plan to 몭ght the evil few.  United we

stand.  United we can overcome the

satanic few that have enslaved us. 

QAnon are a very important group of

people, globally 몭ghting and standing up

for humanity!.   Have faith in humanity!.  

WWG1WGA!   Where We Go One We Go

All!

Q Anon | Welcome To The Great

Awakening

In the fall of 2017, posts began appearing

on anonymous online forums from a

mysterious “Q Clearance Patriot” –

someone within the U.S. government

with top-secret access. These posts have

since become “the biggest ‘inside’

‘approved’ [information] dump in American

history,” giving we, the people

unprecedented insight into a far-reaching

shadow war between patriots (within and

outside of the government and military)

and an evil international cabal intent on

destroying America and quashing its

founding principles. We are witnessing –

in real time – the exposure of past and

present crimes of this cabal, actions to

bring them to justice, and the ushering in

of a great, global awakening.

This site is an aggregator of these posts

as they happen. WWG1WGA!

https://qposts.online

Article explaining Q Anon also an amazing

documentary. Here
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careers ended after the fake vaccine all
over the world. This is about HEALTH?
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ON FIRE.

Fightback Update: from retired UK Police
O몭cer Mark Sexton. Starting the year on
a positive note

USAF Colonel leaks coordinates of ancient
Antarctic Ruins

More Evidence the COVID Fake-Vaccine is
Embedding MAC Addresses

New York bill threatens basic rights of
citizens with forced COVID vaccinations,
quarantine camps

John O’Looney talks from his hospital bed

2 years to 몭atten the curve Exactly 2
years ago, on December 31st, 2019…

US Hospitals Bribed to Kill, Not Cure,
Flu/Covid Patients

Pushing the Omicron Scam on New
Year’s Eve

The Great Reset Is Actually a Great Purge
Against Humanity

Mother of All State-Sponsored Scams
Enters Year 3

Rupture of Russia/US Relations Likely?

“I’m allergic to the serum”

Organizations in Denmark, Finland,
Norway, and Sweden Request Protection
from Wireless Technology

Benjamin Fulford 12/27/21 Full Report:
Ma몭a assassins descend on Rome to
avenge murder of Pope Francis

Unvaccinated individuals are better
informed than vaccinated ones,
study shows

New Zealand PAYS doctors to euthanize
COVID-19 patients

Radiologist reports a 360-fold increase in
adenopathy following covid vaccinations

Masks purposely being forced on children
to dumb them down by depriving their
brains of oxygen

Before the International Criminal Court
(ICC). The Corona Virus “Vaccines”.
Nuremberg Code, Crimes against
humanity, War Crimes and Crimes
of Aggression”

Study: Most of Vaccinated Die Because of
Vax-induced Autoimmune Attacks on
Their Own Organs
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The Fall Of The Cabal

This is a very important 몭lm by Janet

Ossebaard. It connects many dots that

needed to be connected and brings us to

the point of horri몭c truth, that needs to

be publicly known.  Once known all of

humanity will revolt against this evil.   We

are 몭ghting pure evil.  Please watch this

몭lm, it is disturbing but the truth is

disturbing and warrants our immediate

response.  The Fall Of the Cabal is exactly

what it sounds like.  The horri몭c truth

that will spark a global revolution to bring

these satanists down. The world is about

to change. Watch Film Here or click above
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Their Own Organs

More hospital nurses blow whistle on
“overwhelming” number of heart attacks,
blood clots occ urring in the
fully vaccinated

The Unvaxxed May Soon Be Shipped to
Quarantine Camps

DO YOU REMEMBER NURSE TIFFANY
DOVER WHO PAST OUT AFTER
BEING INJECTED?

Bizarre World Economic Forum Video
Orders Citizens to Stop Washing Their
Clothes to Fight Climate Change

Courtesy of Jim Stone :Mostly US, Canada
and West Europe targeted for
pop reduct…

Video Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi: “These
Vaccines are Killing the Young and the
Old, They are Killing our Children”

Sodium Azide – yet another killer
deployed in the COVID medical
intervention apparatus

As the Old Year Closes, War Awaits Us in
the New Year

FBI Agent Ted Gunderson Tells a
Gathering Of Anti-Government “Patriots”
That The Federal Gov ernment Has Set
Up 1,000 Internment Camps and
30,000 Guillotines

One of David Icke’s best interviews – Jorn
Luka’s Trueman Show team 몭ew from the
Ne therlands to the Isle of Wight to go
seriously in-depth with David … this is
what happened … and please share with
everyone you can

“The Numbers Killed by these Vaccines is
Much Worse than What We Thought”. Dr.
Sucharit Bhak di, Dr. Mike Yeadon

The Deep State and Its Tentacles

First AI Murder Attempt? Alexa Tells Child
To Touch Live Outlet With Penny

KEN’S CORNER: An Oath Is An
impenetrable Wall

CAUGHT RED-HANDED: Covid Tests Are
Designed to Pick-Up “SARS-CoV-2
Proteins” . . . . which t he mRNA Vaccines
tell your body to produce!!!

Growing our new civilisation: Awakened
Pages spearheads the rebirth
of community

FOUR SOCCER STARS DIE IN ONE WEEK
AFTER COVID INJECTION

A List of People Who Had Their Leg
Amputated Shortly after Receiving COVID-
19 Vaccine

Top Public Health Figures Accused of
Genocide in Historic Complaint Sent to
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Corona Debunked By Biochemistry

This excellent video explains the truth

about viruses and how germ theory is still

just a theory and has never been proven. 

The Rothschild’s hijacked the medical

industry with their more pro몭table germ

theory framework and have perverted

medical direction that promotes fake

science.

This video proves you cannot catch the

corona virus or any cold for that matter

from a sick person.  They discuss

experiments showing after hundreds of

attempts they could not infect a healthy

person with a cold virus.   There is no

such thing as an external virus entering

the body.  The body is simply having a

biological response to your body being

not at ease, dis-ease due to certain

de몭ciency’s such as Potassium de몭ciency

which is fully explained in this video.   The

reason for this response is also explained

and the simple solutions to bring your

body back to health.  A must see and

share. Watch above or in the article here

Dr. Andrew Kaufman: There Is No Virus

And Now They Want To Genetically

Modify Us With The COVID-19 Vaccine

Spiro and Dr. Kaufman discuss the

Genocide in Historic Complaint Sent to
the International Criminal Court

Globalist corporations begin seizing
farmland in America under eminent
domain, to halt food production in the
name of 몭ghting climate change

Only the “vaccinated” died during the
1918 Spanish Flu

Experimental mRNA vaccines found to
cause HEART DAMAGE, destroying young
boys’ health at unprecedented rate

More hospital nurses blow whistle on
“overwhelming” number of heart attacks,
blood clots occurring in the
fully vaccinated

Mike Stone’s Book — Wholistic Guide to
Health in Hard Times

The Hounding of Julian Assange Leaves
Honest Journalism With No Refuge

THIS IS WHY THEY HAVE TO VACCINATE
CHILDREN… A MUST VIDEO

The Covid narrative is insane and
illogical…and maybe that’s no accident

Report: CIA Tortured 311 Danish Orphans
for Two Decades, Violating the
Nuremberg Code

The Vaccines gives you the immunity of
an AIDS patienti

34,337 Deaths 3,120,439 Injuries
Following COVID Shots in
European Database

The Vaccines gives you the immunity of
an AIDS patient

WAR GAMES – OLYMPIC DIVING
CHAMPION AGED 32 KILLED BY VAXXX
INDUCED LUNG FAILURE

IMPORTANT UPDATE TO THIS ARTICLE |
Video: Translated roughly”OMG, they fell
down, burning eyes, smoke coming from
their skulls. What is going on…UPDATED |
We may have an explanation

Fake Social Media Posts | I Just Left
The ER

Mandates are only policies they are
not laws

1 + 2 = 3

Not Vaccinated = 0

Man speaks to reporters. “We all know
your lying” Video

The Bottom Line | We are at War | 2022
Is The Year We Take Back Our World

Expiring Digital Currency – Ration Cards
of the Future?
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Spiro and Dr. Kaufman discuss the

expanding curtailment of basic civil

liberties being normalized under the false

pretext of a global health emergency.

Doctor Kaufman lays his reputation and

his career on the line as he blows the

whistle on what he describes as a

manufactured crisis to carry out a

planned agenda to facilitate global

governance and population control.

Doctor Kaufman is a well-educated

medical professional who convincingly

illustrates, using the CDC’s own technical

data, how the public has been

manipulated on the grandest scale.

Watch below and read article and watch

two other Kaufman/Spiro interviews

covering Reuters (Rothschild’s) fake fact

checking and if masks should be worn.

(they should not) Here

THE REAL REVOLUTION = UNITY

REVERSE THE CONTROL

PYRAMID

The real revolution that is needed is

being hijacked by the corrupt few, the

elite, the satanic cabal, the 1% that have

funded fake revolutionary groups.

Trading one group of ‘few people over

another group of few people is not the

Education is my act of resistance

Pathology Results Show 93% of People
Who Died After Being Vaccinated Were
Killed By the Vaccine

The COVID-19 “Vaccine” and the
Nuremberg Code. Crimes Against
Humanity, Genocide

Video: Funeral Director John O’Looney:
“Deaths due to Heart Attack, Stroke,
Aneurysm, as Direct Result of Thrombosis
Embolisms in the Lungs”

Heroes, Villains, and Numbskulls of 2021

Massive Demonstrations as Huge Fines
and Jail Coming for Unvaxxed Austrians

The ultimate solution is noncompliance

California Nurses Blow Whistle on
‘Overwhelming’ Numbers of Heart
Attacks, Clotting, Strokes , as Doctors
Refuse to Blame Fake Vaccines for Fear of
Losing Their Medical License

FULL INTERVIEW: There is No Variant –
Not Novel – No Pandemic. Dr David
Martin with Reiner Fuellmich

ODMS: “Oxygen Deprivation Mask
Syndrome” Now Sweeping Across
the Globe

Trump TRIPLES down on the deadly vax;
claims to have saved millions of lives with
Operation Warp Speed | Trump lies |
Trump is NOT on the side of the people.

The Unraveling Of The Globalists’
Covid Scam

Judicial Ruling Against Known Safe and
E몭ective Meds

Flu/Covid Fake News v. The Real Thing

Dr Judy Mikovitz explains how to naturally
detox after toxic Covid Jabs

‘Endless Boosters’ Will Destroy
Immune Function

Fauci Admits Mandates Are ‘Just a
Mechanism’ To Get More People ‘Poked’

UK Plans to Send Squads Door-to-Door to
“Encourage” the “Hesitant”

Thousands Protest In Germany Ahead Of
COVID Measures Set To Go Into
E몭ect Tuesday

Covid vaccines “most dangerous
biological medicinal product rollout in
human history,” says Dr.
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revolution we need.  The real revolution

that this planet needs is the global

population, uniting and demanding the

reversal of the control pyramid. The

masses must unite in a global voice and

build our utopia that bene몭ts the many,

not the few.

This is the perfect time to break free from

the same old bullshit that promotes

genocide, war, famine, the 1% satanists

stealing 800,000 kids per year for their

Adrenocrome addiction. It is time for a

real revolution away from the sick few

controlling billions of people.

We need to scrap all forms of control by

any few.

If the many were in control they would

choose what bene몭ts themselves,

therefore what bene몭ts the interests of

the many, not only the few. This is the

solution =  UNITY

A simple connection of every person on

the planet. A unity of our global voice.

Where we can all ask ourselves life

changing questions for the bene몭t of the

human race and every species on this

planet and beyond.  And vote on them to

be implemented.

THIS IS THE KEY SOLUTION:  We must

invert the control pyramid to take the

power of the few away.  And that means

ANY FEW.  No small group of people

should control the many, ever.

Welcome the True Global Revolution:

UNITY = The rise of the 99%. Read article

here
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human history,” says Dr.
Peter McCullough
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Gates, Fauci, Daszak, and Schwab Among
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Tyranny of Flu/Covid Related Fake News

2021 Year in Review: Madness, Mayhem
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China hoards over half the world’s grain |
Their actions are what one would expect
to see in advance of a complete collapse
in the global supply chain and
food supply

The Christmas Truce of 1914 – Why There
Is Still No Peace on Earth

Regulatory Capture is Killing Us, and We
Are Two Steps Away from the Totalitarian
Fascist Regulatory States of America

Communism & Nazism — Two Wings of
Same Satanic Cult

Here’s How the Energy Crisis Turns into
Hunger and Then… War?

A Glorious Fist Bump

Protests over post-vaccination deaths
spread across South Korea

Investigation Has Launched After Three-
Year-Old Girl Dies From Cardiac Arrest
One Day After Receiving COVID-19
Vaccine in Argentina

Vax Passports: The Panzer Tank of the
COVID-19 Blitzkrieg

Millions could get early fourth jab as
booster e몭ect ‘starts waning in 10 weeks’
(It actual ly ‘wanes’ after ten seconds –
Hey, jabbed people, are you getting
it yet??)

Anti-vax mandate protesters rally outside
Israeli PM’s house after fourth
jab recommendation

What the psychopathic bastards have
done to so many worldwide – old lady
wants a hug but is too scar ed to ask
because of ‘Covid’. The interviewer hugs
her and see what happens. She clearly
has n’t been hugged for nearly two years
– this is what the pure evil behind the
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Rose and Icke will discuss:

Who is really bene몭ting from the

protests, the wider political agenda

behind the funding of Black Lives Matter

and why George Soros and other

multinational technology companies are

involved.  Watch on London Real here or

if is not available there it can be viewed

here

Huge Victory For Humanity As

Khazarian Ma몭a’s Long-planned 666

O몭ensive Was Stopped Dead In Its

Tracks

The forces of light scored a huge victory

against the Khazarian Satanists as their

long-planned 2020/06/06/06 o몭ensive

was stopped dead in its tracks, multiple

sources agree.  Instead of massive

bloodshed involving armed

demonstrators (million man occupation

of the white house) and the U.S. military,

there was a small, peaceful march against

racism.  This was because the armed

saboteurs and their 몭nancial backers

were all rounded up before their planned

climax of mayhem, Pentagon sources say.

The plan that was stopped, aimed to use

massive bloodshed to replace the

Republic of the United States with a

draconian totalitarian government.  As

Rothschild front man George Soros,

told Bild Magazine in September 2014:

“I’m going to bring down the U.S. by

funding black hate groups.  We’ll put

them into a mental trap and make

them blame white people.  The black

community is the easiest to

manipulate.”

Note: attempts to label this quote as fake

– this is what the pure evil behind the
‘Covid ’ hoax has done to the human
psyche and it’s time they took
the consequences

FOX News Presenters Drops Serious
Truth Bombs To Expose ‘Covid’ Hoax

FBI Declassi몭es Files on the CIA’s
Involvement in Satanic Ritual Abuse and
Child Sex Tra몭cking

Simple trick they use to hide dead
Vaxxers in the Unvaxxed Cemetery

FRIAR ALEXIS BUGNOLO – ACT NOW OR
YOU WILL BE DEAD NO OTHER OPTION!!!

Ma몭a assassins descend on Rome to
avenge murder of Pope Francis

German November Excess Deaths Reach
20%…Week 48 Excess Deaths Reach 28%

NY Democrats Attempt to Bring
Australia’s Covid Concentration Camps to
NY State

Why Are Authorities Forcing People to be
Injected with “vaccine” that does not
protect but d oes do harm?

New York Times Editor Dies of Heart
Attack Day After Moderna Booster Shot

CDC Admits that the Covid Pandemic Was
the Product of an Inappropriate Test

Lady tells Trudeau we used to hang
people for the type of treason he
has committed

Fauci’s NIH Research Proves 5G Spiked
Sars Cov 2 Breakout in Wuhan and
Globally-Proving 5G is Deadly .

Canada Admits to Secretly Tracking 33
Million Phones During Lockdown

Dr. Ardis Show: Oregon pediatrician
reveals the truth about
unvaccinated children

Matrixxx Groove: COVID vaccine is a
bioweapon that is killing kids

Person shocked by cell phone which
causes a heart attack

Dr Leland Stillman Undercover Exposing
Big Pharma & Jab Fraud

Hawaii Military Declares People in Hawaii
are under Martial Law and in a State
Of War

German Health Minister’s Strange
Behaviour Creates Social Media Stir
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appear at the top of internet searches

such as “Lead Stories” but NSA sources

say it’s real.

The plan nearly worked as the death of

African American George Floyd triggered

huge, coordinated acts of looting and

vandalism all over the United States.

U.S. military intelligence says the rioting

was stopped only after over a thousand

armed looters were shot.  In addition,

U.S. and Russian Special Forces teams

went around hunting down and killing the

몭nanciers and Khazarian agents stoking

the 몭ames.  Also, on June 5th U.S. military

White Hats found and disarmed three

nuclear devices, seized countless pipe-

bombs, and arrested two snipers,”

according to NSA sources.   Read article

here

We Need A Revolution, 

But These Riots are an Anti-Revolution

By Design

“When it gets down to having to use

violence, then you are playing the

system’s game. The establishment will

irritate you—pull your beard, 몭ick your

face—to make you 몭ght. Because once

they’ve got you violent, then they know

how to handle you.”—John Lennon

There is something being concocted in

the dens of power, far beyond the public

eye, and it doesn’t bode well for the

future of this country. (and many others)

Anytime you have entire nations so

mesmerized by political theater and

public spectacle that they are oblivious to

all else, you’d better beware.

And anytime you have a government that

operates in the shadows, speaks in a

language of force, and rules by 몭at, you’d
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Covid vaccines “most dangerous
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language of force, and rules by 몭at, you’d

better beware.

What is unfolding before us is not a

revolution. The looting, the burning, the

rioting, the violence: Is an anti-revolution.

The protesters are playing right into the

government’s hands, because the

powers-that-be want this. They want an

excuse to lockdown the nation and throw

the switch to all-out martial law. They

want a reason to make the police state

stronger.   Read Article Here

Mandatory Testing… of what?

Authorities claim that testing is important

for public health o몭cials to assess if their

mitigation e몭orts – “shelter in place” and

“social distancing” and “wearing a mask” –

are making a di몭erence to “몭atten the

curve.” O몭cials also claim that testing is

necessary to know how many persons

are infected within a community and to

understand the nature of how

coronaviruses spread.

Are these reasons su몭cient to give up

our health freedom and our personal

rights, being tested and shamed in

public?    The answer is no.

Across the nation, police are being told to

not apprehend criminals but instead, to

arrest parents at playgrounds, to arrest

lone surfers on public beaches, to 몭ne

ministers and congregation members

sitting in their cars listening to a service

on the radio, and to restrict movement by

creating one-way sidewalks.

People have had enough. They are

Scott Kesterson says COVID vaccine is a
bioweapon that poses a threat to
humanity – Brighteon.TV

Illegal aliens exempt from covid “vaccine”
mandates because they can sue drug
companies (but you can’t)

IVF clinics say miscarriages and other
reproductive abnormalities skyrocketed
right after covid “vaccines”
were unleashed

Governments call for crackdown on
Telegram because some people are using
it to organize protests against
covid fascism

Gates, Fauci Charged with Genocide in
Court Filing

Fake Science, Invalid Data: There is No
Such Thing as a “Con몭rmed Covid-19
Case”. There is No Pandemic

Harvard scientist Dr. Charles Lieber,
nanowires, DoD, CCP, Wuhan, covid, 5G,
carbon nanotubes (CNT), military
vaccines, SpFN Spike Ferritin
Nanoparticles and more

Director-General of the WHO claims
“Countries are giving Boosters to kill
children, this is not righ t”

Millions Protested Vaccine Mandates over
the Weekend, and the Media Barely
Mentioned It

Fake Biden Pushes Mass-Jabbing Scam

De Blasio O몭ers New Yorkers $100 Per
Person For A “Vaccination Team” To Be
Allowed Into Homes

Fired 몭rst responder organizes powerful
empty boot protest at Alberta legislature

Watch: Religious Groups Protest Satanic
Church’s Installment Of Baphomet Statue
In Illinois State Capitol

Shock Video: Dr. Zelenko Warns If He Dies
It’s An “Assassination Attempt on The
Truth ”

BIG PHARMA ADDS LETHAL SODIUM
AZIDE TO DIY TEST KITS

Over 100 Groups Demand CFTC Shut
Down “Dystopian” Water Futures Market

Austria has practically made it ILLEGAL
for people to exist without getting COVID-
19 vaccines

Shocking Court Cases Show Hospitals
Would Prefer That You Die Rather Than
Take Ivermectin and Live

367 Athlete Cardiac Arrests, Serious
Issues, 209 Dead, After COVID Shot
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People have had enough. They are

beginning to see the huge scam that has

been perpetrated on the entire world

over a viral infection with a global death

rate of 1.4% (meaning, 1.4% of people

infected with SARS-CoV-2 have a fatal

outcome, while 98.6% recover). This is far

fewer deaths than a severe 몭u season.

While they shut us down and held us

hostage in our homes, they changed our

society, our lives, our world.

I am not willing to accept this is the
“new normal.”
I won’t submit to testing.
I will refuse mandatory vaccination.
I will stop wearing a mask.
I will not be afraid of standing next to
a friend or family member and will not
obey the concept of “social
distancing.”
I will understand that an
asymptomatic carrier is a normal,
healthy person and I will not buy into
the fear that I might “catch something”
from a normal, healthy person.

Be brave. Be bold. It’s time for us to resist

with non-violent civil disobedience.   Read

article here

Electromagnetic Radiation Due to

Cellular, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth

Technologies: Latest Important

Scienti몭c Paper

Conclusion: Wireless devices are

“harmful to human health…For now,

wireless technologies must be avoided as

much as possible…People should be

made aware that the EMR from using day

to day cellular, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth

devices are harmful to human health.”

Read paper here
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Rockerfeller Foundation Plan For

Militarized Control Of The Population

National Covid-19 Testing Action Plan

The Rockefeller Foundation has

presented the “National Covid-19 Testing

Action Plan”, indicating the “pragmatic

steps to reopen our workplaces and our

communities”. However, it is not simply a

matter of health measures as it appears

from the title.

The Plan – that some of the most

prestigious universities have contributed

to (Harvard, Yale, Johns Hopkins and

others) – pre몭gures a real hierarchical

and militarized social model.

The plan calls for 3 million US citizens to

be Covid-19 tested weekly, and the

number should be raised to 30 million

per week within six months. The goal is to

achieve the ability to Covid-19 test 30

million people a day, which is to be

realized within a year.

The plan the Rockefeller Foundation

wants to implement in the United States

and beyond. If it were even partially

implemented, there would be further

concentration of economic and political

power in the hands of an even narrower

elite sector to the detriment of a growing

majority that would be deprived of

fundamental democratic rights.

The operation is carried out in the name

of “Covid-19 control”, whose mortality

rate has so far been less than 0.03% of

the US population according to o몭cial

data. In the Rockefeller Foundation Plan

the virus is used as a real weapon, more

dangerous than Covid-19 itself. Read

article here
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The number 666 is displayed proudly on

the satanic control and genocidal plan

orchestrated by the Satanic Khazarian

Ma몭a, Rothschilds, Rockerfellers and

other satanists such as Bill Gates.

The mark of the beast, a chip that will

connect to the cloud and your

cryptocurrency account, that is to be put

in a mandatory, harmful, destructive and

deadly vaccine, designed to interact with

your body and send and receive data

from the cloud.

Satanist Bill Gates has the patent for the

technology from your body-to chip-to

cloud to-cryptocurrency, and its name is

WO2020060606 – CRYPTOCURRENCY

SYSTEM USING BODY ACTIVITY DATA.

Read article here

Bill H.R. 6666 which will allow the

government to enter your home, say you

have covid-19 a fake diagnosis as the

virus is a fake.  Force you or a family

member to be removed from your home

and quarantined or when becomes

mandatory, forcibly vaccinated. Read

article here

WE MUST RESIST THEIR SATANIC PLAN

The Hidden History Of The Satanic

Khazarian Ma몭a | Rothschilds

This evil is trying to use COVID-19

Scamdemic to carry out satanic genocide.

It is time to expose this evil, the greatest

evil the world has ever experienced. It is

time for the world to work together to
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time for the world to work together to

eradicate this problem now and forever. 

Read article here

 

THE PLANDEMIC

An excellent 몭lm by

StrangerThanFiction.com.  Explaining the

current planned scam event COVID-19.   A

must watch.  5G exposed as the true

threat.  Excellent critical thinking

explanation of the situation that is upon

us all.  Lots of information that has been

released by whistle blowers, doctors,

nurses, and people around the world. A

great 몭lm documenting this current

genocidal attempt by the elite. Watch 몭lm

(click above video) or here

COVID-19 TRUTH

4 Video Interviews By Brian Rose of

LondonReal.tv that are banned as the

Elite few don’t want the truth out there.  

These are a must see in this time where

the new world order agenda is in as they

call it “Warp Speed” mode.  We must

stand up to this tyranny.  Watch all 4

videos to really know what is going on

with this COVID-19 plandemic.
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4

COV “ID”-1984 Global Psyop

The New World Order Plandemic

World Khazarian Zionist Parasite

controlled Vatican operated Government

Corporations including United States

declares war on Humanity.  Their goal is

90% depopulation of the human race

using deadly vaccines and 5G Weapons.

The World is in a Global War between the

Khazarian Luciferian Roman cult and

their sycophants v All of Humnanity.  We

are at war with a Luciferian cult that has

taken control of all aspects of world

Society and all so called Governments.

America was couped by the khazarian

Roman Cult in the 1860s and through

proxies, its agents have been destroying

America from within every since.

Their strategy over the last 150 years was

to dumb down Americans and to convert

Americans in to Socialists through

Psycological Warfare techniques,

including endless propoganda/fake news.

The intention was to get the people to call

for and demand a New World Order
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for and demand a New World Order

Global Governance System [Problem –

Reaction – Solution].  The trigger was the

planned collapse of the current Central

Banking System which was always

intended to be destroyed by the

Luciferian cult to trigger their New World

Order Slave Planet System.

This brings us up to the ongoing

Plandemic World Wide shutdown which

has been achived in Fake News, Fake

science and a global psycological Warfare

through CIA Mockingbird Media which is

pumping out 24/7 fear porn.

We are witnessing the deliberate collapse

of this system and a move toward The

New World Order End Game.

The people must organize to ensure that

what emerges from the current

Plandemic False Flag serves the people

and not the cabal that have been running

the world from the Shadows for

millennia!  Read article here

Vaccine Truth

No documents exist proving saftey or

e몭ectiveness of any vaccine

The US Department of Health and Human

Services and all vaccine makers have

been deceiving the American people for

over 30 years about the e몭ectiveness and

safety of vaccines.

Government funding was pulled from

Gates Foundation, WHO and CDC (Centre

for Disease Control). U.S. Government

lost a Landmark Vaccine Lawsuit.
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Vaccine injury lawyer Robert F. Kennedy

Jr., Del Bigtree, producer of the

suppressed vaccine documentary,

‘VAXXED’ and the Informed Consent

Action Network (ICAN) are credited with

this victory.

They demanded the relevant government

documents proving that all federally

approved vaccines had been tested for

quality over the past 32 years — and

there were NONE!

LIABILITY: All government o몭cials who

have passed laws legalizing vaccine fraud

at the state, national, or international

level, or otherwise aided and abetted this

vaccine fraud can now be charged with

vaccine fraud, criminal malfeasance and

in some cases, war crimes under the

Nuremberg Code.

Bill Gates needs to be brought to the

Military Tribunal.  Read artilce here

Truth11 Films | Wireless Genocide

Microwave Radiation

Part of the Depopulation Agenda

Truth11 Films 13th release. This 몭lm

explains the big picture of microwave

radiation. Cell phones, Smart meters,

Wi몭, Cell towers and their connection to

chemtrails. From who invented

microwave radiation,  how it has

developed, and the big picture view of

exactly what its doing to us all, by whom,

why they are doing it and how they are

getting away with it, and what we can do

about it.

Microwave radiation threatens the

continued existence of the human race.

Please share this 몭lm freely.

www.brighteon.com/6fad몭c4-3f38-

47d7-b375-f140f4486247
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D is for a Dictatorship Disguised as a

Democracy

Our losses are mounting with every

passing day.

Free speech, the right to protest, the right

to challenge government wrongdoing,

due process, a presumption of

innocence, the right to self-defense,

accountability and transparency in

government, privacy, press, sovereignty,

assembly, bodily integrity, representative

government: all of these and more have

become casualties in the government’s

war on the American people.

The American people have been treated

like enemy combatants, to be spied on,

tracked, scanned, frisked, searched,

subjected to all manner of intrusions,

intimidated, invaded, raided,

manhandled, censored, silenced, shot at,

locked up, and denied due process.

None of these dangers have dissipated.

They have merely disappeared from our

televised news streams.

The new boss has proven to be the same

as the old boss, and the American people,

the permanent underclass in America,

has allowed itself to be so distracted and

divided that they have failed to notice the

building blocks of tyranny being laid

down right under their noses by the

architects of the Deep State. Read article

here

5G Depopulation Agenda

Dylan Eleven | Truth11.com | Truth11

Films

Empowered With The Truth, United We

Stand For Peace, Freedom, Health And

Happiness For All.

Welcome to Truth11.com. Dedicated to

the truth, true journalism and to the truth

movement. The articles, quotes, books

and movies are all freely provided here

for one reason; to let everyone know the

truth about our universe so everyone

may be free of propaganda and make

informed decisions about the world

around them.

The mass media provides an untruthful

reality to brainwash the masses.

Independent media sites like

Truth11.com are a growing source of

information that is based upon reality

and fact. Not political control and deceit.

This site does not make money at all. It

does not charge for advertising or for

content. There is no money drives or

requests for donations. The motivation of

this site is to enable the population to see

the forest for the trees and to wake up

everyone to the reality that we are being

controlled by an evil few. Wars are being

waged, millions of innocent lives are

taken for pro몭t and greed. Starvation,

poverty, economic collapse, all controlled

stages of a stupid world game played by a

cabal of corrupt fascists that have been in

power for too long.

The truth will set us free, because we are

imprisoned and enslaved to a corrupt

system that relies on illusion and lies. The

power of programming and propaganda

forged over thousands of years, is

instantly lost forever, once the truth is

known. We have been slaves for

thousands of years. Once in physical

bondage, then economic slavery and

몭nally their plan is totalitarian fascist

control with perpetual mass genocide in

the name of eugenics and the fake war

on terror.

The time has come to switch the global

https://truth11.com/2019/05/08/d-is-for-a-dictatorship-disguised-as-a-democracy/


Current multiple threats to humanity,

from chemtrails to 몭uoridation to

vaccines to glyphosphates to 5G. These

attacks are a coordinated attempt to

depopulate 90% of humanity.

Their accelerating program towards the

culling of billions of human beings from

this planet, SERCO is the lynch pin which

implicates the Crown as perpetrator of

this well-planned genocide. 5G is key to

their plan and must be stopped. Read

Article Here

5G Apocalypse “The Extinction Event”

This video is unavailable

9/11/01

The Rothschild Khazarian Ma몭a

Chieftains decide that it is time to use

The time has come to switch the global

understanding of our reality. We must

expose the puppet masters to free the

masses from their grip. This time we are

in is very exciting due to the fact that

more people know the truth today than

ever before, and this tyrannical reign can

몭nally come to an end. With the power of

the internet, email and activism, the truth

movement is spreading, and the corrupt,

evil, war mongering, genocidal few that

are in power now, are loosing their grip

on the world because people are learning

the truth and doing something about it.

The truth will enlighten, inspire, awaken,

and unite us. United we are unstoppable.

Their 몭rst order of business was divide

and conquer, so ours must be to learn

the truth and unite. We out number the

new world order millions to one. Its time

we realized our power of strength in

numbers.

The power of their propaganda is

instantly lost once the truth is known,

add the strength of unity and we can

bring utopia to planet earth as a

collective. We can communicate as a

collective and decide what is best for us

all, we can abolish the structure that

breeds corruption where the few decides

what is best for the many. And forge a

system of self-government where the

masses decide what is best for the

masses.

Please do your part and assist the truth

movement. Email links to articles, share

directly from the article. Tell others about

Truth11.com and sites like Truth11 so

they can 몭nd out what is really going on.

The Truth Will Set Us Free.

Empowered With The Truth, United We

Stand For Peace, Freedom, Health And

Happiness For All

Dylan Eleven

Journalist

Truth11 Editor

Truth11.com

Truth11 Films

dylan.eleven@gmail.com

___________

https://truth11.com/2019/03/25/whos-behind-the-5g-cull-of-humanity/
https://truth11.com/2019/03/25/whos-behind-the-5g-cull-of-humanity/


Chieftains decide that it is time to use

America to complete their 몭nal take-

down and occupation of the Whole World

by instituting a major False-Flag attack

inside America to blame on the Islamics

whom they want America to wrongly

attack on their behalf:

So the Khazarian Ma몭a Chieftains use

their top Israeli-American “Israeli-몭rst”

dual citizens living in America (aka, the

PNACers and top NeoCon Cutouts) to

plan a major nuclear attack on America

on 9-11-01.

Bibi Netanyahu, the operational head of

the KM, deployed the Mossad and these

Dual Citizens to set up and institute this

attack on America which was to be

blamed by the CMMM on Muslims.

They informed their top Rabbis and

“Friends of World Zionism” not to 몭y on

that day and to stay out of NYC, as did

“Larry Silver몭sh”, one of the primary men

involved in the operation.

They used their main cutout in the DOD

to lure the Able Danger investigators to

the Pentagon Naval Intel meeting room,

where they would be assassinated by a

Tomahawk cruise missile that was 몭red

from an Israeli Dolphin class Diesel

submarine bought from Germany.

Thirty-몭ve of the Able Danger

investigators who were investigating and

tracking the Israeli theft of 350

decommissioned W-54 Davy Crockett

nuclear pits out of the backdoor at

Pantex in Texas were murdered by this

Tomahawk hit, which was timed with the

detonation of bombs pre-planted in the

Naval Intel wing, which was newly

hardened to no avail.  This footage shows

the the Pentagon being hit by a missile,

that was never shown to public.

911 Entire Pentag…

Truth11.com Site Navigation

The information on Truth11 is easily

accessible. Here is how to navigate the

site:

On every page: the main menu is listed

below the article you have selected.

On the top right: you have a search 몭eld

to search by key words.

In the centre: of the main menu section

there are the latest articles and archives

by month, Translate, Follow and get every

new article by WordPress or Email, and all

of Truth11 Films

To the right: is 400+ categories. This list of

categories alone is an excellent way to

see the big picture in the world. This is a

comprehensive list of subjects that

control our planet. There is also a link in

the Category section to all articles.

On the Left: There are Focus Articles,

allow you to simply read down and get a

wide cross section of the events that have

and that are, shaping our world.

Telegram:

https://t.me/Truth11com

RSS Feed: www.truth11.com/feed

To make a comment please go to the

comments category



The Israeli Mossad front company, Urban

Moving Systems, was used to transport

the mini-nukes made from the stolen W-

54 nuclear pits from Pantex (and

originally made at the Hanford

processing plant), where they were

stored in the Israeli Embassy in NYC and

transported to the Twin Towers for

detonation on 9-11-01. Read more here

9/11 + The CIA

A former US government intelligence

agent who worked for the CIA

during attacks on September 11th, 2001,

has given a sworn a몭davit stating

that 9/11 was an inside job. The ex-CIA

agent, who’s also an

experienced commercial airline pilot, has

blown the whistle on the destruction of

the World Trade Center buildings,

claiming that the three towers were

actually brought down by controlled

demolitions, and not by passenger planes

that were 몭own by amateur pilots.

Former CIA agent John Lear has not only

given a sworn statement as an

expert witness, but he has also produced

conclusive evidence that disproves

the o몭cial narrative that the towers were

destroyed by airplanes that

were highjacked and 몭own by terrorists.

Read more here

No Planes on 9/11

We are as a planet mostly all aware that

9/11 was a controlled demolition that

resulted in 3 buildings collapse.  We

understand that this was planned and

carried out by the US government as a

false 몭ag event to enable the police state

and fake perpetual war on terror.  We

know that no plane hit the Pentagon or

building 7, but what about the planes

that we have all seen footage of hitting

the twin towers.  After closer inspection

you can see that no planes were present

in those towers either.  Read more here

This footage shows an non edited

https://truth11.com/2018/08/17/the-hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia-rothschilds/
https://truth11.com/2018/08/17/the-hidden-history-of-the-incredibly-evil-khazarian-mafia-rothschilds/
https://truth11.com/2015/02/08/11-articles-on-911-without-planes/


This footage shows an non edited

timeline showing the second explosion

without a plane.

(RARE) - 911 - The…

Our latest 몭lm TRUTH11 FILMS |

WIRELESS GENOCIDE | Microwave

Radiation Part of the Depopulation

agenda, will be released soon.

This 몭lm is 2 hours and 45 mins long, and

explains the big picture of microwave

radiation.  From who invented it, how it

has developed, and the big picture view

of exactly what its doing to us all, by

whom, why they are doing it and how

they are getting away with it, and what

we can do about it.

We are releasing the 몭lm transcript.

Simply because its ready now and can be

read by many to inform  them of the

dangers so they can do something about

it.  The 몭lm will be released soon, date to

be announced.   Read the transcript HERE

https://truth11.com/2018/06/13/truth11-films-wireless-genocide-microwave-radiation-part-of-the-depopulation-agenda-film-transcript/


World Health Organization

Setting The Standard For A Wireless

World Of Harm

Radiofrequency/microwave radiation is

everywhere—constantly and increasingly

emanating from cell phones, WiFi routers,

cell towers and telecommunications

satellites. It is proliferating unchecked

and people are su몭ering and dying

because of it. Via its International EMF

Project, WHO is supposed to be

protecting us from the harmful e몭ects of

this radiation—radiation that we cannot

see, smell or taste, even though it

penetrates and a몭ects every cell of our

electromagnetic bodies.

WHO is failing to protect its global citizens

from this pervasive pollutant in four key

ways:

1. industry in몭ltration

2. intentional ignorance

3. denial of the science

4. disregard for humanity.

This document provides details of these

inexcusable failures and what urgently

needs to be done to address them. It also

outlines what WHO must do to reverse

this destructive course—for itself and for

the global citizens it is supposed to

protect.  Read article and download

document here. Download document

here

Microwave Weapons Designed To Kill

Us

= Cell Phones, WiFi, Cell Towers, Smart

Meters… All Part of the Depopulation

Agenda

https://truth11.com/2017/02/27/the-wireless-world-of-health-harms/
https://olgasheean.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/WHO-setting-the-standard-for-a-wireless-world-of-harm.pdf


Physicist Blows Whistle on Microwave

Weaponry

Exposes Assaults on Populations

Everywhere

“We are irreparably damaging the very

fabric of life”

The age of wireless technology,

ubiquitous microwave transmissions and

countless cellphone towers

have transformed the planet in profound

and fundamental ways. Especially where

it concerns human health and

environmental integrity, the e몭ects of

these various frequency assaults

have been nothing short of catastrophic.

If the people of the world truly

understood the deleterious e몭ects of

these unseen and unfelt frequencies,

they would have abandoned their cell

phones and bluetooths decades ago.  It

has been proven beyond any doubt by

the best science available that certain

types of electromagnetic radiation can

have highly damaging e몭ects on the

human body. Likewise, when animals and

plants are exposed to these 몭elds of

harmful EMR, they too su몭er great

consequences. Read Article here

FACTS

There is now 10 billion times more
radiation in our environment than
there was in the 1960s.
If current trends continue, 50% of the
population in Austria, California,
England, Ireland, Germany and
Sweden will be feeling the e몭ects of
electromagnetic radiation by 2017.
Canada will be no di몭erent.
Swisscom, the Swiss
telecommunications company, says
non-thermal wireless radiation “has a
genotoxic e몭ect”, causing “clear
damage to hereditary material [DNA]”
and an “increased cancer risk”.
EMR adversely a몭ects the blood cells
of ALL individuals, whether they feel

https://truth11.com/2016/06/29/physicist-blows-whistle-on-microwave-weaponry-exposes-assaults-on-populations-everywhere-they-are-irreparably-damaging-the-very-fabric-of-life/


of ALL individuals, whether they feel
the e몭ects or not.
EMR damages cell membranes,
causing them to leak calcium and
create many health issues, such as
altered brain function, autism,
infertility, EHS, hypocalcaemia, DNA
damage, thyroid problems,
osteoporosis, endocrine imbalances,
early dementia, asthma, neurological
disorders and multiple chemical
sensitivities.
Autism in children is doubling every
몭ve years, paralleling the rise of EMR,
and there is now a 1-in-50 chance of a
child developing or being born with
autism in North America.
Almost every grade in every
elementary school in North America
has at least one child with autism—a
disorder that was nearly unheard of a
generation ago.
Electromagnetic radiation breaks
down the all-important blood–brain
barrier, causing the death of neurons,
which can result in early dementia
and Alzheimer’s disease.
Just 5 minutes of Wi-Fi exposure can
cause cell mutation, oxidation and
rouleaux— all of which are associated
with illness and disease.
The average cumulative whole-body
exposure from a Smart meter at 3 feet
is about 100 times more than that
from a cell phone.

How The CIA Made Google

As our governments push to increase

their powers, Insurge Intelligence can now

reveal the vast extent to which the US

intelligence community is implicated in

nurturing the web platforms we know

today, for the precise purpose of utilizing

the technology as a mechanism to 몭ght

global ‘information war’ — a war to

legitimize the power of the few over the

rest of us. The lynchpin of this story is the

corporation that in many ways de몭nes

the 21st century with its unobtrusive

omnipresence: Google.

Google styles itself as a friendly, funky,

user-friendly tech 몭rm that rose to

prominence through a combination of

skill, luck, and genuine innovation. This is

true. But it is a mere fragment of the

story. In reality, Google is a smokescreen

behind which lurks the US military-



behind which lurks the US military-

industrial complex.

The inside story of Google’s rise, revealed

here for the 몭rst time, opens a can of

worms that goes far beyond Google,

unexpectedly shining a light on the

existence of a parasitical network driving

the evolution of the US national security

apparatus, and pro몭ting obscenely from

its operation. Read Article Here

We Are Right In The Middle Of A

Fucking Reptile Zoo

Raoul Duke:

I was right in the middle of a fucking

reptile zoo, and somebody was giving

booze to these goddamn things. Won’t be

long now before they tear us to shreds.

Hunter S Thompson

Blue blood lines, vampires, lizard people,

consuming blood daily to keep their

shape shifting appearance in the public

eye.  Red Cross has been there on the

front lines collecting blood from war

carnage, and we donate to them openly,

the Queen and the rest of the reptile

blood line that have been running our

world for thousands of years must be

exposed and stopped.   Time and time

again children have gone missing in many

countries and the public are aware of the

sinister blood bath ring that surrounds

these lizard people.  The truth is being

realized and with the help of so many

cameras and video they can’t seem to

keep up the shape shifting 100% of the

time and we are seeing proof of their true

identities. Read Article Here

Putin Announces The Worlds Ruling

Class Are Reptilians

The Russian president said that “95% of

the world’s ruling class are not even

human,” but are “cold-blooded hybrids”

https://truth11.com/2016/02/29/how-the-cia-made-google-why-google-made-the-nsa/
https://truth11.com/2015/01/24/we-are-right-in-the-middle-of-a-fucking-reptile-zoo/


who are “members of an ancient cult.”

Read article here

#ReptilianQueen

From the Royal Website “Earlier this week

the Queen was seen by thousands of

people in a form they are not acquainted

with.  We seek to reassure the public that

the Queen is still the Queen, and remains

the respected and loved 몭gure they have

always known.  While she may not be

human, she is a devoted leader and

Monarch and she believes her subjects

will grow to accept her and her family for

what they are.”  Read article here

This video is unavailable

Russia Today Declares 9/11 Was An

Inside Job

Possibly the biggest and most public 9/11

story to date.

https://truth11.com/2016/05/10/putin-announces-the-worlds-ruling-class-are-reptilians/
https://truth11.com/2016/06/12/reptilianqueen-queen-elizabeth-shapeshifting-on-live-tv-goes-viral/


The Top Of The Pyramid

The United States Is A Corporation 

Human Status Of A Corporation =

Enfranchisement Vs Natural Person

Living in todays nazi fascist police state,

understanding the corrupt system they

use to control us cattle is of great

importance.  Read article here

Everything Is Fake | 40 Things You May

Have Thought Were Real

The good thing though is that once you

awaken to the deception, you can use it

as a tool for raising your consciousness.

The idea that virtually everything is fake

can be empowering rather than

depressing.  Fake News, Fake Journalism,

Fake Entertainment, Fake PR and

Advertising, Fake Medicine, Fake Scienti몭c

Research, Fake Acquired Immunity, Fake

Food, Fake Water, Fake Choice, Fake

Money, Fake Economy, Fake Free

Markets, Fake Free Trade Agreements,

Fake Accounting, Fake Welfare, Fake

Government, Fake Republic, Fake

Democracy, Fake Elections, Fake National

Security, Fake Defence, Fake Education,

Fake Law, Fake Rights, Fake Consent,

Fake Morality, Fake Spirituality, Fake

Clouds, Fake Lone Nutter Killers, Fake

Boogeymen, Fake False Flag Attacks, Fake

Crisis Actors, Fake Pandemics, Fake Moon

Landing, Fake International Space Station,

Fake Space Walks, Fake History, Fake

Authority and Fake Universe. Read Article

here.

https://truth11.com/2016/04/05/the-top-of-the-pyramid-the-rothschilds-the-vatican-and-the-british-crown-rule-world-natural-persons-vs-enfranchisement-status-of-a-corporation/
https://truth11.com/2016/04/01/everything-is-fake-40-things-you-thought-were-real-but-arent/


Why Are There No Real Photos Of The

Complete Earth? = NASA Has Never

Been Into Space

In nearly 60 years of alleged space

exploration NASA has never been able to

o몭er us a single genuine photograph of

the Earth from space—NOT ONE! Even

though we’ve had good, high-resolution

cameras for nearly 100 years, NASA has

never taken a true photograph of the

Earth

By their own admission, all of the pictures

we see are composites, paintings or

computer-generated images. Why is this?

Could the answer be, horror of horrors,

that NASA has never been into space—or

at least, not far enough from the Earth to

get the whole planet in the frame? Read

Article Here

War Is A Global Economic and Control

Phenomenon

De몭nition: Phenomenon: |fəˈnämə

ˌnän, -nən| noun (pl. phenomena |-

nə| ) Fact or situation that is observed to

exist or happen, especially one whose

cause or explanation is in question.

War is a global economic and

control phenomenon that exists in our

reality not as a constant of human

behaviour, but a

manufactured situation that is forced

upon us by bankers, the royal family and

the other Bilderberg NWO Nazi cronies.

https://truth11.com/2016/03/29/why-are-there-no-real-photos-of-the-complete-earth-nasa-has-never-been-into-space-far-enough-from-the-earth-to-get-the-whole-planet-in-the-frame/


 Bankers and elite globally without

borders have control of apposing

countries and forces and they play a

game of risk, the board game of global

domination.  They don’t care who wins,

because they win on both sides.  They

supply the money for the arms and sell

the arms to both sides.  They control the

population by creating  a world wide

situation that no one can avoid.  All are

called to duty, all forget the current

reality and focus on the new world war

reality.  120 Countries now in war games.

..Peaceful global revolution can avoid

WW3 | No More Business As Usual.  Read

article here

Weaponized Cell Towers

A microwave oven’s internal magnetron,

which is virtually the same as that of a

radar- or cell phone tower, transforms

that electrical energy into microwaves.

The magnetron inside a microwave oven

an be easily adapted into a very lethal ray

gun – A typical cell phone tower,  “A giant

microwave oven on a stick,” capable of

releasing 3,000,000 watts (3 megawatts)

of output power to the tower’s

magnetron – or even more megawatts, if

there is an ampli몭er at the top.

To put this into perspective, one (1) watt

from your cell phone can go 25 miles to

the nearest cell phone tower, to relay

your call’s signal to the person on the

other end of the line. The US Federal

Communications Commission (FCC) limits

the amount of energy that a cell phone

tower can release to 400 watts.

These megawatts of extra power are NOT

for data transfer – nothing close to that

amount of energy is required for data

transfer – which is an important point,

because this suggests that cell phone

towers are easily capable of being

switched to Weaponized Mode.

https://truth11.com/2016/03/03/war-is-a-global-economic-and-control-phenomenon-peaceful-revolution-can-avoid-ww3-no-more-business-as-usual/


That cell phone towers are wired with the

capability to release millions of watts of

microwave radiation makes them

veritable of “towers of death”, the perfect

weapons against an “invasion” – or the

mega-slaughter of the domestic

population.

Virtually all towns, all over the world have

the amount of towers necessary to fry

the populations in their vicinity.  Read

Article Here

No Planes Were Used To Bring Down

Any Towers On 911

We are as a planet mostly all aware that

9/11 was a controlled demolition that

resulted in 3 buildings collapse.  We

understand that this was planned and

carried out by the US government as a

false 몭ag event to enable the police state

and fake perpetual war on terror.  We

know that no plane hit the Pentagon or

building 7, but what about the planes

that we have all seen footage of hitting

the twin towers.  After closer inspection

you can see that no planes were present

in those towers either.

This footage shows an non edited

timeline showing the second explosion

without a plane.

(RARE) - 911 - The…

https://truth11.com/2016/02/29/weaponized-cell-phone-towers-chemtrails-depopulation-agenda/


“O몭cial” 9/11 story destroyed! Irrefutable

un-doctored photographic and scienti몭c

evidence, whistleblower videos, expert

testimony and undeniable truths.  Read

full article here

UFO Clear Footage

Secret UFO Footage Released and several

other clear videos showing UFO’s

This video is unavailable

 

This video is unavailable

View article with all videos here

Welcome To The Global Revolution

▽ Self Government System ▽

UNITY11

▽

Global daily tyranny of the few must end,
this we all know. Replacing one lizard

https://truth11.com/2016/02/26/official-911-story-destroyed-irrefutable-un-doctored-photographic-and-scientific-evidence-whistleblower-videos-expert-testimony-and-undeniable-truths-there-were-no-planes/
https://truth11.com/2016/02/19/vimana-mother-ship-appears-in-russia-new-mexico-stockholm-brazil/


bastard with another is not the answer.
The top down pyramid control system of
the few, favours those at the top. The few
can make decisions for the many for the
bene몭t of the few. This control system
needs to be inverted. Invert the pyramid
and have the control be given to the
many. The many will choose whats best
for the many, not the few. We cannot
implement this structure within the
current system. We cannot continue to
support the current system with our
taxes, time and e몭ort as it fuels the few,
war, starvation, poverty, and despair.

The Solution:

No More Business As Usual

Stop what you are contributing to the

system and spend your time focused on

breaking up their control grid, becoming

self su몭cient and unifying with fellow

humans.

+

Replace the corrupt government of the
few with a global system

where the many decide what is good for
the many.

Invert the control pyramid

=

United We Stand ▽ United We Decide

▽ United We Thrive

Self Government System 

UNITY11

▽

Join the Global Self Government
Revolution 

 
UNITY11 is a division of Truth11.com

UNITY11 goal is to organize and empower

the truth movement. Informed, organized

and connected using a system of self

government with the goals of world

peace and prosperity for everyone. Read

more here

___________

http://unity11.freeforums.net/
http://unity11.freeforums.net/
https://truth11.com/2015/05/20/unity11-▽-self-government-system-▽-united-we-stand-▽-united-we-decide-▽-united-we-thrive-▽-system-has-been-launched-▽-welcome-to-the-global-revolution/


111 Articles On Wireless Pollution

190 scientists from 38 nations have

submitted the International EMF Scientist

Appeal to the United Nations, UN

member states and the World Health

Organization (WHO) requesting they

adopt more protective exposure

guidelines for electromagnetic 몭elds

(EMF) and wireless technology in the face

of increasing evidence of risk from this

rapidly increasing environmental

pollutant. The scientists who have signed

the Appeal have collectively published

over 2,000 peer-reviewed papers on the

biological or health e몭ects of non-ionizing

radiation.  It was submitted on 11 may

2015 to His Excellency Ban Ki-moon,

Secretary-General of the United Nations,

to Dr. Margaret Chan, MD, Director

General of the World Health

Organization, and to the United Nations

Member States. Read article here

___________

Facebook = CIA 

Mark Zuckerberg is David Rockefellers

grandson.  Fucking Nazi lizard bastards.

___________

Harnessing Black Holes:

The Large Hadron Collider, Ultimate

Weapon Of Mass Destruction

https://truth11.com/2015/05/13/111-articles-on-wireless-pollution-190-scientists-experts-urge-un-to-deal-with-emerging-wireless-public-health-crisis/


The stakes are the highest they have ever

been. The Large Hadron Collider is a

dangerous instrument wielded by men

and women seeking ultimate knowledge

and power. The start-up April 5 has

initiated a more reckless use of LHC’s

capabilities, endangering all life including

our universe.

Spouses and family members of the

CERN scientists, energy companies

supplying electricity to this facility,

environmental and spiritual

organizations, and citizens in every

country – we must shut this project down

now.  Read article here

CERN To Attempt ‘Big Bang’, Stephen

Hawking Issues Warning;  ‘God particle’

found by CERN “could destroy the

universe”

___________

Fukushima Radiation Is Part Of The

Depopulation Agenda

Leuren Moret, MA, PhD ABD, con몭rms

that Vladimir Putin, President of the

Russian Federation, is employing Russian

HAARP to lay an electromagnetic fence

around Russia to keep out plumes 몭lled

with Fukushima radiation, thereby

protecting the Russian people from

depopulation. Putin is also constructing

BRICS, a banking model to protect against

collapse of world 몭nancial system, built

on U$dollar Rothschild-dominated

private debt-based 몭at-currency as a

prison for humanity.

The U.S. Government and Jesuit

controlled sections of the HAARP 

environmental weapons system,   under

President Barack Obama in coordination

with monarchies and Zionist banking

https://truth11.com/2015/04/11/harnessing-black-holes-the-large-hadron-collider-ultimate-weapon-of-mass-destruction/


with monarchies and Zionist banking

networks, are creating polar vortex and

nuclear typhoons 몭lled with Fukushima

radiation that is then dropped on the

northern hemisphere populations,

especially targeting the United States

people with depopulating radiation. Read

article here

___________

The Fall of the Nazizionists

7 Articles from Benjamin Fulford

G20 meeting was a total defeat for the

cabal, Bush and Cohen crime families on

the run | Pentagon ready to take action

as US Nazionist rogue regime now totally

isolated | Over 20 national governments

to be overthrown as cabal take-down

begins, CIA sources say | First the evil

Pope, then the dumb Secretary

of Defense, now Netanyahu, next the

Bush clan | Torture Report Paves Way For

Arrest Of Top Nazionists | US regime

under unprecedented attack, black swan

event imminent| Read articles here

___________

Top 5 Special Interest Groups Lobbying

To Keep Marijuana Illegal:

1. Police Unions, 2. Private Pensions, 3.

Alcohol and Beer Companies, 4.

Pharmaceutical Corporations, and 5.

Prison Guard Unions.  Read Article here

___________

https://truth11.com/2015/01/21/leuren-moret-part-1-2-3-putin-plan-haarp-the-fukushima-radiation-out-of-russia-brics-saves-world-from-collapse/
https://truth11.com/2014/12/24/7-benjamin-fulford-articles-1-g20-meeting-was-a-total-defeat-for-the-cabal-bush-and-cohen-crime-families-on-the-run-2-message-from-ben-3-pentagon-ready-to-take-action-as-us-nazionist-rogue-reg/
https://truth11.com/2014/11/09/the-top-five-special-interest-groups-lobbying-to-keep-marijuana-illegal-are-1-police-unions-2-private-prisons-3-alcohol-and-beer-companies-4-pharmaceutical-corporations-and-5-prison-guar/


Truth11 Films

WARNING: Global Extermination In Full

E몭ect

Our 12th 몭lm is called; WARNING: Global

Extermination In Full E몭ect.  This 몭lm is a

big picture understanding of the plans

that are being carried out around the

world to cull the population.  The global

elite, nazi, sabbetean ma몭a who have

been running our world for thousands of

years, are currently carrying out plans to

exterminate 95% of the worlds

population.  When you look at each way

they are killing us daily, many feel there is

no larger agenda.  This 몭lm ties in all

areas of attack and shows if you look at

the big picture for what it is; a global

extermination plan, you will see the truth.

The 몭lm also provides solutions to this

problem and explains what is necessary

to stop this extermination process, Total

Global Revolution. Watch 몭lm here

#Trending?, why not spark a

revolution: #NoMoreBusinessAsUsual =

The Revolution Solution.

Read article here

___________

Ebola: Biological Warfare By US

Government, The Master Criminal Of

Our Time

Experts have brought to the public’s

attention that ebola is a genetically

modi몭ed organism developed in US

https://truth11.com/2014/10/29/truth11-films-warning-global-extermination-in-effect/
https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/zzzzzzz1.jpg
https://truth11.com/2015/01/02/nomorebusinessasusual-the-revolution-solution-truth11-films-warning-global-extermination-in-full-effect/


biowarfare laboratories in Africa.

Read article here

___________

Nuclear Experimentation | Year 69 Of

A 100,000 Year Wast Cycle 

On 16th July 1945, 69 years ago, the

United States Army set o몭

the Trinity detonation in New Mexico, the

beginning of the infamous Manhattan

Project.

69 years later, nuclear experimentation

has proven to be a failed experiment at

every step, and the inextricable nuclear

fuel and nuclear war cycles to be a deadly

chain of meltdowns, bombings and

denials. And still nuclear experimentation

industrialists tout the ‘safety’ and

‘cleanliness’ of nuclear energy, when the

facts of its commercial and wartime

destruction tell us nothing could be

farther from the truth.

In reality, the same destructive energy

that powers one, powers the

other. Nothing on our planet is more

deadly and volatile than nuclear. The

entropy caused by nuclear

experimentation of both kinds permeates

the elements and rattles all life at

an atomic level, negatively altering our

biological heritage, our land, and our

health – everything we value.

Meanwhile, alternative energy

technologies are systematically

suppressed while the threat of nuclear

warfare continues to escalate – both for

the bene몭t of the oligarchy.  Read article

here

___________

https://truth11.com/2014/10/26/experts-have-brought-to-the-publics-attention-that-ebola-is-a-genetically-modified-organism-developed-in-us-biowarfare-laboratories-in-africa/
https://truth11.com/2014/10/22/nuclear-experimentation-year-69-of-a-1000000-year-waste-cycle/


Tokyo Contaminated From Fukushima;

Not Fit for Habitation

The policies of the WHO, the IAEA or the

Japanese government cannot be trusted.”

and “if the power to save our citizens and

future generations exists somewhere, it

does not lie within the government or any

academic association.

Dr. Mita states that all 23 districts of

Tokyo are contaminated, with the eastern

area worst a몭ected — up to 4 000 Bq/kg.

(The becquerel is a unit of radioactivity.

One Bq is the activity of a quantity of

radioactive material in which one nucleus

decays per second.) These 몭ndings

con몭rm what the nuclear physicist Arnie

Gundersen of Fairewinds Nuclear

Education found in 2012, when he picked

up 몭ve random soil samples in Tokyo

from between paving stones, in parks

and playgrounds. The levels of

contamination were up to 7 000 Bq/kg; in

the US, anything registering these levels

would be considered nuclear waste.

Independent science & independent

reporting in Japan outlawed

In December 2013, the Japanese

parliament passed a bill whereby public

o몭cials and private citizens could face

ten years in prison for divulging “special

state secrets”, and journalists, 몭ve years,

for seeking to obtain classi몭ed

information. The bill is widely interpreted

as a way of preventing sensitive

information about Fukushima (among

other topics) reaching the Japanese public

and by extension the rest of the world.

 Read article here

___________

What is going on, has been going on

and the power within us all

https://truth11.com/2014/10/22/tokyo-contaminated-not-fit-for-habitation/


The purpose of this video is to expose the

secrets, lies, suppressed information and

illicit facts that most of the people in

positions of authority would much rather

keep you ignorant of and most everyone

else doesn’t even know exists. It’s about

challenging the comfortable world of

o몭cial versions and established thinking

by giving you access to the knowledge

and information that will make the most

powerful people, whether they are in

government, business, academia,

military, the judiciary, media, or the

established church uncomfortable at the

very least.

It is designed for those seeking “The

TRUTH” in this world of lies.  This includes

the truth about our unbelievably amazing

ancient history, the truth about who/what

has been behind most all of the atrocities

committed against mankind and

everything else on this planet as well as

the truth about what

God/spirituality/enlightenment actually is

and our intimate connection to the 몭eld.

Watch 몭lm here

___________

Thrive Documentary

THRIVE is an documentary that lifts the

veil on what’s REALLY going on in our

world by following the money upstream

— uncovering the global consolidation of

power in nearly every aspect of our lives.  

Watch 몭lm here.

___________

Army Preparing To Use Lethal Force

Against Unarmed American Civilians

A document released by the U.S. Army

https://truth11.com/2014/10/11/what-is-going-on-has-been-going-on-and-the-power-within-us-all/
https://truth11.com/2014/10/09/thrive-the-movie/
https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/180814snipe1.jpg


A document released by the U.S. Army

details preparations for “full scale riots”

within the United States during which

troops may be forced to engage in a

“lethal response” to deal with unruly

crowds of demonstrators. The 132-page

document, titled U.S. Army Techniques

Publication 3-39.33: Civil

Disturbances (PDF), was written in April

2014 and recently obtained by Public

Intelligence. The document makes it clear

that the techniques detailed therein are

to be applied both outside and inside the

“continental United States (CONUS)” in

the event of “unruly and violent crowds”

where it is “necessary to quell riots and

restore public order.” The most shocking

aspect of the document is the fact that it

describes the deployment of a “lethal

response” directed against “unarmed

civilians,” including “sniper response” and

“small arms direct 몭re.” Under the

heading “sniper response,” the document

states, “Ensure that target leaders or

troublemakers are targeted,” in addition

to a passage which states, “Exploit the

psychological e몭ect of an attack.” Read

article here

__________

GMO Golden Rice | The Scourge Of Asia

Asia’s dependency on rice cultivation for

both subsidence and income is intuitively

understood. The Food and Agricultural

Organization of the United Nations (FAO)

estimates the agricultural population of

lowland rice cultivation in Asia to be over

470 million – larger than the entire

population of the United States.

Improvements in rice cultivation would

stand to lift hundreds of millions from

debt and poverty. Conversely, the

disruption of rice cultivation would

threaten to mire hundreds of millions in

deeper debt, inescapable destitution, and

all of the negative socioeconomic

implications that follow.  Read article

https://info.publicintelligence.net/USArmy-CivilDisturbances-2014.pdf
https://publicintelligence.net/usarmy-civil-disturbances/
https://publicintelligence.net/usarmy-civil-disturbances/
https://truth11.com/2014/08/26/document-army-preparing-to-use-lethal-force-against-unarmed-civilians-during-full-scale-riots-in-u-s/
https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/screen-shot-2014-08-19-at-10-00-09-pm.png


implications that follow.  Read article

here

___________

Transhumanism | The Road To

Singularity

Scientists from all over the world are

warning that robots and arti몭cial

intelligence could eliminate humanity

A haunting sculpture of a humanoid

robotic 몭gure crawling through water

is featured at the Grove Hotel in Watford,

UK.

The site of the secretive 2013 Bilderberg

meeting. The Grove hotel hosted Google’s

annual Zeitgeist conference just a few

short days prior to Bilderberg’s gathering.

Google’s CEO Eric Schmidt, who currently

employs top transhumanist Ray

Kurzweil as director of engineering, must

have felt a kindred spirit at the Grove and

its metallic humanoid sculptures.

Transhumanists embrace the idea of

radical human evolution aided by

technology. Some see an entirely new

species emerging when revolutionary

technologies begin to be applied to the

human race. Technologies for the

improvement of human performance are

at the center of transhumanist thought.

Most of these technologies begin with

military applications, and only after a

period of use by the military or black

operations are they unveiled to the

general public.  Read article here

___________

https://truth11.com/2014/08/20/gmo-golden-rice-the-scourge-of-asia/
https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/screen-shot-2014-08-19-at-9-17-49-pm2.png
https://truth11.com/2014/08/20/the-road-to-singularity-potential-annihilation-utopian-visions-will-liberty-prevail/


Truth11 Films | Goodbye Blue Sky

Chemtrails, Ignored Genocide From

Above 

Truth11 Films 13th 몭lm release; s a look

at the global problem we all face in

Chemtrails or geoengineering.

The 몭lm explains the di몭erence between

contrails and chemtrails, who is spraying

us and why. What it is doing to our health

and what you can do to prevent the

planned global genocide that the elite is

attempting.

Chemtrails are part of the global culling

of the masses. Yet this obvious pollutant

from above is largely ignored.

Hidden in plain sight, most don’t

understand the dangers that are falling

from the sky.

The 몭lm enables us to understand what is

going on and what to do about it. See 몭lm

here

____________

Documentary: The Great Culling

The Great Culling of the human race

already has begun. Covertly, insidiously,

mercilessly, a global depopulation

agenda has been launched. It is being

done through chemicals added to our

drinking water, food, medicines, and the

air we breathe – chemicals that have the

known e몭ect of reducing fertility and

shortening lifespan. See 몭lm here

Water Control:  Another Part Of The

Culling Of The Human Herd

The globalist agenda – thinning the

https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/screen-shot-2014-05-16-at-11-56-36-am.png
https://truth11.com/2014/05/16/truth11-films-chemtrails-ignored-genocide-from-above/
https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/thegreatculling.png
https://truth11.com/2014/04/30/documentary-the-great-culling/
https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/globalwater39_01.jpg


The globalist agenda – thinning the

human herd down from near seven

billion currently to as low as just half a

billion. That means 13 out of 14 of us

alive today according to their diabolical

oligarch plan simply must die within the

next few years. And what better way to

rapidly kill o몭 the human population than

taking full ownership and control over the

earth’s limited diminishing water supply.

Read article here

___________

NDAA Inde몭nite Detention

The National Defense Authorization Act

(NDAA), Sections 1021 and 1022,

authorizes the inde몭nite military

detention, without charge or trial, of any

person, including an American citizen,

and applies the “Law of War,” to U.S. soil,

making the United States legally a

battle몭eld. Read article here. 

___________

Cannabis Cures Cancer | High Potency

Hemp Oil

The Holy Grail of Natural Medicine has

been found. It is High Potency Hemp Oil™

grown from selected varieties

of Cannabis Sativa (the same species that

produces marijuana) speci몭cally selected

and bred (through natural, not GMO

methods) to have very low THCs (the get-

https://truth11.com/2014/04/30/privatization-of-water-as-an-owned-commodity-rather-than-a-universal-human-right/
https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/ndaa.jpg
https://truth11.com/2014/04/30/the-ndaa-what-they-dont-want-you-to-know/
https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/rick-simpson-cure.jpg


you-high compounds) and very high CBDs

(the get-you-well compounds).

Hemp has been illegal to grow in the US

since 1933, creating a sort of

legislative Reefer Madness, despite the

fact that it has been cultivated for at last

9,000 years for 몭ber, food and remedy.

And although legislation has recently

been proposed to amend the hemp-

hostile laws, growing it remains legal in

several states but illegal at the Federal

level.

Hemp oil as a treatment for cancer and a

host of other diseases and conditions

was largely popularized by the e몭orts of

Canadian Rick Simpson who cured his

own cancer and tried to share the

wonders of his discovery without seeking

a patent or other compensation.

Although hemp can legally be grown in

Canada under strict controls (e.g.,

farmers must obtain only permitted low

THC seed), hemp oil is not a legal

substance and Simpson found himself

eye-to-eye with the might of the Canadian

government. He migrated to Europe

where he could pursue his miracle. Read

article here

See also

97% Of The Time Chemotherapy Does

not Work

Doctors and pharmaceutical companies

make money from it. That’s the only

reason chemotherapy is still used. Not

because it’s e몭ective, decreases

morbidity, mortality or diminishes any

speci몭c cancer rates. In fact, it does the

opposite. Chemotherapy boosts cancer

growth and long-term mortality rates.

Most chemotherapy patients either die or

are plagued with illness within 10-15

years after treatment. It destroys their

immune system, increases neuro-

cognitive decline, disrupts endocrine

https://truth11.com/2014/03/23/cure-for-cancer-the-holy-grail-of-natural-medicine-has-been-found-it-is-high-potency-hemp-oil-grown-from-selected-varieties-of-cannabis-sativa-the-same-species-that-produces-marijuana-sp/
https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/422103450_640.jpg


functioning and causes organ and

metabolic toxicities. Patients basically live

in a permanent state of disease until their

death. The cancer industry marginalizes

safe and e몭ective cures while promoting

their patented, expensive, and toxic

remedies whose risks far exceed any

bene몭t. This is what they do best, and

they do it because it makes money, plain

and simple. Read article here

___________

Sorry
This video does not exist.

Truth11 Films | Fukushima 3/11

HAARP and Nuclear Attack on the

World

Truth11 Films 12th Film release: Looks at

the Events of 3/11/2011 and how it

changed the world forever.

The Japan earthquake and “accidents” at

the Fukushima’s 6 nuclear power plant

units starting March 11, 2011 Were

deliberate acts of tectonic nuclear

warfare, carried out against the

populations ecology of Japan, and the

nations of the Northern Hemisphere,

including the U.S., Canada, and Mexico.

This short 몭lm is a synopsis of the entire

situation, who, why, how, when, and what

it means to you. This essential short 몭lm

informs you of the dangers that are

present to you and your family and

provides solutions and recommendations

for you and your family. The 몭lm

condenses articles and research from

three days prior to the event to present

day. It also has information from

interviews by Alfred Lambremont Webre

released May 9, 2011, with independent

https://truth11.com/2014/04/30/97-percent-of-the-time-chemotherapy-does-not-work-and-continues-to-be-used-only-for-one-reason/


scientist Leuren Moret.

This situation a몭ects us all. Please share

this 몭lm. See 몭lm here

___________

Sorry
This video does not exist.

Truth11 Films | The Cost Of WiFi and

Cellular Technology

Truth11 Films 11th 몭lm discusses EHS

ElectroHyper-Sensitivity and the growing

issue of wireless pollution from WiFi and

Cellular sources. Something that a몭ects

us all and poses a serious threat to our

health and sanity. The 몭lm also looks at

the role wireless technology plays in our

privacy and freedom.  Watch the short

몭lm here or above.

___________

Typhoon Haiyan | An Act Of Weather

Warfare

The strongest typhoon ever to hit land,

leaving destruction and death in its path,

is conveniently attributed to climate

change by the mainstream media but

that is not the case.  In the past week,

independent weatherman ‘Dutchsinse’

shot several YouTube videos dissecting

the typhoon system passing through the

Philippines, believing it to be produced

by weather manipulation, speci몭cally

https://truth11.com/2014/02/19/truth11-films-12th-film-release-fukushima-311-haarp-and-nuclear-attack/
https://truth11.com/2014/01/03/truth11-films-the-cost-of-wifi-and-cellular-technology/
https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/typhoon-haiyan-is-photogr-001.jpg


microwave  pulse technology. This is an

act of weather warfare using HAARP.

 Read article here

HAARP

‘In a United States Department of

Defense transcript from April, 28th 1997,

then Secretary of Defense William S.

Cohen, shocked the public by admitting

that weaponized weather has been

created through the use of

“electromagnetic waves.” The Weather

Modi몭cation Association has admitted

that governments have been altering the

weather since at least 1950.

The HAARP project (High Altitude Auroral

Research Project) is an integral part of the

attempt to “own the weather” HAARP  has

the potential to jam global

communication systems, change weather

patterns over large areas, interfere with

wildlife migration patterns and negatively

a몭ect  human health.  It is also capable of

triggering targeted 몭oods, droughts,

hurricanes and earthquakes.  Read more

articles on HAARP in its category on

Truth11 or here

___________

EHS Electro-Hypersensitivity

Electro-Hypersensitivity (EHS) is a

condition that has been known about

since 1932 and has been called various

names in di몭erent countries around the

world (particularly in Europe, Canada and

the former Soviet Union). The labels

include Microwave Sickness, Radio Wave

Syndrome, EMF Intolerance Syndrome

https://truth11.com/2013/11/29/typhoon-haiyan-first-weather-warfare-then-ecomical-warfare-now-biological-warfare/
https://truth11.com/category/haarp-climate-altering-energy-induced-earthquakes/
https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/haarp11.jpg


Syndrome, EMF Intolerance Syndrome

and Rapid Aging Syndrome. Whatever

you call it, the condition is real and has

been known to exist for over 80 years.

The typical EHS symptoms are headaches

(tension along the sides of the head),

heart palpitations/pressure in the chest,

ringing in the ears (tinnitus), fatigue, skin

rashes (particularly on the face), memory

& concentration di몭culties, irritability

and sleep disturbance. Approximately

300,000 people in Sweden (a country that

o몭cially acknowledges EHS as a

functional impairment) are a몭ected.

Millions of people throughout the world

are likely a몭ected, yet most do not realize

that microwave radiation and electrical

pollution are the cause of their

symptoms.

EHS is analogous to an allergy and once

the body becomes sensitized to sources

of EMF pollution, the only

known treatment is to signi몭cantly

reduce exposure. This can have a

dramatic impact on one’s life, with some

electro-sensitive people giving up their

career, their home, social networks and

sometimes even their family because it is

di몭cult to live in

our modern environment that is now

몭lled with electrical pollution and

microwave radiation. There have been

multiple suicides around the world

related to severe cases of EHS. Thus, the

condition can have devastating e몭ects on

individuals and families.  Read article; 11

Articles On EHS | Living With

Electrohypersensitivity | A Survival

Guide here

___________

https://truth11.com/2013/10/25/living-with-electrohypersensitivity-a-survival-guide/


SHADE the Motion Picture

SHADE the Motion Picture exposes the true

power structure embedded in our global

reality, showing the true controllers their

plans to Geo-engineer our planet and

control the populace.  Watch full movie

here

 ___________

The Fed Is The Biggest Ponzi Scheme In

The History Of The World

The value of the U.S. dollar has declined

by more than 95 percent since the

Federal Reserve was created nearly 100

years ago. As we approach the 100 year

anniversary of the creation of the Fed, it

is absolutely imperative that we get the

American people to understand that the

Fed is at the very heart of our economic

problems. It is a system of money that

was created by the bankers and that

operates for the bene몭t of the bankers.

 The Fed is the biggest Ponzi scheme in

the history of the world, and if the

American people truly understood how it

really works, they would be screaming for

it to be abolished immediately.  Read

article here

___________

Police Are More Dangerous To The

Public Than Are Criminals

The worse threat every American faces

comes from his/her own government.

At the federal level the threat is a seventh

war (Syria) in 12 years, leading on to the

eighth and ninth (Iran and Lebanon) and

https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/screen-shot-2013-10-21-at-12-36-25-pm.png
https://truth11.com/2013/10/21/shade-the-motion-picture/
https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/feddc.jpg
https://truth11.com/2013/09/16/25-fast-facts-about-the-federal-reserve/
https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/screen-shot-2013-09-16-at-10-59-08-am.png


eighth and ninth (Iran and Lebanon) and

then on to nuclear war with Russia and

China.  The criminal psychopaths in

Washington have squandered trillions of

dollars on their wars, killing and

dispossessing millions of Muslims while

millions of American citizens have been

dispossessed of their homes and careers.

Now the entire social safety net is on the

chopping bloc so that Washington can

몭nance more wars.

At the state and local level every

American faces brutal, armed

psychopaths known as the police. The

“law and order” conservatives and the

“compassionate” liberals stand silent

while police psychopaths brutalize

children and grandmothers, murder

double amputees in wheel chairs, break

into the wrong homes, murder the family

dogs, and terrify the occupants, pointing

their automatic assault weapons in the

faces of small children.

The American police perform no positive

function. They pose a much larger threat

to citizens than do the criminals who

operate without a police badge.

Americans would be safer if the police

forces were abolished.

The police have been militarized and

largely federalized by the Pentagon and

the gestapo Homeland Security. The role

of the federal government in equipping

state and local police with military

weapons, including tanks, and training in

their use has essentially removed the

police from state and local control. No

matter how brutal any police o몭cer, it is

rare that any su몭er more than a few

months suspension, usually with full pay,

while a report is concocted that clears

them of any wrong doing.

In America today, police murder with

impunity. All the psychopaths have to say

is, “I thought his wallet was a gun,” or “we

had to taser the unconscious guy we

found lying on the ground, because he

wouldn’t obey our commands to get up.”

 Read article here

___________

https://truth11.com/2013/09/16/police-are-more-dangerous-to-the-public-than-are-criminals/


War Is A Racket

In the 1930s, an outstanding Major

General of the Marine Corps, Smedley

Butler, went public with information that

he was approached by powerful

industrialists to be involved in a plot to

overthrow the United States government.

Led by powerful business magnates with

the intention of ousting President

Roosevelt and installing a Fascist

dictatorship ruled by business magnates

and a private army of half a million US

soldiers, this coup was disrupted by

Butler’s integrity and willingness to be

one of the military industrial complex’s

몭rst whistleblowers.

These events led Butler to publish a short

book that today still gives us a realistic

and truthful picture of the forces keeping

this nation in a perpetual state of

emergency, involving us in war after war

against other nations, and diverting so

much of our wealth and resources to

military buildup.  War Is A Racket.  Read

article here.

___________

With All The Extreme Government

Corruption, Why Are People Still

Supporting The System With Money?

Freedom Is Possible |Extreme

Government Corruption Does Not

Have To Be Our Reality | We Need To

Look At Iceland’s Example

The Benghazi murders. TSA groping at

the airport. NSA spying on innocent

https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/screen-shot-2013-09-15-at-6-23-28-pm.png
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the airport. NSA spying on innocent

Americans. Unlabeled genetically-

modi몭ed organisms (GMOs). Illegal wars

in the Middle East. Unlimited printing of

몭at currency by the privately-owned

Federal Reserve Bank. Everywhere you

look these days, the federal occupying

powers are 몭agrantly displaying their

authoritarian intentions against us all

while simultaneously trampling the U.S.

Constitution without shame. And yet this

tyranny is all being made possible by a

compliant populace that continues to

dutifully pay federal income taxes.

We the People, who are supposed to be

represented by a government structure

designed to protect our liberties, have

become enslaved to ruthless tyrants that

have in몭ltrated the system’s highest

ranks. From local o몭cials all the way up

to the o몭ce of the presidency, corruption

has encroached virtually every crevice of

the civil structure, and yet there is no

conjoined or uni몭ed e몭ort by the

populace at large to do anything about

this travesty.

In places like Iceland, the people have

shown their willingness to rise up and rid

their government structures of all the

scoundrels, which is precisely what

occurred during the most recent and

ongoing global economic crisis. According

to a Forbes.com article from earlier this

year, the systemic failure of Iceland’s

banking system back in 2008, which was

the direct result of the same globalist

takeover that has already taken place in

the U.S. and throughout much of Europe,

led to an eventual revolt where

Icelanders indicted those responsible and

basically kicked them out of all levels of

power.

Today, Iceland is one of the freest nations

on earth, thanks in large part to the

solidarity of its people, who have proven

that they value freedom and

independence over blind complacency.

 Read article here and see the Icelandic

President discuss choosing democracy

and human rights over the banks here

___________

https://truth11.com/2013/08/26/with-all-the-extreme-government-corruption-these-days-why-are-people-still-supporting-the-system-with-money/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/wp-admin/post.php?post=19446&action=edit&message=6&postpost=v2


The Genocide Of The American People

| Food As A Weapon

We’ve reached the point that any person

with critical thinking skills can no longer

deny that we are being deliberately

poisoned. Nearly everything that is

reasonably priced to eat or drink is

actually toxic. The glowing health claims

and the stamps of approval from the EPA,

the FDA, and USDA, are fraudulent smoke

and mirrors – people are actually being

deceived into spending money to

purchase the substances that will lead to

disease and demise.

A chemical warfare has been declared on

us. The battle몭elds are our homes, the

grocery stores, the pharmacies. This is

genocide, and we are the intended

victims. As early as 1974 food became the

top weapon of the United Nations in a

stealthy war waged on the citizens of the

world. Read article here.

___________

Obama Threatens Humanity

He represents the worst of rogue

governance. He does so lawlessly. He

serves monied interests. They own him.

Whatever they want they get.  He violates

core rule of law principles. He mocks

democratic rule. He’s waging multiple

imperial wars. He’s doing so on humanity.

He plans others.  He looted the nation’s

wealth. He handed it to Wall Street, war

pro몭teers, and other corporate

crooks.  He wrecked the economy. He lets

popular needs go begging. He ignores

growing poverty, unemployment, hunger,

homelessness and despair. He governs
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homelessness and despair. He governs

by diktat. He permits lawless torture.

Global renditions persist on his

watch.  He institutionalized tyranny. He

authorized inde몭nitely detaining anyone

called a national security threat without

charge or trial (including US citizens).  He

heads America’s Murder, Inc. agenda. He

prioritizes targeted assassinations

anywhere. He authorized killing US

citizens abroad. He deployed special

forces death squads globally. They

operate covertly in 120 or more

countries.  He destroyed hard won labor

rights. He’s commodifying education. He

wants it made another business pro몭t

center. He’s waging war on freedom. He

wants it destroyed on his watch. He

targets Muslims, Latinos, African

Americans, environmental activists,

animal rights defenders, truth-tellers and

whistleblowers. He pronounced Bradley

Manning guilty by accusation. Doing so

assures conviction. Read article here

____________

Truth11 Films | Drones, Assassination

WIthout Trial, Nazis In Power

Truth11’s latest short 몭lm discusses the

purpose of the drone program and the

actions of the US Government.  Obamas

drone program is CIA murder of innocent

people and drones must be abolished.

Here or Watch Below

Sorry
This video does not exist.

https://truth11.com/2013/07/04/obama-threatens-humanity/
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___________

Agenda 21 + The Gulf Oil Spill

Depopulation Event

The US government and the Chinese

government are engaged in an motivated

plot to relocate rural and suburban

residents to more densely populated

urban centers to live in overcrowded

conditions where a person’s every

movement and every activity is

monitored. The previously described

policies are proving e몭ective in moving

populations into densely populated

urban centers in accordance with Agenda

21 policy. However, the process is not as

speedy as the globalists had hoped. The

global elite needed a game-changing

event in the United States. In order to

speed things up, the elite bankers at

Goldman Sachs masterminded the Gulf

oil spill to this end.  The Gulf Oil Spill Is a

Depopulation Event of Epic Proportions.

 Read article here

___________

Solving World Hunger With 8 Days Of

Peace

It has been calculated that it would cost

$30 billion per year to eradicate world

hunger. To put that into perspective for

you, the US military spent $737 billion on

‘military defense’ in 2012, $30 billion of

which is about 8 days of such an

https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/screen-shot-2013-06-27-at-5-59-41-pm.png
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expenditure.  8 days of peace per year

could fund the analyzation of world

hunger.  Imagine what 365 days per year

of peace could do.  Read article here

___________

Canada Being Assimilated into a US

Dominated North American Security

Perimeter

Canada’s prime minister recently

addressed the CFR. The U.S. and Canada

are now further advancing this agenda

through the Beyond the Border

agreement. Both countries are increasing

bilateral border transportation and

infrastructure coordination. The

perimeter security deal is being sold as

vital to improving the 몭ow of trade and

travel across the border. In order to

appease U.S. fears, Canada has made

numerous concessions with no

guarantees that it will lessen border

restrictions. As part of a North American

security perimeter, Canada will always be

at the mercy of any new U.S. security

measures, regardless of the dangers they

may pose to privacy and civil liberties.

Read article here

____________

The Purpose of Geoengineering and

Chemtrails is Death

In earlier times it was easier to control a

million people than physically to kill a

million people. Today it is in몭nitely easier

to kill a million people then to control a

https://truth11.com/2013/06/25/about-one-week-of-us-military-spending-would-wipe-out-world-hunger/
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to kill a million people then to control a

million people. – Zbigniew

Brzezinski (National Security Advisor,

Council on Foreign Relations, Trilateral

Commission, Bilderberg Group).

The evidence demonstrates that the

primary purpose of the public nuisance

of Geoengineering is to cause bodily

injury and premature death with malice

aforethought. The Geoengineers are well

aware of the consequences of spraying

tiny particles aluminum, barium, and

other dangerous toxins into the

atmosphere. Secondary purposes of

Geoengineering include controlling the

climate/weather for warfare and pro몭ts,

and destroying the natural world while

furthering the transhumanist/synthetic

biology agenda.

The evidence indicates that

Geoengineering is an essential element of

the elite’s Endgame move to depopulate

the planet. The pubic must be educated

and the stratospheric spraying stopped

immediately. Read article here.

___________

Main Core: 8 Million+ Americans On

The List

Are you on the list?  Are you one of the

millions of Americans that have been

designated a threat to national security

by the U.S. government?  Will you be

subject to detention when martial law is

imposed during a major national

emergency?  There is a list that contains

the names of at least 8 million Americans

known as Main Core that the U.S.

intelligence community has been

compiling since the 1980s. If you have

ever been publicly critical of the

government, there is a very good chance

that you are on that list.  Read article

here

Truth11 Films lastest 몭lm The Enemy
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Truth11 Films lastest 몭lm The Enemy

Within. The camps are built, the drills

have been run. The police state is

secured. Its time to wake up. Don’t get on

the bus to the camps, if your on the Main

Core list get o몭 the grid. View on Vimeo

Es tut uns
leid.

Dieses Video gibt es gar nicht.

___________

Bradley Manning Court-Martial:

Secrecy and Injustice on Trial

America honors its worst. It persecutes its

best. Manning is heroic. He risked great

personal harm. He did so to reveal vital

truths. People have a right to know.

Washington has no right to conceal

them. Secrecy, lawlessness, and

contempt for humanity de몭ne US policy.

Evidence vital to Manning’s defense is

prohibited. Information refuting charges

of “aiding the enemy” is barred from trial

proceedings. Claiming it’s not relevant or

harmful to national security doesn’t wash.

Excluding it re몭ects police state

justice. On June 3, United States v.

Bradley Manning court-martial

proceedings began. Pre-trial, Obama

pronounced him guilty by accusation.

Doing so denies any possibility of judicial

fairness. His word is 몭nal. ”We are a

nation of laws,” he claimed. “We don’t let

individuals make decisions about how the

law operates. (Manning) broke the

law.” No nation spurns inviolable laws
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more egregiously than America. Obama

re몭ects the worst of US governance. He

rules by diktat authority. He does so

secretly. He’s waging war on humanity.

He does so at home and abroad. With a

stroke of his pen he could free Manning.

Pronouncing guilt by accusation assures

his conviction. Doing so publicly leaves no

doubt. So do secret trial proceedings.

They violate constitutional law. Read 11

Articles on Bradley Manning here

____________

US Suspends Constitution In

Permanent World War On Terror

Two disturbing developments have

occurred in the last couple of days that

have gone relatively unnoticed. First, the

senate is debating an expansion of the

already broad powers of the 2001

Authorization to Use Military Force

(AUMF) so the U.S. can essentially engage

any area in the world in the war on terror,

including America. Which brings us to the

second development: the Pentagon has

recently granted itself police powers on

American soil.

‘It is hard to resist the conclusion

that this war has no purpose other

than its own eternal perpetuation.

This war is not a means to any end

but rather is the end in itself. Not

only is it the end itself, but it is also

its own fuel: it is precisely this

endless war – justi몭ed in the name of

stopping the threat of terrorism –

that is the single greatest cause of

that threat.’

A self-perpetuating permanent war

against a shadowy unde몭nable enemy

appears to be the future of American

foreign policy.  How convenient for the

war machine and tyrants who claim

surveillance is safety.

https://truth11.com/2013/06/13/11-articles-on-bradley-manning/
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But perhaps most disturbing of all of this

is the military’s authority to police

American streets as if it was in civil war.

For all those still in denial that America is

a militarized police state, this should be

the ultimate cure to your delusion. Read

Article Here

Truth11 Films Perpetual War

Sorry
This video does not exist.

We have been tricked into 몭ghting

perpetual wars of mass genocide for

pointless pro몭t.  There is no enemy. The

enemy is within the US government. All

exterior enemies are created to justify

the advancing military industrial complex.

There is only one way war will end.  The

masses must rise up, unite, and demand

world peace.

____________

____________

https://truth11.com/2013/05/22/us-suspends-constitution-in-permanent-world-war-on-terror/
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Chemtrail Budget Exceeds Billions

A select group of diabolic oligarch

globalists and their puppet cronies

embedded within the United

States government are heavily involved in

crimes against humanity. These tyrants

will stop at nothing to usher their hush,

hush global aerosol agenda into full

swing.According to a report prepared for

the Air Force titled “Weather as a Force

Multiplier: Owning the WeatherBy

2025 the U.S. Air Force wants to fully

control the weather on earth by the year

2025.Far surpassing even the most

horri몭c act of terror (real or staged),

posing as literal gods, these globalists will

stop at nothing to control the world by

not only controlling the fraudulent

banking systems but by owning the

weather through a process (blanket term)

called Geoengineering.  It looks as if

members of the government’s upper

echelon and even members of the Senate

will go to extreme lengths to suppress

this vital information from reaching the

American people. In regards to aerosol

spraying into the earth’s atmosphere, a

recent update to data assembled by The

Carnicom Institute reveals the chemicals

used and their respective levels of

concentration. The toxic levels that are

being used in these aerosols goes beyond

shocking – it would appear that these

levels are indeed criminal by EPA

Standards; These 몭gures indicate how

many times they are over the allowable

toxic limit:

Aluminum: 15.8
Antimony: 63.3
Arsenic: 418
Barium: 5.3
Cadmium: 6.0
Chromium: 6.4
Copper: 9.0
Iron: 43.5
Lead: 15.7
Manganese: 513.8
Nickel: 10.7
Zinc: 7.5                Read article here

___________
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Google – Bilderberg Merger = Planned-

Opolis

This years agenda: Domestic Spying,

Di몭using Social Protests, War On Syria

and Iran + Lots More…

Google’s CEO Eric Schmidt is a regular

Bilderberg attendee. his company is

“merging” with Bilderberg.  Google’s

annual Zeitgeist conference, which has

been based at the Grove since 2007,

immediately precedes the Bilderberg

Group conference by a matter of days.”

Bilderberg’s “being recast as ‘Google-Berg’

– partly because of e몭orts on behalf of

activists to tear away the veil of

Bilderberg’s much cherished secrecy, and

partly as a means of re-branding

authoritarian, undemocratic secret

gatherings of elites as trendy, liberal, feel-

good philanthropic-style forums like

Google Zeitgeist and TED.  Eric Schmidt

thinks “privacy is a relic of the past,”  He

“plans to turn Google into the ultimate

Big Brother.” He and Bilderberg members

share a common agenda. In part, it

re몭ects a “collectivist, permanently

networked world (without) individuality

and privacy.” Bilderberg’s grand design is

one-world government comprised of

rulers and serfs. It wants total

unchallenged global control.    June issues

for discussion:

 destroying Iran’s nuclear facilities
within three years;
 prolonging war on Syria by arming
anti-Assad elements;
 the threat of a global pandemic;
 controlling 3D printing;
Internet control through “cyber
resilience;”
smart cities for mass surveillance;
di몭using austerity induced social
protests;
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protests;
preventing Britain from leaving the
EU;
propping up the euro to keep the
Eurozone intact;
minimal 2013 economic growth;
increasing central bank power;
transferring more wealth from
ordinary people to corporations and
super-rich elites
establishing a ministry of truth; Orwell
explained its mission and more,
saying:

“The Ministry of Peace concerns itself

with war, the Ministry of Truth with lies,

the Ministry of Love with torture and the

Ministry of Plenty with starvation.”“These

contradictions are not accidental, nor do

they result from from ordinary hypocrisy:

they are deliberate exercises in

doublethink.”

In joining with Bilderberg, Google is

preparing to enter this “Hybrid Age” of

advancing technology and rapidly

changing geopolitical landscapes with its

hands gripped tightly on the reigns of

power. With this merger, the world is set

to be shaped into a highly surveilled and

planned system at the direction of

unelected elitists. This is the backdrop to

the Google-Berg merger. Governments

are going broke. Globalist in몭uences have

broken down national borders. Tax

exempt foundations and mega

corporations are 몭lling the gap. These

groups are essentially hijacking national

government’s policies and advancing a

top down, authoritarian system of

control.  Read article here

____________

The Vaccine Hoax Is Over!

Freedom of Information Act in the UK

몭led by a doctor there has revealed 30

years of secret o몭cial documents

https://truth11.com/2013/05/16/google-berg-merger-ushers-in-planned-opolis-future-in-the-hybrid-age/
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showing that government experts have

1. Known the vaccines don’t work

2. Known they cause the diseases they

are supposed to prevent

3. Known they are a hazard to children

4. Colluded to lie to the public

5. Worked to prevent safety studies

Those are the same vaccines that are

mandated to children in the US. Read

article here

____________

Israel and US Lawless Aggression

Israel and America are longstanding

imperial partners. They spurn

international laws. They do so repeatedly.

They ignore their own.  They jointly plan

and wage wars. Israel’s attack on Syria

was a joint  US/Israeli provocation.

Lawless Aggression | Peace is Law Not

War

In August 1928, America, Germany

France, Britain, Italy, Japan, and nine

other nations signed on and promised

wars would no longer resolve “disputes

or con몭icts of whatever nature or of

whatever origin they may be, which may

arise among them.” Violators “should be

denied the bene몭ts furnished by this

treaty.” Article 8 of the 1933 Montevideo

Convention of Rights and Duties says “No

state has the right to intervene in the

internal or external a몭airs of

another.” Under Article 10, di몭erences

between states “should be settled by

recognized paci몭c methods.” Article 11

calls sovereign state territory

“inviolable….” The 1950 Nuremberg

Principles de몭ned crimes against peace

https://truth11.com/2013/05/13/the-vaccine-hoax-is-over-documents-from-uk-reveal-30-years-of-coverup/
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Principles de몭ned crimes against peace

to include: ”(i) Planning, preparation,

initiation or waging of a war of aggression

or a war in violation of international

treaties, agreements or assurances;

(and) (ii) Participation in a common plan

or conspiracy for the accomplishment of

any of the acts mentioned under (i).” On

June 26, 1945, the UN Charter was signed.

On October 24, it became e몭ective. It

failed “to save succeeding generations

from the scourge of war….” Fundamental

principles have been ignored. They

require all Members to “settle their

international disputes by peaceful means

in such a manner that international peace

and security, and justice, are not

endangered.” ”All Members shall refrain

in their international relations from the

threat or use of force against the

territorial integrity or political

independence of any state, or in any

other manner inconsistent with the

Purposes of the United Nations.” Article

51 permits armed force only in self-

defense against externally generated

aggression until the Security Council acts.

It has 몭nal say. Under no circumstances

may one nation, or combination thereof,

intervene against another without lawful

Security Council authorization. Doing so

is lawless aggression.

Belligerents like America and Israel put

their own priorities above international

laws. They ignore their own as it suits

them. Wars rage  without end. New ones

are planned. Washington wages

permanent ones. Peace is a four-letter

word. Israel’s a longstanding imperial

partner. Attacking Syria is their latest

provocation.  They acted without

justi몭cation. Doing so re몭ects naked

aggression. Expect Washington, rogue

NATO allies, and regional partners to take

full advantage.   Read article here.

____________
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Obama’s SS Is Here Now

The name which struck terror into the

German people who still believed in

freedom and wanted their nation to

remain a peaceful, respectable member

within the international community. Nazi

Germany’s SS was a force for terror and

intimidation, creating an aura of fear

within the citizenry and horror for the

remainder of the world watching the

spectacle of a police state far more brutal

than any in human history up to that

time.Apparently this lesson has not been

lost on the dictators of the world since

that era as the communist leaders and

rulers around the world learned that

building an e몭ective domestic spying and

military police apparatus was the key to

remaining in power. Welcome to modern

America my friends, as Obama’s SS is

here now.  Read article here

___________

Cell Phone Tower Hell On Apartment

Roofs Springing Up Everywhere

Corrupt cell phone companies cowardly

hiding their towers of hell on the roof of

rental units. Corrupt property companies

cashing in by selling out the health of

their unit holders with no disclosure.

Corrupt fascist government ignoring

countless health studies and reports

claiming their levels are safe, which are

6000 times less stringent than European

standards.  Thousands sick, and the

number is growing.  A massive nation

wide scam that is a몭ecting us all.  Clinics

are set up to treat the symptoms of

exposure, medical industry acknowledges

the health issues, while Canadian and US

governments are ignoring them.  Read

article here | New Study Links Over

7000 Cancer Deaths To Cell Phone

Towers. Read article here | Also read 11
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Articles On RF Exposure here

___________

Liberty Was Attacked In Boston By the

Nazis In Control

Ron Paul – Forced lockdown of a city.

Militarized police riding tanks in the

streets. Door-to-door armed

searches without warrant. Families

thrown out of their homes at gunpoint to

be searched without probable cause.

Businesses forced to close. Transport

shut down.

These were not the scenes from a military

coup in a far o몭 banana republic, but

rather the scenes just over a week ago in

Boston as the United States got a taste of

martial law. The ostensible reason for the

military-style takeover of parts of Boston

was that the accused perpetrator of a

horri몭c crime was on the loose. The

Boston bombing provided the

opportunity for the government to turn

what should have been a police

investigation into a military-style

occupation of an American city. This

unprecedented move should frighten us

as much or more than the attack itself.

Sadly, we have been conditioned to

believe that the job of the government is

to keep us safe, but in reality the job of

the government is to protect our liberties.

Once the government decides that its

role is to keep us safe, whether

economically or physically, they can only

do so by taking away our liberties. That is

what happened in Boston.

This is unprecedented and is very

dangerous. We must educate ourselves

and others about our precious civil

liberties to ensure that we never accept

demands that we give up our

Constitution so that the government can

pretend to protect us.  Read article here

___________
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America is being absolutely consumed

by fear, stress, anger and depression;

by design

Most Americans live lives of “quiet

desperation” that are punctuated by

moments of great crisis.  We spend our

prime years working for others (making

them rich) in order to pay o몭 debts that

we have foolishly accumulated (thus

making the banks even wealthier).  When

most Americans reach the end of their

lives, they look back and wonder what

they actually accomplished.   …. Jobs are

modern-day slavery. We are paid just

enough to live and not more. You are

punished if you ask for more… The

government gets up to 50% of your

paycheck and then 10-20% of that goes to

kill people on other parts of the planet….

Read article here

___________

Controlled Economic Slavery

Throughout human history, most slavery

has been enforced physically — with

whips and chains. You either did what

you were told or they beat you into

submission.

Most modern people mistakenly believe

slavery has been largely eradicated

across our world. They don’t see people

shackled in chains or being ordered what

to do by their owners. Modern culture no

longer accepts overt slavery, right? …Or

does it?

As it turns out, slavery is alive and

https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/screen-shot-2013-04-23-at-12-14-26-pm.png
https://truth11.com/2013/04/23/america-1-in-fear-stress-anger-divorce-obesity-anti-depressants/
https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/screen-shot-2013-05-28-at-2-37-57-pm.png


well on our planet, and its shackles are

made of numbers, not steel. Read article

here

____________

11 Years of US Illegal Wars Of

Aggression Against Muslim People

Our government told us for eleven years

that we blew trillions of dollars on wars to

protect Americans from al-Qaeda,

endangering Social Security, Medicare,

the social safety net, the dollar’s

exchange value, the credit rating of the

US Treasury, and our civil liberties in

order to save America from al-Qaeda

terrorists. So why is Washington now

supporting al-Qaeda’s overthrow of the

secular, non-Islamist government in Syria

which has never ever done anything

whatsoever to Americans!? Read article

here

 ___________

False 몭ag attack, kill one patsy,  nab

another patsy, ship him o몭 to

Guantanamo and have a martial law

training exercise

= Textbook Nazi Bullshit

Martial law has been declared in Boston

to hunt for another patsy. One suspect

dead, another kid has been nabbed and

is being treated as a terrorist so no trial,

straight to Guantanamo with him.

 Fucking bullshit it was this kid and not

the trained mercenaries photographed

with back packs with skulls depicting a

stupid motto justifying in their pathetic

minds the carnage they were about to

ensue. False 몭ag with cover up,   resulting

in martial law exercise.  Textbook Nazi

Bullshit.! read article here

https://truth11.com/2013/04/23/the-modern-day-slave-class-is-anyone-who-cannot-do-math-and-thats-about-95-of-the-population/
https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/screen-shot-2013-04-22-at-3-08-22-pm.png
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Bullshit.! read article here

___________

Fukushima | A Continuing Nuclear

Disaster

Massive radiation releases continue to

spread in Japan and globally via the

atmosphere, ocean, precipitation,

contaminated food & manufactured

goods.  Calling for a global understanding

of how to protect yourself and detoxify

yourself from the harmful radiation that

now a몭ects us all.  Life is not going to be

the same, we must learn to 몭x any

problems due to this nuclear fall out.  

Read article here

_______________

Chemtrials: Daily Global

Geoengineering

Even as the mainstream media and a

television-obsessed American public

refuse to admit the existence of

chemtrails and government sponsored

weather modi몭cation programs, the

evidence continues to mount with ever-

incresaing speed that not only do these

programs exist, but they are also e몭ective

and wide spread.  Daily global e몭orts with

an aim to dominate the weather

https://truth11.com/2013/04/20/martial-law-has-been-declared-in-boston-they-are-hunting-for-another-patsy-one-kid-has-already-been-nabbed-and-is-being-treated-as-a-terrorist-so-no-trial-straight-to-guantanamo-with-him-fucking/
https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2013/04/kylecap2.jpg
https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/screen-shot-2013-03-23-at-3-40-27-pm.png
https://truth11.com/2013/03/23/fukushima2013acontinuingnucleardisasterofglobalsignificance/
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an aim to dominate the weather

completely while dumping disease

causing chemicals on us daily.  In addition

to the recent study published in

Environmental Research Letters entitled,

Cost Analysis of Stratospheric Albedo

Modi몭cation Delivery Systems, a 2010

study undertaken on behalf of the Belfort

Group, a Belgian “environmental

watchdog” organization, also

corroborates much of the information

compiled by citizens and activists the

world over regarding the existence of

chemtrails and stratospheric weather

modi몭cation programs.

The study entitled, “Contrail Science, Its

Impact On Climate and Weather

Manipulation Programs Conducted By the

United States and Its Allies”, seeks to

highlight the speci몭c problems associated

with contrails emitted by aircraft, the

manipulation for defence purposes of

some of these by the United States

government and the subsequent e몭ect

on quality of life. Read article here

___________

In Amerika Law No Longer Exists

In the 21st century Americans have

experienced an extraordinary collapse in

the rule of law and in their constitutional

protections. Today American citizens,

once a free people protected by law, can

be assassinated and detained in prison

inde몭nitely without any evidence being

presented to a court of their guilt, and

they can be sentenced to prison on the

basis of secret testimony by anonymous

witnesses not subject to cross

examination. The US “justice system” has

been transformed by the Bush/Obama

regime into the ”justice system” of

Gestapo Germany and Stalinist Russia.

There is no di몭erence. Read article here

____________

https://truth11.com/2013/03/16/belgian-environmental-study-corroborates-existence-and-effects-of-weather-modification/
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Fluoridegate

Have you ever wondered why most major

municipal water utilities across America

continue to arti몭cially 몭uoridate public

water supplies when inexpensive 몭uoride

toothpastes are readily available for

those who choose to use them? Or why

governments and medical groups

continue to force 몭uoridated tap water

on the public in spite of the fact that it

has many known and proven health

risks? These and many other pertinent

questions 몭nd their answers in the hard-

hitting documentary Fluoridegate: An

American Tragedy, one of the most

powerful documentaries ever made

about the 몭uoride fraud.

A sordid narrative that recaps the dirty

history of 몭uoride and how it came to be

an o몭cially recommended water

additive, Fluoridegate delves deep into the

completely unscienti몭c and blatantly

corrupt process by which the

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

forced 몭uoride onto the public via the

National Program for Water Fluoridation.

The 몭lm also exposes how Dr. William

Marcus, a now-retired senior scientist at

the EPA, was targeted and 몭red for

leaking critical information back in the

1990s about the many dangers of

몭uoride, none of which were being

publicly shared in accordance with the

EPA’s mission and purpose. Watch movie

here

____________

11 Years 0f Torture

https://truth11.com/2013/01/30/fluoridegate-the-film-that-will-absolutely-obliterate-any-remaining-credibility-of-chemical-fluoride-pushers/
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11 Years 0f Torture

January 11, 2013, marked the 11th year

that the infamous Guantanamo prison

has been in operation by the United

States.  President Obama ensured the

continued operation of Guantanamo for

another year by signing the National

Defense Authorization Act of 2013, and

refused to challenge the Congressional

mandated ban on transfers from

Guantánamo to the federal court and

prison system in the United States. Read

article here

____________

The Gun Control Issue = Freedom From

Government Tyranny 

It would be nice to think that the reason

behind the gun control debate was the

safety of the population.  Although great

lengths are taken to ensure the

population are swayed by the news of

horrible events, mass shootings, real,

staged or provoked it is not the reason

the guns are wanted out of our hands.  It

is simply the ease of martial law take

over.  In reality they are after our guns so

we are defenceless against them.  Even if

they get a large chunk of law abiding

citizens to hand in their guns it would be

that many people that would not rise up

against them armed when the hammer

falls.

The de몭nition of the Second Amendment:

 A well regulated Militia, being necessary

to the security of a free State, the right of

the people to keep and bear Arms, shall

not be infringed. Read article here

____________

https://truth11.com/2013/01/16/11-years-of-infamy-us-actions-at-guantanamo-prison/
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BAN GMO | Stop The Elites Global

Domination Of The Food Supply

Hidden agendas, divide and conquer,

controlling the narrative, and problem-

reaction-solution. These are certainly

time-honored and e몭ective strategies for

the political elites. To get simpler, we

could just say lie-cheat-steal-kill.

A powerful elite group 몭rst forms a goal,

an objective. It clari몭es that goal. For

example: domination of the global food

supply.

With that goal in mind, and with the

technology to genetically modify food

crops, huge corporations like Monsanto,

along with their politicians 몭rmly in their

pockets, decide to patent every kind of

food seed possible.

Soon, they own food. They license/sell

food seeds. They expand the number of

GMO food crops.

But they also realize they have to deal

with opposition.  Read article here.

___________

2013 NDAA Expands Power of Military

to Detain Citizens

In response to widespread outrage over

the National Defense Authorization Act

passed last year, Congress is said to be

working on a more Constitution friendly

version of the legislation. The latest

version was overwhelmingly approved by

the House Armed Services Committee on

May 8 and introduced the following week.

The new statute actually states that

persons lawfully in the U.S. can be

detained under the Authorization for the

Use of Military Force [AUMF]. The original

(the statute we are 몭ghting in court)

never went that far. “Therefore, under

the guise of supposedly adding

https://truth11.com/2012/12/11/yes-on-prop-37′s-biggest-supporter-was-monsanto/


protection to Americans, the new statute

actually expands the AUMF to civilians in

the U.S.” Read article here

__________

The Gates Of Wrath And Sorrow Open

Wide Again In Gaza

Hell is coming. Hell is near. Thousands

upon thousands of troops are

massing for the ground invasion of a

small patch of land crammed full with

human beings trapped without any

defense against the steel that will destroy

them. Several children have already died

in the preliminaries. Many, many more

will die when the real feast of death

begins. Read article here

____________

The Reality Of The Lesser Of Two Evils

Obama has won reelection, and his

supporters think that somehow things

are going to be di몭erent. Fat chance.

While evil continues to envelop America,

the public is focused on CIA director

General Petraeus’ resignation. The FBI

spied on him and found that he was

having an a몭air with his biographer, a

woman 20 years younger than his 60

years.

What is it with Americans and sex? Why is

an illicit a몭air the ONLY reason for

removing someone from political o몭ce?

Why is it that government o몭cials,

presidents and vice presidents included,

can violate US statutory law and torture

https://truth11.com/2012/11/30/amendment-to-protect-americans-from-indefinite-detention-passes-however-many-senators-including-mccain-and-graham-voted-for-the-amendment-because-they-made-the-argument-that-the-amendment-authori/
https://truth11.com/2012/11/21/the-gates-of-wrath-and-sorrow-open-wide-again-in-gaza-clanging-on-their-rusty-bloodstained-hinges-hell-is-coming-hell-is-near-thousands-upon-thousands-of-troops-are-massing-for-the-ground-invas/
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people, spy on Americans without the

necessary warrants, murder US citizens

without due process, con몭ne US citizens

to dungeons for life without evidence and

due process of law, start multi-trillion

dollar wars on the basis of contrived

allegations that have no basis in fact,

murder civilians in seven countries,

overthrow legitimate governments, and

all of these massive crimes against

humanity can be accepted as long as no

one in Washington gets any sex out of it?

Why does Washington want hegemony

over the world? Why does Washington

want this hegemony so badly that

Washington is willing to murder women,

children, aid workers, husbands and

fathers, village elders, anyone on earth

including its own American heroes?

What is the evil that drives

Washington? How can the evil that drives

Washington be contained, stamped out,

prevented from destroying the human

race? What does the world do when it

confronts unbridled evil, which is what

Washington is? Read article here

____________

Real history: Vaccines not responsible

for halting infectious diseases of 20th

century  

A common misconception about vaccines

purports that they are the primary reason

why infectious disease rates saw a rapid

and steady decline throughout the early-

to-mid 20th century. But an honest look

at the 몭gures reveals that diseases like

polio, typhoid, measles, and tuberculosis

were already in signi몭cant decline long

before vaccines were ever even invented,

this being the result of improved hygiene

and diet. Read article here

https://truth11.com/2012/11/16/the-reality-of-the-lesser-evil/
https://truth11.com/2012/11/08/real-history-vaccines-not-responsible-for-halting-infectious-diseases-of-20th-century/


____________

New Euphemism For State Murder:

“Disposition”

Obama Administration’s ongoing e몭ort to

expand, entrench and “codify” the

practice of murder and terrorism by the

United States government. The avowed,

deliberate intent of these sinister

machinations is to embed the use of

death squads and drone terror attacks

into the policy apparatus of future

administrations, so that the killing of

human beings outside all pretense of

legal process will go on, year after year

after year, even when the Nobel Peace

Laureate has left o몭ce.

The new “counterterrorism matrix” is

“designed to go beyond existing kill lists,

mapping plans for the ‘disposition’ of

suspects beyond the reach of American

drones,”

The sickening nature of this perpetual-

motion death-machine — and the husk-

like inhumanity of those who operate it

and the sycophants who applaud it — are

all too plain. These butchers — our

bipartisan elites, our whole respectable,

self-righteous establishment — have

trapped us all in an Age of Hell.   Read

article here

___________
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11th Anniversary of 9/11

Fascism and the Fake War On Terror

Remain Due To The Masses Living In

Denial

We arrive at the 11th anniversary of the

false 몭ag attack that changed the world

as we know it.  The tactic was nothing

new.  The purpose clear:   The false

enemy, fake war on terror, enables the

establishment to reign fascist terror upon

the planet, and it has gone 11 years with

no justice or main stream acceptance of

the truth.

Many ask me why I still crusade for 9/11

truth.  11 years is no reason to stop

몭ghting fascist propaganda. We must

continue to educate and awaken the

masses. For those still living in an 11 year

bubble of denial.. WAKE THE FUCK UP!

Perpetual war, genocide, and fascist rule

continue because the masses live with

the assumption that if they ignore the

fact that their government is against

them, that it will not a몭ect them.  Well it

does and it a몭ects millions around the

world.  You cannot sit in denial any more.

 We  have great strength in numbers and

we must all rise up and resist this fascist

government.    A time comes when

silence is betrayal. — Martin Luther King

Jr.   Read article here

___________

What In The World Are They Spraying?

The Chemtrail/Geo-Engineering Cover-

Up Revealed

This is a groundbreaking documentary

discusses the reality behind the

crisscrossing streaks of white clouds

trailing behind jet aircraft, stretching

from horizon to horizon, eventually

turning the sky into a murky haze.    The

documentary discusses the developing

industry called geo-engineering, driven by

https://truth11.com/2012/09/11/11-articles-on-911-on-the-11th-anniversary-of-911/


industry called geo-engineering, driven by

scientists, corporations and governments

intent on changing global climate,

controlling the weather, and altering the

chemical composition of soil and water.

See documentary here

____________

Propaganda… In The Grocery Store?!

Food Rating Systems Discourage

Consumer Empowerment

We have been hearing a lot about

genetically modi몭ed food lately. Stories

are coming out about their

environmental impacts and the role they

play in a war waged on our health and

the health of our children. We have also

been hearing a lot of other stories about

our food – antibiotics and growth

hormones in meat or radiation and

chemicals in 몭sh from the sea. From the

news sources to which I subscribe the

truth is clear and simple: we need to

consume nutritious, whole foods that are

grown organically. Our future and our

family is worth it. It is a choice between

weakness and strength for our bodies

and our minds, an issue of black vs.

white. We do not get the newspaper at

my house, but I have been known to snag

the occasional grocery store 몭yer from

the recycling and have a look. The other

day something was in there that made

me think. Join me as I pick apart this

PROPAGANDA TRASH which has been

designed to make us blindly ingest

without using our brains.  Read article

here

___________

https://truth11.com/2012/09/03/why-in-the-world-are-they-spraying-full-movie/
https://truth11.com/2012/08/31/propaganda-in-the-grocery-store-food-rating-systems-discourage-consumer-empowerment/


V Is For Victory When We Stand United

Against The New World Order

The 몭lm V for Vendetta is a shining

example of what we are facing and how

we can overcome a 몭ght against a corrupt

fascist government.

For many this seems such a daunting task

they would rather live in denial at the

cost of their own health, freedom and

economic situation.

Living in denial allows a perpetual state of

war.  Genocide that fuels the military

industrial complex and advances the

fascist government that plagues the US,

Canada, The UK and Australia and so on..

The 몭rst rule of the elite was and is; to

‘Divide and Concur’.  As the 몭lm V is For

Vendetta illustrates we have great

strength in unity.  We must simply

organize ourselves.  The 몭lm shows a

symbolic organization and uni몭cation of

the populous to rise up at once to take

control.  This is what is required.  But we

cant stop there.

The same problem can occur when the

new ones in control become corrupt.  So

the solution therefore is in unity we must

stay.  Not just for one event but to act in

unison as a collective making decisions

for the collective.   Not anarchy, that is

where individuals rule themselves

without concern for others.  I am talking

about the individual making a decision

that will bene몭t themselves and in turn

everyone else. Read article here

___________

https://truth11.com/2012/08/31/the-film-v-for-vendetta-shows-v-is-for-victory-when-united-we-stand-against-the-new-world-order/


HAARP 

The signi몭cance of this qualitative

leap could be compared to the

transition from cold steel to 몭rearms,

or from conventional weapons to

nuclear weapons.

Located on an United States Air Force site

near Gakona, Alaska, the High-frequency

Active Auroral Research Project (HAARP)

is the world’s largest and most functional

ionospheric heater.

Construction began in 1993. Today,

HAARP can generate super high powered

beams of directed energy. HAARP is

designed to shoot these energy beams

200 kilometers up into the sky; a몭ecting

an area known as earth’s ionosphere. In

doing this, HAARP can perform a number

of functions.  The known uses of HAARP

are: weather modi몭cation, power

beaming, earth tomography (mapping of

our planet’s interior), Star Wars-type

defense capabilities, enhanced

communications, communication

disruptions, creating earthquakes and

mind control.  This mobile HAARP ship

was used to trigger the March 2011

magnitude 9.0 Japan earthquake.  Read

article here

___________

https://truth11.com/2012/08/09/smoking-gun-the-haarp-and-chemtrails-connection/


CFR + Google (This can’t be good)

Google will meet this Wednesday with the

Council on Foreign Relations to discuss

ways that they can use their dominant

search engine to penetrate and disrupt

international crime. Under the cloak of

doing good by 몭ghting international

crime, Google will likely be given full reign

to not only monitor but in몭ltrate people

and organizations that the DoD, DEA, CFR

and other alphabet agencies

desire. Furthermore, many refer to the

CFR as an international criminal gang due

to their support for violent regime

change, among other questionable

behavior.  If history is any indicator, the

agents of the CFR will use Google as a

tool to eliminate competition to their

interests. Read article here

___________

Truth11 Films The Enemy Within

Truth11 Films lastest 몭lm The Enemy

Within discusses the fascist police state

that surrounds us and is a wake up call

for some to realize we are controlled by

the same people who funded Hitler. The

camps are built, the drills have been run.

The police state is secured. Its time to

wake up. Don’t get on the bus to the

camps, resist Nazi Fascist control. We

have great strength in numbers. We must

unite and organize ourselves with self

government through internet

automation. See 몭lm Here

____________

War Pigs

https://truth11.com/2012/07/17/council-on-foreign-relations-meets-with-google-to-fight-international-crime-under-the-cloak-of-doing-good-by-fighting-international-crime-google-will-likely-be-given-full-reign-to-not-only-monitor/
https://truth11.com/2012/06/30/truth11-films-the-enemy-within/


As Americans mindlessly celebrate

another Memorial Day with cookouts,

beer and burgers, the U.S. war machine

keeps churning. As we brutally enforce

our will on foreign countries, we create

more people that hate us. They don’t

hate us for our freedom. They hate us

because we have invaded and occupied

their countries. They hate us because we

kill innocent people with predator

drones. They hate us for our hypocrisy

regarding democracy and freedom. Just

when we had the opportunity to make a

sensible decision by leaving Iraq and

exiting the Middle East quagmire, Obama

made the abysmal choice to casually

sacri몭ce more troops in the Afghan

shithole. We have thrown over $1.3

trillion down Middle East rat holes over

the last 11 years with no discernible

bene몭t to the citizens of the United

States. George Bush and Barack Obama

did this to prove they were true

statesmen. The Soviet Union killed over 1

million Afghans, while driving another 5

million out of the country and retreated

as a bankrupted and defeated shell after

ten years. Young Americans continue to

die, for whom and for what? Our foreign

policy during the last eleven years can be

summed up in one military term, SNAFU –

Situation Normal All Fucked Up. These

endless foreign interventions under the

guise of a War on Terror are a smoke

screen for what is really going on in this

country. When a government has

unsolvable domestic problems, they try

to distract the willfully ignorant masses

by proactively creating foreign con몭icts

based upon false pretenses. General

Douglas MacArthur understood this

danger to our liberty. “I am concerned for

the security of our great Nation; not so

much because of any threat from without,

but because of the insidious forces working

from within.” Read article here

___________

https://truth11.com/2012/05/29/war-pigs-the-fall-of-a-global-empire/


Bush, Cheney, Rumsfeld convicted of

war crimes by international Tribunal 

In the 몭rst verdict of its kind since former

President George W. Bush left o몭ce, he

and several members of

his administration have been successfully

convicted in absentia of war crimes in

Malaysia.

A 몭ve panel tribunal delivered a

unanimous guilty verdict after a week

long trial that, unsurprisingly, was not

covered by American media. The

witnesses included several ex-

Guantanamo detainees that gave

testimony on the conditions and human

rights violations that were systematically

carried out under orders of the Bush

administration.

Former President Bush, Former Vice-

President Dick Cheney, Former Secretary

of Defense Donald Rumsfeld and the

legal advisers Alberto Gonzales, David

Addington, William Haynes, Jay Bybee and

John Yoo that crafted the legal

‘justi몭cation’ for torture that basically

said, ‘we can if we want to even if it’s

illegal’ were the defendants. None were

present, of course, but international war

crime trials do not require the presence

of the accused. The trial was run

according to the standards set by the

Nuremberg Trials to convict war criminals

after World War II. Read article here

___________

Leaked U.S Army Document Outlines

Plan For Re-Education Camps In

America

A leaked U.S. Army document prepared

for the Department of Defense contains

shocking plans for “political activists” to

be paci몭ed by “PSYOP o몭cers” into

https://truth11.com/2012/05/17/george-w-bush-dick-cheney-convicted-of-war-crimes/


be paci몭ed by “PSYOP o몭cers” into

developing an “appreciation of U.S.

policies” while detained in prison camps

inside the United States. Read article

here.

___________

Stellar Wind

A project of immense secrecy, it is the

몭nal piece in a complex puzzle assembled

over the past decade. Its purpose: to

intercept, decipher, analyze, and store

vast swaths of the world’s

communications as they zap down from

satellites and zip through the

underground and undersea cables of

international, foreign, and domestic

networks….Flowing through its servers

and routers and stored in near-

bottomless databases will be all forms of

communication, including the complete

contents of private emails, cell phone

calls, and Google searches, as well as all

sorts of personal data trails—parking

receipts, travel itineraries, bookstore

purchases, and other digital “pocket

litter.”… The heavily forti몭ed $2 billion

center should be up and running in

September 2013.” In other words, in just

over 1 year, virtually anything one

communicatesthrough any traceable

medium, or any record of one’s existence in

the electronic medium, which these days is

everything, will uno몭cially be property of

the US government to deal with as it sees

몭t. The codename of the project: Stellar

Wind. Read article here

___________

https://truth11.com/2012/05/04/leaked-u-s-army-document-outlines-plan-for-re-education-camps-in-america/
https://truth11.com/2012/03/30/big-brother-goes-live-september-2013/


Radioactive Water One Year After The

3/11 Fukushima Attack

A few days after the one year anniversary

of the Fukushima 3/11 attacks on Japan.

 The worlds largest man made ecological

disaster continues to unfold.  From ASR, a

global coastal and marine consulting

몭rm, The Radioactive Seawater Impact

Map. Read article here

___________

New World Order: Blueprint Of

Madmen

A new documentary from Alex Jones

de몭nitively declares war against the

attempts to control the population

through a fear of false dangers. The facts

are in– terrorism as a mass threat is a

hoax. It is government, and the elite who

control it, that pose the real threat to

humanity. This new 몭lm will serve as

evidence to the fact that government is

history’s greatest killer– with various

regimes claiming more than 262,000,000

unnatural deaths in the 20th Century

alone. Now, a 21st century technocratic

global corporate tyranny seeks to kill not

mere millions but billions– through their

superweapons, central banking warfare

model and eugenics mindset. See movie

here.

___________

Nazi몭cation Of America Is Almost

Complete

The United States of America is becoming

more like Nazi Germany every single day. 

https://truth11.com/2012/03/23/remember-fukushima-presenting-the-radioactive-seawater-impact-map/
https://truth11.com/2012/03/04/new-world-order-blueprint-of-madmen-full-film/


In fact, the Nazi몭cation of America is

almost complete.  The parallels between

Nazi Germany and the United States of

today are going to absolutely shock many

of you.  Most Americans simply have

never learned what life was really like

back in Nazi Germany.  Under Adolf

Hitler, Germany was a Big Brother

totalitarian police state that ruthlessly

repressed freedom and individual liberty.

Read article showing 25 signs that

Americas Nazi몭cation is almost

complete here.

___________

The Copyright O몭ce Is A Corrupt

Raceteering Operation For Censorship

It is a known fact that the Copyright

O몭ce has been a fraud, does nothing to

protect the original content creators, and

has deprived America of it’s true

creativity. When facts and informational

material in newspapers can be

copyrighted and lead to copyright

infringement lawsuits the copyright o몭ce

is a known corrupt fascist front for the

giant mega corporations and mega

banks. Copyrights are suppose to only

apply to creative material in nature as

Judge Philip Pro believes posting an

entire article is Fair Use for non

commercial entities online since

copyright should only apply to content

creative in nature and facts cannot be

copyrighted. …The copyright o몭ce wants

alternative media websites to disappear

into a black hole. They are the biotch of

the large Mega Corporations that put out

propaganda for the Council of 300, the

Bilderberg Group, and global power

brokers. They know piracy is not the real

reason for newspapers losing tra몭c and

losing advertisement money. It is because

they lie, distort, and omit the facts. The

newspapers lie for the U.S. Government

and banksters that really rule America

https://truth11.com/2012/02/20/25-signs-that-the-nazification-of-america-is-almost-complete/


and the rest of the world. Read article

here

___________

A Noble Lie: A New Film Exposing The

Truth Of The 1995 Oklahoma City

Bombing

Noble Lie: A myth or untruth knowingly

told by the elite to maintain social

harmony, or the social position of the

elite. – The Republic, Plato The 1995

bombing in Oklahoma City was a direct

blow to the heart of America. One

hundred sixty-eight people were killed,

including nineteen children. For those

watching the nightly news, terrorism had

come home. For years following the

bombing, countless victims’ family

members, survivors, rescuers and

ordinary Americans have questioned the

o몭cial accounts about that fateful day.

Hoping to shed light on answers long

ignored and censored, both by prominent

media outlets and the U.S. government, A

Noble Lie peels back what we thought we

knew about the bombing and its

perpetrators. This 몭lm exposes

information never before examined or

brought to the attention of the American

public.  See here

__________

Model For Colonizing Nations

(National Destruction) Banksters

Handbook

Steps 1-8 from the handbook of the evil

https://truth11.com/2012/02/09/the-copyright-office-is-a-corrupt-racketeering-operation-for-censorship/
https://truth11.com/2012/01/24/a-noble-lie-oklahoma-city-1995/


Steps 1-8 from the handbook of the evil

corrupt few that are running the planet.

 Their model; Force and Hypocrisy, used

to destroy whole countries in the name of

“freedom”, “democracy”, “human rights”

and “free trade”.  They use utmost force

and violence to achieve their ends.  “What

did you say…?  That you don’t want to be

liberated and democratized?”  “Then take

this Hiroshima, Nagasaki, Hanoi, Berlin,

Dresden, Bagdad, and Basra…”   “Take that

Vietnam, Tokyo, Gaza, Kabul, Pakistan,

Tripoli, Belgrade, Egypt, El Salvador and

Grenada…”  “And that, Panama, Argentina,

Chile, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Somalia,

Africa…”   Always bombing people to

smithereens…  Of course, always in the

name of “freedom”, “democracy”, “human

rights” and “free trade”.  Read article and

watch video from ex-IMF Economic hit

man John Perkins here

__________

Truth11 Films | Armed WithThe Truth,

United We Stand

Truth11 Films latest release documents

the reasons the 99% have risen.  It

outlines the subjects that need to be

discussed, the areas of corruption and

areas of government tyranny.  Set to

Famine, by Opeth. See the 몭lm here

___________

11/11/11 Unite For World Peace 

November 11 1918 was supposed to be

the end of all war.  Instead the

propaganda machine continued and with

its perseverance the concept of peace

https://truth11.com/2011/12/30/model-for-colonizing-nations-national-destruction-from-the-banksters-handbook/
https://truth11.com/2011/11/22/truth11-com-truth11-films-armed-with-the-truth-united-we-stand/


was lost as being normal. Perpetual war

was created immediately as war was

outlawed.  By refusing to enforce the ban

of the concept of war, perpetual war was

born.  All war is illegal murder.   …

November 11th was not made a holiday

in order to celebrate war, support troops,

or cheer in the 11th year of occupying

Afghanistan.  This day was made a

holiday in order to celebrate an armistice

that ended what was up until that point,

in 1918, on of the worst things our

species had thus far done to itself,

namely World War I. ….. This November

11th 2011 is one where the truth is

known by more people than ever before,

1500 plus cities are in protest and the

world is awaking to the reality that we

can choose world peace. We can choose

prosperity. 11/11/11 Unite for world

peace.  Read article here

____________

Rex 84 Vs. Globalist Shutdown

For many years the globalists, through

the federal agencies they control, have

treasonously planned to use devastating

orchestrated events to suspend

constitutional rights and implement

martial law.  The best-known plan for

martial law/continuity of government is

called REX 84.  Despite their planning

e몭orts, technology, and billions of dollars

spent on martial law training, a handful of

activists can utilize simple  yet powerful

tools to ensure martial law is never

implemented. This plan is known as

Globalist Shutdown. Read article here

__________

https://truth11.com/2011/11/11/111111/
https://truth11.com/2011/10/19/rex-84-vs-globalist-shutdown/


UNGRIP

From the creators of Esoteric Agenda and

Kymatica , UNGRIP penetrates the

illusions and delusions of the legal

system with direct relation to the

psychology of humanity. See movie here

__________

The Pole Shift In Global Financial

Power Is Almost Complete

The process of removing the cabal that

has controlled most of the world for the

past 300 years is almost complete,

according to sources directly involved in

the takedown. The takedown is being

done by the world’s military, police and

intelligence agencies. The group being

taken down is the Thule Society,

Skull&Bones Nazi conglomerate headed

by George Bush Senior. This group was

trying to start world war 3 in order to

reduce the world’s population by 85%

and start a fascist world government.

Instead, they will be bankrupted and put

in jail. Evidence of the takedown is now

becoming visible for all to see. For

example the IMF, supposedly the world’s

lender of last resort, is saying they have

no money to help the Euro. This is

publicly available evidence that the post

war power structure is ending.  Read

article here

___________

The Rise Of The 9/11 Truth Movement

and The Second Western

Enlightenment

https://truth11.com/2011/10/06/ungrip-full-length-movie/
https://truth11.com/2011/10/05/the-pole-shift-in-global-financial-power-is-almost-complete-by-benjamin-fulford-october-3-2011/


The growth of the 9/11 truth and justice

movement throughout the world is

unstoppable. The psychopathic elite and

their moronic puppets in governments

and media institutions cannot prevent

the natural progress of freedom, peace,

knowledge, truth, and love… All the

establishment sources of information

and news, whether television or print, are

losing credibility and public trust by the

day. They are beyond redemption. Their

complicity in war crimes and crimes

against democracy will never be

forgotten. If they are not in the gutter of

history already, they soon will be when

9/11 truth reaches critical mass. …9/11

truthers and conspiracy theorists are the

vanguard of freedom of speech in the

West and represent the intellectual

resistance to the global totalitarian

corporate state that got its big boost after

the false 몭ag 9/11 attacks. Read article

here

___________

Ten Years After 9/11

10 years after 9/11 the masses are still

living in denial and their action of inaction

continues to enable mass murder. This

must end. We can not allow the masses

to stay in their false reality bubble at the

cost of millions of lives. We must all act

upon the truth. Ten years ago to the day

we were attacked by our own

government.   On September 11, 2001

the US government plans of pre-

meditated mass murder were carried out

on its own people.  With the intent to

enlist the population into perpetual wars

of mass murder.  And to further enslave

the human population deeper into the

fascist police state.  An ever controlled life

of servitude, enslaved to the same people

who put Hitler in power.  The same

people put Bush and Obama into o몭ce

and thus the Nazi rule still persists to this

https://truth11.com/2011/09/23/the-rise-of-911-truth-and-the-second-western-enlightenment/


and thus the Nazi rule still persists to this

day.  Read article here

___________

Gandhi On Ending Injustice

US injustice in major policies will end

when enough Americans speak the truth.

The injustice is literal: US government

policies with war and economics are in

Orwellian violation of basic laws. The

annual costs are millions of human lives,

billions damned to su몭er, and trillions of

dollars looted.  Anyone with intellectual

integrity and moral courage can see and

say these facts. Read article here

___________

Open proposal for US revolution:

End unlawful wars, parasitic/criminal

economics and expose corporate

media as propaganda

Revolution is from the Latin, revolutio, a

“turn around” of political power. The US

public would revolt and end unlawful US

wars and banksters’ rigged-casino fraud if

they understood and embraced the

central facts of these issues. This four-

part series of articles provides the central

facts, invites passionate public response,

and proposes speci몭c revolutionary

public action. Read article here

https://truth11.com/2011/09/11/10-years-after-911-the-masses-are-still-living-in-denial-and-their-action-of-inaction-continues-to-enable-murder-this-must-end-we-can-no-longer-allow-the-masses-to-stay-in-their-bubble-at-the-cost/
https://truth11.com/2011/09/01/gandhi-on-ending-injustice-speak-the-truth-because-truth-is-god/
https://truth11.com/2011/09/01/open-proposal-for-us-revolution-parts-1-2-3-and-4-end-unlawful-wars-all-begun-with-lies-end-parasitic-and-criminal-economics-expose-corporate-media-as-propaganda/


The King family’s civil trial found the

US government guilty of Dr. King’s

assassination

US Corporate media refused to cover the

trial or interview Dr. King’s wife. His

family’s opinion is that the US

government murdered Dr. King to end his

protests against unlawful US wars and his

call to end poverty. Read article here

Over 250 million human beings

slaughtered by governments in war

The century within which we were all

born witnessed over 250 million human

beings slaughtered by governments in

war and atrocities. War is used as a

continuous “foreign policy,” with the US in

present egregious and unlawful abuse of

their superpower status. History will

judge when Americans developed the

education competence to evolve beyond

endless wars. Read article here

___________

Controlled Economic Collapse

Over 1 Million Deaths Annually, 62

Million People With Zero Net Worth, As

The Economic Elite Make O몭 WIth $46

Trillion

The American public has sustained

intensive economic attacks across broad

https://truth11.com/2011/09/01/open-proposal-for-us-revolution-parts-1-2-3-and-4-end-unlawful-wars-all-begun-with-lies-end-parasitic-and-criminal-economics-expose-corporate-media-as-propaganda/
https://truth11.com/2011/09/01/open-proposal-for-us-revolution-parts-1-2-3-and-4-end-unlawful-wars-all-begun-with-lies-end-parasitic-and-criminal-economics-expose-corporate-media-as-propaganda/


intensive economic attacks across broad

segments of the population. While the

attacks have been increasingly severe in

scale over the past four years, they have

been implemented with technocratic

precision. They have been incrementally

applied thus far, successfully keeping the

population passive and avoiding any

large-scale civilian unrest, while

e몭ectively reducing living standards for

the majority of the population. Read

article here

___________

The Riots Of England Are Exactly What

The Establishment Want = Don’t Play

Into Their Hands = Riots Are Not The

Solution

It then comes to a point in time when it is

in the best interests of the powers that

are in control to let the ponzi scheme

they have created collapse.  The math

makes no sense any more, they need it to

fail so they can start the next one

hundred year pyramid scheme of

fractional reserve banking.  We are at

100% of GDP to service the debt.  Income

tax would have to be raised to 80% to

cover the debt. Baby boomers are retiring

in mass with nothing to show for their

years in the slave system.  The elite know

its going down and they respond by

furiously further robbing us blind,

transferring even more wealth back to

them in fast forward. Foreclosing on

houses and taking vast land ownership,

crashing markets and daily gouging the

https://truth11.com/2011/08/22/over-1-million-deaths-annually-62-million-people-with-zero-net-worth-as-the-economic-elite-make-off-with-46-trillion-analysis-of-financial-terrorism-in-america/


lemmings in the stock market corrupt

trading system. When it all collapses you

will not even have your house to hold up

in… and thats their plan. Its not enough

they want to enslave us and kill and rob

us blind, they want to control us with a

tight police state.  So they instil riots and

the masses cry for martial law and beg

for a police state.  We must not fall for

this. Read article here.

___________

9/11 International Hearings To Be Held

In Toronto

A decade after the events of September

11, 2001, which resulted in the immediate

deaths of nearly 3,000 people on

American soil, countless victims from

toxic dust, and hundreds of thousands of

deaths in Afghanistan and Iraq,

international hearings on this pivotal

event will begin in Toronto in September.

The events of September 11 provided a

pretext for a War on Terror that has led to

military invasions and occupations, and

attacks upon civil and human rights

throughout the world. The credibility of

the o몭cial investigation into the events of

September 11, 2001, carried out by the

U.S. Government between 2003 and

2005, has been questioned by millions of

citizens in the United States and abroad,

including victim family members, expert

witnesses and international legal experts.

Read article here

___________

https://truth11.com/2011/08/13/11-articles-on-the-british-riots-and-the-meaning-discussed/
https://truth11.com/2011/08/09/international-hearings-on-911-to-begin-in-toronto-in-september/


There is no freedom, no democracy,

and no government accountability in

Amerika, a fascist state

Americans are a doomed people for

many reasons. One reason is that they

are disunited and at one another’s

throats and, thus, cannot stand up the

tyranny issuing from Washington. Read

Article here.

___________

A World Overwhelmed By Western

Hypocrisy

As the second decade of the 21st century

opens, those who oppose US hegemony

and the evil that emanates from

Washington risk being declared to be

“terrorists” If they are American citizens,

they can be assassinated.  If they are

foreign leaders, their country can be

invaded.   … And the American sheeple

think that they have “freedom and

democracy.” …. There is nothing left of

the American character.  Only a people

who have lost their soul could tolerate

the evil that emanates from Washington.

 Read article here

___________

The Government Has Ordered The

Media Not To Cover 9/11

The Pentagon Papers have 몭nally been

released by the government.  Yet the

statements from Pentagon Papers

whistleblower Daniel Ellsberg about 9/11

have not been covered by the corporate

https://truth11.com/2011/07/07/unity-is-the-answer-disunited-americans-cannot-stand-up-to-washington-tyranny/
https://truth11.com/2011/07/02/a-world-overwhelmed-by-western-hypocrisy/


media; what else is new. Read article here

___________

Truth11 Films | Perpetual War

We have been tricked into 몭ghting

perpetual wars of mass genocide for

pointless pro몭t.  There is no enemy. The

enemy is within the US government. All

exterior enemies are created to justify

the advancing military industrial complex.

There is only one way war will end.  The

masses must rise up, unite, and demand

world peace. Here is Truth11 Films latest

short 몭lm set to The Lotus Eater by

Opeth.  Perpetual War;  See 몭lm here

__________

Plans For A Permanent War Against

Terror | A War Against A Fake Terror

Al-CIA-da

By declaring a global war against

nameless individuals, organizations and

nations ‘associated’ with the Taliban and

al Qaeda, as well as those playing a

supporting role in their e몭orts, the

Detainee Security Act would appear to

grant the president near unfettered

authority to initiate military action around

the world without further congressional

approval.  Read articles here and here

___________

https://truth11.com/2011/06/21/pentagon-papers-whistleblower-daniel-ellsberg-says-that-the-government-has-ordered-the-media-not-to-cover-911/
https://truth11.com/2011/05/30/truth11-films-perpetual-war/
https://truth11.com/2011/05/18/house-dems-protest-gops-plans-for-permanent-war-against-terror/
https://truth11.com/2011/05/23/14665/


Manufactured Reality + A Politically

Constructed History

The American people are prisoners of

state terror and victims of totalitarian

propaganda. The American mind has

been under a government and media

siege ever since September 11, 2001

when the Bush administration committed

the deadliest terrorist attack against

America in U.S. history. But there are no

cages, or military guards on the streets to

signify that America is imprisoned. Guns

are not needed to secure an illegitimate

reign when people self-police their

thoughts and police others by calling

them conspiracy theorists if they

champion a view of reality that is in stark

contrast to the one that the men in

power profess and the o몭cial ministers

of propaganda publicize day and night.

Read article here

___________

Al Qaeda: A CIA Database | Not A

Terrorist Group

Shortly before his untimely death, former

British Foreign Secretary Robin Cook told

the House of Commons that “Al Qaeda” is

not really a terrorist group but a

database of international mujaheddin

and arms smugglers used by the CIA and

Saudis to funnel guerrillas, arms, and

money into Soviet-occupied Afghanistan.

Read article here

___________

Bilderberg Meeting 2011 – Swiss

National Councillors Letter About This

Corrupt Group

https://truth11.com/2011/05/15/an-empire-of-evil-fantasies-the-hollywoodification-of-washington-the-american-people-are-prisoners-of-state-terror-and-victims-of-totalitarian-propaganda/
https://truth11.com/2011/05/13/al-qaeda-a-cia-database-not-a-terrorist-group/
https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/the-next-war-st-moritz-hotel-kempinski-bilderberg-2011.jpg


Corrupt Group

This Group unites a kind of European and

global elite of Bankers, Industrialists,

Diplomats, US and European NATO Brass,

crowned heads, Media groups, their

Moguls and Editors, as well as Heads of

States, whether retired or not, which

coordinates, exchanges, organizes and

structures, out of all democratic control,

the major guidelines towards economic

globalization. Considering that the

notions of sovereignty and independence

are obsolete, if not hindrances to an open

Market, this discreet Group develops an

ultra-liberal, Free Trade society model,

with a (unique) world currency and the

IMF as Treasurer. Read article here

__________

New Madrid fault line attack

underway, 15 nuclear reactors

targeted

The “once in 500 year” 몭ooding of the

Mississippi river over the New Madrid

fault line is part of a campaign directed

against the American people, according

to multiple intelligence agency (MI6, CIA,

FSB, Japan Security police) sources. The

HAARP caused 몭ooding is expected to be

followed by an earthquake and then a

“nuclear emergency” involving the 15

nuclear reactors located in the region.

This will be a pretext for mass

evacuations into FEMA camps, the

sources say. The best way to derail this

plan, apart from arresting the criminal

cabal in Washington D.C., is to widely

announce and denounce these plans in

advance. Read article here

____________

https://truth11.com/2011/05/13/bilderberg-meeting-2011-swiss-national-councillors-letter-to-the-government/
https://truth11.com/2011/05/11/ben-fulford-may-10-2011-new-madrid-fault-line-attack-underway-15-nuclear-reactors-targeted…”a-long-predicted-golden-age-is-about-to-begin-”/


Fake Death Of Bin Laden + The War On

Terror False Flag Operation

By now, you are probably worn out from

all the speculation about the actual

events in Pakistan that claim the death of

the public enemy No 1. No photos of a

dead Osama bin Laden, burial at sea,

instant DNA results and changing

versions with every new news report gets

old quickly. Capturing him alive for

interrogation would maximize the

intelligence quest, if that were the real

goal. If any signi몭cance should be

assigned to this account, now is the time

to re-evaluate the entire nature of the

War on Terror that has destroyed

America more in the last ten years than

any attack on home soil. Read article here

___________

The Collapse Of Our Modern World +

The Birth Of  A Better One

The root cause of most these problems

that are bringing down our world right

now is bad government. It is bad

government (Big Government) that

approved the GMOs. Bad government

enforced the medical monopoly and

allowed the pesticides to kill the

honeybees. Bad government drove us

into inescapable debt and costly foreign

wars. Bad government outlawed health

freedom and protected the monopolistic

practices of the food companies, drug

companies and chemical companies. The

downfall of modern human civilization is,

as you probably guessed, also the

downfall of the very idea that Big

Government creates a better society.

Because if there’s one idea that needs to

stay dead after the collapse, it’s the idea

that We the People somehow need

https://truth11.com/2011/05/10/fake-death-of-osama-war-on-terror-is-a-reichstag-fire-false-flag-operation/


that We the People somehow need

another group of people (government

workers) to live o몭 our hard work while

hounding us with their false authority,

directing every little detail of our lives.

What we need in our world isn’t more

government, but more freedom. If we

had freedom, integrity and personal

responsibility, we wouldn’t even be facing

the global collapse that has already

begun. Read article here.

___________

The Global Economy’s Corporate Crime

Wave

The world is drowning in corporate fraud,

and the problems are probably greatest

in rich countries – those with supposedly

“good governance.” Poor-country

governments probably accept more

bribes and commit more o몭enses, but it

is rich countries that host the global

companies that carry out the largest

o몭enses. Money talks, and it is corrupting

politics and markets all over the world.

 Read article here

___________

Sociapitalism: How the Government

Became the Next Bubble | When This

Bubble Bursts America Will Be

Changed Forever

In the last thirteen years, a new 몭nancial

order replaced capitalism in America.

With cat-like tread, this transformation

has caught most Americans unaware, let

alone some of country’s best 몭nancial

minds (many of them fascist

anyway). This new order constitutes the

https://truth11.com/2011/05/04/14-signs-the-collapse-of-our-modern-world-has-already-begun-what-we-need-in-our-world-isn’t-more-government-but-more-freedom-if-we-had-freedom-integrity-and-personal-responsibility-we-wo/
https://truth11.com/?p=14526


anyway). This new order constitutes the

socializing of risk.  Read article here

___________

Quantum Physics + Mind Over Matter

Quantum physics has proven that all

matter at the subatomic level exists in

wave form, and that matter only appears

solid when we, as the observer, use our

senses to decode and perceive the wave

patterns in space and time.  Signi몭cantly,

thoughts, especially concentrated

thoughts, also form measurable wave

patterns.  And thought waves have

proven to a몭ect observable matter in the

physical world. Read article here

___________

5 Words Used To Control + Enslave Us

These 5 words are the keys to casting the

spell in the attorneys’ legal jargon

trickery. All commercial transactions /

contracts have been designed to remove

the men and women from the equation

and replace with a legal 몭ctional entity in

the matrix system. Read article here

___________

Centralized government identity

https://truth11.com/2011/04/28/sociapitalism-how-the-government-became-the-next-bubble-when-this-bubble-bursts-america-will-be-changed-forever/
https://truth11.com/2011/04/28/quantum-physics-mind-over-matter/
https://truth11.com/2011/04/19/5-words-used-to-control-enslave-you/


program dismissed as being too

draconian for Communist China

Gets go ahead in United States

A new program being touted by the

Obama administration as a solution to

online identity theft actually increases the

risk of identity theft while providing the

government with a national ID system

through the backdoor, paving the way for

a world wide web in which users will need

government permission to access the

Internet. Read article here

___________

Destroy The Globalists, One Fat Cat

Corporations At A Time

Many may ask, “How exactly can we

boycott the globalists when they control

everything?” The answer is by

systematically boycotting and replacing

them with local alternatives. You can

actually start today, by boycotting

corporations you may not have even

considered part of this nefarious agenda

and corporations you not only can

certainly live without, but would be better

o몭 for it. It requires absolutely no money

at all, in fact, it will save you money in the

long run and if you decide to replace

them, you may learn a valuable skill-set in

the process. Read article here

___________

Suppressing Truth and Promoting War:

A New York Times Tradition

https://truth11.com/2011/04/19/centralized-government-identity-program-dismissed-as-being-too-draconian-for-communist-china-gets-go-ahead-in-united-states/
https://truth11.com/2011/04/15/destroy-the-globalists-one-fat-cat-corporation-at-a-time-the-focus-will-fall-first-on-coca-cola-and-pepsi-two-very-similar-corporations-which-populate-both-the-brookings-institute-and-the-council/


During and since WW II alone, America

killed millions of mostly civilian Japanese,

Germans, Italians, Koreans, Southeast

Asians, Central Americans, Africans,

Iraqis, Afghans, Pakistanis, and now

Libyans. Read how the New York Times is

party to genocide. Just like the rest of the

mass media circus.  Here

___________

Flying Saucer Technology Released

Nuclear Engineer, Mehran Tavakoli

Keshe, has come forward as being the

developer of the technology being used

in Iran’s new “몭ying saucer.” His

technology is claimed to harness

magnetism and gravity to allow travel

throughout the solar system and beyond.

Read article here

___________

Legalizing War With Secret Memos

Justice Department memos“legalizing” the

crime of aggressive war were secret. Now

they’re published quickly, and there’s a

new one out on Libya (PDF). It begins:“The

President had the constitutional authority

to direct the use of military force in Libya

because he could reasonably determine

that such use of force was in the national

interest.   Prior congressional approval

was not constitutionally required to use

military force in the limited operations

under consideration.  April 1, 2011.” read

article here

https://truth11.com/2011/04/11/suppressing-truth-and-promoting-war-a-new-york-times-tradition/
https://truth11.com/2011/04/11/nuclear-engineer-mehran-tavakoli-keshe-has-came-forward-as-being-the-developer-of-the-technology-being-used-in-irans-new-flying-saucer-his-technology-is-claimed-to-harness-magnetism-and-gravi/
http://warisacrime.org/sites/afterdowningstreet.org/files/krass.pdf


article here

___________

Obama’s Position On Assassinations

The Democrat in o몭ce has taken a

position on unilateral murder so extreme

as to be “profoundly troubling” in its legal

reach and potential for future use. Read

article here

___________

9/11 Stand Down Orders

The 9/11 attacks have directly led to a

dangerous interventionist US foreign

policy based on preemptive military

action that has transcended

administrations and political

paradigms. The key to understanding

how 9/11 was possible can be found in a

single government document, presented

in context by Ventura in stunning

detail. Just two short months prior to

9/11, then Defense Secretary Donald

Rumsfeld oversaw a signi몭cant change to

DoD procedures for dealing with hijacked

aircraft, making it the personal

responsibility of the Defense Secretary to

issue intercept orders. Of course, on 9/11

no such intercept orders were issued to

NORAD, and three of four hijacked

airliners were able to hit their targets

with precision accuracy, paving the way

for literal modern military crusade into

https://truth11.com/2011/04/10/“legalizing”-war-with-secret-memos/
https://truth11.com/2011/04/09/obama-has-taken-a-‘profoundly-troubling’-position-on-assassinations-aclu/


for literal modern military crusade into

the middle east, and now into Africa.

Read article here

Jesse Ventura’s New book, 63 Documents

The Government Doesn’t Want You To

Read, blows the lid o몭 top secret black

ops

___________

Libya: Another War, Another Pack of

Lies

The United States, Britain and NATO don’t

care about bombing civilians to contain

rebellion. Their militaries bomb civilians

every day without mercy. They have

destroyed most of the community

infrastructure of Iraq and Afghanistan

before turning their sights on Libya. Read

11 Articles on Libya in 1 here

___________

“Support The Troops” Is One Of The

Most Cruel Hoaxes In History

Support the troops” is a clever PR slogan

that causes Americans to turn a blind eye

to the brutal exploitation of our soldiers

and military families for pro몭t and for an

https://truth11.com/2011/04/06/jesse-ventura-exposes-911-stand-down-order/
https://truth11.com/2011/03/25/11-articles-on-libya/


evil ideology. Our soldiers and military

families are paying for the

Bush/Cheney/Obama/neocon wars with

lives, limbs, post-traumatic stress,

suicides, broken marriages, children

without fathers, wives without husbands,

and parents without sons and daughters.

Read article here.

____________

Japan Earthquake + Tsunami Caused

By HAARP and Nukes In the Seabed

The horri몭c earthquake weapon attack

on Japan, resulting in 10 meter tsunamis

along much of Japan’s coast line came

from rogue elements of the U.S.

government located in underground

bases in New Mexico and Nevada,

according to pentagon and CIA sources.

 Read articles here and here and a video

explanation here

___________

Rothschild Bankers Looting Nations

Through World Bank/IMF

The World Bank/IMF is owned and

controlled by NM Rothschild & Sons plus

30 to 40 of the wealthiest people in the

world. For over 150 years they have

planned to take over the planet through

money. The former chief economist of

the World Bank, Joe Stiglitz, was 몭red in

2000. He pointed out to top executives

that every country the IMF/World Bank

forced their way into ended up with a

crashed economy, a destroyed

https://truth11.com/2011/03/16/“support-the-troops”-is-one-of-the-most-cruel-hoaxes-in-human-history-and-yet-the-vast-majority-of-the-population-has-fallen-for-it-“war-is-peace-”/
https://truth11.com/2011/03/21/ben-fulford-tsunami-attack-against-japan-this-attack-used-nuclear-weapons-drilled-into-the-seabed-by-submarines-and-not-haarp-according-to-senior-pentagon-sources/
https://truth11.com/2011/03/11/japan-tsunami-caused-by-haarp/
https://truth11.com/2011/03/24/haarp-japan-scientist-leuren-moret-japan-earthquake-and-nuclear-“accident”-are-tectonic-nuclear-warfare-video-japan-not-natural-earthquake-initiated-by-external-energy/


government, and some even broke out in

riots.  Read article here

___________

The Connection Between Military

Dominance + Planned Economic Crisis

The book Global Economic Crisis carefully

ties militarization with the planned

economic meltdown.The New World

Order’s systematic destruction of the

planet’s middle classes so as to

concentrate wealth in the hands of fewer

and fewer families. While global uprisings

now threaten global governance under a

single currency, scheming rulers have

long anticipated this reaction. In The

Global Economic Crisis, we learn exactly

how a planet-wide military dictatorship

plans to enforce its feudal vision. Read

article here

___________

Truth11 Films | Techno Revolution +

Self-Government System

Truth11 몭lms latest short 몭lm is a call to

action for peaceful instant global techno

revolution, followed by a system that is

already in place for global self-

government. We are highly connected,

we are highly equipped to unite.  United

we stand for self-government over new

world order tyranny.  Watch here

https://truth11.com/2011/03/08/rothschild-bankers-looting-nations-through-world-bankimf/
https://truth11.com/2011/03/06/‘global-economic-crisis’-exposes-plans-for-a-global-military-dictatorship/
https://truth11.com/2011/02/16/truth11-films-techno-revolution-self-government-system/


__________

__________

Eliminating The Entire Federal

Government Structure Is The Answer

The entire rationalization for the War of

Terror against the American people rests

upon the willful surrender of our most

precious natural rights to a corrupt

government. The Geheime Staatspolizei

secret state police spawn the Homeland

Security society. The criminal acts of the

TSA are an a몭ront to every citizen.     In

this new century, irrevocably harmed is

caused by the phony domestic terror

phobia. America is a mere shell of herself.

Pile on the forced tax to fund socialized

medicine over the intense opposition of

regular people and you have a perfect

storm. How can reform be a practical

option when faced with such a perverse

political system?    The only sensible path

for sincere and courageous souls is to

work towards a replacement of the

central government model of

governance. Eliminating the entire

Federal Government structure may seem

to be impossible. However, aided in this

task are the very actions of an evil

system! All empires collapse. The United

States is no more a monolithic union than

the nations of the world are a global

brotherhood.  The myth that citizens owe

an allegiance to a failed federation is

absurd.  Read Article here



absurd.  Read Article here

___________

Revolution Without Violence

The American power structure has been

set reeling by something that is simply

outside the boundaries of their mental

universe: a non-violent, non-sectarian,

non-ideological, leaderless revolution by

ordinary people. Read article here

___________

Self Su몭ciency | Food Production

There are many gardening techniques

that can produce an abundance of food

for you and your family without requiring

a lot of space, money or equipment. Read

article here.

Self-Su몭ciency: a universal solution to

the globalist problem

Self-su몭ciency and the harassing of

technology in the hands of the people are

the greatest fears of the global oligarchy

– fears that oligarchs throughout the

centuries have harbored. Simply

boycotting the globalists’ corporations

and replacing them with local solutions is

something everyone can a몭ord to do

starting today. Read article here

___________

https://truth11.com/2011/02/15/why-government-cannot-be-reformed-eliminating-the-entire-federal-government-structure-is-the-answer/
https://truth11.com/2011/02/13/non-violent-non-sectarian-non-ideological-leaderless-revolution-by-ordinary-people/
https://truth11.com/2011/02/13/13354/
https://truth11.com/2011/03/16/self-sufficiency-a-universal-solution-to-the-globalist-problem/


Techno Revolution

United We Stand, Connected,

Organized + Armed With The Truth

The ability of the social networks to

organize a protest almost overnight,

because people of similar beliefs and

commitments are in close

communication with others, has

completely changed the nature of

political resistance and revolution. This

system of revolution toppled a middle

eastern dictatorship in less than a month.

It threatens to topple two more before

the end of February: Yemen and Egypt.

We have entered into a new period

political resistance. Read Article Here

___________

Thirty Little Known Facts About

America

IRS, IMF, UN, US Treasury, FCC, CIA, FBI,

NSA and Executive Orders… Read article

here

___________

Deconstructing The Sovereign United

States

We the people are viewed as the greatest

threat to a malevolent government and

its partnering corporations and the

expansion of what is becoming a full

https://truth11.com/2011/02/03/facebook-twitter-and-revolution/
https://truth11.com/2011/02/02/thirty-little-known-facts-about-america/


expansion of what is becoming a full

blown police state.  The security the

government desires is not from foreign

terrorists, but rather, from us.  Read

Article Here

___________

V

“[T]he occupier, by seeing this sign (V),

always the same, in몭nitely repeated,

[would] understand that he is

surrounded, encircled by an immense

crowd of citizens eagerly awaiting his 몭rst

moment of weakness, watching for his

몭rst failure.”  Read Article Here

___________

The CFR

The Council of Foreign Relations 몭gured

out how many news stations, radio

stations and publications it would take to

control the majority of opinion.  They

purchased them and put an editor in

place in every one.   See movie explaining

how this elite group has controlled the

big picture with propaganda from so

many angles it has brainwashed a

nation here.

____________

https://truth11.com/2011/02/01/deconstructing-the-sovereign-united-states-this-is-national-security/
https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/230111poster6.jpg
https://truth11.com/2011/01/26/v-is-for-victory-united-we-stand-against-global-government-tyranny/
https://truth11.com/2011/01/07/behind-big-news-propaganda-and-the-cfr/


The Collective Evolution

‘The Collective Evolution’ is a

documentary aimed at showing the

current state of the world, why it needs to

be changed, and how each and every one

of us can play a role in changing it. Watch

Movie Here

___________

Zeitgeist Moving Forward

“The world is going bankrupt, (whatever

the hell that means), because of this idea

called debt, which doesn’t even exist in

the physical reality.  Its only part of a

game we have invented, yet the well-

being of billions of people is now being

compromised.  Extreme lay-o몭s, tent

cities, accelerating poverty, austerity

measures imposted, schools shutting

down, child hunger,and other levels

familiar deprivation all because of this

elaborate 몭ction…what are we fucking

stupid”   See the 몭rst 3 movies here, Read

Truth11’s review of the movie: there are

some mixed reviews of this movie, and

for good reason.  Don’t let the message

get lost due to corruption of even the

purest ideas and watch the New movie

Zeitgeist Moving Forward here

__________

Obama Is CIA

After eight brutal years of George W.

Bush and Dick Cheney, the nation was

https://truth11.com/2011/01/17/the-collective-evolution-full-movie/
https://truth11.com/2009/04/11/zeitgeist-movies-in-full-1-zeitgeist-2-zeitgeist-addendum-3-zeitgeist-movement-orientation-guide/
https://truth11.com/2011/01/25/zeitgeist-moving-forward-full-movie/


Bush and Dick Cheney, the nation was

ready for any change. Unfortunately, the

CIA, through LOOKING GLASS, MK-ULTRA,

ARTICHOKE, PANDORA, and other

behavioral science programs were ready

to answer the call. The CIA answered the

call with Obama and most of us bought

him and his “Hope and Change”

propaganda fecundity “nurtured” by CIA

programs going back some sixty years.

Read article here

___________

Lets Reclaim History

This is not an American government at

all. It is a gang.

The deceitful and manipulative leaders in

the CIA, the Federal Reserve, the White

House, the State Department, and the

Pentagon are the most destructive force

in the world, and pose the greatest

existential threat to human civilization,

and world peace.  Read article here

___________

10 New Year’s Re-Solutions For Non-

Violent Rebellion

Because our representative democracy

has become a fraud, and the media and

courts are clearly shills for the oligarchs,

our only action appears to be non-violent

https://truth11.com/2010/12/30/the-story-of-obama-all-in-the-company/
https://truth11.com/2010/12/29/let’s-reclaim-history-as-we-go-into-2011-and-the-unknown-future/


rebellion; one person and community at

a time. We can expose the crimes and

immorality of the corporate state through

civil disobedience and conscientious

objection. We can punish multinational

companies who commit 몭agrant fouls on

humanity and the environment by

boycotting them. Additionally, we can

peacefully regain our liberty by becoming

less dependent on the system for our

basic needs. Read article here

___________

9/11 Billboards | We Need More Of

These

If you are going to donate any money to

truth organizations, may we suggest

putting money into billboards.  We need

more of these.  In what may be the 몭rst

of it’s kind in the nation, a group of 9/11

Truth activists organized, designed and

paid for a commercial billboard in which

1,200 Architects and Engineers for 9/11

Truth invite the public to “Examine the

Evidence.” Read article here

___________

Big Brother Watches You But You Are

Not Allowed To Know Its Secrets

One of the hallmarks of an authoritarian

government is its 몭xation on hiding

everything it does behind a wall of

secrecy while simultaneously monitoring,

invading and collecting 몭les on everything

its citizenry does.  Based on the Francis

Bacon aphorism that “knowledge is

power,” this is the extreme imbalance

that renders the ruling class omnipotent

https://truth11.com/2010/12/29/10-new-years-re-solutions-for-non-violent-rebellion/
https://truth11.com/2010/12/28/911-truth-billboard-in-san-luis-obispo-california-we-need-more-billboards-like-this/


that renders the ruling class omnipotent

and citizens powerless. Read article here

___________

Secret Underground Shelters | Denver

International Airport

Built by the Masonic New World Airport

Commission. The Denver International

Airport covers the US largest secret

underground shelter.  It is adorned with

disturbing graphic images of burning

bushes, people in co몭ns, children crying,

and a soldier with an AK47 and sword

killing the dove of peace.  Images you

would not expect to 몭nd in an airport.

 Put there to illustrate the purpose of the

facility.  Read article and watch

documentaries here

___________

Jesse Ventura | Conspiracy Theory |

Seasons 1 and 2

Episodes covering; 2012, Secret Societies,

HAARP, Big Brother, Plum Island, Area 51,

Wall St, FEMA Camp | Police State,  JFK

Assassination, 911 / Pentagon,

Manchurian Candidate, World Wide

Water Conspiracy, Gulf Oil Spill, Global

Warming and the Great Lakes. Watch the

episodes here

___________

https://truth11.com/2010/12/28/one-of-the-hallmarks-of-an-authoritarian-government-is-its-fixation-on-hiding-everything-it-does-behind-a-wall-of-secrecy-while-simultaneously-monitoring-invading-and-collecting-files-on-everything-i/
https://truth11.com/2010/12/21/underground-shelters-denver-international-airport/
https://truth11.com/2010/12/21/jesse-ventura-conspiracy-theory-seasons-1-and-2-full-episodes/


The Rand Corporation:  A top secret

think tank has been pulling the strings

of American government for at least

60 years

“We’re all the bastard children of RAND

and we don’t even know it,” RAND started

o몭 as an organization centered around

building new weapons for the military but

ultimately expanded into politics, science,

history and economics and was closely

allied with the Ford, Rockefeller and

Carnegie foundations. RAND was

instrumental in developing the strategy

behind the use of nuclear weapons, and

how they actively promoting nuking the

entirety of Eastern Europe as well as

China in case of problems in Western

Europe, a policy that could easily have

sparked o몭 a catastrophic nuclear

holocaust. RAND researchers believed

that as long as 10 million Americans

survived a nuclear war, the war was won.

Read article here

___________

To Question The O몭cial 9/11 Story Is

Simply And Fundamentally

Revolutionary

To question the government story about

9/11 is to question the very foundations

of our entire modern belief system

regarding our government, our country

and our way of life…Bring on the

revolution | Pentagon whistleblowers

call for a new 9/11 investigation Read

article here

__________

The Deliberate Dumbing Down Of

America

https://truth11.com/2010/12/18/insider-reveals-diabolical-secrets-of-the-the-rand-corporation/
https://truth11.com/2010/12/16/pentagon-papers-whistleblowers-call-for-a-new-911-investigation/


This is a very good 몭lm showing the

systematic approach the government has

taken to dumb down America.  Covering

the education system, poisoning of

citizens, 몭uoridation, and over

medication of the population.  See movie

here

___________

Let The Banks Collapse and Free Us All

From Slavery

The peoples of Ireland, Portugal, Spain

etc. are looking at Iceland and realizing its

is better for a country to allow banks to

collapse that it is to take on generations

of debt slavery.  Ireland is now expected

to be the 몭rst country to leave the Euro.

 They will not be the last. Read

article here

___________

Fly The US Governments True Flag and

Judge Their Actions Accordingly

Look at the actions of the US government

over the past 70+ years, and judge each

action with the governments true 몭ag

몭ying.   You will see the forest for the

trees. Read Article Here

___________

https://truth11.com/2010/12/16/the-deliberate-dumbing-down-of-america/
https://truth11.com/2010/12/13/benjamin-fulford-geopolitical-update-dec-13-2010/
https://truth11.com/2010/12/14/fly-the-real-flag-and-judge-the-governments-actions-accordingly/


In America today, there are

approximately 몭ve unemployed

workers for every single job opening

The truth is that there are not nearly

enough jobs out there for everyone that

wants one.  In fact, it isn’t even close.

Read article here

___________

Is WikiLeaks Going To Help The

Government Kill The First Amendment

and The Bill Of Rights?

Is This The Excuse They Need To Shut

Down The Internet?

In order to convert the United States into

a third world slave gulag with a high-tech

police state overlay, the ruling elite will

target and attempt to liquidate

alternative media. Eventually extraditing

and prosecuting Julian Assange as an

enemy of the state is an important

element in the e몭ort to kill the First

Amendment and the Bill of Rights. Read

articles here and here and here.

__________

The Chemtrail Cover-Up

Clandestine NASA-military programs are

poisoning the environment. Read article

here

 ___________

https://truth11.com/2010/12/13/in-america-today-there-are-approximatelyfive-unemployed-workers-for-every-single-job-opening/
https://truth11.com/2010/12/09/wikileaks-spokesman-only-way-to-stop-whistleblowers-is-to-shut-down-the-web-is-this-the-end-of-the-internet-is-this-the-excuse-they-need-to-shut-down-free-speech/
https://truth11.com/2010/12/09/assange-prosecution-a-brazen-effort-to-kill-alternative-media/
https://truth11.com/2010/12/13/did-anonymous-take-down-amazon/
https://truth11.com/2010/12/05/rosalind-peterson-the-chemtrail-cover-up/


___________

___________

The Big Picture Truth About The Global

Warming Scam

Enough is enough of this complete

bullshit

Several years ago, the sun was unusually

active and all the planets in our solar

system experienced a time of “global

warming”. That is a fact which many

global warming alarmists just

conveniently ignore. If man was the

primary cause of “global warming” then

why were all of the other planets in our

solar system experiencing increased

temperatures as well? The green agenda

is becoming increasingly linked to the

population control agenda. Today there

are literally millions of people who

actually believe that we need to

dramatically reduce the number of

humans on the planet for the good of the

earth. Read article here

___________

https://truth11.com/2010/12/01/the-12-stupidest-ideas-that-anyone-has-ever-come-up-with-to-fight-global-warming-something-that-is-fake-anyway/


Nazis, Eugenics, Floride and The

Rockefeller Foundation

Depopulation programs forged by the

Rockefeller foundation in association with

the Nazis were the basis of modern day

incarnations of eugenics like 몭uoride

poisoning and vaccinations.

Blaylock explains how the eugenics

movement began in America through

Rockefeller, Ford and Carnegie funding

and what originated as The Science of

Man project, which was an e몭ort to

socially engineer humanity to weed out

those deemed “undesirable” to the elite.

“Fluoridation is the greatest case of

scienti몭c fraud of this century.”- Robert

Carlton, Ph.D, former EPA scientist, 1992

The history of forcing 몭uoride on humans

through the 몭uoridation of drinking water

is wrought with lies, greed and deception.

Governments that add 몭uoride to

drinking water supplies insist that it is

safe, bene몭cial and necessary, however,

scienti몭c evidence shows that 몭uoride is

not safe to ingest and areas that

몭uoridate their drinking water supplies

have higher rates of cavities, cancer,

dental 몭uorosis, osteoporosis and other

health problems. Read

articles Here + Here

___________

Manufacturing Consent 

Here is an excellent movie by Noam

Chomsky on the subject of using media to

control the population. See movie here

https://truth11.com/2009/12/01/nazi-connections-to-flouride-in-americas-drinking-water/
https://truth11.com/2010/11/30/blaylock-fluoride’s-deadly-secret-eugenics-program-forged-by-rockefeller-foundation-with-nazi-support-now-seeks-to-change-human-behavior-by-chemically-altering-the-brain/
https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/screen-shot-2010-11-28-at-12-16-57-am.png
https://truth11.com/2010/11/28/manufacturing-consent-noam-chomsky/


Pol Pot Genocide of 2 Million

Cambodian People in 1975

This movie also covers atrocities such as

Pol Pot masacre of Cambodian people in

1975. Something the US Government and

global media was complicit in.

___________

The Game Is Simple | All Economies

Will Fail + The IMF Will Enslave Us All

The current economic control system is a

pyramid scheme that is coming to the

end of its cycle globally. No surprises, just

built to fail from inception. The false

solution is to roll into a new pyramid

scheme by the IMF. As each country falls

the IMF steps in and when they do the

country su몭ers to no end. Natural

resources are sold o몭 and the country

works eternally to pay the debt. Read

article on the latest countries for the

math to fail here.

__________

The Big Picture When It Comes To

Naked Body + Behavior Scanners

Homeland Security chief Janet Napolitano

https://truth11.com/2010/11/27/spain-portugal-and-belgium-set-to-follow-ireland-into-abyss-as-debt-crisis-threatens-to-destroy-the-euro/


admitted yesterday that body scanners

would eventually 몭nd their way into U.S.

public transportation, trains and boats,

but Big Sis is already beta-testing

technology that goes even further, by

forcing Americans to undergo a

behavioral interrogation before they are

allowed to enter sports events, rock

concerts and shopping malls. … The use

of such technology is not only a complete

violation of the Fourth Amendment, it

also eviscerates the notion of innocent

until proven guilty, and therefore totally

undermines everything America stands

for. Read article here

___________

Revolution Baby

Voting … is a poor substitute for

democracy, which requires direct

action by concerned citizens

The past has shown us when faced with

tyranny and corruption, there is only one

way for the masses to regain freedom :

Rise up, resist, revolt, strike, defy and do

it in mass. We have great strength in

unity. United we stand. Read article here.

 See also this article on Europe rising

up here

___________

Marijuana Prohibition Is The

https://truth11.com/2010/11/25/the-big-picture-when-it-comes-to-naked-body-scanners-and-behavior-scanners-big-brothersister-in-full-effect/
https://truth11.com/2010/11/20/revolution-baby-rise-up-resist-revolt-strike-defy-and-do-it-in-mass-we-have-great-strength-in-unity-united-we-stand-fdr-articl/
https://truth11.com/2010/12/16/we-are-seeing-more-and-more-people-revolt-against-the-system-keep-it-peaceful-and-we-will-easily-overthrow-the-corrupt-few-that-control-us/


Cornerstone Of The Police State

The simple truth about America’s

marijuana prohibition: any law that

allows the easy incarceration of any

citizen any time those in power want to

do it is the ultimate enemy of democracy.

With 800,000 annual arrests over an herb

used by tens of millions of Americans, it is

the cornerstone of a police state. Read

article here

__________

Pearl Harbor Was An Inside Job

Robert Stinnett published his book “Day

Of Deceit: The Truth About FDR and Pearl

Harbor”in 1999. Stinnett, a decorated

WWII veteran and author, requested 몭les

about the attack, and the events

preceding it, through the Freedom of

Information Act (FOIA). He discovered

that FDR not only knew about the attack

in advance, but that his administration

did everything it could to cause a

Japanese attack on America. Read

article here

__________

Words Of Truth From System Of A

Down

The percentage of Americans in the

prison system prison system, has

doubled since 1985 | Why don’t

presidents 몭ght the war? Why do they

https://truth11.com/2010/11/05/pot-prohibition-is-the-cornerstone-of-a-police-state/
https://truth11.com/2010/10/17/pearl-harbor-was-an-inside-job-fdr-not-only-knew-about-the-attack-in-advance-but-that-his-administration-did-everything-it-could-to-cause-a-japanese-attack-on-americ/


always send the poor? | Modern

globalization, Coupled with

condemnations, Unnecessary death,

Matador corporations, Puppeting your

frustrations, With the blinded 몭ag,

Manufacturing consent, Is the name of

the game, The bottom line is money,

Nobody gives a fuck. 4000 hungry

children die per hour, from starvation,

while billions spent on bombs, creating

death showers. | Read article here

___________

Governments are the great mass-

murderers of our world

Throughout human history, more human

beings have been maimed, tortured and

murdered by governments than by any

other type of organization on the planet.

And virtually all of that activity has been

justi몭ed under the excuse that they were

working to “make the world a better

place.” Read article here

___________

___________

https://truth11.com/2010/10/16/system-of-a-down-lyrics-of-truth/
https://truth11.com/2010/10/06/governments-are-the-great-mass-murderers-of-our-world-throughout-human-history-more-human-beings-have-been-maimed-tortured-and-murdered-by-governments-than-by-any-other-type-of-organization-on-the/


9/11 Truth Report in “Focus Money”

On 2010-09-08 Focus Money, an weekly

mainly economic magazine, did a special

take on 9/11 truth. This is a major

breaktrough, as Focus Money is the

second in the market for ecomomic

magazines by numbers, edition about

140.000, views probably 50% more. This

is the second time Focus Money printed

an article about 9/11 truth, after a 5-page

article back in January. The old one was

titled “We don’t believe you” Read

article here

9/11 Pictures

The 911 pictures article has also been

recently updated with new photos. Here

____________

Eisenhower’s Warned Us Of The

Military Industrial Complex

We annually spend on military security

more than the net income of all United

States corporations. We must not fail to

comprehend its grave implications. Our

toil, resources and livelihood are all

involved; so is the very structure of our

society. In the councils of government, we

must guard against the acquisition of

unwarranted in몭uence, whether sought

or unsought, by the military industrial

complex. The potential for the disastrous

rise of misplaced power exists and will

persist. We must never let the weight of

this combination endanger our liberties

or democratic processes. We should take

nothing for granted. Only an alert and

https://truth11.com/2010/09/20/german-“focus-money”-with-8-page-main-story-on-911-truth/
https://truth11.com/2009/11/14/911-pictures/


knowledgeable citizenry can compel the

proper meshing of the huge industrial

and military machinery of defense with

our peaceful methods and goals, so that

security and liberty may prosper

together. See speech and read

article here

__________

De-classi몭ed Vietnam-era Transcripts

Show Senators Knew Gulf Of Tonkin

Was A Staged False Flag Event 

Aug. 4, 1964 Gulf of Tonkin incident,

where US warships were apparently

attacked by North Vietnamese PT Boats –

an incident that kicked o몭 US

involvement in the Vietnam war – was a

staged event that never actually took

place. Read article here.

___________

Fluoridation is straight from the Nazi

handbook | It must be stopped

Despite damning evidence on 몭uoride

toxicity, bureaucracies and multinationals

continue to pollute our drinking water

and mess with our physical and mental

health. Read article here | Also more

articles in the Fluoridation category (right)

___________

https://truth11.com/2010/10/18/eisenhower-warns-us-of-the-military-industrial-complex/
https://truth11.com/2010/07/24/de-classified-vietnam-era-transcripts-show-senators-knew-gulf-of-tonkin-was-a-staged-false-flag-event/
https://truth11.com/2010/07/12/fluoridation-mind-control-of-the-masses-despite-damning-evidence-on-fluoride-toxicity-bureaucracies-and-multinationals-continue-to-pollute-our-drinking-water-and-mess-with-our-physical-and-mental/


Toronto G20

20 corrupt leaders planning global taxes,

austerity, global government and

expansion of government tyranny. Nazi

police tactics, martial law, police in

disguise and paid provocateurs = the

black block; hijacking the peaceful

protests, that were suspiciously left alone

by police. Bait cars, illegal searches,

torture and beating peaceful protestors

and journalists. Welcome to the Toronto

G20. New world order in full e몭ect in

police state Toronto. Read article and see

photos and videos here.  Update

article here

Black Bloc… Paid Provocateurs And

Police In Disguise

To justify the spending, a false 몭ag attack

by police and paid vandals aid the new

world order agenda. See article and

watch video here

A Right Is Not A Right If They Can Take

It Away

Suspension of rights in Toronto for the

G2o, If they get away with this, they will

do it again. See call to action article here

https://truth11.com/2010/06/27/toronto-g20-violence-silencing-free-speech-and-providing-justification-for-the-police-spending/
https://truth11.com/2010/12/07/fascist-g20-law-passed-in-toronto-a-right-is-not-a-right-if-they-can-take-it-away/
https://truth11.com/2010/06/30/toronto-g2o-black-block-bullshit-government-paid-provocateurs/
https://truth11.com/2010/06/30/call-for-action-toronto-g20-take-it-once-and-they-will-do-it-forever-we-must-object-to-the-civil-rights-changes-in-toronto/


Toronto G20 Update 

Police violating rights, lying, beating,

abducting, raping and torturing

protestors. Fascist Police State. Multiple

update articles in one here.

Truth11 Films

Toronto G20 Video By Truth11 Films |

Fuck Everything You Stand For |

Watch here

___________

New Bill Gives Obama Kill Switch To

Shut Down the Internet

The federal government is desperate to

seize control of the Internet because the

establishment is petri몭ed at the fact that

alternative and independent media

outlets are now eclipsing corporate

media outlets in terms of audience share,

trust, and in몭uence. Read article here.

Bill Approved | Obama can shut down

the internet for 4 months under new

emergency powers.. Read article here

___________

https://truth11.com/2010/07/04/toronto-g20-nazi-fascist-police-tactics-multiple-articles-toronto-police-chief-lies-again-to-frame-protesters-amnesty-international-calls-for-public-inquiry-into-g20-policing-will-g20-police-su/
https://truth11.com/2010/07/14/truth11-films-fuck-everything-you-stand-for-toronto-g20-video/
https://truth11.com/2010/06/17/new-bill-gives-obama-‘kill-switch’-to-shut-down-the-internet/
https://truth11.com/2010/06/25/obamas-internet-kill-switch-approved-obama-can-shut-down-internet-for-4-months-under-new-emergency-powers/


Food and Depopulation

Since the Rockefeller family came to

power (especially after gaining a

monopoly with Standard Oil) they have

manipulated our government into ruining

our 몭nancial system by way of the

Federal Reserve, energy through oil

dependency and food with GMOs

(Genetically Engineered Organisms). The

intention is to rob us blind and kill us. It’s

time to wake up. Read article here

___________

Austerity fascism is the realization of

the global elite’s agenda for a “post-

industrial revolution”

Top historians, social and 몭nancial

analysts are warning that the draconian

austerity measures currently being

prepared by governments in the west will

cause riots and even revolutions as

people react with fury in response to

their jobs, savings, basic public services,

pensions and welfare money being seized

by the 몭nancial terrorists who caused the

economic collapse in the 몭rst place. Read

article here

___________

Bilderbergers Have Failed and now are

trying to activate plan B

The participants at the just ended

Bilderberger meeting in Spain are scared

they are going to be identi몭ed and

eventually hunted down, according to an

inside source at the meeting. For now

https://truth11.com/2010/06/13/food-and-depopulation-monsanto’s-monopoly-part-2-of-4/
https://truth11.com/2010/06/09/austerity-fascism-is-coming-and-it-will-be-brutal/


Clinton, Bush, Baker and the other

Bilderberg Nazi’s are trying to cut a deal

with China that will allow them access to

large amounts of funds which they plan

to hide and use to re-assert their power

after the current political storm blows

over, the source says. Unfortunately for

them, this is one storm that is not going

to blow over to and allow them to resume

their plans for world fascist dictatorship.

Article, 2010 agenda, list of attendees and

coverage videos here

___________

The Truth About Alternative Energy

and The Real Reason For the Iraq

War… Oil

One of the world’s leading experts on

trend forecasting says that producing our

own energy for our homes and cars

(called “micro generation”) will become

ahuge trend in the next couple of

decades.

…Alan Greenspan, John McCain, George

W. Bush, Sarah Palin, ahigh-level National

Security Council o몭cer and others all say

that the Iraq war was really about oil.

Read article here

_________

The writing is on the wall for the new

world order

…The solution is really quite simple to

reach now that the nightmarish Satanic

plan to enslave humanity is coming to an

end: live and let live. If you look at the

situation objectively you will see there is

https://truth11.com/2010/06/08/the-bilderbergers-have-failed-and-are-now-trying-to-activate-plan-b/
https://truth11.com/2010/06/02/is-it-true-that-alternative-energy-is-too-expensive/


situation objectively you will see there is

no reason for con몭ict between these

groups, all the 몭ghting and strife between

them has been arti몭cially engineered.

Read article here

___________

Continuity Of Government |

Suspension Of The US Constitution

The National Emergencies Act, one of the

post-Watergate reforms that Vice-

President Cheney so abhorred, speci몭es

that: “Not later than six months after a

national emergency is declared, and not

later than the end of each six-month

period thereafter that such emergency

continues, each House of Congress shall

meet to consider a vote on a joint

resolution to determine whether that

emergency shall be terminated” (50 U.S.C.

1622, 2002). Yet in nine years Congress

has not once met to discuss the State of

Emergency declared by George W. Bush

in response to 9/11, a State of Emergency

that remains in e몭ect today. Read

article here

___________

Hunter S. Thompson | Multiple Quotes

Of Truth: Life, Corrupt Politicians and

Stupid Wars

“We are turning into a nation of

whimpering slaves to Fear—fear of war,

fear of poverty, fear of random terrorism,

fear of getting down-sized or 몭red

because of the plunging economy, fear of

https://truth11.com/2010/05/31/emergency-evacuations-plans-have-been-drawn-up-for-entire-gulf-of-mexico-region-as-secret-financial-negotiations-head-to-climax/
https://truth11.com/2010/05/30/us-constitution-may-be-suspended-war-national-emergency-and-“continuity-of-government”/


getting evicted for bad debts or suddenly

getting locked up in a military detention

camp on vague charges of being a

Terrorist sympathizer.” Hunter S.

Thompson. Article Here.

___________

Satanists On The Run | Revolution Is

Coming

Satanists who have participated in the

plot to enslave humanity are worried and

are starting to run. With 40% of Greece’s

population revolting, the satanists are

realizing we have great strength in unity.

The masses are becoming aware and

revolution is coming. Their plan was to kill

at least 4 billion people and permanently

enslave the rest of humanity. There is so

much evidence for this now that only the

fools still relying on Satanic corporate

propaganda do not realize it yet. The plan

involved a fake alien invasion, germ

warfare, starvation, atomic war and

arti몭cially generated disasters like

tsunamis and earthquakes. Read

Article Here

___________

Overpopulation Is A Myth

As these videos demonstrate,

overpopulation is a myth. Globalists and

their eugenic minions have

misrepresented population statistics for

decades in order to justify their agenda to

wipe out large portions of the population.

See article here

___________

https://truth11.com/2009/04/09/quote-hunter-s-thompson-multiple/
https://truth11.com/2010/05/10/benjamin-fulford-satanists-on-the-run/
https://truth11.com/2010/05/07/overpopulation-is-a-myth/


___________

Police State Toronto and The G20

Summit

Events such as the G20 have become a

testing ground for new police state

measures and a trial run for a military

style occupation. In June Toronto will be

on lockdown with rights and liberties

severely restricted. Article Here See

Video Here

___________

Understanding Deep Politics

De몭nition of deep politics: It refers to

government in which two dimensions of

action always coexist: Overt and covert,

or benign and utterly ruthless. Ten

distinguished speakers headlining the

“Understanding Deep Politics”

Conference in Santa Cruz this May 14-16

—trace the era of deep politics to JFK’s

assassination; to the aftermath of World

War II, Hitler, Lenin, Weishaupt, or

Machiavelli, from there to ancient secret

societies, and even back to the dawn of

human governance itself. We can trace it

forward too; the ways of deceptive

government did not end with the ascent

of Obama. Quite the opposite. Read

article here

___________

https://truth11.com/2010/04/28/police-state-canada-2010-and-the-g20-summit/
https://truth11.com/2010/06/23/g20-toronto-toronto-police-to-use-military-sound-cannons-against-protesters/
https://truth11.com/2010/05/04/face-the-shadow-first-seeking-the-hidden-dimensions/


Regime Change By Plane Crash

Nearly a month ago amateur footage was

released ostensibly showing a Russian

clean-up crew at the crash site killing o몭

the few survivors of the Polish

presidential plane crash. See video and

read article here

___________

Two Words Brought Down Building 7;

“Pull It”

World Trade Center leaseholder Larry

Silverstein, who collected nearly $500

million dollars in insurance on the basis

that the collapse of building 7 was

accidental, a 47-story structure that was

not hit by a plane but collapsed within

seven seconds on September 11; Was on

the phone to his insurance carrier

attempting to convince them that the

building should be brought down via

controlled demolition. How did Silverstein

expect to demolish the building safely when

such a process takes weeks or even months

to properly set up. How could explosives

have been correctly placed on such short

notice inside a burning building that had

already been evacuated – unless the

explosives were already in place? Read

article here.

___________

Police State 4 | The Rise Of FEMA |

Alex Jones

Another excellent documentary by Alex

Jones. Extensively covering FEMA, and

FEMA camps, executive orders and the

growing police state. Watch

movie Here or download at infowars.com

https://truth11.com/2010/04/17/did-global-elite-kill-polish-president-kaczynski/
https://truth11.com/2010/04/27/silverstein-wanted-to-demolish-building-7-on-911/
https://truth11.com/2010/04/21/police-state-4-the-rise-of-fema-by-alex-jones-full-movie/
http://www.infowars.com/


__________

Jason Burmas New Movie | Invisible

Empire | A New World Order De몭ned

This is a comprehensive guide to the new

world order and should be watched by

everyone. If anyone doubted the truth

movement, after watching this movie I

think the only skeptics that will remain

are the liars who run or bene몭t from the

system and those choosing to live in

denial. This is the 몭nal frontier, take the

truth pill. Watch The Full Movie Here Or

download it from InfoWars.com

_________

What The 9/11 Commission l Really

Think

If you still don’t know what to believe

about 9/11 or doubt the 9/11 truth

movement and believe the o몭cial story,

then please listen to the people that were

on the 9/11 commission. This article

should spark a doubt in the o몭cial story.

Enough to have you look into it further,

and when you do, you will 몭nd great

truth. Read here

__________

The Digital Economy Bill

A draconian Internet censorship bill that

has been long looming on the horizon

https://truth11.com/2010/04/16/invisible-empire-a-new-world-order-defined-full-movie-jason-burmas-and-alex-jones
http://www.infowars.com/
https://truth11.com/2010/04/13/if-you-still-dont-know-what-to-believe-about-911-and-doubt-the-911-truth-movement-or-if-you-meet-someone-who-believes-the-ocficial-story-then-will-you-or-they-listen-to-the-people-that-actuall/


몭nally passed the house of commons in

the UK yesterday, legislating for

government powers to restrict and 몭lter

any website that is deemed to be

undesirable for public consumption. Read

article here.

_________

Top Nazis Planned EU-Sytle Fourth

Reich

US Military Intelligence report EW-Pa 128,

also known as The Red House Report,

which details how top Nazis secretly met

at the Maison Rouge Hotel in Strasbourg

on August 10, 1944 and, knowing

Germany was on the brink of military

defeat, conspired to create a Fourth Reich

– a pan-European economic empire

based around a European common

market. Read Article here

_________

Benjamin Fulford Articles

AIDS and SARS are bio-engineered

weapons designed to reduce the

African (“Black”) and Asian

populations.

The 9/11 terrorist attacks were an “inside

job” carried out by the US government as

a false 몭ag attack to bring about new

imperial mobilization.

The Pentagon, the oil industry,

banking elite, and the pharmaceutical

industry suppress inventions including

free-energy and anti-gravity

technology to maintain power.

https://truth11.com/2010/04/09/death-of-the-internet-unprecedented-censorship-bill-passes-in-uk/
https://truth11.com/2009/05/12/top-nazis-planned-eu-style-fourth-reich/


The US government, using a secret

military program HAARP (High

Frequency Active Auroral Research

Program) has been altering the

climate, and using high power

microwave energy inducing

earthquakes including the Asian

Tsunami (2004) and earthquakes in

Japan (1995), China (2008), Haiti (2010),

Chile (2010). 

Haiti Video here | Articles by Benjamin

Fulford here, | Articles on HAARP +

Induced Earthquakes here

HAARP US Military Weapon That Can

Cause Earthquakes and Alter The

Climate

13 reasons to suspect HAARP caused the

Haiti earthquake here

_________

The Truth Has Fallen And Taken

Liberty With It

Today Americans are ruled by

propaganda. Americans have little regard

for truth, little access to it, and little

ability to recognize it. Truth is an

unwelcome entity. It is disturbing. It is o몭

limits. Those who speak it run the risk of

being branded “anti-American,” “anti-

semite” or “conspiracy theorist.” Truth is

an inconvenience for government and for

the interest groups whose campaign

contributions control government. Truth

is an inconvenience for prosecutors who

want convictions, not the discovery of

https://truth11.com/2010/04/02/13-reasons-to-suspect-haarp-caused-haiti-quake/
https://truth11.com/?s=benjamin fulford
https://truth11.com/category/haarp-climate-altering-energy-induced-earthquakes/
https://truth11.com/2010/04/02/13-reasons-to-suspect-haarp-caused-haiti-quake/


want convictions, not the discovery of

innocence or guilt. Read article here

__________

Pictures Worth A Thousand Words

They say a picture is worth a thousand

words. When it comes to the truth, these

pictures speak volumes. From 9/11 truth,

to the new world order police state. Each

picture says it all. They show your fellow

citizens voicing the truth. Evidence of the

Truth and graphical representations of

examples of truth. See all the

pictures Here

__________

https://truth11.com/2010/03/25/truth-has-fallen-and-taken-liberty-with-it/
https://truth11.com/2010/04/07/pictures-worth-a-thousand-words/


Bill Gates, Rockefeller Foundation,

Neo-Eugenics, Vaccines and GMO for

Population Reduction

In plain English, one of the most powerful

men in the world states clearly that he

expects vaccines to be used to reduce

population growth.

The vaccine industry has been repeatedly

caught dumping dangerous unsafe,

untested or proven harmful—vaccines

onto unwitting Third World populations

when they cannot get rid of the vaccines

in the West. The true aim of the

vaccinations is to make people sicker and

even more susceptible to disease and

premature death. Read article here

__________

Alex Jones Sticking it to the

Propaganda Machine

The last time Alex Jones challenged

Heraldo on 9/11 heraldos response was

to give him the 몭nger, twice. This time he

has to respond to Alex Jones on TV . Alex

rips into him and the establishments

bullshit.. See video here

________

https://truth11.com/2010/03/10/bill-gates-and-neo-eugenics-vaccines-to-reduce-population-rockefeller-foundation/
https://truth11.com/2010/03/07/alex-jones-on-geraldo-media-sought-to-demonize-911-truth-with-pentagon-incident-link/


Wall Streets Bailout Hustle

The biggest robbery in history. The wall

street bailout con jobs, outlined in detail

in this Rolling Stone article. 1. The Swoop

and Squat, 2. The Dollar Store, 3. The Pig

in the Poke, 4. The Rumanian Box, 5. The

Big Mitt, 6. The Wire, 7. The Reaload.

Read article here.

_________

Executive Orders: The Hallmarks Of

Fascistic Tryanny

When a president tries to e몭ect one of

his Executive Orders into being a national

law, he is attempting to circumvent

congress, and contravene our

Constitution, and move us closer to being

a country ruled by men rather than a

nation ruled by laws…. …In order to

maintain the illusion of a democracy, we

are still allowed a presidential election

every four years; and no one president

can serve more than two four year terms.

But, it’s not any one president who has

become a dictator, it is the O몭ce of the

Presidency, and those faceless autocrats

who control the presidency that has

become dictatorial, without many of us

ever knowing it. No, we are hardly a

democracy. Our beloved United States of

America has become a fascist

dictatorship, and will remain so, until the

majority of Americans come to realize the

sad state of our ship of state. Read

article here.

https://truth11.com/2010/02/20/wall-street’s-bailout-hustle/


article here.

________

US Government Abdicates 

On February 3 2010, Dennis Blair,

director of National Intelligence told the

House Intelligence Committee that it was

now “de몭ned policy” that the U.S.

government can murder its own citizens

on the sole basis of someone in the

government’s judgment that an American

is a threat. No arrest, no trial, no

conviction, just execution on suspicion of

being a threat. Read article here.

_________

Obama Declares He Will Rule By

Authoritarian Decree

The Obama administration has

announced it will now rule by fascist

decree and ignore Congress and the

American people. Read article here

_________

Refuse To Pay Government Debt

Incurred For Unlawful And Oppressive

Purposes

In international law, odious debt is a legal

https://truth11.com/2010/02/16/executive-orders-the-hallmarks-of-fascistic-tyranny/
https://truth11.com/2010/02/16/u-s-government-abdicates/
https://truth11.com/2010/02/14/obama-declares-he-will-rule-by-authoritarian-decree/


theory which holds that the national debt

incurred by a regime for purposes that do

not serve the best interests of the nation,

such as wars of aggression, should not be

enforceable. Such debts are thus

considered by this doctrine to be

personal debts of the regime that

incurred them and not debts of the state.

Read article here

_________

Conspiracy Theory VS Conspiracy Fact

Those who conspire for war, pro몭t, and

evil, cry conspiracy theory when their

actions are questioned; The masses hear

conspiracy theory and regurgitate it upon

cue. Its time the masses stopped spewing

the term conspiracy theorist and actually

looked into the facts, if they did they

would 몭nd conspiracy fact. Article here

_________

Architects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth 

Have now reached 1000 professional

members, further legitimizing calls for a

new investigation into the September

11th attacks based upon physical

evidence and analysis that is completely

inconsistent with the o몭cial story.

Article here

_________

https://truth11.com/2010/02/14/refuse-to-pay-government-debt-incurred-for-unlawful-and-oppressive-purposes-it-is-the-personal-debt-of-those-who-ordered-it-to-be-incurred/
https://truth11.com/2010/02/14/conspiracy-theory-vs-conspiracy-fact/
https://truth11.com/2010/01/27/1000-architects-engineers-officially-demand-new-911-investigation/


New Arial Photos Released From 9/11

These clouds of dust were the result of

pulverized concrete and thermite

explosives. The bogus o몭cial pancake

story would not do this. Take a look at

these photos and see if you think this was

a collapse layer by layer, on top of the

other, compressing the damage, or

buildings literally blown to particles of

dust. See photos here

_________

Fake wars, fake war on drugs, drugs

peddled by hypocritical government,

the military industrial complex set to

kill and invasions continue

Whether it’s under Nixon, Carter, Reagan,

Bush Sr, Clinton, Bush Jr, or Obama, the

policies have remained the same and the

damage to our bottom line has been

mountainous. It’s time to ditch the

policies we have come to tolerate for

decades before they consume what is left

of our moral core. Read article here

120 Years Of US Invasions here

https://truth11.com/2010/02/11/911-arial-photos/
https://truth11.com/2010/01/20/rendition-where-the-war-on-terror-meets-the-war-on-drugs/
https://truth11.com/2010/01/20/100-years-of-us-invasions-millions-dead/


Common themes of US Invasions here

13 Lies: An Abbreviated History Of U.S.

Presidents Leading Us To War

Those of you who long ago 몭gured out

that George Bush lied about, and twisted,

9-11, the role of Al-Qaeda, the Taliban,

and Osama, and WMDs to justify the

invasions of Afghanistan, and Iraq, and to

create the War on Terror, will not be

surprised to learn that our prior

Presidents, and their complicit

henchmen, have lied us into every war

since our Revolution. Read article here

_________

Obama Administration Orders World

Bank To Keep Third World In Poverty

By preventing poor nations from

becoming self-su몭cient in blocking them

from producing their own energy, the

Obama administration is ensuring that

millions more will die from starvation and

lack of access to hospitals and medical

treatment. Read article here

_________

https://truth11.com/2010/01/20/common-themes-of-us-invasions/
https://truth11.com/2010/12/18/13-lies-an-abbreviated-history-of-u-s-presidents-leading-us-to-war/
https://truth11.com/2010/01/26/obama-administration-orders-world-bank-to-keep-third-world-in-poverty/


9/11 Truth From Mos Def and Immortal

Technique

Man, you hear this bullshit they be talkin’,

Every day, man, It’s like these

motherfuckers is just like professional

liars…YouknowwhatI’msayin? It’s wild…

Listen…. | Lyrics and song Here

_________

William Melvin Hicks Speaking Pure

Truth

“Its just a ride, and we can change it any

time we want, its only a choice, no e몭ort,

no work no job, job, no savings of money,

a choice right now between fear and love.

The eyes of fear want you to put bigger

locks on your doors, and buy guns, close

yourself o몭. The eyes of love instead see

all of us as one. Heres what we can do to

change the world right now to a better

ride; Take all that money we spend on

weapons and defence each year and

instead spend it on feeding clothing and

educating the poor of the world which it

would many times over, not one human

being excluded and we can explore

space, together, both inner and outer,

forever, in peace.”

Video of the quote Here | Bill Hicks on

The Global Elite Here | and more quotes

and vidoes of Bills here

_________

Fuck You I Wont Do What You Tell Me!…..

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2010/01/06/911-truth-from-mos-def-and-immortal-technique-bin-laden-didnt-blow-up-the-projects-lyrics/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2010/01/05/quote-bill-hicks-its-just-a-ride-we-can-choose-love-and-his-suggestion-on-how-to-improve-the-world-pure-truth/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2010/01/05/quote-bill-hicks-on-the-global-elite/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/04/09/quotes-william-melvin-hicks-bill-hicks-multiple/


It hast to start somwhere, it has to start

somehow, what better place than here,

what better time than now? All hell can’t

stop us now!,,,,

Rage Against The Machine Quotes of

truth here

_________

Truth11 Films | Propaganda vs Truth

In Advertising

watch video here

_________

1. The Hyperreality of a Failing

Corporate Media System | 2. Inside the

Military Media Industrial Complex and

3. Hope Fades for End of the American

Empire under Obama

1. Hyperreality is the inability to

distinguish between what is real and

what is not.Corporate media, Fox in

particular, o몭ers news that creates a

hyperreality of real world problems and

issues. Consumers of corporate television

news–especially those whose

understandings are framed primarily

from that medium alone–are embedded

in a state of excited delirium and

knowinglessness…..

2. Among the most important corporate

media censored news stories of the past

decade, one must be that over one

million people have died because of the

United States military invasion and

occupation of Iraq.

3. There are still a large number of

Obama supporters who are basing their

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2010/01/10/rage-against-the-machine-quotes-fuck-you-i-wont-do-what-you-tell-me-it-has-to-start-somewhere-it-has-to-start-sometime-what-better-place-than-here-what-better-time-than-now-all-hell/
https://truth11.com/2010/01/17/propaganda-vs-truth-in-advertising-truth11-films/


Obama supporters who are basing their

opinion of him solely from his campaign

promises. Others simply hear what he

says and base their opininon on that. In

order to properly asses Obama you must

look at his actions. There are numerous

articles on Truth11 discussing his actions.

In two speeches at the close of the

decade, the Nobel Peace Prize winner

a몭rmed that peace was no longer peace,

but rather a permanent war that  extends

well beyond Afghanistan and Pakistan  to

 disorderly regions and di몭use enemies .

He called this  global security  and invited

our gratitude. Read all three articles here

_________

________

False 몭ag attack to usher in less rights

The general consensus from the

corporate media is, if we want to travel,

we have to just put up with our rights

being violated. The government puts a

man on a plane with no passport and a

몭re cracker in his shorts and we are

supposed to put up with nazi style

interrogation. Just another addition to the

long list of diminishing human rights.

Evidence clearly indicates staged attack

on Detroit 몭ight. Article here

lluminati Vowed in 1969: “Travel Will

Be More Di몭cult”

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2010/01/06/the-hyperrealilty-of-a-failing-corporate-media-system-inside-the-military-media-industrial-complex-impacts-on-movements-for-peace-and-social-justice-and-hope-fades-for-end-of-the-american-empir/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2010/01/10/evidence-clearly-indicates-staged-attack-on-detroit-flight/


Like sheep, humanity had better adjust to

constant harassment as long as it

tolerates Illuminati control of all

important government and social

institutions. Read article here

Project Hostile Intent

Mind Scanners the next step if we accept

naked body scanners. Under project

hostile intent, everyone is remotely

screened by passive scanners that pick

up brain waves in order to to determine

whether they intend to commit violent or

terroristic acts. Article here

_________

Environment, Eugenics and Quotes

“A reasonable estimate for an

industrialized world society at the present

North American material standard of

living would be 1 billion. At the more

frugal European standard of living, 2 to 3

billion would be possible.” – United

Nations, Global Biodiversity Assessment

“A total population of 250-300 million

people, a 95% decline from present

levels, would be ideal.” – Ted Turner,

founder of CNN and major UN donor

Everyday I encounter people who doubt

the plain truth that stares them in the

face. The problems is they either can’t see

the forest for the tress or they do not

want to see. Many automatically doubt

that big organizations like the Federal

Reserve or United Nations could be

involved in corruption or conspiracy, and

they do it without looking into it at all.

They blindly belive they are doing good

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/12/31/illuminati-vowed-in-1969-travel-will-be-more-difficult/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2010/01/10/mind-reading-machines-the-next-step-if-we-accept-naked-body-scanners-january-8-2010-124842-pm-est/


They blindly belive they are doing good

things. Well for those people this article is

for you. It is quotes from the people

running those organizations, words from

their own mouths, telling you the evil

they are planning to do and are doing to

you right now. Article here. See also

bilderberg quotes here. See also the

quote category here.

_________

War Is Over | If you want it 

John Lennon forwarded the peace

movement by paying for billboards that

spread a message of truth. ”War Is Over!,

if you want it”. The government did not

like the truth being told to the masses.

The add campaign was really starting to

cause problems, so they killed him. Read

article and watch the movie The US vs

John Lennon here

_________

President John F Kennedy Secret

Society Speech

…we are apposed around the world, by a

monolithic and ruthless conspiracy,

…I am asking for your help in the

tremendous task of informing and

alerting the American people. Con몭dent

with your help man will be what he was

born to be, free and independent. Speech

recording and transcript here

_________

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/12/08/enviroment-eugenics-quotes/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/05/22/bilderberg-group-quotes/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/category/quotes/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/12/16/war-is-over-if-you-want-it/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2008/12/17/quote-jfk-shadow-government/


ClimateGate

For years many scientists have been

challenging the numbers put out by the

Gore climate propaganda machine.

Recently emails have been released

outlining the deceit, conspiriacy and

corruption. See the Climateate

category here

________

Copenhagen, fake global warming

propaganda, the Trilateral

Commission, CFR and one world

government

…“The philosophical underpinnings of the

Trilateral Commission are pro-Marxist

and pro-socialist. They are solidly set

against the concept of the nation-state

and in particular, the Constitution of the

United States.

…“If the Council on Foreign Relations

could be said to be a spawning ground

for the concepts of one-world idealism,

then the Trilateral Commission was the

‘task force’ assembled to assault the

beachheads. Already the Commission

had placed its members in the top posts

the U.S. had to o몭er,”

…“A former science adviser to British

Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher [Lord

Christopher Monckton] says the real

purpose of the United Nations Climate

Change Conference in Copenhagen on

Dec. 7-18 is to use global warming hype

as a pretext to lay the foundation for a

one-world government,” Read

article here | See also this article

https://truth11.wordpress.com/category/climategate/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/11/25/trilateralist-replaces-bilderberger-to-chair-copenhagen-summit/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/11/23/he-road-to-copenhagen-part-iii-a-“planetary-regime”-in-the-making/


_________

The Fed Is Running Scared

Bernanke’s Fed has meticulously

sabotaged the economy in order to

create a crisis in classic Hegelian fashion.

The corporate media tells us the crisis is

the result of ineptitude and

mismanagement at the Federal Reserve.

Au contraire. Like the Great Depression,

the even Greater Depression now on the

horizon was scienti몭cally created.

The Fed is the primary instrument the

bankers are now using to destroy the

middle class, hand over all public assets

and resources to them, implement a

crushing austerity, usher in a new era of

global corporatist feudalism and build a

sprawling planet-wide slave plantation

based on China’s totalitarian model.

It is the ultimate dream of the banking

cartel. It will be used as the foundation to

build world government. Destroying the

dollar as the world’s reserve currency is

only the beginning. Read article here

_________

A brief history lesson and the

economic crisis

The United States does not control its

own destiny. Rather it is controlled by an

international 몭nancial elite, of which the

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/12/02/audit-the-fed-bernanke-and-the-bankers-are-running-scared/


American branch works out of big New

York banks like J.P. Morgan Chase, Wall

Street investment 몭rms such as Goldman

Sachs, and the Federal Reserve System.

They in turn control the White House,

Congress, the military, the mass media,

the intelligence agencies, both political

parties, the universities, etc. No one can

rise to the top in any of these institutions

without the elite’s stamp of approval.

Read article here |

_________

A real solution to the 몭nancial crisis

Truth11′s suggested solution to the

몭nancial crisis 100% Guaranteed to work,

몭rst time. here

_________

Evidence that George W. Bush had

prior knowledge of 911

He states in these two videos that he

watched the 몭rst plane hit on TV. There

was no live coverage of the 몭rst plane

hitting, there was no coverage on TV of

the 몭rst plane until a video surfaced that

evening. He had a private live video feed.

The only way for that to be possible is

prior knowledge. Read article and watch

the video clips here.

_________

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/12/01/a-brief-history-lesson-and-the-economic-crisis-and-what-must-be-done/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/03/06/a-real-bailout-plan-that-is-100-guaranteed-to-work-in-one-day/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/11/12/george-bush-watched-the-first-plane-hit-on-tv-he-was-the-only-one-the-video-did-not-surface-until-the-next-day/


_________

Microbiologist speaks out:H1NI

vaccine is actually a bio-weapon

Joseph Moshe is a microbiologist who

had called a radio station, and stated that

the H1NI vaccine is actually a bio-weapon,

and is the DEPLOYMENT OF A PLAGUE.

The o몭cial propaganda line is that he

had threatened the President, although

there is no evidence that this is true. The

following day his car was disabled with a

magnetic pulse and surrounded by tanks,

robots, and a virtual army of Secret

Service and FBI agents. Then bombarded

with massive amounts of gas. Read article

and watch here.

_________

Media as enablers of Government Lies 

If Americans wish to retain the remnants

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/11/22/microbiologist-nabbed-by-fbi-after-warning-us-that-vaccine-is-a-bioweapon-deployment-plus-a-ton-of-other-information-from-target-freedom/
https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/screen-shot-2009-11-22-at-1-02-18-pm.png
https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/screen-shot-2009-11-16-at-10-20-34-pm.png


of their liberty, they cannot trust the

media to warn them about government

tyranny. In order to recognize

government deceit, there is no substitute

for more citizens to make more e몭ort to

몭nd the truth for themselves. Read

article here

_________

George Bush Telling The Truth For A

Change

This speech is created from clips of

several speeches to tell us all what bush

really thinks. Thanks to creators for

allowing us to hear the truth for a change

from this guy. Click here for the video

________

William Patrick Corgan | The Smashing

Pumpkins

Flu Pandemic is Propaganda 

If you follow some of the links I have

been supplying as of late, you’ll notice

many are focused on the propaganda

build up to our day of reckoning with the

Swine Flu virus. I say ‘propaganda’

because, in my heart, there is something

mighty suspicious about declaring an

emergency for something that has yet to

show itself to be a grand pandemic. Our

American President Obama has declared

a national emergency about this virus,

which he in his own words said was, at

this point, a preventative measure. So,

why declare an emergency if there isn’t

one? Read article here

________

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/11/17/the-media-as-enablers-of-government-lies/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/11/12/george-bush-telling-the-truth-for-once/
http://www.everythingfromheretothere.com/2009/10/27/health-and-a-well-being/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/10/31/former-smashing-pumpkins-frontman-flu-pandemic-is-propaganda/


Truth Advertising Campaign

Truth11 photography exhibit here

__________

Change… What Change? 

The combined US troop deployments in

Iraq and Afghanistan have now reached a

higher level than existed at any time

under the presidency of George W. Bush.

This surge past the record set by its

predecessor marks another grim

milestone in the Obama administration’s

escalation of American militarism. Read

Article here

________

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/10/11/truth-advertising-campaign-a-truth11-photography-exhibit/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/10/14/obama-tops-bush-in-troop-buildup/


What Is Money? 

Article here

________

Truth11 Films | 911 Truth to Ticks and

Leeches by Tool

Watch here

________

Government Propaganda To Infest
Network TV Shows

An insidious brainwashing program set to

be launched next week will “organically”

weave the government’s political

propaganda into prime time network

television shows, with positive talking

points about Obama’s environmental,

bailout, health care and “servitude”

agenda being seamlessly integrated into

the content of dramas, reality shows and

comedies. Read article here

________

One Mainframe to Rule Them All

One Mainframe To Rule Them All is a

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/10/03/what-is-money/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/10/27/911-truth-to-tools-ticks-and-leeches-truth11-films/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/10/16/government-propaganda-to-infest-network-tv-shows/


breathtaking rundown of the human

microchipping agenda. Concise and

e몭ective, it breaks down the coming

global information control grid in all its

horrifying detail. Watch the movie here

________

End the Fed… The IMF and the rest!

We cannot let the End of the Fed victory

be a false one. We can not let the e몭orts

of Ron Paul and many others go to waste,

by simply replacing evil with the same evil

and a di몭erent logo. We cannot allow the

IMF to take the place of the Fed. They are

the same thing. The same people in

control, the same e몭ect on the human

population. Read article 300 members of

the house support audit the fedhere

___________

___________

Martial Law

A private security force whose biggest

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/10/19/one-mainframe-to-rule-them-all/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/10/05/300-members-of-the-house-support-audit-the-fed/


role is helping the U.S. government to

“combat terrorism” is now patrolling the

streets of a town in Montana, acting as

law enforcement but accountable to

nobody and operating completely outside

the limitations of the U.S. constitution in

a chilling throwback to the brownshirts of

Nazi Germany. Read article here See also

these articles here and here

_________

National Guard, police, and other military

units attacked American citizens with tear

gas and deployed sound cannons today

in response to an “unpermitted protest”

as bedlam hit the streets on the 몭rst day

of the G20 summit in downtown

Pittsburgh. Read article here

The First Amendment is o몭cially dead in

the United States. If this isn’t martial law

then we don’t know what is.

__________

United We Stand 

2 million march on ending government

tyranny | The largest protest in US

history | Downplayed by the

propaganda machine

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/09/29/montana-town-occupied-by-private-paramilitary-security-force/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/09/30/paramilitary-force-to-boss-internment-camp-in-montana/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/09/30/american-police-force-logo-represents-“empire-dominance-and-powe/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/09/25/military-attacks-american-citizens-with-sound-weapons-tear-gas-at-g20/


The last thing the government wants is

for the masses to rise up together and

realize their power of strength in

numbers. Thats why the corporate media

reported the latest T.E.A. Party only had

tens of thousands of participants. The

actual number was the largest in US

history, over 2 million. If the corporate

media was really on the side of the

people they would have reported the

signi몭cance of the largest protest ever.

Read article here | Watch time lapse

video here

_________

Charlie Sheen’s Video Message To

Obama here

Charlie Sheen has confronted the

president on public record about 9/11

truth and for going back on his campaign

promises.

The transcript of that conversation

is here

_________

Stop The 9/11 Cover up

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/09/14/mainstream-media-cover-up-implodes-as-world-discovers-millions-marched-in-dc/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/09/14/912-protest-washington-dc-time-lapse-footage-0800-1130/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/09/12/charlie-sheen-extremely-powerful-video-address-to-obama-demands-transparency-truth-on-911/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/09/09/charlie-sheen-and-president-barack-obama-20-minutes-with-the-president-on-911-truth-and-calling-him-on-his-promises-of-change/


On the anniversary of the false 몭ag

attacks by our own government, the truth

movement is stronger than ever. Polls,

petitions and protests show that people

know the truth and do not accept the

governments ridiculous cover up story.

Read article here

Lots of articles and movies on 9/11

truth here or in the categories section

>right>

Documentary on the controlled

demolition of the world trade centre on

9/11. Watch it here

Pancake theory? Would leave a steel

core…

Lots more 9/11 pictures and links to

articles below… scroll down

And tons of 9/11 articles here

_______

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/09/11/stop-the-911-cover-up-on-the-anniversary-of-911-the-truth-movement-is-stronger-than-ever/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/category/911/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/09/14/912-protest-washington-dc-time-lapse-footage-0800-1130/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/category/911/


Obama, Fairey and Propaganda

The Obama “Hope” campaign successfully

detached the reality of who Obama is and

what he stands for and bundled him up

as a neat little answer to our problems;

what most people hoped would be the

deliverance from the countries empirical

aims.

….As is taught in Buddhism; Su몭ering is

ended by the light of awareness. So too is

the in몭uencing e몭ects of propaganda…

After all, what is propaganda; but a ploy

to persuade through sensationalism and

emotional triggers rather than logic and

contextual insight? Read article here

_________

Global Currency

The United Nations has called for the

establishment of a new global reserve

currency to be overseen by a bank of the

world in an e몭ort to reduce the role of

the Dollar in international trade. Read

article here.

_________

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/08/20/shepard-fairey-declared-new-propaganda-czar/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/09/08/un-calls-for-bank-of-the-world-new-global-currency/


Fall of the Republic: The Presidency of

Barack Obama

Alex Jones latest documentary lays out in

precise detail the long-running plot by a

cabal of global elitists to take over the

world and deliver humanity into grinding

slavery and usher in a new Dark Age. It

spells out how the elite have worked

tirelessly to bankrupt a once proud,

industrious, and self-reliant nation

through 몭nancial terrorism. Fall of the

Republic warns what is in store for us if

we do not wake up and take back our

country and restore its once cherished

tradition of liberty and limited

government. Read article here Watch

movie here or download or order a copy

at infowars.com, or prisonplanet.com

__________

Click here for a large version

_________

Big Brother Is Watching

UK has more CCTV cameras than China.

Read article here

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/10/10/alex-jones-and-crews-new-movie-the-fall-of-the-republic/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/10/22/the-fall-of-the-republic-full-movie-watch-here-alex-jones/
https://volumes/Dylan's Air Drive/ Truth11/www.infowars.com
http://www.prisonplanet.com/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/09/08/adbusters-ad-fly-your-real-flag/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/08/11/big-brother-britain-has-more-cctv-cameras-than-china/


UK Government to install surveillance

cameras in private homes. Read

article here

__________

THINK DIFFERENT

Resist the New World Order

Click here to watch the Apple Commercial

that aired only twice

________

New World Order Organizational Chart

and the Pyramid of Power HERE

________

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/08/07/uk-government-to-install-surveillance-cameras-in-private-homes/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/09/05/apple-commercial-1984/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/08/06/new-world-order-organizational-chart/


Global Power and Global Government

Part 1 | Evolution and revolution of the

central banking system

Part 2 | Origins of the American empire:

Revolution, World wars and World Order

Part 3 | Controlling the global economy:

Bilderberg, the Trilateral Commission and

the Federal Reserve

________

________

Scams and Bailouts Are The Cause Of

World Depression

This is a great article summarizing all that

has and is causing our current global

economic crisis. Read article here

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/08/07/part-1-evolution-and-revolution-of-the-central-banking-system/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/08/07/part-2-origins-of-the-american-empire-revolution-world-wars-and-world-order-global-power-and-global-government/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/08/07/part-3-global-power-and-global-government-controlling-the-global-economy-bilderberg-the-trilateral-commission-and-the-federal-reserve/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/07/30/scams-and-bailouts-the-cause-of-world-depression/


________

Law

Understanding Law and the lies they tell

us we must follow | Know your true

rights | Article here

________

Taxation

31 Questions and answers the IRS does

not want you to know | Article here

________

North American Union

https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/gavel.jpg?w=300
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/08/12/law-understanding-law-and-the-lies-they-tell-us-we-must-follow-know-your-true-rights/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/04/16/31-questions-and-answers-about-the-internal-revenue-service-what-the-irs-doesnt-want-you-to-know/


President Obama will attend the

controversial Security and Prosperity

Partnership meeting with Mexican

President Felipe Calderon and Canadian

Prime Minister Stephen Harper next

month, it has been revealed. Read

article here.

_______

Resisting the new world order

9/11 activists at a July 4th parade. Read

article here

________

One Global Currency

Russian President Dmitry Medvedev

illustrated his call for a supranational

currency to replace the dollar by pulling

from his pocket a sample coin of a

“united future world currency.” Read

article here

________

NAFTA Superhighway and the North

American Union

The Trans-Texas Corridor, part of the

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/07/21/obama-to-attend-north-american-union-meeting/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/07/10/resisting-the-new-world-order-911-truth-activists-on-july-4th/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/07/10/medvedev-shows-off-sample-coin-of-new-‘world-currency’-at-g-8/


The Trans-Texas Corridor, part of the

NAFTA Superhighway projected to link

the United States with Canada and

Mexico as an integral cog of the North

American Union, is back on the agenda

after Texas Governor Rick Perry lied in

claiming that the proposal was dead

earlier this year. Read article Here

________

Journalist Files Charges against WHO and

UN for Bioterrorism and Intent to Commit

Mass Murder

Read article here

Do Not Get The Swine Flu Vaccine

Lots of articles on this subject in the

biological false 몭ag attack category here

Congressman: Obama Could Use

Pandemic To Declare Martial Law

Georgia Congressman Paul Broun

warned attendees of a town hall event

Tuesday that the Obama administration

was planning to use a pandemic or a

natural disaster to implement martial law

in the United States. Read article here

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/07/04/nafta-superhighway-and-the-north-american-union/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/06/26/journalist-files-charges-against-who-and-un-for-bioterrorism-and-intent-to-commit-mass-murder/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/category/biological-false-flag-attack/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/08/13/congressman-obama-could-use-pandemic-to-declare-martial-law/


_______

D-Day, Obama and Hitler

Without the 몭nancial support of Bush, the

Wall Street bankers, and multinational

corporations Hitler would have remained

an obscure former Gefreiter in the

German army and hyperventilating

leader of the National Socialist German

Workers Party that would have 몭zzled

out, as did so many other parties in the

tumultuous years of the Wiemar

Republic. Minus Hitler and his bankster

and industrialist backers, 160,000 troops

would not have landed on the beaches of

Normandy and 10,000 American, British,

and Canadian troops would not have

died. Bush, Ford, General Electric, IBM,

and the Wall Street bankers are

responsible for more than 70 million

people slaughtered during the Second

World War, including about 12 million

war-related famine deaths in China,

Indonesia, French Indochina and India.

Read whole article here

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/06/08/d-day-obama-and-hitler/


Also see the article Bush and Nazis here

See also

The Anatomy of Blue State Fascism

| Explaing the link of Hitler, Bush and

Obama. Nazi Rule has been in place since

ww2 | Read article here

___________

For lots of excellent Truth Documentaries

click here

_________

_________

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/08/08/bush-and-nazis/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/09/30/the-anatomy-of-blue-state-fascism/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/category/3-truth-documentaries/


Co-operation vs. competition /

Competition is enslaving us all /

Economics, slavery and the 몭nancial

crisis

The human spirit will thrive with co-

operation: far more than with

competition. So why is our society based

upon competition and not co-operation?

The current economic system is based

upon the masses competing with each-

other for limited resources. For one

reason, to keep them enslaved to the

system. … The current economic crisis is

being caused by the end of a pyramid

scheme by the Federal Reserve Bank

called the Fractional Reserve Banking

System. Read article here

_______

_______

9/11 was an inside job

The top 40 reasons to doubt then

challenge the governments o몭cial story

of the events of September 11th 2001

Read article and watch Truth11 short

몭lm: “Ticks and leaches” here

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/06/15/co-operation-vs-competition-competition-is-enslaving-us-all-economics-slavery-and-the-financial-crisis/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/06/18/the-top-40-reasons-to-doubt-the-official-story-of-september-11th-2001/


Molten steel and thermite that burns

much hotter than airplane fuel can burn

being extracted weeks after 9-11

Cut columns are not caused by planes

9/11 was a Nazi false 몭ag attack by our
own Nazi government

Some excellent pictures from the Movie

Loose change watch here

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/09/14/loose-change-truth-documentary/






Plane hitting the pentagon?

https://truth11.files.wordpress.com/2008/12/screen-shot-2009-10-07-at-10-09-02-am.png?w=300


________

IFC New World Order 2009 Documentary

From the Kennedy assassination, to waco

and 911. Documentary covering the New

World Order, The Bilderberg group and

the truth movement and its crusaders.

See movie here

___________

I am as mad as hell, and I’m not going to

take this any more!

This speech and several others in the

movie Network (1976) holds as true today

as it did back then. See the article, clips

and the full movie here

___________

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/06/09/ifc-new-world-order-2009-full-movie/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/06/11/i-am-as-mad-as-hell-and-im-not-going-to-take-this-any-more/


2012 | Pole Shifts | Planet X

Lots of articles and books on this subject

that may or may not face us all. The key is

if you believe it or not, it doesn’t hurt to

be very prepared for anything.

2012 Survival Guide here

Survival Guides here

Pole Shift Information here

2012 Information here

Books and further resources here

Articles that feel 2012 will not bring any

changes to our planet here

My thoughts on the subject here

__________

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/08/13/so-youve-survived-the-pole-shift-now-what-video/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/category/survival-guides/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/category/pole-shift/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/category/year-2012/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/08/14/2012-survival-guides-planet-x-updates-earthquakes-climate-changes-earth-changes/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/08/17/2012-no-planet-x/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/11/18/2012-the-combination-of-multiple-ideas-that-may-not-fit/


Cybersecurity Is Framework For Total

Government Regulation & Control Of Our

Lives

The Obama administration’s new

Cybersecurity system will only make the

Internet more vulnerable to attack, while

creating the framework for a massively

upgraded government surveillance grid

that will control and regulate every aspect

of our daily lives through the

implementation of “smart” technology.

Read Whole Article Here

Projects to “master the internet” in full

swing on both sides of the pond

The legislation would allow the federal

government to tap into any digital aspect

of every citizen’s information without a

warrant. Banking, business and medical

records would be wide open to

inspection, as well as personal instant

message and e mail communications.

Read Whole Article Here

________

New World Order De몭nition and the US

Dollar Explained here

________

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/06/01/cybersecurity-is-framework-for-total-government-regulation-control-of-our-lives/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/06/02/projects-to-“master-the-internet”-in-full-swing-on-both-sides-of-the-pond/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/08/01/new-world-order-us-currency-explained/


One Giant Leap For Mankind | The Moon

Explained

Read article here

________

Bail Out Pictures

_________

G20 Protestor

Protesting the New World Order

_________

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/08/01/one-giant-leap-for-mankind-the-moon-explained/


G20 Protestors

Abolish Money

Abolish Economics

Abolish Slavery

________

Today we are all prisoners in the USA

As of today, June 1, 2009, even U.S.

citizens are o몭cially prisoners in the USA,

or exiles barred from entering our own

country without the government’s

permission. Read More Here

_________

John F. Kennedy | Shadow

Government Speech

JFK addressing the American people

about the shadow government that

operates behind the scenes. He asks for

the help of every citizen to expose the

truth. This was his last speech before

being assassinated by the CIA. Speci몭cally

ordered by George H. W. Bush.

Read speech here

Read about the George H.W. Bush

connection to Kennedy’s

https://truth11.wordpress.com/2009/06/03/today-we’re-all-prisoners-in-the-usa-papers-please/
https://truth11.wordpress.com/2008/12/17/quote-jfk-shadow-government/


assassination here

_________
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